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THE POLITICS OF 

ENCLOSURE IN COLONIAL 

AND PosT-COLONIAL 

AFRICA 

Florence Bernault 

B y the seventeenth century, prisons were pictured in the western imagination 
as abhorrent microcosms of vice, shame, and misery. They affered a grotesque 
mirrar of society-its radical Other. In 1618, Geffray Mynshull, an English 
author horrified by the excess and evil that reigned in King's Bench, compared 
his jail to the place that, to his mind, could best suggest disorder and moral 
darkness: Africa. 1 Three centuries Iater, in the aftermath of the 1994 genocide, 
the prisons of R wanda have provided journalists and western commentators 
with another set of dramatic images. For a popular French magazine, the 
Gitarama penitentiary looked like "a Dantesque painting: four inmates for 
every square meter; a day of acrobatic feats just to get to the Iatrine; the ftoor 
oozing wi th cankerous toes; feet and hands eaten by gangrene, condemned 
at best to amputation. And more than 900 deaths in eight months."2 Con
fronted by such extreme visions, western spectators can reftect on the recent 
events in the Great Lakes region. Most probably, however, the overmediati
zation of the R wandan prisons calls for nothing more than a regressive voyage 
into an archaic penal epoch, inciting western audiences to recall the unsavory, 
anachronistic n1en1ory of the long-forgotten Hhells full of vern1in and cruelty" 
of the old jails of London and Paris, where a picturesque crowd of ladies of 
the night, indebted folks, and various crin1inals were amassed in n1orbid 
pron1iscuity. 3 
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The degraded statc of sotne conten1porary African prisons n1ight incite 
Sl)llle con11nentators to think that African judicial systen1s have silently re
tunled to pre-colonial. archaic fonns of punishrnent. At best. some n1ight 
ex.plain a\\·ay the Iack of irnprovernent in the prison systetn as an effect of 
... underdevelopn1ent.u in1agined as an indefinite standstill in the penal phase 
prior to the prison refonn. Return or retardation: the threatening horizon of 
\\·estem orientalisn1 only obscures the long-tenn maturation of the Aftican 
penitentiary. In fact. present-day Rwandan prisons. like most contemporary 
penitentiary systen1s in Africa. have nothing in common with the jails of the 
ancicn regi1ne in Europe. nor do they borrow fron1 local practices associated 
\\·ith pre-colonial ·4traditions:· To the contrary: Europeans in1posed the prison 
systen1 in Africa a century ago to serve a specific colonial objective: thus 
transfom1ing a con1plex fom1 of local repression. After independence. regin1es 
carefully reworked the prison system to meet modern, if son1etin1es unfor
tunate. political purposes.~ 

This book seeks to historicize the emergence of the n1odern prison in Africa 
by shedding light on the articulation between ancient systems of physical 
captivity and the importation of foreign penitentiary systems. Penal incarcer
ation was unknown to sub-Saharan societies prior to the European conquest, 
when colonial regimes built prisons on a massive scale for deterring political 
opposition and enforcing African Iabor. Since independence, African govem
ments have unanimously maintained the prison at the heart of their legal 
systems, although penitentiary policies vary in considerable ways across the 
continent. Some govemments, like Ghana, have been recently engaged in 
building several new, modern corrective facilities. By contrast, in a number 
of African countries, judicial systems have tended to neglect prison sentences 
as a major means of punishment and social control. In addition, even though 
urbanization, industrialization, and modern fonns of criminality have in
creased at unprecedented rates since independence, popular perceptions of the 
prison remain ambivalent. Large components of African civil societies reject 
the idea of imprisonment as a legitimate form of punishment, thus shedding 
fresh light on the intricate ways in which Africans have reshaped colonial 
legacies. This paradox helps explain why today, from the shores of the Med
iterranean to the tip of the Cape, prisons remain an inescapable element of 
African landscapes, while the ratio of imprisonment across the continent is 
one of the lowest worldwide. 5 

Of course, the prison cannot be explored without understanding broader 
problems: in particular, the emergence of modern criminality, law, and pun
ishment in Africa. Forthelast decade or so, a fast-growing field has provided 
historians with greater knowledge about these questions, although few sturlies 
have examined the role of prisons.6 This book seeks to fill this gap by focusing 
primarily on the penitentiary institution, although many chapters also reflect 
on the topics of punishment, criminality, and deviance in Africa. 
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Our investigation has benefited from the extensive Iiterature on the birth 
of thc western penitentiary that has accumulated since the early 1970s. In
spired by the pioneering studies of Michel Foucault and David Rothman,7 

historians have documented thoroughly how westem legal and political cul
tures at the end of the eighteenth century progressively replaced the ancien 
n!gin1e econon1y of punishment based on Iex talionis and the dramatic public 
display of chastisement with a centralized, homogenized, and secluded system 
of in1prisonment based on a theory of amendment. As subsequent studies 
detnonstrated, this movement was reinforced in Europe and in North America 
by the rise of centralized and bureaucratic states, the emergence of an indus
trial civilization, and the spread of a new culture of discipline. Other, more 
critical works, have questioned the failure of the western penitentiary, as weil 
as the ideological and architectural inertia that has prevailed in the West since 
the nineteenth century.8 Yet, very little is known about another extraorclinary 
achievement of the penitentiary model: its worldwide dissemination in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, a process largely supported by European 
imperial expansion.9 

The birth of the penitentiary in Africa sheds considerable light on this 
invasion. Colonial conquest used the prison as an early instrument for the 
subjugation of Africans. Even before colonial powers were in full control of 
territories, early prisons were erected in all European garrisons and admin
istrative outposts. Thus, the penitentiary did not emerge after European con
quest had imposed full control over the colonies, but served as a crucial tool 
to carry on colonial wars against Africans. However, as it was imported in 
the colonies, the westem prison model experienced substantial alterations. 
First, no averarehing "carceral archipelago" ever emerged in the colonies, 
even though European colonizers tested a range of techniques of confinement 
and discipline, such as asylums, hospital wards, workers' camps, and correc
tive facilities for children. 10 Second, contrary to the ideal of prison reform in 
Europe, the colonial penitentiary did not prevent colonizers from using ar
chaic forms of punishment, such as corporal sentences, flogging, and public 
exhibition. 11 In Africa, the prison did not replace but rather supplemented 
public violence. Third, colonial power put considerable emphasis on the eco
nomic ends of the prison, and its role in the organization of forced Iabor. 
Finally, the principle of amending the criminals was considerably altered in 
the colonies, and largely submerged by a coercive doctrine of domination 
over Africans, seen as a fundamentally delinquent race. RaciaJ segregation 
served as an enduring-though tacit-basis for the architectural, moral, and 
bureaucratic management of colonial penitentiaries. 

African prisons also speak to the transformation of models of social control 
imported from the West. Since Weber and Durkheim, this concept covers a 
wide array of state and sociaJ strategies destined not only to restrain forms of 
deviance defined by crin1inal law, but also to pron1ote the reproduction of 
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SlX'ial order. L~ A significant theoretical gap renulins between neo-Marxist per
spertives ~positing social control as the ideological instrun1ent of the state, 
\\'hich represents the n1ling classes. to impose and legitimate social coercion) 
and the functionalist/revisionist school. The latter maintains that social con
tn)L as itnperfect as it is. does not serve particular interests; rather, it rests 
upon \\'idespread consensus about threats to the collective order, as well as 
appropriate solutions. L' Colonization provides both a more complex and a 
sin1pler case in point. In the racially divided colonies, order was imposed 
fron1 above. since the idea of criminality rested on a racial understanding of 
deviance. No large social consensus, therefore, existed across the races about 
Ia\\:. deviance~ and the appropriate techniques for correcting delinquency. 
Moreover. colonial authorities hardly sought to alleviate tensions brought on 
by coercion: as a consequence, the aim of the colonial prison was not to ensure 
ne\v fonns of social hannony or conformity, but rather to guarantee European 
hegemonic control. Hence, by encouraging the consolidation of racial ten
sions and social inequality, colonial prisons participated in creating forms of 
social control that borrowed from, but deeply differed from westem models. 

Finally, prisons in Africa have been shaped from the outset by a larger 
project: For beyond the construction of penitentiaries, colonial authorities 
attempted to organize the physical space of the colonial territories. 14 Under 
colonial rule, Africans did not simply face a new repressive system; they also 
experienced broader mutations in the political construction of physical and 
spiritual space, the public and domestic spheres, the collective and the private, 
the invisible and the apparent. For this reason, the history of prisons must be 
located in the larger context of colonial and postcolonial tactics of confine
ment. Through the delimitation of borders, the sedentarization of villages, the 
classification of ethnic groups, and the stabilization of workers in model cities, 
co1onizers and Africans inaugurated a series of new articulations between 
social identity and physical space. 

PUNISHMENT AND CAPTIVITY AT THE END OF THE 
NINETEENTH CENTURY 

At the end of the nineteenth century, the modern African prison system 
emerged through the massive importation of a foreign judicial order, and the 
eclipse of a large number of precolonial penal techniques. The construction 
of prisons represented a considerable break with local practices of social 
control, based essentially on the idea of reparation. Butthis historical rupture 
tends to obscure complex, hidden correspondences between European doc
trines and African ideas about punishment and physical enclosure. Some as
pects of the penitentiary resonated with ancient, local forms of spatial 
captivity and physical seclusion. Military captivity, legal techniques of body 
constraint, and spiritual retreats existed in Africa alongside a series of archi-
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tcctures of confinen1ent generated by the slave trade. Importedas a by-product 
of forcign occupation at the end of the nineteenth century, the penitentiary in 
Africa was not the product of local initiatives by local societies. Yet, its rapid 
articulation with local forms of punishment and social control suggests that 
the birth of the penitentiary in Africa depended less on a moment of rupture 
than on a long period of exogenaus mutations partially imposed from above 
and partially captured, adapted, and transformed from below. 

For most African societies in the nineteenth century, power was exercised 
over people rather than over space; or, to borrow from the famous Foucaultian 
distinction, authority stemmed primarily from goveming people ( gouverne
lnentalite), rather than subordinating spatial territories. However, social 
groups were always located in well-defined territorial Iimits that demarcated 
community protection. 15 People experienced and played out notions of indi
vidual liberty and integrity within these boundaries. They perceived the out
side-an open space devoid of social protection-as potentially threatening, 
marked by the risk of spiritual pollution, captivity, and sale into slavery-an 
ultimate form of degrading mobility. 16 

Within this particular configuration of relationships between men, power, 
and space, refined judicial procedures existed. In West Africa, the repression 
of crimes was founded on reparations, vengeance, and amendment, a philos
ophy similar to the justice system of the ancien regime in Europe. The right 
to punish belonged, for the most part, to heads of families, both in lineage
based societies and centralized state systems. 17 Yet, the entire society, includ
ing ancestors and the invisible world, worked to solve the disturbances 
brought about by the crime. 18 As the legal sphere connected to the invisible, 
some forms of punishment used physical confinement in order to submit the 
criminals to the sanctions of the other world, as the techniques of ostracism 
in Bandjoun society show (Bah). For the most serious crimes, besides the 
death sentence, radical exile from the community served as the main form of 
punishment, leading to the social or physical death of the convicted offender. 
In particular, sale into slavery subjected criminals not only to exclusion, but 
also to destructive geographical and social displacements. 19 

While small-scale and decentralized societies usually chained criminals out 
in the open, many centralized states in West Africa possessed pennanentjails 
for holding convicts or suspects before trial, a form of physical constraint 
comparable to the function of ancien regime prisons of Europe. Instruments 
of aristocratic power, state goals mostly aimed to reduce political opponents. 
African states, however, did not use prisons as a penalty in itself. Captivity 
worked as an exceptional form of public and domestic power, both in daily 
life (domestic hostages, and pawns), or to meet unusual circumstances (pris
oners of war, and, in some rare cases, dangeraus criminals ). The great warrior 
San1ori, for example, in1prisoned his own son who was accused of treason, 
and made him die of hunger. Yet, Samori 's tragic decision was more a form 



l'f dl'·~tnlcti,·c l'apti,·ity and extren1e bodily torture. than the exercise of a 
~tandardized fl)nn of punishn1ent hased on reclusion (Bah). As in the case of 
Eunlpean prisons hefore thc refom1. bodily constraint, or the restriction of 
physical and social n1obility. existed everywhere. but seldom worked as a 
curati,·e treaunent for vice. Rather. in the centralized and militarized states, 
as in a nurnber of so-called lineage-based societies, reclusion was a transitory 
rnornent that underscored the po\ver of public authority. The detained was 
e,·entually integrated into a hausehold as a dependent or a slave, or disap
peared physically. the ultimate effacen1ent of the crime. In this context, re
clusion did not ain1 to correct. but rather to seize the body to inflict punishment 
and allo\v legal reparation. 

The slave trade introduced a number of significant changes in this penal 
economy. First judicial tactics fueled the new market by producing criminals 
conden1ned to be sold into slavery to the profit of those capable of accumu
lating \\'ealth and power (usually expressed by the number of dependents). 
Second. new techniques for the physical restriction of slaves promoted a range 
of bodily techniques that reinforced the dread of capture and individual chain
ing. For example the bois mayombe in the Loango region, as it was named 
by French traders in the nineteenth century worked as a forked piece of wood 
that secured slaves who had tried to escape. The branches were opened pre
cisely to the thickness of their neck, and the "collar" fi.tted so tightly that 
slaves were in dang er of being choked. 20 Third, important architectures of 
confinement emerged along the trade routes. In Angola after the 1760s, the 
Portuguese authorities complained about the proliferation of private goals 
where slave traders jailed and retained porters, recalcitrant partners, and 
pawns. directly threatening the central govemment's monopoly over the re
straint of criminals. Later on, after abolition, African and Portuguese-African 
traders built barracons (from the Portuguese barracao, a ]arge cabin or han
gar), where they hid slaves along the interior trade routes and the coast pa
trolled by French and English naval squadrons. 21 An original network of 
semi-enclosed communities also developed along the coasts of Africa: the 
"villages of Iiberty" set up by the missionaries to house and supervise recap
tured slaves. 22 These architectures were to play a significant role as spatial 
and ideological models when Africans confronted the colonial prison. 

By encouraging the commoditization of people, the slave trade consider
ably challenged the philosophy of the person. The value of the free person 
declined as it became easier to accumulate dependents through the slave trad~ 
market rather than by natural reproduction and the protection of families. 23 

Dependency no Ionger meant being affiliated with a lineage in a more or less 
precarious status. Instead, it meant being passively inserted into the flow of 
degrading economic exchanges and a punitive mobility that led to social 
death. The slave trade, fueled by captivity (judiciary, war, and merchant) and 
radical exclusion, increased the negative perceptions attached to the experi-
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cnce of capture and confincment. 24 Hence, the later terrors associated with 
the arrival of the colonial prisons. which reconvened the physical memory of 
the slavc tradc. as well as the idcological memory of degrading reclusions. 

During the same period, other penal edifices appeared on the margins of 
the continent. European trading forts, erected on the coast since 1500, pos
sessed jails and military cells, mostly used for the incarceration of military 
personnel. 25 Outside the forts, Europeans had erected a few prisons in some 
coastal colanies in the nineteenth century. In Freetown (Sierra Leone), a 
prison opened in 1816. In Senegal, the senatus-consulte of J uly 22, 1867, 
allowed the construction of prisons at the trading and military stations of 
Saint-Louis and Gon~e. In the mid-nineteenth century, colonial authorities 
started to use the prison of Saint-Louis to control African itinerant populations 
and petty urban criminals (Thioub; Konate). Yet, in most cases, only a fraction 
of the inhabitants of the trading posts were liable to be detained in these 
prisons, and the experience of modern incarceration seldom touched the daily 
life of most Africans. 

Away from the few European coastal jails, African societies relied on dif
ferent penal principles: the productive recuperation of criminals in society, or 
their destructive exclusion. Even centralized states had not developed tighter 
fonns of penal imprisonment, nor seemed ready to breed local forms of penal 
incarceration. Yet, long before the imposition of the colonial penitentiary, a 
considerable range of models of confinement, captivity, and seclusion existed. 
Ideas about the compensatory character of punishment, the commoditization 
of people in the slave trade, the link between physical reclusion and contact 
with the sacred world, and the association between public authority and pun
ishment had all played a central role into local systems of knowledge, initi
ation, power, and punishment. When colonizers started to sever philosophies 
of punishment from the realm of local power relations, and, with the building 
of prisons and jails, to relocate legitimate violence into the sphere of foreign 
domination, Africans could borrow from Iocal repertoires and experiences to 
confront the new judicial system. 

SOUTHERN AFRICA 

From the infamaus political prison of Robben Island, to the narratives writ
ten by fonner victims of apartheid, Iiterature on the late twentieth-century 
prison in Southem Africa abounds. 26 Yet, historians have conducted few sys
tematic inquiries in the earlier development of the penitentiary and modern 
fonns of confinement in this region. 27 

Southem Africa presents a fascinating exception to the development of the 
modern penitentiary South of the Sahara. First, instead of being in1ported by 
colonizers at the end of the nineteenth century, the penal prison emerged at 
the very beginning of the century, closely following the prison reform move-



Illt'nts in Eut\)pe and thc i\n1cricas. 'Yet. in the Cape colony. prisons did not 
targt't conltllt)tl critninals as n1uch as otTenders of the recently adopted pass 
la,,·s. a systen1 that diffused all over the territory of what would become South 
A.frica. ~~ Sccond. fron1 the late 1880s on\\'ard, prisons provided early sites for 
testing racial segregation. thus otfering crucial models for racial separation 
schen1es in the larger society. Third, the needs of Iabor strongly prevailed in 
the shaping of the penitentiary systen1. The close association between criminal 
and econotnic incarceration ren1ained as a key feature of the Southem penal 
apparatus until 1990. Finally. institutions for the incarceration of the insane 
and children existed at an early date alongside29 confined architecture for the 
housing and control of African workers after 1870: the compounds for miners 
in Kimberley and Johannesburg. then urban hostels for migrant workers. 30 In 
Southem Africa. spatial confinement shaped the economic, medical, and po
litical Iandscape in \vays that far exceeded other policies of enclosure on the 
continent .. ~ 1 

Racial segregation, ho\vever, did not characterize the early penal system in 
Southem Africa. At the end of the Dutch occupation of the Cape, rudimentary 
jails and a policy of deportation,32 torture and public punishment applied to 
all offenders with no distinction according to race. From 1807 to 1834, the 
abolition of slavery in the Cape colony, prompting new needs for cheap Iabor 
in the colony, inaugurated new penal policies. First, the British govemor, 
following the European penal reform, replaced physical punishment in the 
colony with prison sentences.33 But, in 1809, the imposition of pass laws to 
help white farmers compelling Africans to work on farms, encouraged the 
formation of a large population of Khoi Khoi and Bushmen offenders. Most 
ended up in local jails ("lockups"), whereas criminals sentenced to long-tenn 
sentences were detained in newly created "convict stations." The classifica
tion of prisoners resred on the basis of offense committed, not on raciallines. 

In 1828. Ordinance 50 abolished the system of passes for Khoi Khoi in
habitanrs of the colony. Yet, the number of prisoners in Iockups and convict 
stations continued to grow, and threatened to overwhelm the poorly organized 
prison system. In 1843, prisons in the Cape underwent a major reform under 
lohn Montagu, the new colonial secretary. Montagu improved the detainees' 
diet, supervision, and access to education. Most importantly, inspired by re
formers' ideals in Europe and the United States, Montagu emphasized the 
refonnatory roJe of the prison, and the importance of penal Iabor in the con
struction of roads and harbors for the colony. 34 The ernerging state of the 
Cape colony built large, portable wooden convict stations that could be trans
poned to the vicinity of public works. All prisoners in the stations were forced 
Lo Iabor outdoors in chain gangs. No racial distinction existed; rather, a re
formative classification was based on each prisoner's behavior. Yet, this pe
riod consolidated a key feature in the Southern African penal system: the 
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protninent role of the state in combining penal policy and the handling of 
Iabor. 

Detainees of the Breakwater Prison, many of them Bushmen and Khoi 
Khoi. provided the main Iabor for the construction of the breakwater around 
the Cape Town harbor from 1852 to 1870. Public work in Cape Town, par
ticularly on the dock, never ceased tobe supported by large gangs of convict 
laborers. In the 1870, the Harbour Board employed, on average, over 300 
workers on maintenance and construction, of which 200 were convicts. In the 
tnid-1880s, the Board relied increasingly on cheap penallabor: the proportion 
of convicts to free workers rase from two-fifths in 1882 to three-quarters by 
1887.35 

B y the late 1880s, the state started to implement racial discrimination in 
the prisons and convict stations of the colony. Concems for the Iack of civi
lized amenities for white prisoners arose in the Cape as more white convicts 
were sentenced to hard Iabor for illegal diamond buying. 36 In cantrast to 
earlier white offenders, these convicts appeared as refined, intelligent, and 
rich, thus promoting a new divide between the rieb and poor, the good and 
bad criminal. In 1884, a Cape Town magazine complained that, in prison, 
"The coarser criminal, the black, the brute, has a more comfortable life than 
probably he had before his 'punishment' commenced, while ... the white 
man has every decent susceptibility [to be] everlasting shocked and out
raged."37 The penal administration introduced a policy of differential treat
ment among white and nonwhite prisoners: the physical separation of inmates 
inside all penal facilities in Cape Town ( 1892), 38 a different diet ( 1898), and 
physical punishment for black prisoners. By 1901, authorities had erected a 
new building at the Breakwater Prison to hause white prisoners. While blacks 
were forced to perform hard Iabor, white detainees had access to greater op
portunities for skilled and industrial training in workshops. 39 John Montagu 's 
rehabilitation ideals had degenerated into a racialized, differential treatment 
that split amendment procedures into hard Iabor for blacks, andreformative 
treatment for whites. 

B y the late 1890s, therefore, blacks provided most of the prison Iabor in 
Southem Africa.40 At that time, pass laws were generating an increasing ftux 
of pass offenders, or people accused of idleness and vagrancy.41 Yet, their 
work was not confined anymore to urban public works, docks, and harbors. 
Confronted by incessant demands for cheap Iabor from private farmers, the 
state had begun hiring out convicts to wine farms in 1889. In 1934, the prac
tice expanded dramatically with the sixpence scheme: Short-term prisoners 
could be compelled to spend their sentence working for white farmers who 
paid six pence to the department of prisons for each laborer:'2 By 1947. the 
nun1ber of black convict workers on white farms bad increased n1assively. 
prompting, in 1948, the establishment of fann-jails housing nonwhite pris
oners sentenced to long-tenn sentences (over two years). White farmers fi-
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nanccd thc constn1ction of these facilities by buying shares of the fam1-jails, 
and dra,,·ing convict Iabor in proportion to their contribution.4~ According to 
St'lllt' historians ... The fact that large prison outstations were built in response 
to thc pressure of ümners sutlering fron1 a shortage of Iabor showed the extent 
to \\·hich South African agriculture had become dependent upon crime."44 
t\1oreoYer. fanners frequently in1posed corporal punishment on laborers, thus 
undennining the state ·s n1onopoly of violence and the theoretical purposes of 
the penal legislation.-'5 

The creation of closed con1pounds for black workers in the mining area of 
Kin1berley sheds further light on the role of private initiatives in creating 
original n1odels of confinen1ent.-ltl Historians are still debating the nature and 
function of the con1pounds. For C. Van Onselen and R. Turrell, the mining 
cotnpanies sought to discipline black workers .. first by controlling alcohol 
consumption and preventing diamond theft, then by attempting to model all 
aspects of the miners' life.47 According to Van Onselen's compelling com
parison between prisons and compounds in the Witwatersrand, mining com
pounds belonged to a "web"' of coercive legislation (pass laws) and confining 
institutions ( camps, prisons, workers housing) established by whites to secure 
cheap Iabor and the superior position of Europeans in the Iabor process.48 

In addition, De Beers was the first company-and the first corporate, non
state entity-to use massive convict Iabor. The number of prisoners employed 
by the company increased from 200 per day in 1885 to 600 in 1889 ( of a 
total number of 11,000 native laborers). By that time, De Beers had gone so 
far as to build a private prison branch (the De Beers convict station), with 
staffing and regular supplies, in order to secure a steady supply of penal 
Iabor:~~ Although the existence of a connection between the model of the 
prison and the compound system is left open to debate. 50 the history of native 
and penal Iabor in Kimberley suggests that the physical settings of the closed 
compound belonged to the striking architectural repertoires of confinernent 
that emerged in South Africa. 

Arguably. the second major distinctive feature of penal and spatial con
finement in South Africa has been the spectacular rise of political detention 
in the twentieth century, particularly after World War 11, and the parallel, 
extraordinary prisoners · resistance to the regime. Robben Island, that had 
served in the nineteenth century as an asylum for the insane, the leper, and 
the chronically sick, transformed into a prison after the closure of the hospital 
in 1931, and the use of the Island as a military headquarters du ring World 
War II. In 1961, after the Sharpeville massacre and the subsequent ban of the 
ANC and the PAC, the apartheid regime decided to open a n1axin1um security 
prison on the Island to deport political prisoners. 51 Fron1 1964 to 1990, Rob
ben lsland achieved world visibility through the fate of its n1ost famous pris
oner, Nelson Mandela. In prison, Mandela and his fellow detainees organized 
systematic resistance against the wardens and the apartheid regin1e. 52 By 
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1976- 1977. the resistance took the form of an extraordinary program of 
political education atnong prisoners, who organized writings, readings, and 
collective training through courses offered by the University of South Af
rica.5J Since the Iiberation of Mandela in 1990, and the closing of the prison, 
Robben Island has remained the symbol of political resistance for South 
Africans. 54 

PRISONS AND THE COLONIAL CONQUEST 

At the end of the nineteenth century, the penal system in South Africa was 
an exception. But within a few years, colonial prisons had invaded the rest 
of sub-Saharan Africa. 

Du ring the first decades of the colonial partition of Africa ( 1885 to 191 0), 
the conquest was brutal but remained incomplete. The Europeans' military 
and administrative presence was superficial, concentrated only in a few stra
tegic points that kept ftuctuating according to revolts to be quelled or routes 
to be secured. Soon, however, colonial rule increased its impact by creating 
permanent administrative posts, and enforcing taxes, censuses, portage, and 
forced Iabor. By 1910-1920, even in the territories that had been given over 
as concessions to private companies, Europeans and their auxiliaries con
trolled a Iarge part of Iocal economic activities and migrations.55 The prison 
played a centrat role in this transition. 

In all colonies south of the Sahara, the abrupt and intrusi ve spread of the 
prison proved massive and systematic. In British territories, the authorities 
issued a comprehensive series of prison ordinances and built jails in all new 
administrative posts early in the twentieth century. Moreover, in regions under 
indirect rule, such as B uganda and northem Nigeria, paramount chiefs were 
authorized to open their own prisons (Killingray). In French West Africa, the 
penal dispositions of the indigenat (a special system of administration that 
applied to African subjects), promulgated in 1887, allowed white administra
tors to sentence Africans to fifteen days in prison without trial. The massive 
use of adn1inistrative sanctions encouraged functionaries to build prisons as 
soon as they settled in the new districts, oftentimes using a spare room or a 
cellar in the administrative buildings as temporary jails. In the circumscrip
tions under military control, where resistance remained considerable, fortified 
garrisons provided ample space for incarceration. Captured African Ieaders 
could be sentenced to imn1ediate "'administrative intemment," a form of pro
longation of the war against the political opponents of French colonization. 56 

The impact and nature of the colonial prison system did not seem to vary 
significantly from one colonial regime to another. In the French. Belgian. and 
Portuguese colonies, the administration exercised direct control over Afri
cans, and monopolized-at least in theory~ivil authority and crirninal jus
tice. The colonial state appointed African administrative "'chiefs. ·· who. like 
their counterparts, the so-called customary judges, were n1erely subaltem ad-
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tninistrators. This profoundly destahilized existing legal systetns. public or
dcr. and the rt'solution of private conflicts. In British and Gennan colonies, 
indirect rule pn)Yed as disn1ptive for African penal orders. First. local chiefs 
had to confon11 to the ne\\' fiscal systen1. and to distribute a portion of the 
collected resources to the colonial state. thus upsetting existing power rela
tionships. Second. even though some native judicial institutions (courts, po
lice) retnained in place. chiefs had to abandon penal practices that were 
deetned unacceptable by European law such as physical mutilation, torture, 
and stoning (Killingray). Finally. the ossification of chiefdoms within the 
confines of precise lin1its. and their integration into a protonational territory, 
deeply changed the historical nature of local power. 57 Political entities that 
\\'ere once fairly decentralized, putting few constraints on people and things, 
transfonned into coercive microstates that triggered new judicial processes 
and ne\v power relations. 

After 1910, administrative detentions had increased everywhere, while Af
rican detainees were forced to Iabor on public works and the building of new 
detention facilities. Prior to World War 1, official inspectors in French West 
Africa denounced the chronic overcrowding of prisons. For instance, the 
prison at Kindia (Guinea) consisted of two rooms each measuring 5-by-6 
meters. and contained twenty-nine prisoners in December 1907.58 In the Up
per Volta in 1932, during the peak of the farming season, the administrators 
pronounced at least 1,900 monthly disciplinary sentences of imprisonment
an average of one imprisonment for every 140 persans annually (Fourchard).59 

In Tanganyika, one decade later, the state enforced regulations on soil erosion 
by imprisoning recalcitrant peasants on a large scale.60 In Kenya, the colony's 
thirty prisons (twenty-three of which were district prisons) received approx
imately 28,000 detainees in I931-36,000 in 194I and 55,000 in 195 J. or 
one detainee for I 46,136 and I 09 Africans, respectively. 61 The highest figures 
come from the Belgian Congo, where, in the late 1930s, the adn1inistration 
evaluated the number of annual detainees at I 0 percent of the n1ale population. 
In J 954, in the province of Kivu, almost 7 percent of the adult rnales spent 
some time in prison.62 

Although the available data does not always distinguish between long crim
inal detentions and short administrative sentences, most Africans during the 
first half of the twentieth century probably experienced the colonial prison 
through administrative sentences, a system of short and arbitrary detention 
affecting a wide spectrum of adult males. 6

·
1 Colonizers used administrative 

imprisonment as an economic incentive to enforce tax collection, forced Iabor, 
or cultivation, and to provide colonial companies with a constant influx of 
cheap Iabor. This form of incarceration is perhaps not best captured by the 
tenn "mass imprisonment," but it imposed high Ievels of short, widely dis
tributed detentions on Africans. Administrative imprisonrnent proved re
markably enduring: in the French colanies for exatnple, they were still in use 
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in thc early 1950s. long aftcr thc abolition of forced lahor and of the indigenat 
rcg1n1e. 

Most prison systen1s remained under the tight control of the centrat state. 
In n1ost cases, the penitentiary administrations worked as an autonomaus 
service in the colonial govemtnent, and were in charge of defining program 
and budget lines. Although local administrators disposed of the everyday 
tasks of maintenance, central inspection services paid regular visits to the 
prisons, even before the First World War.M Only the prisons directed by par
amount chiefdoms under indirect rule benefited from a relative autonomy. 

Colonial states sought to build a coherent penitentiary apparatus. In French 
West Africa and Equatorial French Africa, every Ievel of territorial authority 
had to open penal facilities. At the Ievel of small administrative posts ( cir
cumscriptions and districts), smaller prisons (1naisons d'arret) and houses of 
correction held persans waiting for trial, and detainees condemned to short
term sentences. Moreover, each police precinct provided "security rooms" 
( cachots) to hold the accused.65 In the capital of each colony, centrat facilities 
(1naisons centrales) sheltered prisoners sentenced to six months to five years 
of detention. Finally, at the federal Ievel, a few larger, fortified penitentiaries 
(penitentiers) held prisoners serving more than five years, as weil as political 
prisoners (e.g., the penitentiers at Fotoba, Guinea; Kidal, Mali; and Ati, 
Chad).66 

In East Africa, British Kenya affered the most extraordinary attempt to 
organize a full hierarchy of penal institutions. In 1911, when an autonomaus 
Prison Board was appointed to manage the administration of penal facilities, 
the colony already possessed thirty penitentiaries. These establishments were 
classified according to the duration of the detainees' sentences: two prisons 
held long-term prisoners ( condemned to more than three years of detention), 
five accommodated medium-term sentences (six months to three years), and 
twenty-three, labeled "district prisons," received short-term prisoners. But 
starting in 1925, prisoners were relocated according to productive tasks: In 
1927, twenty-two "detention camps" supervised hard Iabor in the territory. 
B y 1933, forced Iabor had become such a frequent sentence that the govern
ment began building "prison camps" entirely devoted to agricultural and pub
lic works. This system of detention, perhaps one of the few in Africa to 
resemble a "carceral archipelago,"67 included two "approved schools" for de
linquent juveniles in 1934. During the Mau-Mau crisis, in the mid-1950s, the 
govemment organized fifty additional "en1ergency camps" in which entire 
villages and thousands of Gikuyu prisoners were forced to resettle. At that 
time, the entire colony-whites excepted-was subject to incarceration on a 
massive scale.68 

At the tilne prisons were invading the African continent. colonial rule ini
tiated a series of different reclusive tactics. with n1itigated success. In South 
Africa, a solid and varied arsenal of asylun1s for the insane had existed since 
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the nliddle of the nineteenth century. but the confinetnent of the insane proved 
unsustainable in other colonies. In Nyasaland, asylun1s ren1ained attached to 
ptisons and never bec&.une autonon1ous institutions.tlQ In Senegal, the govem
tnent 1.u1d physicians initiated an1bitious projects at the beginning of the twen
tieth century. but abandoned then1 soon after.70 In Southem Africa, 
refonnatoties for children and n1inors bad opened in the early 1880s, followed 
by penitentiary schools in Senegal ( 1888) and Guinea (Jardin de Camayenne 
in the suburbs of Conakry). In Central and East Africa, state initiatives proved 
slo,\·er. In Kenya~ "approved schools'' opened in 1934, in Equatotial French 
Africa. the govemor-general set up agricultural "colonies" for delinquent and 
unen1ployed juveniles only after the Second World War.71 Most of these pro
jects n1et \vith resounding failure (Thioub ). 

Subtier fom1s of temporary confinement emerged through medical initia
tivesandprivate entrepreneurship. In the Belgian Conga and Cameroon, sci
entific advice prompted the goverrunent to organize sanitary camps to protect 
Africans against sleeping sickness epidemics. The colonial state put entire 
regions in quarantine, and hundreds of people imprisoned behind cordons 
sanitaires, cordoned off by mobile medical teams.72 In West Africa, leper 
houses worked on the principle of the isolation and confinement of ill per
sons.73 After the Second World War, the detention camps of the Mau-Mau 
war-where British officers hoped to extinguish the revolt by isolating and 
"'disinfecting" warriors from evil beliefs----can be analyzed not only as an 
extreme form of political imprisonment, but also as hybrid products of sani
tary incarceration.74 Finally, the Church and private companies participated 
in this general economy of confinement. In the Catholic missions in Came
roon, the sixa-made farnaus by Mongo Beti's novel, The Poor Christ of 
Bon1ba-set up as temporary retreats for young girls before their marriage, 
were transfonned into reservoirs of cheap domestic Iabor for the tnissionaries. 
They closed after the Second World War. 75 But in the working con1pounds of 
Rhodesia, South Africa, and the Belgian Congo (Hanretta), paternalistic pol
icies succeeded in using physical enclosure to promote the formation of a 
stabiJized African working class. 

Deri ved from penal purposes, ideologicaJ principles, and economic pater
naJism. physicaJ confinement whether permanent or transitory, provided one 
of the core models for European hegemony, and the emergence of colonial 
states in Africa. 

PUNISHMENT AS PERMANENT CONQUEST 

Unlike the broader judicial system to which they belonged, prisons re
mained finnly controJied by the coJonial order. Most Africans experienced 
the prison in terms of submission, rejection, or resistance. The enduring vi
olence of colonial incarceration suggests that not every colonial encounter 
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can be fully explained by the "negotiation" paradigm.76 By imposing a re
pressive systen1 that was exogenaus to the society subjected to it, the prison 
did not ain1 at solving social tensions. On the contrary, it sought to consolidate 
the profound upheaval of the conquest. A tool of disorder more than order, 
the prison arose as a strategic outpost, a front-line bastion of colonial power, 
inaugurating a frontierform (in Tumer's geopolitical sense) of carceral strat
egy. Indeed, colonial conquest did not stop after the "pacification" of Africa, 
but rather endured as a style of govemance, a relentless effort to subjugate 
both the colonized and the physical space in which they lived.77 

The constant drive to combine the domination of men and territories ex
plains some of the specific features of colonial penology. Numerous punish
ments that had practically disappeared in Europe a century earlier flourished 
again as legal sentences in the colonies. In the Belgian Congo, the law allowed 
capital punishment and public executions in 1898, thirty years after such 
sentences had been abandoned in Belgium. For Jean-Luc Vellut, "According 
to the almost unanimous opinion of the colonizers, death sentence and major 
punishments should strike hard at the Africans' imagination." In Elisabeth
ville, the spectacle of the torture of Fran<rois Musafiri, a man who had stabbed 
a European who had seduced his wife, took place in front of a crowd of a 
thousand Europeans and three thousand Africans. He was hung on the public 
square on September 2<;>, 1922.78 After 1940, as the colonial govemment be
came increasingly reluctant to enforce capital punishment in public/9 some 
high-ranking administrators privately criticized the fact that executions were 
taking place "in private quarters, inside the prison courtyard, a thousand miles 
away from the site of the crime. "80 

In most African colonies, both administrative and "customary" legislation 
put into place by Europeans enforced physical punishments. The Code de 
l 'indigenat allowed French administrators to arbitrarily inftict forced Iabor 
and corporal punishment. Native courts, both in British and French colonies, 
could impose corporal punishments as lang as they did not contradict Euro
pean "principles of civilization." As a result, many of the so-called customary 
sentences worsened. In French Guinea, for instance, colonial executioners 
started to carry out whipping sentences using their whole arm, failing to ob
serve the age-old rule of hitting with the forearm only. 81 In the Belgian Conga~ 
the farnaus chicotte-whipping administered by agents of the Force Pub
lique-became so widespread that it Iater remained as an icon of colonial 
punishment in the memories of contemporary Zairians. ~2 U nder increasing 
criticism from the international community, Belgian law limited the number 
of blows, originally set at fifty in 1906, to a dozen in 1903, eight in 1933~ 
and four in 1951. MJ Yet the Iegislation testified to the endurance of the chicotte 
as a legal sentence up to the end of colonial rule. Similarly, English colonies 
abolished the whip in the 1930s, but replaced it with cane beatings. 84 Physical 
torture was routinely administered inside the prison as an additional punish-
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llll'llt. In 1906. thc goYenlor of Dahotney reported that detainees who did not 
cotnply \Vith thc intcn1al regulations of the prisons in Cotonou and Porto Novo 
,,·cre routinely subtnittcd to .. pahn beating·· (correction pabnatoire), as guards 
Yll)lently bcat the detainees· hands with a flat wooden cane twenty or thirty 
tin1es.l':- In 19~7. in Brazzaville (French Congo), an inspector discovered that 
seYeral detainees ,,·ere chained in the prison. a practice that violated the law. 
NeYertheless. the govemor of French Equatorial Africa later justified chaining 
dangerous crinlinals or detainees prone to escape. 86 The frequency of physical 
violence in the prison suggests that administrators failed to believe that de
tention and the loss of liberty was a sufficient sentence for Africans. 87 

Public sentences of physical punishn1ent did not exhaust corporal violence 
bet\\'een colonizers and Africans. Private European settlers enjoyed a large 
n1easure of in1punity when physically mistreating and abusing Africans, or 
even practicing expeditious executions. Their misdeeds remain invisible in 
the archives, but linger in the memory of the colonized. 88 Hence, the corporal 
punishments instituted by the state resonated with the private vengeance of 
white civilians, and relegated imprisonment to a relatively marginal position 
in the penal economy.89 

At the outset. the historical function of colonial prisons differed dramati
cally from the westem penitentiary. In westem societies, penal reform 
emerged at the heart of a large social consensus-in response to the convul
sive passage of European economies to industrial capitalism-seeking to re
solve the most dangeraus social aspects of this economic disruption to the 
benefit of the dominant classes. In the colonies, by contrast, economic profit 
depended upon political despotism and the enduring antagonism between dif
ferent segments of colonial society. The tropical prison did not seek to sepa
rate lawful citizens from marginals and delinquents; it aimed to reinforce the 
social and political separation of the races to the solebenefit of white authority 
by assigning the mark of illegality to the whole of the dominated population. 
As such, the colonial prison did not supplant, but rather encouraged penal 
archaism. This is why the colonial prison did not replace physical torture in 
the colonies; it only supplenzented it-recycling, far from the European me
tropoJes, the Jong-forgotten practice of state violence and private vengeance. 

SEGREGATED ARCHITECTURES 
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could not be distinguished fron1 civil and private buildings. Even though most 
of the first colonial jails had followed this scheme for circumstantial reasons, 
and even when Iack of resources later prevented the construction of carefully 
planned projects, local authorities started to build prisons as separate and 
specialized buildings during the first decade of the twentieth century. 

Different architectural periods can be distinguished in the colonies. The 
oldest model was the block-prison, which simply consists of a single strip of 
collective cells built around a vast open space (e.g., Dori prison, Niger, Figure 
1.1 ). The prison at Daikana (Niger), dating from the early colonial period, 
juxtaposed two large courtyards surrounded by a reetangular ring of cells that 
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~crYt'd as the fot1ified \Valls of the building (Photo 1.1) Around 1920- 1930, 
prison architecture hecatne 1nore sophisticated. and started to follow panoptic 
tnodeb tnore closelv. Behind a tnonolithic facade, the prison at Conakry 
~Guinea. 1903) for e~atnple. deployed the fan1ous diagram of separate wings 
spanning out fron1 a central hall (scherna dating fron1 Pentonville, England, 
184~). Else\\·here. con1pact and v.;alled-otl st:ctions aligned along a symmet
rical axis consisting of a covered or open corridor, as in the nzaison centrale 
in Brazzaville (Congo. 1943, Figure 1.2).90 The presence of miradors, or some 
kind of \\·atchto\vers for a panopticaL constant surveillance of the courtyards 
(Conak.l)'. Brazzaville). seen1ed to have been quite common. No chronological 
succession ahvays existed between block-prisons and panoptical penitentia
ries: simple block-prisons in rural posts of the interior coexisted with more 
elaborate. panoptical prisons in the large urban centers. 

The intemal architecture of colonial prisons almost always provided for 
separate cells and courtyards for whites and blacks. 91 When the buildings did 
not allow for separation, Europeans were incarcerated in a separate room in 
the police precinct or in the administration's residential housing. Even when 
detained in the regular jails, the rare white prisoners enjoyed preferential 
treatment. In the prisons of the Haute-Volta, for example, white prisoners 
enjoyed privileges related to food, sanitation, and clothing (Fourchard). Ev
erywhere, they were exempt from forced Iabor. Penal segregation Iasted weil 
into the 1950s. Even when interracial marriages increased, urban segregation 
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declined, and political privileges multiplied, the collective detention of Eu
ropeans and Africans was never practiced nor even envisioned by colonial 
authorities. In fact, most European detainees were rapidly transferred to the 
European metropale to be judged and sentenced, as the symbolic impact of 
whites' detention appeared detrimental to the preservation of racial "prestige~' 
in the colonies. 92 

The penal system enforced racial compartmentalization at other Ievels. Eu
ropeans perceived Africans as a collective entity, and as gregarious people. 
In 1929, the plan for the new prison and guard camps at Magaria (Niger. 
Figure 1.3) inscribed this principle in space. The building was set along a 
longitudinal wall separating "comn1on law detainees" from ··administrative 
detainees," which corresponded to the legal separation of prisoners arbitrarily 
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sentenced by administrators according to the Code de l'indigenat (refusal to 
work, refusal to pay the headtax, etc.), and common law criminals sentenced 
to imprisonment by the legal courts. In Magaria, cells were divided into six 
collective quarters, with only three individual cells set aside for the isolation 
of recalcitrant prisoners.93 

The Magaria architectural diagram takes up a fundamental dimension of 
the colonial prison. No individual jails existed for Africans--only I arge chatn
bers for collective detention that often remained open onto the courtyard 
during the day (Photo 1.2). Colonial reports insisted upon the impossibility 
of isolating Africans, seen as gregarious and incapable of enduring solitude. 
This vision was only one of the many elements of colonial discourse depicting 
Africans as an undifferentiated mass, "a steady sea. "94 The Magaria prison 
provides a spectacular example of such racist visions. A specific site of de
tention existed for the guards, who were almost all Africans.95 This prison 
within a prison demonstrated that the African population as a whole, not 
delinquents only, was under surveillance; including the native "collaborators" 
of coJoniaJ rule. 

In the collective jails of the colonial prisons, women experienced the worst 
conditions of detention. Their triple exclusion as women, prisoners, and Af
ricans subjected them to specific abuses. Only very Iate in the history of the 
colonial prison did female prisoners benefit from distinct jails and specialized 
fernale wardens. Before then, imprisoned warnen were forced to endure pro
rniscuity and sexual abuses from both prisoners and guards. They were forced 



Photo 1.2. A Collective Cell in the Prison at Tillabery (Niger, 1992). 

to work as cooks in the prison kitchens and as maids for the maintenance of 
the prison buildings: But the law did not recognize warnen 's Iabor, and thus 
did not compensate for it (Konate). 

Since the separation of normality from marginality derived a priori from 
the racial division of society, not from individual, specific acts of delinquency, 
the intemal geography of the prisons physically promoted the subaltem po
sition of Africans. Penal architectures in the colanies were not envisioned as 
a therapeutic device. Colonial penitentiaries did not ain1 at organizing stan
dardized punishment in a neutral space, since no such equality of status and 
right existed outside the walls of the prison. To the contrary, prison architec
tures sought to reproduce colonial hierarchies, erected not only upon the race 
distinction, but also upon a subtler cantrast between individual citizens 
(whites) and the collective, untitled n1ass of African subjects. Although other 
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fonn~ of racial hierarchy existed in the colonies, the spatial segregation that 
.-\.fricans experienced in the penitentiary was particularly crude and graphic. 

PENAL LABOR 

The \'iolence of the colonial prison derived also from its central role in the 
colonial economy. This role was twofold, as penitentiaries imprisoned Afri
cans \\·ho resisted forced Iabor and colonial extractions, and implemented the 
svsten1atic use of detainees as cheap Iabor. The prison, therefore, participated 
i~ the .. artificiar· economic system of the colonies, where surplus value derive 
fron1 \vages n1aintained at a low level.96 

African prisoners worked primarily in areas where the shortage of Iabor 
\\~as n1ost acute. both in the public and private sector. From the colonial per
spective~ prisoners provided a docile, cheap, and constantly available Iabor 
force for underpaid tasks of handling and packing, urban maintenance, and 
unskilled domestic work. In a confusion typical of the colonial situation, the 
recourse to penallabor ob Iiterated the barriers between the private and public 
sectors, and erased the difference between free Iabor and forced Iabor. As a 
hidden fonn of forced Iabor, penal Iabor endured up to the end of colonial 
rule. weil after the abolition of mandatory labor.97 

Whether detainees belonged to the central prison of an urban capital or a 
rural prison in the interior, they mostly worked for the agricultural sector. 
This included working in the fruit and vegetable gardens of penitentiary ad
rrtinistrators~ as weil as in the yards of district administrators. Prisoners also 
Jabored on private plantations, such as the large, barely mechanized banana 
fanns in Kindia (Guinea) that needed large amounts of cheap labor. 98 Finally, 
convict Iabor also supplemented forced Iabor for tasks that demanded hard 
physical activities: public and private work on quarries, roads, construction 
sites (wharves, bridges), trash hauling, ship loading, or warehousing in the 
colonial towns. 

The use of penal labor rested upon three principles. First, all African pris
oners had to work, including warnen. Only the infirm were exempt.99 No 
geographical exceptions existed: both urban and rural prisons made system
atic use of penal Iabor. Second, the penal administration routinely assigned 
detainees to work for private entrepreneurs, especially after the abolition of 
forced Iabor. Third, colonial rulers percei ved penal Iabor as a necessary, even 
vital, part of the colonial economy. 

At times, the high demand for penallabor resulted in competition between 
different detention centers. In French Guinea, in the early 1920s, the govemor 
tried repeatedly to convince rural district chiefs to send part of their prison 
population to Conakry, in order to meet the need for Iabor in the capital. Most 
administrators of the interior resisted vigorously, arguing that their prisoners 
hardly met local demands, and were occupied in wood-gathering, water haul-
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ing. and thc 1naintenance of administrative buildings and European gardens. 
In Dinguiraye, the circumscription co1nmander pleaded that the prisoners 
were indispensable for the survival of the colonists: "In a colonial station ... 
where the clin1ate is particularly difficult, it seems to me that the sustenance 
and generat hygiene of the Europeans must be assured in the best possible 
conditions." 100 

Colonizers perceived penallabor not as a marginal supplement to the ranks 
of African "free" wage eamers, but, rather, as a crucial tool for the ongoing 
creation of colonial Iabor. The importance of African detainees' economic 
role explains why prisons were generally built near administrative and resi
dential buildings in rural outposts (see Dori, Niger). Everywhere, penallabor 
and forced Iabor constantly overlapped: Africans who resisted forced Iabor 
were sentenced to prison; prisoners, in turn, were compelled to work for 
colonizers. To a large extent, the prison functioned as a site for observing and 
selecting the productive population. 101 

Penal Iabor informed the intemal geography of the colonial prisons. Con
trary to the westem penitentiary, the colonial prison did not provide a thera
peutic space of virtuous domesticity, nor a utopian cellular architecture. 102 To 
the contrary, public violence saturated their architectures, seeking to assemble 
African prisoners as a compact mass, separate them from Europeans, and herd 
them into forced Iabor. Not surprisingly, treadmills remained rare in the co
lonial prisons, as Africans were not supposed to partake in any personal ref
ormation, but in the economic construction of European hegemony. 103 

THE IDEOLOGICAL LIMITS OF COLONIAL 
INCARCERATION 

The violent consolidation of European hegemony in Africa should not 
mask its enduring fragility. John Lonsdale and Bruce Berrnan's work on 
Kenya, and Sara Berry's on Ghana have demonstrated how colonial domi
nation was constrained by Iack of resources, Iack of will, and the divergent 
interests of the colonial community. 104 From a penal perspective, the colonial 
project was bound by a fundamental tension between different aims. Should 
the penitentiary only punish the criminals? Should prison administrators, dis
cipline the natives as a controlled, subaltem Iabor force? Or should colonial 
prisons participate in the education and moral upbringing of Africans? 

All evidence demonstrates that coloniaJ regimes focused on the second 
option in Africa, until at least the Second World War. The rehabilitation of 
prisoners, but also the repression of civil crimes, remained marginal; colonial 
prisons served primarily as a tool for economic oppression. The Iack of re
sources explains to some extent the limitations of penal objectives. Most 
importantly, however, limited objectives derived from ideological deticiency. 
In the colonies where research has been conducted, the theoretical debates 



ahout the role of the colonial prison seen1ed to have been remarkably sparse. 105 

In l 1pper Volta. for exarnple. the paucity of local European discourse on the 
refom1atory functions of the prison (Fourchard) is stunning. 106 

In fact. at the titne of the conquest. European ideas about penal incarcer
ation had already considerably atrophied. The prison model that colonizers 
\\·ere in1porting in Africa \vas no Ionger the ideal penitentiary of the reformers, 
but. rather. a failing institution that had survived the decline of the great 
refonn n1oven1ent. 107 In Europe. ideas about rehabilitation no Ionger played 
a prominent role in the penitentiaries~ in the colonies, the concem for repres
sion easily preYailed. The long history of the westem penitentiary ended up 
in 4~frica in a high-ranking officer's prosaic opinion: "Punishment is an ex
piation ... •os The failure to put forth a specifically colonial vision of the prison 
pointed up the relative intellectual void that shaped the transfer of the Euro
pean prison to Africa, and the deficiencies of the colonial intelligentsia. Only 
administrative milieus and some missionaries initiated a few reforms after 
World War II. But neither dared to challenge the punitive and coercive essence 
of the colonial prison. 

Colonizers often argued that incarceration was mild compared to existing 
African punishments, a notion debunked in this collection by J an Vansina. 
Many Europeans shared the opinion of the commission for the supervision 
of prisons in Guinea in 1909: "[The elimination of meat and fish from the 
prisoners ~ rations] has produced an excellent effect: the condemned will no 
doubt eventually understand that imprisonment is a punishment, not a com
pensation for their misdeeds." 109 The concern that Africans could misunder
stand the penal functions of the prison, and take the prisoners' living 
conditions as proof of the colonial state's generosity, indicated that most col
onizers realized that the prison would remain utterly foreign to the very people 
it was supposed to correct. 

Two intellectual traditions helped in form colonizers' views. The first, aris
ing from the ashes of the prison refonn, was the notion of "criminality" in
vented by Cesare Lombroso in his Uo1no Delinquente ( 1876). Lombroso 
thought that criminality was an inner quality of evildoers that stemmed not 
from their contacts with the delinquent world, but rather from hereditary fac
tors and a marred nature that separated criminals from the rest of humanity. 
For Lombroso, criminality was an innate ftaw, a defect revealed by certain 
physicaJ and psychic characteristics. 1 10 At the end of the nineteenth century, 
phrenoJogists studied and classified such characteristics, supporting the idea 
that criminals beJonged to a degenerate, unredeemable race. 111 This school of 
thought was challenged by a second intellectual tradition-that of criminal 
socioJogy, which studied crime as the result of social conditions and the de
Jinquent's social environment. 

Both Lombroso 's ideas and the school of criminal sociology provided a 
scientific annature for a vision of Africans as belanging to a class of outcasts 
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cither by virtue of thcir physiological nature or their social environment. For 
1nany colonizers. Africans were potential criminals. Only a minority of Eu
ropeans believed that some atnong them-the amenable, the evohtes112-

could eventually extricate themselves from this plight thanks to the contact 
\Vith European education, moral standards, or Christianity. Almost none 
thought about the prison as a likely place for promoting such transformation, 
since they saw detainees as belanging to the most unredeemable class of 
African society. For most Europeans, therefore, penal discipline was to be 
limited to the body, and should not attempt to reach the native's soul. 113 Con
taining crime, intimidating wrongdoers, disciplining the masses into an ame
nable workforce-those were the only realistic prerogatives of a colonial 
pnson. 

The intellectual movement that had given birth to the reform of the westem 
penitentiary, based on faith in the good nature of humanity, never played a 
major role in the colonies. Paradoxically, its echo resonated only in the idea 
that vice, like a disease, could contaminate the body and the soul. 114 The 
colonial distaste for physical contact with Africans, the fear of epidemics, 
intennarriage, the possibility of degenerating contagion, the political desire 
for physical separation from the inferior race all played out in the prison 
discriminating architectures that separated blacks from whites. 115 

The racial distance that helped create political hegemony in the colonies 
put the prison beyond the reach of any refonn debate. In the colonial imag
ination, the colonial prison was an immobile rampart ag~nst barbaraus pun
ishments. 116 Even indirect rule, by authorizing paramount chiefs to open their 
own jails, aimed to redress the morals of the guards as much as the detained. 
Such penal fantasies entirely obscured the concrete abandonment, within the 
walls of the colonial prison, of any projects of rehabilitation and education. 
From a distance, the colonial prison could be percei ved as a monument to a 
higher, benevolent civilization. Within its walls, however, it never stopped 
promoting hopeless forms of corporal and psychological coercion. 

Only after 1945 did authorities start to devote more attention to the moral 
rehabilitation and the professional refonnation of adult prisoners. The increas
ing globalization of criminology and penology worldwide partly fueled these 
new concerns. Scientific exchanges circulated widely throughout the world 
between different penal systems, and new theories reached the African col
onies. Investment in penal rehabilitation also derived from the colonial re
gimes' need for legitimization in the face of intemal and extemal anticolonial 
movements. Yet, concrete results seem to have been few, although some re
habilitation schemes provided the blueprint for penal reforms later undertaken 
by post-colonial govemments. 117 

Political and penal inertia, plus the deficiency of material and intellectual 
resources among colonizers, prevented colonial regimes from implementing 
any project of grand rejerme1nent in Africa-with, arguably, the exception of 
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South .~frica.' '~ No rolony ever tried to organize the \vhole panoply of penal 
ar(hitectures. carceral institutions. and disciplinary institutions that had 
spread in Europe and in the Americas from thc eighteenth century on. On the 
contrary. prisons in colonial Africa were based on an implicit principle: to 
keep the itnpact of incarceration \vithin strict ideologicallimits. By maintain
ing legal and physical distance between colonizers and Africans, the colonial 
prison \\'as not supposed to transform Africans, but simply to promote the 
reproduction of the dominant power. This project also resulted form a con
scious strategy to constrain bodies rather than disciplining minds, to control 
crime and Iabor rather than initiating social engineering. In this perspective, 
colonial prisons never served as true penitentiaries, but as practical fortresses 
\\·here the conquest of Africa could be safely pursued. 

In Europe. the passage from the old penal order to the prison reform at the 
end of the eighteenth century had become possible through the extension of 
civil and political rights, popular consent to the law, increasing popular in
tolerance toward delinquency, and the tightening of the legal grip over dis
obedient individuals. A century later, colonization imported the modern 
prison in Africa as a material device severed from the very principles that 
bad presided over its birth. lnstead of seeking to rehabilitate criminals and 
promote social stability through popular consent over legal punishment, 
Europeans used the prison for to secure control over a subaltern, racially 
defined social category that comprised the majority of the population. The 
juxtaposition of archaic and modern elements in the colonial prison did not 
derive, as in the West, from a long penal history. It grew out of colonizers' 
systematic reliance on confinement as a device that could allow, behind the 
fa~ade of rationaL disciplinary architectures, the use of pre-penitentiary pu
ni Live practices. 

APPROPRIATIONSANDESCAPES 

Is the meaning of the modern prison in Africa tobe found only at the heart 
of the imperial project? Even if popular perceptions of the modern prison 
have remained ambivalent, penal incarceration seems to have triumphed as 
an instrument of state power. 119 Today, African govemments have unani
mously preserved the penitentiary apparatus at the center of their judicial 
systems. 

During the colonial period, however, and contrary to other colonial insti
tutions that could be more easily assailed or appropriated, the prison left little 
room for African initiatives. The penal system could be diverted from the 
reproduction and consolidation of colonial inequalities only with great diffi
culty. For ordinary Africans, the prison remained at the core of political re
pression and economic extraction. Yet, as the penitentiary did not aim at 
resolving the social and political crisis initiated by the European conquest but 
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participatcd in thc pcnnancnt confrontation bctween Africans and Europeans, 
it engendered considcrable resistance. 1211 

Prisoners' lifc stories are difficult to document. For moral and social rea
sons. fcw ex-detainees wish to speak about their imprisonment. Moreover, 
the prison was often experienced as a space of annihilation and silence. Al
though a large body of Iiterature exists as former prisoners wrote autobiog
raphies, political denunciation, and fiction about life in prison, such narratives 
cannot entirely express what lies behind the silent experience of those who 
did not testify. 121 Historians can turn, of course, to statistica) or anecdotal 
data, such as the records of acts of transgression and political organization 
among prisoners (Fourchard). 

By all accounts, African resistance to the prison appears not only to have 
been ubiquitous, but also to have persisted weH beyond the first years of the 
twentieth century. 122 Different phases existed in this confrontation. Early on, 
the frequency of suicide and morbid fonns of prostration among African 
prisoners suggested that the detainees, especially free men, experienced im
prisonment as an extremely traumatic situation. 123 Reclusion could Iead to 
irreversible annihilation, as it often meant the immediate destruction of the 
individual 's social status and spiritual protection. The historical experience 
of captivity played a detennining roJe in this, but the prison seems to have 
exacerbated the association between capture and personal degradation. Those 
who crossed the prison threshold expected to get stripped of their social, 
physical, and spiritual integrity. The inhabitants of Guinea compared the 
prison to a grave, a vision fueled by detainees' testimonies about the obscurity 
of the stockades, the darkness of the jails and chambers. Many believed in 
the otherworldly nature of the prison. They described how all those who had 
the misfortune of being imprisoned for more than three months would lose 
their vision progressively, becoming totally blind after a year in prison. 124 

These images of decay also resonated with the ancient and incessant fear of 
the vampirization of souls and black bodies by Europeans and their 
henchmen. 125 

After the 191 Os and 1920s, escapes became the major fonn of revolt against 
the prison. Throughout the colonial period, the ratio of escapes remained 
considerably high. They often denoted the collective character of mobilization 
against incarceration, as escapees benefited from many fonns of complicity: 
the help of African guards, protection from relatives, and public consensus 
that strongly rejected the prison as a tool of foreign oppression. Spiritual 
initiatives emerged to defeat the prison. In Senegal, for example, charmssuch 
as the "Ndemene hom" (lokki Ndemene), or the Koular charm, could protect 
prisoners from getting involved with the administration and could render one 
invisible. 126 Other charms could help to escape, or to restore detainees' spir
itual protection after incarceration. 
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'Yet. hy its tnassi\'c presence in the legal landscape, the prison introduced 
nc\\· r~pcrtoires of judicial practice. First the prison transformed collective 
srntencrs into standardized, individual punishtnents applied to all. This rad
ically challcnged older practices of proportional sentence based on the social 
status of the confticting parties. The prison also individualized punishments 
hy t.ntncating social responsibilities .. severing the crin1inal from collective 
protection and the possibility-for the victim--of n1obilizing powerful pa
trons for reparation and vengeance. Second .. imprisonment circun1vented pub
lic Yengeance directed at delinquents .. leaving the victim in the shadows-a 
crucial shift from past inquisitorial procedures. In other ways, the influence 
of the prison model could derive from its very proximity with local under
standing. For example .. forced penal Iabor could be apprehended in terms of 
con1pensatory reparation .. or as a form of pawnship to the benefit of the new 
( \\'hite) masters. In this case .. however, the averarehing meaning of punish
nlent changed radically. Forced Iabor as "compensation" no Ionger contrib
uted to the resolution of local conflicts, but only signaled the foreign, arbitrary 
power of the whites. Racial inequality, physical punishment performed by 
colonizers .. and the whites' impunity probably weakened the normative force 
of the principle of standardized, fair imprisonment. 

But evidence exists that suggests how the colonial prison contaminated 
local taxonomy and the popular imagination. European missionaries and Af
rican catechists served as zealous intermedianes in this rhetorical diffusion: 
in I 936, for example, a ten-year-old plaintiff accused a catechist in the village 
of Zouma (Gabon), of having accused her of singing badiy during the night 
prayers~ ordering her "to stay in prison" in his own house, and raping her. 127 

In I 943. a typical conflict involved a white catholic missionary, Father Le 
Clanche~ and several African plaintiffs. The father had threatened to ask the 
commandant to put all Protestant converts in prison. Plaintiffs also accused 
missionaries of kidnapping and forcibly detaining children in the Catholic 
Mission. 128 

To what extent did some Africans accept the colonial prison? Cherif Diallo 
suggests that, in Guinea, a certain popular consent can be detected as of the 
1930s. 129 Even earlier, a significant number of Africans had entered the prison 
as indigenous guards and wardens-although little is known about their ori
gins and motivations. For the ruling class, and for some ambitious individuals, 
the new penal system presented obvious opportunities. Aside from the few 
paramount chiefs who owned their own prisons, some chiefs did not hesitate 
to take advantage of the possibility of incarcerating undesirable people. A 
detailed history of the sentences pronounced by the customary courts would 
show the extent to which imprisonment was incorporated in local judiciary 
practice. and to whose benefit. Individual anecdotes give an idea of these 
initiatives. We know, for example, the story of an administrative agent of the 
circumscription of Dori (Niger), who managed to devise a whole series of 
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clandcstinc operations around the local prison. Denouncing criminals and 
petty offenders to thc French adtninistrator in residence, he ransomed and 
threatcncd fatnilics, or extorted money from the detainees' relatives, in order 
to hclp the prisoner to survive or to escape. In 1915, the district authorities 
arrested the zealous agent after three plaintiffs protested the confiscation of 
twenty of their cattle.l."\o This episode speaks to a relative absence of compro
nlise between the colonial and indigenous elites araund the penitentiary. Apart 
fron1 the few paramount chiefs who were allowed to manage their own jails, 
ordinary Africans could find ways to make use of the colonial prison. But 
they had to do so through illegal enterprises of diversion, not as recognized 
partners of colonial authorities} 31 

Therefore, resistance to the colonial prison further cast Africans as subal
tern agents of the colonial system. Most colonial prisons survived until the 
period of decolonization in a context of undisturbed inequality. 132 Their walls 
delimited a space of domination that, while surely not infallible or total, was 
unyielding to any significant sharing of power between colonizers and colo
nized. In a different context, but with the same concem for keeping the pen
itentiaries under the control of the state, post-colonial penitentiaries inherited 
this coercive agenda. 

THE CONTEMPORARY PRISON IN AFRICA: A NEW 
MODEL OF INCARCERATION? 

The main hypothesis of this book is twofold: lt argues that the prison 
system was successfully "grafted" onto Africa, 133 but that this transplant gave 
birth to specific, highly original models of penal incarceration. 

The repressive functions of the colonial prison-submission to the laws of 
production and assent to the dominant order-have been adopted by many 
contemporary regimes. Across the continent, the most likely candidates for 
imprisonment today are the real or imaginary political opponents of estab
lished regimes. But contemporary prisons also help tarne classes deemed as 
dangerous. In Senegal in the 1990s, the police raids and the mass incarceration 
of unemployed youth in the cities can be analyzed as a state attempt to sub
ordinate the middle classes that fueled opposition to the regime. 134 Oftentimes, 
however, the function of political detention has changed since the colonial 
era. Imprisonment is now less a question of pure repression than one of forced 
capture, as govemments use arbitrary sentences to intimidate, weaken, and 
subjugate opponents before ultimately integrating the most compliant into the 
ruling class. Rwanda is the most spectacular exception to this rule, where the 
massive incarceration of entire political and social groups, perceived as en
emies of the regime, appears as extremely equivocal. 135 Do the judicial au
thorities believe in the suspected genocidaires' reintegration in society after 
trial. and their submission to the state? Or do they purposefully transform the 
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fonn ~-'r antt'-penitentiary penal custon1s. have been shaped by the legacy of 
C\.1ll'llial penitentiaries and the tragic n1odenlity of conte1nporary political 

strit~. 

~1Jny penitentiary regirnes ha\'e failed to remodel the colonial prison by 
les~ening its ,·iolence and rene\\·ing the penal link between the state and civil 
society. On the contrary. son1e penal regimes have encouraged other fonns 
of ,·iolence inherited fron1 the colonizers: in particular, corporal punishment 
and forced Iabor .. ~nglophone countries have not only retained physical tor
ture. but rnany have reinstated whipping and beating for minor offenses. 137 

.-\.11 oYer A.frica. the obligation of prisoners to work remains widespread, as 
penal Iabor contributes significantly to national production, especially in the 
agriculrural and public works sectors. 138 In some countries, however, govem
nlents have made a conscious effort to break away from this colonial legacy 
and transfonn penal Iabor from a productive to a reformatory technique. 139 

In some cases. post-colonial regimes have also tried to renovate penal fa
cilities. Yet. they have mostly done so by opening highly modern facilities 
that \vorsen. rather than improve the convicts' conditions of detention. In 
Pretoria (South Africa), the maximum security prison (also known as "Super
Max ·~) is equipped with all modern penal innovations relating to incarceration, 
and holds serial killers and white political prisoners. 140 In Ghana and the Ivory 
Coast. public rumor describes the ultramodem, maximum security prisons as 
horrific places, where wardens can exert unchecked, sometimes lethal, vio
lence on detainees. 

Despite the Iack of reliable studies and statistics, highly divergent visions 
of the prison system seem to exist among the public. On the one hand, indi
cators show that society accepts and even desires the incarceration of crirni
nals and delinquents-at least in the cities. On the other hand, a fierce 
rejection of carceral institutions seems to linger in popular mentalities con
tinentwide. Escapes, for example, have multiplied in many present-day pris
ons. As before, prisoners typically attempt to escape during outdoor work, 
promenades, and excursions for forced Iabor. Some rely on charms, or su
pematural tools that defy the most solid chains and the highest walls (see 
Photo 1.3 ). 141 Official figures evaluate successful escapes from the Congalese 
prisons (Congo-Kinshasa) at three times what they represented at the end of 
the colonial period. Reported in terms of the average number of prisoners per 
day, they involve a third of the detained population. 142 This indicates not only 
the persistent and predictable rejection of the prison among detainees, but 
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Photo 1.3. Ceiling Opened by an Escaping Prisoner (Tillabery, Niger, 1992). 

also civilians' enduring support of escapees, as well as a remarkably negligent 
attitude among the penal administration. 

Modem juridical practices reftect this ambivalence. Penitentiaries often op
erate as marginal appendices of the judiciary system. In many countries, only 
specific categories of people belanging to categories deprived of strong con
nections in the social fabric, and lacking protection and even minimal social 
relations, such as labor migrants and foreigners, end up in prison and live out 
their sentences there. 143 Social vulnerability can result from the nature of the 
crime itself. Witchcraft, a crime legally recognized in several countries, gen
erally Iands the perpetrator in prison, as incarceration proves an effective 
means of protecting the alleged criminal from popular vengeance. 1~ Spon
taneaus sentences-stoning, beating, murder by fire-might also occur in 
cases of both high banditry and petty theft. In Cameroon, plagued by violent 
bandit gangs attacking people on the roads ( coupeurs de route ), exasperated 
crowds try to get rid of petty thieves to prevent them from developing into 
underworld bosses (katchika). 145 For common delinquents, a broad array of 
informal strategies exist outside the carceral system, sometimes initiated by 
the state itself. As large-scale financial fraud, or crimes perpetrated by high
placed persans usually escape judicial sanctions entirely; at the other extreme 
of the social ladder, many petty crin1es are managed within families and 
neighborhoods, or are sol ved at the Ievel of local police precincts. 146 This 
"second legal economy" does not derive from the decline or the judicial fail-
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ure of the African state: rat her. it points to the perpetuation of the rich layers 
of infonnal. hidden judicial tactics initiated du ring the colonial period. At that 
tin1e. European Ia\\· only touched upon a superficial stratutn of crimes: local 
conununities kept handling illegalities underground. 

Across the African continent. the physical management of n1ost prisons has 
been largely abandoned. \vith the spectacular exception of the few Inaximum
security facilities in South Africa and Ghana. The maintenance, Iet alone 
n1odemization. of penal facilities is often relegated to the last lines of national 
budgets. Outsiders have tended to analyze the material degradation of African 
penitentiaries as a pathological decline of African penal philosophies, and as 
the failure of the reformatory purposes of the prison. Yet, it would be best 
explained as an intensification of colonial penal practices, paralleling the his
torical failure of most western reformative projects. 

Interestingly, in Africa, in cantrast to the West, state negligence has resulted 
in original initiatives to preserve the living conditions of detainees. In two 
countlies as different as Niger and Congo-Brazzaville, the general abdication 
that reigns both inside and outside the prison is striking. The buildings date 
from the colonial period and are no Ionger maintained. Financial resources 
are nonexistent or unpredictable, a situation that forces prison directors to rely 
upon charity organizations and the detainees' families in order to ensure the 
prisoners' subsistence (food, clothing, bedding, health care). Such outside 
support is facilitated by the considerable permeability of the prison buildings. 
Familiesand donors can enter the prison yard on a daily basis, while prisoners 
can leave the buildings for work, visits, walks or errands, or casual conver
sation with visitors. 147 As a result, many older facilities end up affering much 
milder experiences of incarceration to the detainees, and preserve socia1 con
nections between the prisoners and their relatives. The "open prisons'' of 
Africa are not simply depleted avatars of the western penitentiary; they pro
poseoriginal solutions for prisoners' sanction, physical control, and preserved 
sociaJization. 

More dramatic realities exist. In Uganda, the Central African Republic, and 
Guinea, to cite but a few cases, post-colonial dictators have built sites of 
detention and torture that speak to no other logic than that of megalomaniacal 
and murderaus power. Spectacular and mediatized descriptions of Sekou 
Toure's Camp Boiro in Conakry (Guinea), Bokassa's prison at Ngaragba 
(CentraJ African Republic), and Idi Amin Dada's jails in Kampala (Uganda) 
have repeatedly evoked the sinister images of Nazi camps or Soviet gulags 
to westem audiences. 

However, as Didier Bigo has shown in his provocative study of Ngaragba, 
these references obscure, rather than elucidate, the logic of these prisons. 
Ngaragba did not operate according to the panopticallaws of the modern and 
bureaucratic penitentiary; instead, it responded to the imperatives of a local 
political culture shaped by arbitrariness, physical torture, and the personali-
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zation of violence. 14x By contrast with Nazi concentration camps, driven by 
industrial and in1personal technique, Ngaragba's wardens did not seek to pun
ish detainees by isolating them in a confincd, invisible world. To the contrary, 
Ngaragba functioned like an open-air theater, where torturers and prisoners 
enacted tragic scenes of power and submission that celebrated Bokassa's per
sonal will and grandeur. A tnonstrous excrescence of arbitrary power, Ngar
agba and its involuntary actors dramatized the cruel confrontation between 
the weak and the strong, in an institution where inconstancy, contingency, 
and impredictability-not bureaucratic routine-provided the organizing 
principle. 

This principle stemmed less from pre-colonial punishments than from the 
later archaism of the colonial penitentiary. Colonial jails, whose carcass mim
icked the reformed penitentiary, submerged African prisoners in corporal pun
ishment, the personalization of sentences and authority, and the confusion 
between political and economic imperatives. Colonial legacy, moreover, has 
encouraged radical forms of political detention, later practiced extravagantly 
by post-colonial regimes. 149 African prisons today reftect the exasperation of 
colonial modes of govemance and social control, as well as their articulation 
with earlier, pre-colonial forms of despotism. These legacies are reinvented 
today in the context of a new political order ( clientelism, personalization of 
power, prebendal culture ). Through the lens of its penitentiary regime, the 
African state does not resemble the Weberian or even the Foucaultian state 
based on techniques of power, general surveillance, and the citizens' inter
iorization of omnipresent discipline. Its prisons shed light on the personali
zation of relations of power, and the prevalence of social coercion over social 
protection. 150 

What post -colonial prisons suggest, too, is that the state no Ionger exercises 
the monopoly of (il)legitimate violence. In the many places where govem
mental authority is dissolving or has never consolidated, private forms of 
incarceration proliferate along the multiple fractures of the social fabric. In 
times of peace, the agents of the small precincts and police stations capture 
and sanction a significant number of delinquents who escape the central jus
tice system entirely. In times of political crisis, situations of civil war have 
encouraged the creation of clandestine jails set up by paramilitary gangs and 
militias. These transient, localized tactics of incarceration strengthen local 
networks of power. Their ubiquity speaks to the existence of many zones 
where the state does not penetrate, and where unregulated juridical and social 
innovation proliferates. On a different scale, the extraordinary proliferation 
of refugee camps testifies to the state 's loss of control over national territories. 
Yet, the case of the Sahrawi and Tuareg camps in Algeria, Mali, and Libya 
(Boilley), 151 suggest how sites of massive fixation and physical constraint 
forged out of contemporary disasters can foster considerable social renewal. 1 s~ 

Here lies perhaps the characteristic mark of African models of incarceration 
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today. lnherited in part fron1 colonial incarceration~ the physical capture of 
crin1inal bodies in the open~ pem1eable prisons of contemporary Africa is 
shaped pritnarily by local po\\'er relations~ 153 much more than by a regulated 
policy of punishment and discipline~ or by the on1nipotence of official justice. 
~1odern African prisons attest above all, to the unstable deployment of co
ercive pü\\··ers-\vhether by the state or by political and social groups. In this 
perspective. the increasing diffusion of reclusive models over the continent 

continues to follo\\' an archaic model of conquest. 

BEYOND THE PRISON: SPACE, POWER, AND 
CONFINEMENT 

During the colonial period~ the prison belonged to a larger doctrine of 
spatial confinement. western tactics of enclosure aimed at controlling not only 
criminals and delinquents, but multiple aspects of African life and physical 
space. As the conquest rested on a specific mode of goveming that combined 
the subjugation of physical territories with the control of human groups, co
lonial rulers sought to impose power relations that could be inscribed on the 
mastering of physical and social spaces. This effort applied to the "natural" 
and human landscapes, as perceived by the colonizer ( ethnic groups, districts, 
and villages ), as weB as the social ( control and stabilization of workers, ur
banites, peasantries), and the culturallandscape (mapping of languages and 
customs). 154 Such perceptions were not dictated only by circumstances, but 
belonged, more fundamentally, to a widespread style of govemment that 
firmly associated social and political decisions with the implementation of 
geographical and social rigidity. 155 

The mostfarnaus painting of the Congalese artist Tshibumba Kanda Ma
tulu. Colanie beige, 1885-1959, provides a striking illustration of colonial 
strategies (Photo 1.4 ). Colanie beige portrays an agent of the Force publique 
whipping a prisoner in a striped uniform while a white officer supervises the 
spectacle. In the background, prisoners in uniform are busy fetehing wood 
and water. Another African character, pants down, is bending over in front 
of a guard who is ready to beat him. In the rear portion of the scene, a prisoner 
escapes under the threat of a large Belgian fiag ftying at the top of the 
painting. 156 Three warnen, sitting on a bench, watch and lament the scene. 

Neither wa1ls nor fences close this pictorial enumeration of colonial coer
cions. Yet, Tshibumba's composition plunges the viewer into a strong feeling 
of physical enclosure and inescapability, as the punctilious ordering of the 
various scenes forces the eye to wander and rest on colonial buildings and 
scenes of terror. In the upper portion of the canvas, the symmetrical axe of 
the police station and a row of dwellings fonning a line of ftight to the back
ground block the horizon. At the center and foreground, the Belgian offteer 
and his whipping agentform a strong vertical axe, resting upon the horizontal 
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Photo 1.4. Painting by Tshibumba Kanda Matulu, Colanie Beige (1971 ). Reproduced 
with permission from j. Fabian, Remembering the Present (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1996) 

lines of both the beaten prisoner and the threatening whip, in an excruciating 
cross of torture and malignant power. The other groups satiate the material 
space of the painted scene with a relentless, proliferating inventory of colonial 
punishments, cadenced by the ubiquity of the three colors of the Belgian 
ftag-yellow, red, and black. As actors, buildings, and objects bear the colors 
of colonial power, the viewer's perspective is masterfully captured in the 
visual field of colonial power, and saturated with the mobile reflections of 
Belgian authority. 157 This mental enclosure, weil beyond the walls of the co
lonial prison, constitutes the hidden horizon of the history of modern con
finement in Africa. 

At the end of the nineteenth century, the enclosure of Africa began with 
the drawing of colonial frontiers, a blunt and banal technique for the con
struction of the nation-state. Today, colonial borders have survived, and some
times worsened. 158 The Western Sahara, where an entire society has been 
imprisoned behind a wall of military fortifications since the mid-1980s, pres
ents an extreme case of the rigidification of national borders. 159 In addition, 
the colonial enterprise extended the model of the border to the organization 
of the colony's interior space. First, colonial rule took on the mobility of men. 
To simplify administrative tasks (taxes, census, sanitary measures), colonizers 
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anempted to restrain liberty of movement on either the individual Ievei (de
fined as Hvagabondage·· in court registers) or the collective Ievel, such as 
Tuareg nomadism in Mali (Boilley). 1

(10 

Europeans tended to describe mobility as aberrant. apprehending local "cri
ses·· and disorders as provoked by pathological fluidity. In Gabon, for in
stance. staning in the early 1930s. administrators and sociologists explained 
a\\·ay the Fang social crises ( induced. in fact, by colonial disruptions) as 
stemming from Fang·s enduring migrations, the dispersion of their commu
nities. and the intensification of rural exodus. Colonial officers prescribed and 
finally imposed the regrouping of Fang villages along major roadways, and 
the senling of young men in "equipped~" modemized, and enlarged villages. 
Other colonial campaigns were driven by the same principles, such as the 
rampant ideas that the uncontrollable movements of people and the spreading 
of urban areas were leading to the moral and physical degeneration of Afri
cans. and to the breeding of parasite classes of delinquents, free and uncon
trollable women, or jobless migrants. 161 

Therefore~ outside tbe prison, colonial rule privileged spatial confinement 
as a transfonnational and eugenic technique. At the end of the nineteenth 
century. Senegalese correctional houses wished to inculcate children who 
urun the streets ... free [and] unoccupied" with new habits of work and 
obedience (Thioub). A few decades later, the mining companies in Katanga 
devised a series of working camps to transform African peasants, seen as 
unstable~ undisciplined, and physically vulnerable, into docile and prolifte 
industrial workers (Hanretta). Later still, at the end of the Second World War, 
colonial authorities in Central and West Africa established agricultural cola
nies for minors. In these isolated, disciplinary communities, young people 
extirpated from the vices of the modern city were supposed to become model 
farrners, and replenish the declining peasantry. 162 Hundreds of administrative 
repons, briefings, and memoranda invoked the modemizing virtues and civ
ilizing spirit of such spatial enterprises. ColoniaJ tenitories themselves were 
oftentimes ponrayed as wild archipelagos progressively encircled and pene
trated by roads, trails, administrative posts, schools, medical dispensaries, and 
mission stations. The ideal colony developed as a fortified, rationaJly struc
tured space, upheJd by islands of civilization, energized by a productive, well
contro11ed circulation of men and resources. 

In rare instances coloniaJ camps and prisons could themselves be envi
sioned as spaces of Jimited redemption. In these isJands, protected from their 
barbaric surroundings, the quest for the moral improvement of Africans could 
be engaged in by encouraging the mimicry of whites (Hanretta). In extreme 
circumstances, the radical transformation of Africans involved physical and 
mental isolation (e.g., the Mau Mau camps). Such projects shed light on a 
coJoniaJ imagination that linked sociaJ and moral changes to a strategy of 
place. 
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But in the mining camps of Katanga. Africans observed and sabotaged the 
principles of the colonial spatial order. Nationalborders fonned pac;sageways 
tov:ard better economic or political opportunities. Prisoners escaped from the 
prisons. and those who remained behind transfonned them into sites of trans
gression and defiance. In shelter camps, refugees sustained their specific so
cial dynamics through incessant innovation (Boi11ey ). 1 ~,, And more generaiJy, 
ancient relations to the land. unnoticed by colonial authorities, kept forging 
innovative Connections with the sacred and invisible world. 

The spatial techniques of the colonial conquest probably induced profound 
mutations in the way Africans articulated social relations with physical space. 
These transfonnations are difficult to trace, but a series of symptoms suggest 
the existence of far-reaching alterations. 164 In contemporary Gabon, for ex
ample, relations to the land have become increasingly govemed by exogenous 
authority (Gray). The decline of fanning migrations, the regrouping of vil
lages along major roads, the crystallization of populations into inventoried 
and mapped ethnic groups-have transfonned ancient, more largely "open" 
approaches to physical space in Mrica. The most significant changes probably 
took place in the political realm, as the repertoire of colonial confinements 
revived the bonds between authority and the management of space. During 
the nineteenth century, the religious and political direction of territories was 
ensured by local ruling classes. 165 Colonization confinned this situation by 
delirrtiting new sites of power and proposing new modes of action with respect 
to land. 

Even when colonial rule relocated the ultimate source of authority in the 
creases of the central, distant, white state, it did not necessarily destroy ex
isting repertoires of power. Hidden in their capitals and palaces, covetous of 
their political privileges, white rulers organized the symbolic basis of their 
authority according to the register of imprisonment, secrecy, and enclosure. 
The enactment of colonial power partly recalled local techniques of the secret, 
the inaccessible, and the dramatization of confinement. In pre-coloniaJ Afric~ 
ritual specialists protected social hannony through techniques that oftentimes 
involved episodes of reclusion. During the night, the enclosure of sacred 
woods or shrines, or the ritual confinement for initiation, was considered 
necessary in the quest for contact with ancestors and deities. The prison itself 
was viewed as a space open to the invisible world, and infused with magicaJ 
threats. The prisoner who disappeared from the living world into the vault of 
the prison penetrated a world that involved two complementary and opposing 
principles: the risk of pollution and the opportunity to capture extraordinary 
power unleashed by supernatural forces. 

The imagination of confined power has been repeatedly re-enacted since 
independence. In Africa today, the tenants of public authority cordon them
selves off from ordinary citizens. The fortress-palaces of reigning presidents, 
popular gossip about rulers performing supernatural acts, the agile apparitions 
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and disappearances of high-profile politicians-all resonate not only with _ 
l'olonia\ repertoires of lead~rship. but also with the memory of colonial ri~~s 
of Jlt'''·er. 

CONCLUSION 

l!nlike ,,·estern penitentiaries. the colonial prison system did not incarcerate 
delinquents according to a single judicial register: nor did it subject criminals 
to a standard regime of punishment. On the contrary, it sought to maintain 
the racial and juridical hierarchies upon which colonial rule was founded, 
thus reproducing a violent" personalized, and circumscribed power. After the 
conquest.. European rulers never stopped privileging physical reclusion and 
fixation as a method of control over Africans. As the vanguard of these con
fining tactics, colonial prisons illuminate how European regimes in Africa 
survived as enterprises of unending conquest. 

The various phases in the installation of the colonial penitentiary start with 
the period frorn 1890 to 1910-1920. This was the time of the triumpha~t 
prison in Africa, accompanied by several aborted attempts at erecting penl
tentiaries for children and asylums for the insane in Southem and Western 
Africa (1880-1900). Between 1900 and 1930, the campaigns for the medical 
prevention of epidemics represented the only totalitarian attempt at enclos
ing entire populations and quarantining territories. Yet, because the African 
continent was invaded by multiple, fragmentary, and archaic forms of 
imprisonment, complete carceral archipelagos fail to emerge. Colonial gov
emments~ Iack of material resources, but, more importantly, their Iack of 
ambition for using confinement as a transformative tactic for the natives, 
explains some of the original features of modern confinement in Africa. 

Colorrial punishments not only reftected, but helped create colonial socie
ties. The law constructed the colonial subject as a free, responsible, and ra
tional individual, but at the same time crimina1ized African life through the 
codification of taxes, Iabor, and spatial behavior (in particular, sedentariza
tion). Colonizers read deviance both as an individual act (qualified crime), 
and as a coJJective quality (general African resistance to colonial order). 
Therefore, the co1onia1 prison held people apart according to major colonial 
divides: Detainees guilty of "administrative" crimes kept away from detainees 
convicted of common crimes; white prisoners from African inmates. Simul
taneousl y, most pri sons fai 1ed to separate pri soners accordi ng to age, gender, 
or criminal status (accused or convicted), because the colonial order consid
ered such qua1ities as Jess important than inmates' race and submission to 
administrative reguJations. 

Colonizers never envisioned experimenting with penal models in the trop
ics that couJd Jater be transported back to Europe. The diffusion of the westem 
prison in Africa remained a one-way operation. Even between different col-
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onies. ncither real exchange nor mutual influence developed during the co
lonial period: no tnodel prison-such as Pentonvi11e in nineteenth-century 
Europe--ever inspired the building of colonial facilities. In other words~ an 
autono1nous penology did not emerge in colonial Africa. The remarkable 
ideological and material isolation of the penitentiary echoed another symbolic 
separation. As white colonizers found themselves surrounded by a fonnidable 
majority of Africans, prisons separated, isolated, and confined African con
victs under colonial gaze. With the penitentiary, Europeans could reverse the 
racial and spatial confrontation they faced every day in the colony, and or
ganize, in the small enclosure of the prison, a new spatial order. As a result, 
the prison remained a tool of foreign coercion, and never achieved significant 
popular favor. 

Today, only highly bureaucratic states, endowed with a solid industrial and 
urban economy, such as South Africa, have managed to maintain the peni
tentiary systems at the heart of their judicial systems. Elsewhere, and despite 
considerable regional variations, African prisons are increasingly alienated 
from judicial institutions, especially when reigning regimes manipulate penal 
incarceration as a tool of political oppression. In many countries, the social 
pact between civil society and the state, and the state's duty to protect citizens, 
have receded under the drive for unilateral domination. The deadly prisons 
of authoritarian regimes, from Camp Boiro to Ngaragba, where the basic task 
of maintaining the health of detainees is entirely ignored, provide an extreme 
illustration of this defeat. Meanwhile, the proliferation of illegal cells and 
clandestine jails, and the increasing spread of temporary confinements linked 
to conftict and war, constitute a growing portion of African incarcerations. 
By using private, unregulated forms of imprisonment to subjugate commu
nities and physical territories, modern warlords and Ieaders of political re
bellions perpetuate some of the coercive spatial tactics of colonial domination. 

From the outset of the colonial penal invasion, strategies of punishment 
and physical restraint never stopped borrowing from ancient repertoires. Be
cause the imposition of the westem penitentiary in Africa did not dissolve, 
but stimulated local representations and methods of confinement, the colonial 
prison opened a critical site where the direct, physical contact between co
lonial rulers and African subjects gave birth to a new language about power, 
escape, and submission. Today, araund and against the model of the tropical 
prison, the crystallization of social and physical space continues to transform 
the African continent. 
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CONFINEMENT IN 

ANGOLA' S PAST 

Jan Vansina 

Given the importance of prisons and penal servitude in the founding of the 
contemporary system of coercion in Central Africa, historical studies are com
pelled to demonstrate the elaboration of this order. No doubt, the present 
system emerged at the start of the modern colonial period. 1 But one wonders: 
Did antecedents exist either in African societies themselves or in the old 
Portuguese colanies? Since we find no traces of prisons or penal incarceration 
( or even places where slaves were confined) in the ethnography of the region, 
and since terms designating "the prison" in African languages are either bor
rowed or recent innovations, we can presume that pre-colonial African so
cieties did not practice penal servitude as a judiciary institution or institute 
prisons as a specific place for incarceration. Institutionalized incarceration 
appeared in Central Africa only araund 1485, with the founding of the Por
tuguese colonies. The latter, then, are central to our inquiry. How did they 
contribute to more recent colonial regimes? And did neighboring African 
societies ever adopt the institutions and the penal techniques of the old An
galan colony? 

We should note at the outset that the history of incarceration in the former 
Portuguese colanies involved two distinct practices: ( 1) incarceration for 
criminal cause and (2) the incarceration of slaves. Moreover, we must con
stantly remind ourselves that these colanies were always under military gov
ernment, being thus weil adapted to receive those condemned to banishment 
( degredados). As of September 1493, the first colony at Säo Tarne (established 
in 1486) was peopled with the children of Jews expelled from Castille. They 
were baptized and condemned to banishn1ent because of their parents' reli
gion. 2 This practice was also introduced to Angola shortly after its founding 
( 1575) and continued throughout the history of the colony. However, in this 
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Map 2.1. Ancient Angola. Map drawn from joseph C. Miller, "The Paradoxes of 
lmpoverishment in the Atlantic Zone," in D. Birmingham & P. Martin, eds., History 
of Centrat Africa, vol. 1 (london and New York: Longman, 1983), p. 142. 

instance, the great majority of those banished were not Jews or Gypsies, but 
rather prisoners of common law who had been condemned for crimes such 
as murder, rape, assault and battery, or theft. 3 As of 1600 or earlier, they 
constituted the majority of European immigrants. They contributed to the 
climate of violence and extreme disorder that had already been established 
by the slave trade. The practice of banishing criminals to Angola was never 
abandoned. To the contrary, after the abolition of the death penalty in Portugal 
in 1869, this method was reaffirmed and continued until 1932.4 These two 
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tnajor facts-n1ilitary control and the presence of numerous banished per
sons-a third was added: slavery and the slave trade. Together, these elements 
characterized all aspects of the social history of the Portuguese colonies, and 
especially the application of criminal law and the practice of incarceration. 

THE PORTUGUESE PRISON OF THE PAST 

Upon installation in Africa, the Portuguese constructed fortresses that con
tained prisons. The latter were erected mostly for Europeans, but Africans 
were also locked up behind their walls. At Säo Tome, the first significant 
edifice was a tower5 where the military and local governors were housed. This 
tower also contained a prison for defendants, who were chained and shackled 
until judgment and eventual condemnation.6 Contrary to other European and 
contemporary African practice, condemnation to penal servitude-that is, 
condemnation to punitive incarceration for a determined period of time-did 
not exist. At the time, the prison had no place in the repertory of punishments 
meted out. Thus the first known reference to its use in 1499 recounts how a 
prisoner's associates tried, in vain, to free him. With regard to the same affair, 
the text mentions sentences pronounced: execution by quartering, execution 
by impalement, and exile outside of the only inhabited space at the time.7 

Evidently, the law in use was still wholly medieval. This impression is 
confirmed by the use of a collection of Manuelian decrees (printed in 1514, 
and used as a penal code). For example, the punishments mentioned in only 
one chapter of these decrees include fines, suspension of wages, confiscation 
of goods, whipping "for those who arenot exempt" (by status), banishment, 
"natural" death (probably by hanging, which was a frequent decision), and 
death by torture. Mutilation (severing of a member) is not cited in this par
ticular chapter even though it was an equally common punishment.8 Interro
gation by torture was practiced, but only at the stage of judicial discovery. 
And this range of punishments was completed with condemnation to the gal
leys. 9 These decrees remained in force until the middle of the nineteenth 
century. In 1841, and still in 1875, cases of banished persons having been 
whipped to death are noted. 10 In Luanda by the mid-nineteenth century, a 
square in the neighborhood called Bungo was still a site of public execu
tions. 11 And, as we will see, these same decrees were sent to the king of the 
Kongo araund 1514 as models of civilized justice! 

During the Middle Ages, the Portuguese Catholic Church possessed a well
developed and systen1atized judicial code that was distinct from royal justice. 
Under the authority of the bishop, each diocese constituted a distinct juris
diction with its own prison. The criminal law practiced by the church had its 
own panoply of punishments, from fines to reclusion; these included excom
munication, banishn1ent, and the death penalty. The organization and exercise 
of ecclesiastical criminal law developed in Africa with the foundation of 
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dioceses in Central Africa (ti~t in Sao Ton1e in 1535: then in Kongo/Angola 
in 1578. \Vith headquarters at Mbanza Kongo until 1614. and then in Luanda). 
But despite Yigorous judicial activity. \vhich often led to fierce conflict be
l\\·een the bishops and political authorities. there were never any episcopal 
prisons in Central Africa. An agreement between the king and the bishops 
foresa\\· the incarceration of those held by the church in ordinary prisons, 
\\'here they could only be freed by order of the diocese. 12 In Angola, the 
history of ecclesiastical in1prisonment is thus not much different from that 
practiced by secular authorities. In fact the latter sometimes made abusive 
use of crinlinalla\v associated with the church. For instance, this ecclesiastical 
code provided for punishment by reclusion in cases where a defendant could 
not n1anage to pay a fine. Certain parsans exploited this precept, arresting 
African chiefs and using them Has slaves" while waiting for the payment of 
an arbitrary fine supposedly imposed for evasion of religious obligations. 13 

As we can see, the prison held a relatively modest place in the panoply of 
punishments meted out by the state. And the history of the sites established 
for these activities confirms this point. The first major construction project in 
Luanda (founded in 1576) was the fortress of Säo Miguel, which of course 
contained a prison. Two other fortresses, Penedo and Säo Pedro, were built 
in Luanda shortly thereafter. 14 However, Säo Miguel continued to serve as 
the main place of internment up until the nineteenth century, at which time 
the dungeans of Penedo partly took over. 15 Military guards served as jailers 
and the occupants were mostly banished persans and other military personnel. 
Andrew Battell, an English seaman who was banished from Rio de Janeiro 
around 1592, refers to jail in his memoirs: "Here I was presently taken out 
of the ship and put into prison, and sent up the River Quansa, to a town of 
garrison ... " He then tried to escape on a Dutch ship: "But I was betrayed 
by Portugals which sailed in the ship, and was fetched on shore by sergeants 
of the city and put in prison, and lay with great bolts of iron two months, 
thinking that the govemor would put me to death. But at last I was banished 
forever to the Fort of Massangano, to serve in the conquest of those parts." 
Six years later, he escaped with three Gypsies and seven Portuguese. They 
fled to the border of the Kongo kingdom, where they were informed on and 
then attacked by a Portuguese patrol. In the face of this, Battell declared: 
"rather than I will be hanged, I will die amongst you. Then the captain came 
near unto me and said 'Deliver thy musket to one of the soldiers;' and I 
protest, as I am a gentleman and a soldier, to save thy life for thy resolute 
mind." Thus he retumed to prison in Luanda for three months, "with collars 
of iron, and great bolts upon our legs." Afterward, his banishment for life "to 
the wars" was pronounced and he was sent to the hinterland. 16 

While originally prisons were destined for white inmates, over time they 
also held black prisoners. This was especially true after the construction of 
the so-c.:alled "public" or "civic" prison (at an unknown date. but certainly 
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before 1750) that was connected to the town hall. 17 Only renowned Africans 
\vere jailed in the fortresses. The best-known case is that of Alexis, a prince 
of Kongo. a political prisoner who was incarcerated at Penedo in 1836 for 
having asserted the independence of the kingdom of the Kongo. He was held 
in chains like the other prisoners, without ever having been condemned; the 
authorities hoped that he would die in prison. 1

H 

Before 1624, there was neither a separate administration nor a specific 
budget for prisons. At this time, the Santa Casa de Misericordia was founded, 
attached to the hospital, and operated by the ecclesiastical establishment. 
These two institutions were largely financed by donations from the wealthy 
classes of Luanda. At the Santa Casa, there was a supervisor, and a salaried 
lawyer was in charge of the release of prisoners. Meals seem to have been 
provided by the hospital's kitchen. 19 

There is much evidence of the subsidiary role of the prison in the system 
of incarceration at this time. There is no map or description of Luanda that 
mentions a building or site referred to as a "prison," and for the entire period 
under consideration there is no single building consecrated entirely to incar
ceration. The prison was a simple dungeon in a fortress, a room in the barracks 
at a garrison post or in the official warehause of other provincial administra
tive centers, or even a room in the Luanda city hall. The latter was the city's 
"public" or "civil" prison, designated no doubt for the seclusion of defendants 
from the city who were not banished persons. However, despite this "civil" 
title, the military were also in charge of this house of detention. This was 
facilitated by the fact that it was Iocated just across from the main guardroom 
of the govemor generat 's palace. But even this prison was so rarely used that, 
in about 1816, it was falling into ruins. Having been restored in 1817, it is 
referred to in 1819, along with the city hall, as one of the most distinguished 
structures in the city. At this time; it was also used to imprison those arrested 
during nightly patrols. 20 Aside from banished persons, and persons awaiting 
confi.nnation of their death sentences from Lisbon, the Luandan prisons were 
"almost empty [ of Portuguese]. " 21 

On the other hand, many sources refer to the common practice in the prov
inces of detaining African chiefs as hostages, especially to force their subjects 
to pay up tithes or to recruit porters. 22 Other Africans were also imprisoned: 
men for indebtedness or as collateral, and warnen as hostages or as lures for 
their husbands. 23 Decisions on incarceration in the provinces were left to the 
judgment of those heading adn1inistrative centers (capitäes mor). These de
cisions are particularly arbitrary, especially conceming local Africans. Thus, 
still in 1875, a provincial administrator had a Iocal African man chained and 
whipped for having danced in public. But only four weeks later, the same 
administrator organized a show of this same dance in order to please his new 
mistress. 24 These kinds of practices tumed official jails into private prisons. 
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lt i~ not ~urprising. thcn. that sirnple Portuguese residents. or even mer
l"'hants \\·ho \\Trc just passing through. had private prisons where they held 
.-\fricans. Private individuals. \vho \Vere n1ostly slave traders. certainly had 
the tneans to do so. ~~s of 1765. certain govemors tried to eliminate this 
practice. out to no avai I. :5 One hundred years later. merchants were still ar
resting and judging thie\'es on their own initiative. 26 This was still the case 
in the neighboring colony of Congo. \vhere such methods were used in trading 
posts before the advent of the Congo independent state. One of the future 

founders of that state. A. Delcommune, an employee in a trading house in 

Bon1a. explains hov.··. in 1876. a moot ( lit de justice) condemned a group of 

Africans to death. chaining them and throwing them into the river. An English 

patrol found their borlies at sea. ~ 7 

In Angola. the role of the prison in the penitentiary system was slow to 

lose its character-that is, to prevent accused parties from fteeing. The first 

sign of a condemnation to a prison term for a determined period as a punish

ment appears only in 1742. Even then, this sentence was applied only to 

\vealthy people, having been decreed for those who contravened the laws on 

sumptuary displays. 28 Even then, and for the duration of the nineteenth cen

tury, condemnation to prison sentences was extremely rare. 29 

Even minor changes in this system only came much later. In the Angolan 

interior, the sole-yet enigmatic-innovation, reported in 1846- 1848, in

volved two separate prisons in each garrison, one at either side of a guard

house.30 The question is: Why two? They were surely not intended toseparate 

Blacks from Whites, or men from women. More likely, one prison was for 

the military and the other for civilians, as was the case in Luanda. 

While the old system endured in Luanda, it seems that in around 1840 the 

civil prison was finally established in aseparate building from the town hall. 31 

But by 1861, it was in ruins once again. At this time, it is described as 
"disgusting," and both "black and white criminals" were imprisoned pell-rneil 

within, to the disgust of the commander of an American squadron.32 The 
govemor promised to build a new town hall, but he forgot to include the 
prison in the plans. One of the town councilors had to remind him that the 
construction of a prison was an urgent matter. On this advice, the decision 
was taken to rebuild one, albeit it in the interior of the town hall. 33 But things 
hardly changed; at the end of 1874, the govemor referred to Luandan prisons 
as "dens," or "lairs."34 Evidently, we arestill far from the concept of a central 
prison as a site for the internment and reformation of criminals condemned 
through penal servitude. Undoubtedly, this is because such punishment re
mained exceptional. The first indications of a transformation in mentalities 
appear only with the Decrees of 1869 and 1876, through which Lisbon or
dered the creation of special housing (repositories) and penal farms for the 
condemned. Theseestablishments were finally installed in 1883. but not with-
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out sethacks. ~) And central prisons were not constructed until the twentieth 
century. 

In 1nodem colonial Angola, then. there was no violent rupture with the old 
systen1. Banishment as punishment was only abolished in 1932, as were 
bodily hanns. In 1961, forced Iabor still represented the main fonn of pun
ishment. whether in the context of penal fanns or not. As far as penal refonns 
were concemed, Angola was then about two centuries behind Europe. The 
penal practices of old Angola were thus not the origin of the system of in
carceration practiced in more recent European colonies. 

AFRICAN ATTITUDES TOWARD INCARCERATION 

In 1514, the Court at Lisbon sent a copy of the Manuelian decrees to the 
Kongo as an example of civilized criminallaw. King Afonso read them and, 
"after having examined the decrees and particularities of each law, article, 
and mode of execution, remarked that it was impossible to impose such rules 
of life upon his subjects." He was said tobe most impressed by the massive 
interference in people 's Ii ves reflected in the decrees. He once told Balthasar 
de Castro, in amusement, "Castro, what punishment does Portugal mete out 
for those who place their foot on the ground?"36 The king rejected the code, 
and we can suppose that the extreme physical violence imposed as punish
ment for criminality was a primary motivation for this refusal. 

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the main difference between 
criminallaw in the Kongo and the Ambunda of Angola, on the one hand, and 
Portugal, on the other, was that African law never had recourse to corporal 
punishment or mutilation. Capital punishment was reserved for high treason 
and witchcraft, as in the case of the death of a person accused of witchcraft 
following the forensie test of poison. 37 This may come as a surprise since 
European observers of the seventeenth century-notably, Battell (Jaga), Cav
azzi, and Cadornega (Queen Njinga)-place so much emphasis on cannibal
ism and infanticide (Jaga), the occasional decapitation of well-known 
prisoners of war,38 and human sacrifices (Jaga, Ambundu). However, these 
acts were not executed in the context of criminal law or penal practice. The 
only exception was mutilation (the ablation of genital organs), practiced by 
Queen Njinga in the 1640s as punishment for the infidelity of her consorts.39 

Butthis is a unique case, and the queen subsequently abandoned this practice. 
Moreover, it is not impossible that her approach to the question was inspired 
by Portuguese methods of judiciary mutilation. Despite their great efforts to 
underscore the savagery of Africans, none of the European authors--even in 
the seventeenth century-refers to punishment by thrashing or the whip. 

A less significant difference resides in the fact that, contrary to the Portu
guese system of justice, these countries had no prisons. And this is so even 
for the incarceration of defendants whose parents were the guarantors of their 
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appearancc before the tribunal. Othenvise. their respective legal codes were 
rather sinlilar \\'ith regard to procedures and punishments. African laws im
posed tines and restitution for injured parties~ which even entailed the en
sla\'enlent of the guilty pany ( or a substitute) to the injured party. Since 
tribunals treated aln1ost all crin1es-including blows and wounds, rape, hom
icide and n1urder-as violations of public property~ whose value could be 
detem1ined. condernnation to restitution with punitive damages was the "ra
tional .. solution. But sentencing to exile was also customary. At the time, this 
essentiallv meant conden1nation to sale as a slave. This was the fate of in
conigibl; repeat offenders. who overstepped the boundaries of their kinfolk's 
patience. Later~ after the establishment of the slave trade, this sentence was 
imposed more and more often. even for minor offenses.40 

The kingdom of the Kongo copied neither the Portuguese penal code nor 
its prisons. True, in 1554, the king imprisoned a group of people one evening 
in the confines of his palace and had them executed the next day at noon.

41 

But this is not proof of the existence of a veritable prison. Araund 1650, the 
prison as a site of specialized confinement did not exist. Indeed, the concept 
of the prison is translated by the ward esamba, which also signifies, "praetor, 
chief, commander." Evidently, there was no Roman praetor at Mbanza Kongo 
... nor was there a prison.42 Nor is there any subsequent evidence of prisons. 
Thus, in 1704, when Beatriz Kimpa Vita, the prophet who led the "Antonian" 
religious and political movement, was incarcerated before her execution, there 
is no mention of a prison.43 In the nineteenth century, the term boloko, which 
signifies the warehause of a commercial trading post, is added to the Kongo 
language with the new meaning "prison. "44 There is also no mention of a 
prison in the African domains surrounding Portuguese Angola, with the ex
ception of a single (probably fictive) account recounting how, in Kisama, two 
"mulattos" were shut up in a hollowed baobab tree, from which they 
escaped.45 

In these regions, African law never made use of bodily constraint, even for 
prevention. And this attitude has not changed much over the centuries, in 
spite of the fact that bodily constraint was an integral part of the slave trade. 
These bodies of law never allowed for corporal punishment for crimes even 
though there was frequent recourse to political violence and terror by certain 
African courts, and despite the regularity of razzias and brutal wars inspired 
by colonial aggression and the quest for slaves. 

SLAVERY AND BODILY CONSTRAINT 

From the outset, the Angolan colony was a Mecca of the slave trade and 
the incarceration of slaves. Therefore, an understanding of incarceration in 
this country cannot be limited to bodily constraint for criminality; it must also 
consider the much more prevalent confinement of slaves. Domestic slavery 
seems to have existed in Centrat Africa before the arrival of the Portuguese; 
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howcver. the salc of slaves did not precede them.46 Slaves were then either 
crin1ina1s condemned to servitude or prisoners of war. Thus, in the Kongo, 
the tern1 nn,vai signifies "slave, domestic prisoner"47 and in Bushoong, the 
word nrn·iinRY designates both booty and prisoners of war. It is possible that 
bodily constraint was practiced on prisoners at least during the first days of 
their incarceration. This probably involved tying their hands, putting them in 
a wooden shackle, or even, in certain communities, putting a net over them. 
It is only the advent of the slave trade that gives rise to the need to system
atically constrain the body. Among the instruments used to da so were meta] 
chains, shackles for the feet or the neck, and yokes, which were all used in 
Portuguese prisons well before the slave trade. lndeed, the Portuguese were 
the first to use these methods in the transport af slaves. 

Therefore, these instruments came to Central Africa with the Portuguese. 
In a chapter on "the phases of the trade," dated 1793, Oliveira Mendes says 
that, after their sale at a market in the interior, slaves were freed fram yoke 
or shackles so that their right hands could be tied ta a ring attached to a chain 
lang enough to link tagether from thirty to one hundred peaple. This was the 
libambo, which the coastal traders had brought with them. The libambo for 
warnen was slightly different. Sometimes the ring was fixed araund the neck 
and sometimes two rings were used, one araund the neck and one araund the 
band. Thus this ambulatory prison, a caravan, could walk. The chains stayed 
in place day and night and no shelter was affered until arrival at the part, 
sometimes after six months af travel. 48 Once sold at the ports of Luanda ar 
Benguella, the slaves were freed and put in an enclosure called a quintal 
("cattle pen") until their boarding-unless they were lucky enough tobe taken 
as a domestic slave by a local inhabitant. These enclasures, which were rebuilt 
every two years, were surrounded by very high walls and sometimes equipped 
with small peepholes. They were not paved, but contained a bangar or a raafed 
straw hut where the slaves could spend the night or wait out the rain. These 
enclosures were distributed throughout the entire lower part af the city af 
Luanda, each shipper having bis own.49 After the official abolition of slavery, 
the enclosures were replaced with barracons, which were large structures 
built near the coast in out-af-the-way places, imperceptible from any vantage 
point of the sea. Slaves were crammed into these buildings where they awaited 
departure, and were kept chained up in "I arge groups. "50 

Contrary to this scenario, domestic slaves in Luanda were not subject to 
shackles. They Iived in cabins erected in courtyards behind the "big house."51 

All descriptions of Luanda underscore the liberty of movement af slaves, at 
least in the city. The fear of being sold to cross the Atlantic was sufficient to 
prevent most of them from attempting to escape to the interiar in spite of the 
harsh treatment they endured from their masters. 

To what extent did neighboring African populations take up these tech
niques of constraint? As far as we know, 52 they did not make use of enclosures 



or barracons. But they did utilize diverse fonns of shackles. especially in 
tnarkets in the interior \vhere slaves ~··ere sold to Portuguese agents. Those 
\vho specialized as escorts of slave caravans to n1arkets or to the coast
especially \ 1ili traders-adopted and copied constraining techniques em, 
ployed by the Ponuguese. No case of such use is reported outside ofthelarge 
con1n1ercial roads. It seen1s that these techniques did not spread outside the 
context of the slave trade. through which they were introduced into the region. 
And eYen in this context incarceration in closed quarters was refused. More, 
over. and most ren1arkably, even Africans who used these techniques, like the 
Vili. seetned never to apply them to common criminals. 

CONCLUSION 

This rapid review53 of incarceration in old Angola shows that, in the frame
work of the Portuguese penal code, judiciary imprisonment was largely a 
preventive measure that preceded judgment. These practices, which are me
dieval in origin, grant a large place to institutionalized physical violence as 
punishment. Chaining, or the use of iron chains and the golilha to Iimit the 
movements of the detained-a practice that also gave rise to techniques of 
constraining the bodies of slaves in the context of the slave trade-was cur
rent. Despile the significant penal reforms that took place at the end of the 
eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth century, this old code 
was still in use in Angola (at least for Africans) up until196l.54 The modern 
legacy of this quite distinctive penal practice was the predominance of whip
ping as a sentence and the restriction of the liberty of movement of the de
tained. These practices were transmitted to the first French and Belgian 
colonial establishments via methods for treating slaves and detainees em
ployed in coastal trading posts-a treatment that was subsequently institu
tionalized in colonial legal texts. 

African societies that lived in the area surrounding the Angolan colony did 
not put the institution of the prison to their own use, nor did they reproduce 
sentences of corporal punishment. But some did adopt techniques for con
straining the body, as applied to slaves. The view of Rene Pelissier, who 
repeats the widespread belief that, "there is nothing extraordinary to corporal 
punishment in one form or another in Black Africa, be it in traditional or in 
colonial society"55 is absolutely erroneous, at least in the case of Central 
Africa. The present-day use of these methods stems only from the Portuguese 
model. In the past, the rejection of physical violence and of the prison is a 
reftection of an African vision of human, individual, and social dignity which 
has remained intact over the centuries for free persons-in spite of the slave 
trade-and constituted an integral and fundamental part of these societies and 
cultures. 
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CAPTIVITY AND 

INCARCERATION IN 

NINETEENTH-CENTURY 

WEST AFRICA 

Thierno Bah 

Historians of Africa have seldom made captivity and incarceration objects of 
study. Yet the issues appear tobe of great significance in Africa today, where 
human rights are trampled upon and extreme violence has become a means 
of managing political and social relations. Many reasons explain the relative 
Iack of observation and information on this theme. First, the modern prison, 
conceived as a space of intemment and privation, occupied a negligible place 
in the regulation of traditional African societies. Second, in most West African 
societies, places of captivity were hidden universes or worlds of silence. Most 
chroniclers-from Ibn Bauutah in the fourteenth century to Heinrich Barth 
in the nineteenth century---described at length the pomp and sumptuousness 
of imperial courts and military campaigns, but seldom alluded to the condi
tions of captives. Third, a polarized field of African studies has long prevented 
the emergence of law as a significant field of inquiry. This explains why two 
in1portant and lengthy studies by Yves Person on Srunory, and Claude Tardits 
on the Bamoun kingdom. 1 conducted a detailed analysis of n1ilitary cam
paigns but had almost nothing to say about the conditions of war prisoners. 

The following reftections represent an effort to correct this perspective. To 
do so, I use an array of resources, including chronicles, travel narratives, and 
oral histories taken in West Africa and in Can1eroon. UnfortunateJy. the in
fonnation gathered is lirnited and fragn1ented. and thus precludes a coherent 
synthesis. Nonetheless. this n1aterial provides the basis for further retlection 
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on llx·al fonn~ of sanction t'Xt'rcised upon slaves. captives. and crin1inals. and 
on the original fonn~ of incarceration that \vere practiced in diverse societies 
of pre-colonial \\'t'st .t\ frica. 

THE EMPIRES OF THE WESTERN SUDAN 

In his study of the Sokoto Caliphate. J .P. Smaldone argues that well-defined 
systen1s of incarceration first appeared as instrun1ents of aristocratic power in 
centralized. nlilitarist. and bureaucratic states. 2 It is tempting, therefore, to 
turn to the great en1pires of the Bilad-es-Sudan in order to locate some of the 
oldest fom1s of state in1prisonn1ent. Unfortunately, Arab chroniclers and the 
authors of the Tarikhs are silent on this issue. In reference to the capital of 
Ghana. Al Bekri mentions only that "the king's city is surrounded by huts, 
hills. and small fields and hedges, which harbor the magicians of this nation, 
those \\ .. ho are responsible for this cult. ... This is where the king's prisons 
are located: as soon as a man is shut away there, you do not hear about him 
anymore. ~' 3 

Mahmoud Kati's Tarikh EI Fettach contains some information on incar
ceration in the Songhay Empire during the sixteenth century. The Songhay 
ruler Chi Ali (Sonni Ali), known for his cruelty, "had live people buried in 
walls and Iet them die that way."4 During Chi Ali 's reign, political prisoners 
and all those who contested the king's authority were sent to a prison located 
on an island on the Niger River, shackles bound their feet, as in the case of 
two dignitaries, Möri Es-Sädiq and Möri Djeiba. Later, Askia Mohammed 
Bounkan exiled one of his patemal uncles to Gao, where the prisoner was 
forced to live in reclusion on the island of Kangäga. 5 Mahmoud Kati also 
mentioned how the Kabara-Fanna threw an offending slave in prison after 
caning him one hundred times. 

The Tarikh EI Fettach explains how members of the intelligentsia and Su
danese dignitaries went into exile to Morocco just after the farnaus battle of 
Tondibi ( 1591) that sounded the death knell of the Songhay empire: "Pacha 
Mahmoud sent prisoners to Marrakech along with some of their children and 
close relatives, men and warnen. They were a little more than seventy people. 
None of them ever came back, with the exception of Sidi Ahmed Baba."6 

Taking place at a time of strained relations between the Bilad es-Sudan and 
North Africa, this farnaus deportation episode merits detailed study. What 
were the conditions of detention at the point of departure in Timbuktu? What 
happened to the prisoners during the travel across the desert? And what fate 
awaited them upon arrival in Morocco? The scholar Ahmed Baba, for in
stance, seemed to have experienced relatively humane conditions of incar
ceration: he was assigned to residence in a hause at Marrakech, received 
visitors, and made legal consultations. Nonetheless, loss of liberty and exile 
from his horneland made Ahmed Baba inconsolable. 
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These few observations provide evidence of the existence of a prison sys
tenl in the en1pires of the western Sudan. But our understanding of this system 
ren1ains extretnely vague. Spaces of banishment probably received prisoners 
conden1ned for their political attitudes and for crimes of Lese-majeste, since 
cotnpetition for political power was ruthless in the Songhay empire. But we 
Iack precise indications of the conditions of incarceration. We will never 
know, for example, whether the Ghanaian forest and the island of Kangäga 
on the Niger river had specific buildings or structures to receive the prisoners. 

In many regions of West Africa, the transition period from the end of the 
eighteenth to the beginning of the nineteenth century was characterized by 
intimate interconnections between war, slavery, and commerce. This was a 
determining factor in the restructuring of political space, or the emergence of 
centralizing states whose economic activity was largely based on slave trading 
and/or the exploitation of slave Iabor. Slave raids and captivity were highly 
lucrative activities: as Jean Bazin has shown for the case of Segou, the pro
duction system was based on the jon (captive).7 

Most societies in West Africa celebrated the end of a military campaign by 
the distribution of war booty, including prisoners who were executed, ran
somed, exchanged or enslaved. I have elected to inquire into the fate of these 
prisoners with reference to the cases of two eminently militarist states that 
enacted powerful coercive structures: the kingdom of Dahomey and the em
pire of Samori Toure. 

In Dahomey, royal power sacrificed large numbers of prisoners of war 
during the great Celebration of Customs (Fete des Coutumes). Often more 
than 3,000 prisoners came under the executioner's hatchet. Others, who were 
destined for the slave trade were crammed into barracks where they were fed 
only cassava ftour. They traveled to the coast shackled with thick iron chains 
in groups of eight. 8 In Dahomey itself, slavery involved a form of forced Iabor 
based on spatial confinement. The condemned were sent to the valley of 
Couffo and Zou, about 20 kilometers away from Abomey, in a swampy zone 
called Afomayi ("the foot cannot go there"). No prisoner could escape and 
they were forced to cultivate the earth in perpetuity for the king. 

In Abomey, the capital of the kingdom, the palace of Simboji played an 
important role in the history and practice of captivity and servitude. Around 
15 percent of the capital's population was of slave origin. Some 5,000 to 
8,000 slaves and dependents of the king lived behind the high walls of the 
palace, including prisoners of war and warnen. The latter were given the title 
of Ahori (king's wives). Strictly speaking, no state prison existed either inside 
or adjacent to the palace; only a distinction in residence allowed one to dis
tinguish between slaves and former war captives bom outside the borders of 
Dahomey, and "citizens." Furthermore, many palace slaves-especially 
women--experienced high social mobility, often ceding to important political 
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and tnilitary positions thanks to their pro\vess in the am1y of the Amazons. 
~·taurice Glele den1onstrates that the king authorized certain n1inisters and 
dignitaries betonging to his inner circle to establish prisons in their respective 
dotnains. Delinquent or otTending princes were imprisoned in the domain of 
the ~Wcl111. Conunon crin1inals \vere detained in the domain of the Kpakpa~ 
hence kpakpahul' (the house of Kpakpa) became a synonym for "prison."9 

Did a penitentiary system exist beyond the royal capital, at the regional 
and local Ievels? The evidence on this subject remains tenuous. Glele argues 
that village and regional chiefs had small cabins or huts to confine petty 
crin1inals. lt seen1s that this form of detention could not exceed the duration 
of four days and that corporal punishment was forbidden unless administered 
\Vith bare hands (thus excluding the use of clubs and whips). Le Herisse, on 
the other hand~ affim1s that the Tohosou, the provincial rulers who represented 
the kings of conquered tribes, had no prison and no remand center. 10 Ulti
mately~ justice in Dahomey appears to have been the personal responsibility 
of the king, who convened court meetings ( lits de justice) at his residence 
(akaba), which was specially designed for this purpose. There, he judged 
serious criminal affairs and pronounced sentences: the death penalty, impris
onment~ fl.agellation, fines, and so on. This system of sanctions, privations, 
and intemment emanating from a centralized jurisdiction allowed Dahomey's 
military aristocracy to consolidate its authority and to serve as an integrative 
force on both political and culturallevels. 

Samori Toure created another great military state in nineteenth-century 
West Africa. Unfortunately, Yves Person 's remarkable study on this subject 
offers only minor details on the topic of captivity in war, in a section on 
central govemment, justice, and police. 11 In Samori 's empire, warfare and 
slavery were fundamentally linked, as constant razzias created a continuous 
inftux of captives. According to Person, practices relating to war captivity 
were generally uniform in the Upper Niger. Those captured in combat lost 
their liberty, and were confined as quickly as possible to prevent their escape. 
If their relatives recognized the sovereignty of Samori 's empire, they could 
purchase their kin back, and restore their free status. Otherwise, captors shared 
prisoners at the end of the war. Those who were attributed to Kelitigui (war 
chiefs) or to Samori often served as domestic servants and porters, or worked 
the land for their masters in special villages. 

Samori sought to organize a repressive judiciary system in order to enforce 
commercial security in the empire, and respect for his authority. This system 
was stabilized by 1886, the date of Samori's first great military expedition. 
In keeping with Manding views about the exercise of justice as the privilege 
of sovereignty, Samori reserved the right to punish certain infractions. At a 
lower Ievel, preoccupied with public order and state stability, he delegated 
some powers to provincial govemors, the Dugu Kunnangi, who were in 
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chargc of rcprcssion in every kafu. In the empire, summary executions were 
con1n1on and perfonnecl by decapitation with a saber. 

But San1ori did not create a systematically organized penitentiary system. 
His n1oving etnpire changed capitals in accordance with conquests, and 
proved too n1obile to sustain a permanent penitentiary system. Nonetheless, 
tradition notes that Samori once detained a farnaus prisoner: his own son, 
Dyaule Karamogho. On the basis of European observationsandoral tradition, 
Yves Person traced the tragic destiny of Samori 's third and favorite son. To 
demoostrate his good faith vis-a-vis France, Samori sent Karamogho on a 
diplomatic visit. Karamogho fully appreciated the military grandeur of this 
European nation that had received him with ceremony. However, several years 
after retuming to his country, Karamogho was accused of spying for colonial 
troops. To make him confess his crime: 

Samori had him walled up in a hut under the guard of Fila Sana, who passed 
food to him every day by way of a narrow orifice. Soon, he ordered him 
on half-ration. Each time, he asked if he had confessed, but Karamogho 
remained silent. After a month, Samori came to see him, without success. 
And so he went away without saying anything. Did Fila Sana take the 
initiative to do away with all food in the hope of making the prisoner talk? 
Did Samori gi ve him the order to do so? In any event, Karamogho died 
three days later. His father sent notables to confinn the death and declared: 
"He was a bad son, bury him." 12 

If the favorite son of Samori could meet with such tragic fate, many anon
ymaus people must have faced similar repression. The Great Revolt (Ban 

nue ), which involved vehement popular uprisings against the political and 
religious order (theocracy) imposed by Samori, probably initiated a period of 
purges, banishments, and intemments. State repression did not disappear in 
post-colonial West Africa. During Sekou Toure's regime in Guinee, hundreds 
of prisoners died of hunger in the sadly renowned Camp Boiro in Conakry. 13 

Evidently, certain continuities exist between the pre-colonial and the post
colonial periods. 

CAMEROON: CENTRALIZED STATES AND 
ACEPHELOUS SOCIETIES 

In Cameroon, a nurober of historical case studies complement the Obser
vations made above, allowing us to expand and refine our understandings of 
imprisonment. Historians have noted Cameroon for the great diversity of its 
ethnic and sociopolitical organizations. In the northern part of the country. 
conversion to Islam meant incorporation into centralized and hierarchical 
states. In the westem Grasslands, political formations (chiefdon1s) also ex-
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hihitl'd tnarked social hierarchy .. A.rephelous societies regulated by diverse 
ctitninal sanctions. inhahited the central. southen1. and eastem regions of 
Canlen.)()Jl. Punishn1ents ranged fron1 sitnple tines to ostracisn1, and included 
bearings and irnptisonrnent. 

Standardized state in1prisonment seen1s to have been practiced by central
ized states. such as the l\1andara kingdon1. which reached its pinnacle during 
the nineteenth century. The Mandara systen1 of official titles proves that the 
kingdon1 used a classical penitentiary systen1, complete with torture and 
squads of guards. Castration led to the founding of the official role of the 
eunuch. The Tfa,·unge managed the palace prison (gu/funye), which held con
denlned prisoners. The Tlavungo Ndunda ( children 's guard: gardien des pe
tits) ,,·as responsible for children taken captive in war. The Tlikse (the 
so,·ereign) decided upon their placement. The Tloho dignitary assessed cases 
of adultef)·. imposing fines and tenns of imprisonment. The Zaka Ukdle (or 
guard of the testicles) was charged with punishing rape and murder through 
\\'hipping and incarcerating. And the Ndoko Hudgo, chief of royal eunuchs, 
supervised the division of Iabor among palace slaves. This rigorous system 
is indicative of the elaborate penitentiary system that had developed in Man
dara. where repressive practices included isolation, starvation, threats, and 
beatings. 

The Fulani emirate of northem Cameroon, founded in the wake of Usman 
dan Fodio's jihad ( 1804 ), also established a judiciary system with punish
ments that varied from fines to long prison sentences, and included forced 
Iabor. Each political unit of command (lamidat) had a prison, perceived by 
local populations as a place of terror. The prison cells, which apparently were 
ordinary huts, were equipped with materiel used to "trap" the prisoner: ropes, 
locally produced handcuffs, iron chains, and stakes or tree trunks planted in 
the ftoor. 

In the lamidat of Mindif, the Bongo, a Muslim convert who did not belang 
to the Fulani ethnic group, acted as the chief of police and prison guard. He 
supervised the guards who accompanied the condemned to labor the sover
eign' s fields. Prisoners worked the entire day before retuming to their cells. 
Physical cruelty and starvation were frequent. Recalcitrant prisoners were 
tortured by being shut up in a stifting hut, and exposed to the smoke of hot 
peppers thrown onto fire. The suffocating prisoner soon confessed. Jailers, 
however, often proved compassionate if the prisoner and his family provided 
generous bribes. 14 

Curiously enough, German and French rule did not put an end to this 
institution. Indeed, both the French and the Germans instituted a system of 
indirect rule based on alliances with traditional chiefs. Thus, the prison of the 
lan1idat of Ngaoundere, which was created in 1831, closed down only in 1961, 
just after independence. Today, the powerful Lamido Rey Bouba, a close ally 
of President Paul Biya, has sovereign power over his own prison. Opponents 
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daring to contest the Llnnido 's authority are shut away in jail. Modemregimes 
in Cameroon. therefore. have protected the traditional penitentiary system for 
reasons of political clientelism. 

In the case of the Bamoun kingdom, Claude Tardits refers to Mitngu, a 
secret society that was both a police and judiciary institution. Its chief, Tangu, 
\Vas the true master of the land, along with the king. The Tangu examined 
criminal cases, arrested guilty parties, and punished infractions. The center 
of the village consisted of twelve houses set in a square, the left side of which 
was lined with a blind wall that was part of the "hause of the prisoners' 
shackles." 15 This is where the condemned served their sentences and suffered 
numerous punishments. The prisoners' conditions could improve with time, 
however, if they proved obedient and loyal. 

In acephalous societies, a different range of repressive techniques emerged. 
In the Bamileke chiefdoms of western Cameroon, war was as rampant as in 
the centralized states. 16 But the fate of war captives proved quite different. 
Here, prisoners were kept in a specific place in the court of the Fo ( chieO. 
They were free to conduct business so as to provide for themselves. At the 
end of the conflict they could retum home. In traditional Bamileke society, 
there was no real prison per se, though the chief had a secret place where he 
incarcerated suspects for indetenninate periods of time. He left the prisoners 
alone, and surrounded them with fetishes in order to to provoke terror and 
confession. 

In the Banjoun chiefdom, a fairly original type of imprisonment was prac
ticed: prison-in-residence. This form of ostracism prohibited criminals from 
performing any economic or social activity in the public domain (e.g., par
ticipation in meetings of secret societies, funerals, markets, etc.). Convicted 
criminals were not allowed to leave their compound, and could not receive 
visitors. In order to materialize their isolation, executioners erected wooden 
stakes laced with toun (a plant with evil and daunting powers-no one dared 
to cross a fence adomed with it) araund the condemned's domicile. The psy
chological and ideological aspects of this form of incarceration were critical. 
Banished from all social relations, the incriminated party suffered moral de
pression, and oftentimes committed suicide. 

The Nso, an ethnic group of Tikar origin living in the region of Bamenda, 
established relatively elaborate sociopolitical structures. But these did not 
give rise to a penitentiary system. As in the Bamileke case, the Nso punished 
criines by isolating the condemned. The N~verong secret society carried qut 
sentences: after having completed certain rites, the affiliates excluded the 
criminal from relations with kin, or banished him from the community. The 
Nso had specific territories to deport social delinquents: Kutupit in Bamoum 
country and Mbinkar in the Ndop plain. 

The case of the Bassa people provides further evidence that acephelous 
societies lacked prisons, even if bodily constraint and privations were prac-



ticed. In lht' decentraliz~d bur strongly hierarchical Bassa societies, patriarchs 
f ;\/h<>nrh<)ck) and holden; of authority and sacred power were in charge of 
judging crintinal cases. To innnobilize a prisoner. they fixed solid wooden 
sh~ll'kles to thc tibia. a technique kno\vn as ndi-kl)ng. And. here too, ostracism 
predonlinated. The sentence of ngu'aga involved loss of customary rights, the 
t'\l'lusion frorn family rneetings and exchange networks, and from speaking 
in public. 

RITUAL INCARCERATION 

In n1ost traditional societies of Cameroon, confinement was also part of a 
system of values pron1oting individual accomplishment and group cohesion. 
Sacred reclusion \vas linked to a whole ensemble of rituals and a symbolic 
repertoire that conveyed meanings to those involved. This system should be 
distinguished from repressive imprisonment. Rituals of confinement had a 
sacred dimension and forced an individual or group to end all contact with 
others for a certain amount of time. 

In the Beti society ( central and southem Cameroon), So was an initiation 
ritual for all young adolescents who aspired to become accomplished men. 
The youth were deported by age groups to an encampment in the deep forest 
\\'here indiscreet eyes could not peer. There, they underwent terrible ordeals 
and leamed the fundamental principles of social life. Akus, a ritual for wid
owers, necessitated reclusion in a delimited space and environment, beyond 
which it was forbidden to venture. 

Among the Bamileke in westem Cameroon, initiatic reclusion played an 
important role in the production of public authority. Upon the death of the 
chief (Fon) and during the nine-month mouming period, initiates captured the 
successor to the throne and enclosed him in the laakam, a sanctuary made of 
bamboo and mats that housed the skulls of the ancestors. Nine initiates took 
charge of the successor's surveillance and initiation. For a neophyte chief 
( Moken), reclusion in the laakam involved a period of study and contempla
tion, during wruch he was introduced to the esoteric realm and instructed in 
customary law. In addition, the future chief ate and drank to satiety, and was 
supposed to prove his virility with the young women who accompanied him. 
Children bome of this moment of retreat recei ved the name Toukam. After 
seclusion in the laakam, the new chiefwas enthroned. 17 

This brief overview reveals that systems of incarceration in traditional West 
African societies were numerous, highly variable, and in close connection 
with diverse historical and cultural contexts. I have argued that the existence 
of a penitentiary system was related to the degree of political centralization 
and social hierarchy. Centralized states that developed in these regions used 
a significant set of coercive and repressive techniques, and invented strict 
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regulations for imprisonn1ent. One important question remains: to what de
gree did endogenaus factors versus exogenaus infl.uences (for example, Mus
linl practices of punishn1ent) shape the penitentiary system of centralized 
states in West Africa? In cantrast to centralized states, acephelous societies 
relied on social reprobation and exclusion to punish crimes. Yet, their use of 
sacred reclusion and ritual confinement expand and enrich the notion of in
carceration in Africa. 
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JUVENILE MARGINALITY 

AND INCARCERATION 

DURING THE COLONIAL 

PERIOD 
The First Penitentiary Schools in Senegal, 

1888-1927 

lbrahima Thioub 

During the second half of the nineteenth century, the abolition of slavery 
(April 27, 1848), 1 the spread of colonial wars of conquest, and the speciali
zation of local economies in peanut production considerably disrupted the 
territory that was to become the colony of Senegal. Intense urbanization also 
made its mark on the period following the economic boom of the trading 
posts at Saint-Louis and Goree during the 1850s, the expansion of the peanut 
sector, and the installation of railways and seaports in Dakar, Rufisque, and 
Thies. 2 

Many excellent publications have thoroughly studied these changes, allow
ing us to examine an aspect of colonial history that Senegalese historians 
have mostly neglected: social marginality in boo1ning colonial cities. 3 The 
rich documentation preserved in the Senegalese national archives establishes 
the existence of groups in urban centers whose material privation, social status 
(e.g., recently freed slaves), and/or supposedly deviant behavior disturbed the 
logics of reproduction of the colonial system. Colonial authorities devoted 
constant attention to the control of these groups of people at a fairly early 
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~tage. In a n:-ntarkablc tnin1c~i~. adtninistrators transposed in the colonies 
Slllutions that had gcn~rally failed in thc n1etropole. In a context of less fa
\\)rahlc condition~. and \vith inadequate tneans. the French imported tech
niqut."S such as the tute Iage and patronage of delinquent individuals, and their 
incarceration in tirst pri,·ate. then public. refonnatories. 

DitTerent n1ethods of social control. punishment for deviant behavior, and 
corporal discipline en1erged in the metropale and in Senegal. While in France 
techniques of social control at the end of the nineteenth century were based 
on a long history of incarceration."' Senegalese con1munities only encountered 
this n1ode of punishn1ent in the context of colonial domination. Contrary to 
the expectations of colonial authorities, the transplant did not succeed com
pletely. Colonizers established age criteria to determine the imprisonment of 
various delinquents.5 For children recently freed from slavery, colonists had 
recourse to private persons who agreed to educate the children. Subsequently, 
the colony established public institutions and formal welfare for minors, both 
freed slaves and youth who had been in trouble with the law. 

This chapter examines the management of marginalized youth in Senegal 
through the establishment of penitentiary schools as private institutions 
( 1888-1903 ). and public ones ( 1916- 1927). The history of these institutions 
highlights the difficulties encountered by colonial power in controlling mar
ginal groups in Senegal. 

BEFORE THE PENITENTIARY SCHOOLS: PATRONACE 
POLICY 

After many hesitations and arduous negotiations with slave owners, the 
colonial authorities decided to apply the decree of August 27, 1848, and 
abolish slavery in Senegal. Slave masters, led by the signares, vigourously 
resisted the abolition. In the end, however, they accepted state indemnities 
for the loss of their property. B ut the hundreds of young freed slaves who bad 
benefited from abolition found themselves in a state of dire poverty. 

Colonial authorities were not prepared to take responsibility for the material 
needs of the freed slaves. They tried to find a solution by promoting a pa
tronage system among affluent residents in the coastal towns: those were, of 
course, the masters who had just been dispossessed of their slaves. In Saint
Louis and Goree, the signares boycotted the sponsorship of minor freed fe
males, thus dashing the colonial govemor' s hopes that former slave masters 
would be the pillars of a new welfare system. The disillusioned govemor of 
Senegal deplored how "indigenous ladies" thought it inadmissible that "after 
having emancipated their captives and removed them from their authority, 
[the authorities] wanted them to bear the responsibility of their education.''6 

Minors represented a large part of the freed population, between 34 percent 
and 49 percent of the total number in 1881.7 In addition, the Senegalese 
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colony attracted captives from neighboring countries despite the hesitations 
and an1biguities of a French policy trapped between philanthropic principles, 
the need for Iabor, and the desire to maintain good diplomatic relations with 
neighboring states that still practiced slavery.R The number of liberated slaves, 
and the risk of deviant behavior concemed the colonial administration, as this 
statement attributed to the govemor of Senegal suggests: "The captives that 
we have declared free, as soon as they touch our territory, [they] overcrowd 
our cities, especially Saint-Louis. They refuse to work, and live off pillage 
and begging. "9 

Colonial power soon took initiatives to control the urban fringes: The de
cree of April 13, 1849, instituted two Counsels for Tutelage (Conseils de 
tutelle) in Dakar and Saint-Louis. 10 Each Conseil was presided over by the 
deputy mayor, assisted by two notables and two work managers. They ap
pointed guardians for freed minors, who were in charge of instructing the 
children in a profession until they came of age. The Counsels also supervised 
the conditions of the apprenticeship, the work schedules, and the disciplinary 
practices. 

In both Saint-Louis and Goree, the Counsels had no difficulty placing their 
pupils with former owners who, having overcome their initial negative re
action to abolition, seized the opportunity to obtain cheap Iabor, a commodity 
always in short supply in the colony. 11 Soon the Conseils faced insunnount
able obstacles in trying to end the overexploitation of freed slaves, who began 
deserting the workshops and houses of their new masters, their living con
ditions having hardly evolved from those experienced in captivity. On Oc
tober 11, 1862, a decree terminated this experience and gave tutelage power 
to the head of the colonial judicial system, who became the legal guardian of 
freed slaves. 12 In 1880, the Bureau of Political Affairs took over from the 
Counsel for Guardianship. 13 

The many changes in the tuteJage policy for minors suggested the diffi
culties encountered by colonial authorities in defining and applying a program 
to control marginalized youth. Alongside freed slaves "thrown into a chaotic 
life of idleness and vagabondage," 14 delinquent minors crouched in colonial 
prisons, "rnixed up with malefactors of all ages and all kinds ... their only 
masters being their jail companions; their only training being in evil ... They 
come out of prison without resources, without professional instruction ... 
having, in general, a great aversion to work, which has only been presented 
in forms the least likely to give them such an inclination. Thus ready for 
crime, they can only become a burden or a danger for the society that opens 
before them." Moreover, the administration also took care of "the children of 
Europeans, mulattos, and even Blacks, who had been abandoned or practically 
abandoned by their parents .... Most often, they run the streets or the bush, 
lacking in instruction and education. Completely free, with nothing to do and 
nowhere to lay their heads, they form a generation of vagabonds." 15 
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During tht' cntirc half-centurv following the abolition of slavery in the: .._ • .._ I 

Senegalese colony. thc fate of young freed slaves preoccupied the adminis. j 

tratil'll. as their nurnber. difticult rnaterial conditions~ and deviant behavior I 
threarened the nonns pron1oted by colonial power. The expansion of urban ! 
areas widened th~ _social field that ~arbored groups_ cons~de~e~ marginal_by J 

the puhlic authont1es. At the turn of the century~ pnvate JUdiciary or adnun. i 

istrative tuteJage appeared to be an insufficient strategy. The head of the co-! 
Ionial Judicial Sen'ice exhun1ed Article 66 of the 1810 Penal Code in order I 
to provide a judiciaJ basis for a new solution: entrust marginal youths to a l 
pri\'ate institution supervised by public authorities. 16 In 1901, with great en. · 
thusiasn1. the head of the Judicial Service proposed the founding of the first 
colonial penitentiary school at the Catholic mission (Mission des Peres) of 
the Congregation of the Saint-Esprit in Thies. The penitentiary school would 
teach children to ~·obey and work, two qualities which are often lacking in 
the indigenous people." 17 

THE PENITENTIARY SCHOOL OF TH E PER ES DU 
SAINT-ESPRIT (1888-1903): "TA MI NG REB ELLIOUS 
CHARACTERS" THROUGH WORK, EVANGELISM, AND 
SHACKLES 

The decree of August 13, 1888 instituting the penitentiary school at Thies. 
\vas largely inspired by the metropolitan law of 1850 opening refonnatories 
in France. 18 The law detennined which minors would benefit from the peni· 
tentiary school: "detained youths who have been acquitted in virtue of Article 
66 of the Penal Code as having acted without discemment but not given back 
to their parents (art. 2)," "detained youths condemned to more than six months 
and less than two years of imprisonment (art. 3)," and, finally, "young freed 
slaves who were insubordinate (art. 6)." 19 Annual reports published by the 
Supervision Council for the school described the pupils' living conditions. A 
magistrate representing the Judicial Service, assisted by a delegate from the , 
Director of the Interior Affairs and a member of the Legislative Council (art. : 
4 ), presided over the Supervision Council. The reports, kept in the Senegalese · 
national archives, were accompanied by correspondence between the colonial . 
authorities and the Mission 's prefet apostolique who directed the school. 

Budgetary conditions weighed heavily on the colonial authorities' decision . 
to charge the missionaries with the detention of delinquent minors. "Mis· : 
sionaries, being already established in the area, would be compensated by the . 
product of the children's Iabor ... [the authorities], therefore, would only 
assume the expenses required for the building of the school." The authorities 
also sought to decongest colonial prisons, hoping that the refonnatory would I 
incite the tribunals to pronounce more acquittals for minor delinquents.20 The 
fact that youth detained in the reformatory either for correction or condem·f. 

l· 
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nation would be handled in a way that was consistent with nonns established 
for Senegalese prisons attenuated the judges' doubts about acquitting delin
quent minors and sending them to the penitentiary at Thies. Children "would 
be raised tagether under severe discipline, and consigned to agricultural work 
as weil as related industries," "their elementary education will be provided 
for" (art. 2). The Mission paid in advance for medical, travel, and educational 
costs, and was later reimbursed by the colony. The colonial govemement also 
paid for the school directors' salaries. 

Considerable enthusiasm and optimism infused the preliminary report pub
lished at the opening of the school. B ut the actual operations of the school 
soon encountered unexpected difficulties. 

LIVING CONDITIONS AT THE PENITENTIARY IN THIES 

Contrary to the authorities' expectations, the number of pupils at the school 
in Thies increased very slowly after it had opened as a penitentiary for minors. 
The figures for 1892-twenty-nine detainees under Article 66 of the Penal 
Code, one freed slave, and twenty "orphans"----dropped quickly and then sta
bilized from 1895 to its close in 1903, at an average of twenty acquitted 
minors and two freed slaves intemed for insubordination. Statistics in the 
1892 Comite de surveillance's report revealed that economic delinquency was 
the primary cause of incarceration.21 Studies of criminality and prison pop
ulations in Senegal for the same period indicated a similar pattem. 22 

In the beginning, detainees li ved in a wooden cabin. The structure could 
shelter eight children; the others had to spend the night on the veranda, all 
sleeping on beds made of straps. 23 Later, the Mission built a concrete structure 
with subsidies from the colony. Annual reports from the Supervision Com
mittee described the penitentiary as "a very healthy place where crops were 
abundant, and the water plentiful ... Three superb structures served the needs 
of the evangelical, agricultural, and penitentiary personnel, as weil as the 
dispensary." N onetheless, nothing indicated that incarcerated children ever 
benefited from the installations built with colonial subsidies. According to 
the Catholic Fathers (the sole source of infonnation for the Supervision Com
mittee that only visited the penitentiary once a year), children were relatively 
weil nourished in comparison with other prisons, a "privilege" due to the fact 
that the govemment spent 1 franc per day per minor, while the ordinary 
prisons laid out only 0.35 francs per prisoner. The main meal generally con
sisted of couscous with meat; other meals affered mostly rice with "pistachio 
oil." A doctor working for the lndigenous Medical Assistance Service (As
sistance Medica/e indigene) tended to the minors' health.:!4 Available reports 
refer to two deaths between 1888 and 1903.25 

Discipline in the penitentiary preoccupied the Supervision Con1mittee. An
nual reports often mentioned the n1issionaries' laxity. or their tendency for 
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pat~ntal fantiliarity \Vith the detainees. These vie\VS n1ust be revised to ac. 
count for thc Fathers · coiTespondence \Vith adn1inistrative authorities, refer. 
ring to tht' use of iron shackles to punish ··rebellious spirits'" among the 
detaint'd. Thus ... Touti Ndiaye broke his irons and went to get drunk." For 
Iack of a surrounding v.-all that \vould dissuade the prisoners from escaping, 
··,,·e attached the feet of this incorrigible runaway with an iron cord that was 
not tight enough to prevent hirn fron1 walking .. but only allowed him to walk 
,,·ith tiny steps. ·~~6 The Fathers did not hesitate to use iron shackles, which 
colonial prisons seldon1 en1ployed at that tin1e, and only for prisoners deemed 
dangerous. 

According to the missionaries, deviant behavior was inscribed in the in
nlate 's character and individual nature. Alongside positive remarks-"excel
lent boy. good gardener~ ·~ "tough worker"-we find numerous pejorative and 
even contemptuous comments-"barren head," rebellious nature," "suffering 
fron1 primitivism/' "incorrigible thief," not "enough brain" to learn to read. 27 

Ironically, the Fathers also viewed deviance as a contagious pathology, with 
physical contact being the main vector of transmission. Consequently, isola
tion of the "carriers of evil germs" could only prevent the "propagation of 
the illness'' and the contamination of healthy individuals. The Fathers offered 
the following explanation for the detainees' desire to escape incarceration: 
"The idea of finding themselves in security in English territory troubles these 
young turbulent minds and pushes them to escape, especially since several 
of their fonner cornrades ftew there at the time of my predecessor-among 
others, the infamous Fran~ois Kane, an accomplice to the assassination of the 
late Mr. Jeandet. The horror of work and the Iove of liberty is so very strong 
among them ... only the fear of being arrested again by the police can force 
some lazy, mean, and hypocritical characters to remain here and work." 

Administrative authorities largely shared the Fathers' point of view. The 
1892 annual report recommended that charity and kindness were not enough 
to "avert perverse inclinations, and correct the vicious instinct of children." 
In a "Lombrosian" fashion, Europeans thought that the origins of juvenile 
delinquency resulted from a natural predisposition to crime, a behavior that 
emerged as soon as the minimal conditions for its expression werein place. 
In order to prevent contagion and the degeneration of society, strict discipline 
and incarceration must eradicate evil in predisposed criminals at a very young 
age.2H 

To confront the children 's "naturalized" deviance, the missionaries devel· 
oped two remedies that reflected the material and ideological interests of the 
Mission: redemption through work and the Gospel. The detainees labored for 
the Mission 's agricultural enterprise: by developing a "laborious therapy" for 
deviance, the Fathers secured cheap Iabor. The Fathers did not train the chil· 
dren in schooling and apprenticeships in manual trades,29 which represented 
the major part of the children's official programs. Rather, they enforced "se· 
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vere discipline in agricultural work" (in the custom of the Physiocratic spirit). 
Thanks to subsidies fron1 the colonial budget, abundant equipment helped the 
prisoners accon1plish their chores: annual reports repeatedly underscored the 
healthy state of the Mission 's agricultural enterprise.30 

The children 's contribution to the economic prosperity of the Mission was 
far fron1 negligible. They were subject to long days of work, although the 
progran1 of daily activities, according to the Fathers, remained quite low (see 
Table 4.1 ).:H Nevertheless, the author of the report indicated that the infor
nlation was "dictated by the director of the penitentiary.'' 

The use of young detainees for the maintenance of roads (paid for by the 
colonial administration to the benefit of the Mission), and the predominance 
of rural activities were not the best means for reinserting young prisoners into 
society, since most of them came from urban backgrounds. Nonetheless, the 
issue of the delinquent youths' social reintegration preoccupied the colonial 
and ecclesiastical authorities. 32 At the end of their tenn in detention, some 
minors returned to their parents or former guardians. 33 The Mission informed 
the authorities of upcoming releases, indicating the future destination of the 
freed person, since the colonial administration took care of the costs of trans
portation. After 1892, the authorities became less and less interested in com
pensating the Mission for its services. In 1903, the collaboration between the 
Mission and the administration stopped. 

THE MISSION AND THE GOVERNMENT OF SENEGAL: 
DETERIORATING RELATIONS 

The relations between the colonial powers and the Mission began to de
teriorate in 1892. That year the Supervision Committee 's report was particu
larly critical of the missionaries' use of public subsidies. The report accused 

Table 4.1. 
Schedule for Juvenile lnmates at Thies. 

Time Activity Time Activity 

5:30A.M. Wake Up 12:00-1 :30 P.M. Recess 

7:15A.M. Breakfast 1:30 P.M. Singing Class 

7:30A.M. Manual Labor 2:00P.M. Class 

9:30A.M. Recess 3:00P.M. Recess 

9:45A.M. Classroon1 Until 6:45 P.M. After School 

Noon Dal,val (Main Meal) 6:45 P:M. Dinner and Recess 

7:30P.M. Bedtime 
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thl' fatht'r.- l'f not haYing uscd sun1s reccived fro1n the public treasury (35,000 
francs) for initial sctup costs and designated materiel. The report also blamed 
the \ li~sion \ duplicity. for having \vaited until the minors were settled to ask 
for rnaintcnance l'Osts (in October 1888) of 1 franc per child per day. Tbe 
total surn ;.unountrd to 700 francs for clothing. 300 francs for medicine, and 
582 francs for the doctor. 

The repo11 concluded: ··Everything. apart from the house of correction, has 
heen weil conceived:· and praised the Mission 's prosperity and the "energetic 
will. the tenacious persistence of the Father Superior, who benefited from a 
n1ost favorable situation. using local n1aterials, the Iabor of young detainees, 
subsidies from the administration and the Mission itself, asking for and ob
taining aid and assistance from all parties to assure the success of the enter
prise:· But. contrary to the initial project, there was "neither refectory, nor 
gymnasium. nor bathroom ... , nor laundry room, nor infirmary." 

The conclusion was particularly severe for the reforrnatory: "More a model 
fann than a hause of correction. The colonial subsidies intended for the pen
itentiary have been used to the benefit of the Mission." The report recom
mended a new contract to regulate the relations between the mission and the 
administrative authorities. The contract was signed in 1894, and stipulated a 
substantial compensation for the missionary personnel who worked for the 
penitentiary. 

After 1903. the contract between the Mission and the government ended. 
The decision derived, in part, from the exorbitant costs of the penitentiary. 
The administration also wondered about the location of the penitentiary, now 
close to a railway crossroads, and deemed inappropriate as a site for educa
tion. But the most important factor in the administration's decision was prob
ably the rise of the anticlerical movement in France advocating for the 
separation of the State and the Church. 34 Thirteen years later, the first public 
colonial penitentiary opened its doors in Senegal. 

THE AGRICULTURAL PENITENTIARY IN BAMBEY 
(1916-1927) AND THE PUBLIC MANAGEMENT OF 
JUVENILE MARGINALITY: NEGLIGENCE AND 
I RRESPONSI 8 I LITY 

The termination of the contract between the missionaries of Saint-Esprit 
and the administration left the colony without a penitentiary for minors. 
Young delinquents acquitted by virtue of Article 66, those who were under 
eighteen years of age and condemned to less than two years imprisonment. 
were intemed in a public orphanage in the town of Richard Toll ( on the 
Senegalese River). The administration had created the orphanage on March 
12, 1912, and eventually transferred it to the village of Makhana, in the same 
region, on J uly 20, 1917. In order to end the "dangerous" situation that pre· 
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\'ailcd in the orphanage. where Hthe condemned and innocent orphans" were 
in .. direct and constant contact." an official decree opened an agricultural 
penitentiary for the minor delinquents on March 12. 1916 in the town of 
Bmnbey.-~) 

The choice of Bambey. a town situated in the heart of the peanut basin, far 
fron1 the temptations of the large urban agglomerations, suggests that the 
colonial administration still believed that agricultural work could eure juve
nile delinquency. Moreover, this locale affered good conditions for the con
struction of a penitentiary, since it was the site of the experimental agricultural 
station specializing in the peanut crop; the station 's premises and personnet 
were at the disposal of the penitentiary. 

Bambey agricultural station allowed detainees to Iabor in agricultural work 
associated with the peanut economy, the core of Senegalese colonial produc
tion. The administration's primary concern in this initiative was budgetary 
savings. 

From the time of its creation--decree of February 5, 1916, signed by the 
lieutenant-govemor of Senegal-ta its closure in 1927, the agricultural colony 
at Bambey received 108 minors "acquitted in virtue of Article 66 of the Penal 
Code as having acted without discemment." (See Figure 4.1.) Customary 
tribunals sent forty children; the remainder came from the French colonial 
court system. 36 Among the detainees were numerous subjects of the colony 
of the Sudan. 37 The relatively important number of detainees sent to Bambey 
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Figure 4.1. Number of Juvenile Detainees at Sambey (1916-1926). 
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by French colonial first-degree courts (tribunals in Dakar and Saint-Louis 
responsible for incidents involving citizens. Europeans. and subjects living 
under their jurisdiction) suggests the colonial administration ·s preoccupation 
\\'ith urban juvenile delinquency. 

In 1916. the penitentiary registered the greatest number of new detainees 
(eighteen) during its eleven years of operations. At this time, the flow of 
entries had son1ewhat stabilized. although sources do not allow for the deter
nlination of the number of annual releases due to the temlination of sentences, 
or reaching majority age. The number of detainees present at the penitentiary 
from one year to the next greatly ftuctuated mostly because of the frequent 
numbers of escapes~ rather than releases. Table 4.2 shows that exits--escapes 
were not included in the documentation consulted-remained more numerous 

than entries. 38 

The director of the agricultural station was in charge of administering of 
the penitentiary. The station buildings housed the penitentiary, and the station 
personnel ensured the primary training of the detained minors. The police 
commissioner of Bambey managed all penal operations at the agricultural 
colony (keeping the registers, monitaring the detainees). But the delegation 
of responsibilities undermined the good management of the penitentiary. In 
spite of numerous rules of conduct for detainees as weil as for guards, one 
problern haunted the penitentiary: the station employees, not responsible for 
supervision of the minors, were hardly interested in the correctional aspects 
of the detention center. In turn, police guards who were in charge of disci
plinary matters paid little attention to the minors' agricultural work. 

Interior regulations obliged the minors to complete ten hours of work per 
day. 39 More than Thies, the colony at Bambey attempted to use physicallabor 
for "the correction of delinquent minors." In a Physiocratic and calculating 
spirit, the colonial administrators decided that "the detained will be employed 

Table 4.2. 
Annual Arrivalsand Releases at Bambey (1921-1926). 

Year Arrival Number Release 
ofDetainees 

1921 4 26 

1922 11 15 21 

1923 9 19 15 

1924 10 16 13 

1926 7 23 0 
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for diverse tasks at the agricultural station." On average, the administration 
reitnbursed the work cotnpleted by the detainees at a daily rate of 0.75 francs. 
For the chi ldren. penal Iabor took precedence over educational and correc
tional objectives. The pupils split into two groups every week, sent to different 
areas of work. that they joined Hin tight rows." 

Administrative regulations also stipulated that each minor should own a 
pair of pants (renewed every six months), a working blouse (one year}, a beret 
(two years}, a pair of sandals (six months), and a blanket (one year). The 
director of the agricultural station perfonned initial medical examinations and, 
if need be, sent patients to the dispensary in Diourbel. A decree of December 
16, 1907, "[fixed] the daily ration delivered to indigenous prisoners and 
horses in the confines of the colony. "40 

A strict discipline aimed at training the body for work. The administration 
enforced complete isolation for two, four, and eight hours for the following 
faults: "disputes followed by blows, inappropriate responses, uncleanness, 
bad maintenance of materiel, tools left at a work site." Isolation with a half
ration was ordered for "repeat offenders, Iack of will for work, and theft of 
fruits and vegetables." Children guilty of "fights leading to wounds, loss or 
sale of materiel, attempted escape" were confined to a cell "with or without 
shackles" for at least three months. By contrast, good subjects could get more 
satisfying positions, and work as stable boys, herders, drivers, gardeners, or 
warehause keepers. They could also benefit from conditional Iiberation, 
which involved transfer to the orphanage at Makhana. The regulations spec
ified equally harsh punishment for guards: detention, prison, and dismissal in 
cases of negligence with respect to the obligations of surveillance. 

However, the increasing gap between the rigors of written regulations and 
the decay in discipline suggests that the administration was more interested 
in producing a model text, than in creating an efficient tool for helping the 
minors intemed at the agricultural station. The dissociation of responsibilities 
between the police commissioner of Bambey, entrusted with enforcing dis
cipline, and the station personne I, responsible for the minors' education, 
lacked coherence. 

Early on, the situation at the penitentiary deteriorated to the point where 
all authorities who visited the establishn1ent recommended either its closure, 
or the complete refonn of its structures and orientation. In general, the au
thorities overlooked the administration 's negligence, and blamed the chil
dren 's behavior or the guards' laxity. The director of the agricultural station 
alerted his hierarchical superior to the poor n1entality of the children, which 
manifested itself in frequent thefts, the unwillingness to work. mass protests. 
and "even rebellions against the guards.'' The Bambey police con1missioner, 
who was responsible for surveillance, also pulled the alarm and infom1ed the 
con1mander of the Diourbel circutnscription that "Escapes followed one after 
the other as quickly or even more quickly than the arrival of new detainees. 
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Tht' pcnit~ntiary in no ,,·ay ser\'ed the putl>ose of purification .. to which it was 
Jcstincd:· Ht' aJrnittt~d his po\verJessness in applying the rules: "'Punishments 
infticted upon guards did nothing to chang:e the situation .. nor did the replace-
111cnr of ag~nts. ·· and proposed the transfer of the penitentiary to Diourbel in 
t)rder to bring the establishn1ent closer to the surveillance services. The head 
of the agricultural serYices explained the den1ise of the colony in terms of the 
in1position upon the station "s director and its personne I of the tasks of a war
den. for \\'hich they \vere not prepared. 

The follo\ving year. the commander of the Diourbel circumscription took 
charge of the case. While deploring the duality of attributions between the 
station ·s director and the conm1issioner of Bambey, the commander blamed 
negligent guards and the Hbad and often dangerous little rascals. "41 The heads 
of the penitentiary, lacking experience and unprepared for the task at band, 
consistently reported their inability to handle the situation. The breach be
t\veen the principles set forth by the regulations and the reality revealed by 
an inspection repo~2 prompted the authorities at Saint-Louis to reorganize 
the agricultural colony that very same year. The report described the peniten
tiary as consisting of four small, unfenced buildings. The first building bad 
n.vo rooms measuring 3.5 by 3 meters and, since the tin roof on one of the 
rooms had caved in, "the minors squeezed into the other to sleep during rest 
hours." Two buildings served as a stockroom and Iodging for the guard, re
spectively: and the last, "whose roof had fallen in ruins, housed the second 
guard." The detainees were dressed in rags at the time of the inspection team's 
visit; they had never received the clothing allotted by the public service. They 
also bad insufficient food rations. 

In spite of deplorable living conditions, the minors perfonned a work 
schedule in flagrant violation of established rules. Of the twenty-three minors 
detained, five were cleaning the port of Bambey alongside "common law 
prisoners," with whom they had their meals and shared dormitories. The sev
enteen other detainees served as apprentices (1), metalworkers (3), masons 
(2 ). carpenters (I), assistant gardeners ( 1 ), peanut sorters (2), domestics of 
the European functionaries working at the station (3 ), and cooks ( 1 ). Three 
were inactive. Minors' forced Iabor shows that the Iocal administration totally 
ignored the principles of work as a means of correction. The central admin
istration, preoccupied with juvenile delinquency in the major urban centers, 
had delegated the management of the penitentiary to local administrators who 
were unprepared to deal with youth delinquency. Their disinterest resulted in 
the pathetic living conditions of the minors detained at the Bambey station. 

Was it surprising that the penitentiary deviated from its original goal: "the 
moral rectification of delinquent children"? The 1927 report underscored the 
Iack of respect for the decree of August 13, 1888, and the law of 1850, that 
had provided the models for moral education through professional instruc
tion.41 At Bambey, the situation had become too degraded for effective reform: 
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T\\·cnty-one of the forty-four detainees had escaped. The commander of the 
Baol circun1scription visited the penitentiary and left with a negative impres
sion: .. The disciplinary quarters were partly demolished; half of the roofwas 
ton1 off. The children were in rags and complained that they were underfed. 
The buildings were dirty and poorly maintained; no rule of hygiene was 
observed.'' 

These deficiencies proved fatal to the first public agricultural penitentiary 
of Senegal. And so did one of its main administrators-the police commis
sioner of Batnbey-who suggested that: "Labor at a low price rendered great 
service to the experimental station in agricultural production. Several ex
detainees have been arrested again after their Iiberation, I think any idea of 
amending these young wrongdoers is useless. However, their incarceration is 
socially beneficial: During their internment, they cannot hann society." The 
commissioner proposed the militarization of the station, with the obligation 
to wear uniforms and the institution of individual records, gratuities, and 
elementary instruction.44 

But the governor of Senegal issued a decree declaring that the establish
ment "no Ionger served its purpose" and created "in Carabane (Casamance) 
a "reformatory home," which later became the Ecole professionneUe speciale 
(EPS) of Carabane.45 The management of urban juvenile marginality entered 
a new period. After thirty-nine years of fruitless experience, the colony finally 
decided to open a establishment specializing in the detention of minors, and 
appointpersonnet who were in the exclusive service of the penitentiary. 

CONCLUSION 

Being private or public, the penitentiary schools of the Senegalese colony 
only received a relatively small proportion of youth who had been sentenced 
to detention. The majority remained detained in the regular prisons during 
the entire colonial period. In 1931, the ci vil prison in Dakar alone held forty
seven prisoners aged from twelve to seventeen years of age, originating from 
the different territories of French West Africa:~6 Some archival material refers 
to some very sad cases, such as Leonie Gueye, sentenced to eight years in 
the prison of Saint-Louis for petty theft, after her father's death. Acquitted 
by virtue of Article 66 of the penal code, and not retumed to her mother, 
Leonie Gueye shared the adult female cell for three years; it was impossible 
to send her to Bambey where she would have had to live in close promiscuity 
with the detained boys:0 Ironically, Leonie Gueye would have served a 
shorter term if comrnon law had been applied to her case. Children detained 
in correction houses had the advantage of being subject to lesser surveillance. 
They could express a radical critique of incarceration by staging escapes. Two 
key factors contributed to the failure of carceral institutions for children
escapes and the adrninistration 's financial greediness. 
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Paradl)\ically. thc colonial state in Senegal entn1sted a private religious 
institutü.'n with the tirst refonnatory at the very n1otnent when the metropole, 
haYing kan1ed lrssons frorn n1ore than a half-century of experience, con
dernned. by an .. ofticial notice ... the very principle of the delegation of the 
powers of correction to priYate establishn1ents. ''-l~ In Senegal, difficult circum
stances reinforced the errors that had led to the abolishment of the private 
n1anagen1ent for the incarceration of youth: 4

q the heterogenaus statuses of the 
detained. the Iack of financiaJ resources for the n1anagement of marginalized 
vouth. ,md the lax control over the use of public funds. The political situation 
in the metropole. \Vith the rise of the anticlerical movement, prompted the 
govemn1ent's decision to end the private administration of the penitentiary 
colony. 

\\'hen the colonial authorities switched to a public institution, they intro
duced the seeds of failure into their project by making use of an institution 
that was devoted to aims other than the incarceration of minors. The favorable 
technical conditions offered by the peanut station for minors' Iabor were not 
the deciding factor in the placement of the penitentiary at Bambey. The au
thorities · main concem was to save money on the costs of installation and 
personnel. The agricultural station was thus incapable of fulfilling the func
tions of a penitentiary for Iack of personne I, appropriate quarters, and funding. 

Private and public attempts to reproduce metropolitan agricultural refor
matories satisfied the demand for cheap Iabor, rather than the rehabilitation 
of juvenile delinquents according to the norms defined by the colonial order.50 

Moreover, the failures of the European model were exacerbated by the co
lonial situation. In the colonies, as in the metropole, the early effort to take 
into account tbe specificity of childhood in the definition of prison policy 
failed to create special jurisdictions for minors. 51 Only in 1928 did a decree 
institute special jurisdictions and probation52 for minors in the colonial ter
ritories. But the decree was not promulgated in French West Africa before 
June 28, 1958.53 Despite this late date, and the earlier failures examined in 
this cbapter, the extension of educative modes of detention to minors in the 
French colonies of West Africa remains a remarkable fact. 
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PUNISHMENT TO FIT THE 

CRIME? 
Penal Policy and Practice in British 

Colonial Africa 

David Killingray 

In 1911 C.E. Ward told the boys of his former preparatory school about bis 
duties as an administrative officer in the East African Protectorate. "We are 
responsible," he wrote, "for the administration of justice, for the collection 
of the revenue (which is in the form of a native poll tax), the control of the 
Police, regulation of the Prisons, and for preserving the lines of communi
cation through the territory." 1 It is doubtful whether Ward gave much thought 
to what he meant when he used the word justice. Most colonial offleials of 
that period unequivocally saw their role as bringing peace and order and the 
benefits of modern law to darkest Africa. To enforce alien rule, as Ward rightly 
observed, required a paramilitary police force and prisons that were among 
the earliest institutions created and built by colonial rulers in Africa. The first 
was needed to establish authority and to ensure that vital revenue was col
lected, the second to punish those who committed offenses against the new 
system of order. The civilizing mission, as Mahmood Mamdani says, soon 
shifted in perspective and practice to being prin1arily concemed with the 
administration of law and order. 2 

Although prisons and punishtnent were central to the workings of the co
lonial state in Africa relatively few historians have looked at the principles 
and practices of this often unpleasant aspect of colonial govemance. Scholarly 
interest has focused n1uch n1ore on the in1portant questions relating to the 
fran1ing and working of colonial legal codes and processes:3 it has been left 
largely to a few lawyers to comment on African colonial penal policies.~ This 
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is in rnarked contrast to the very )arge and continuing interest shown b 
scholars in the history of imprisonment and punishment in Europe and Non~ 
An1erica. 5 So this chapter is a rather brief attempt to fill that gap. It Iooks at 

official penal policies introduced and applied in British colonial Africa, at the 
various fonns of punishn1ent infticted upon colonial subjects by govemment 
and native administrative courts, and the arguments for and against certain 
n1easures of refonn. Penal policy and practice in each colony always con
cemed the Colonial Office in London, which sought to ensure that what was 
done in the Imperial name appeared to be both consistent and humane. English 
law, as exported to the British colonies, was based on ideas of equity and 
in1partiality. but because colonial rule-most specially in white settler col~
nies such as Kenya and Southem Rhodesia-was largely about racial donu
nance and economic hegemony, these principles were often absent from local 

legal codes or at best ambiguous. " . " 
British colonial rule introduced into Africa new ideas of law and cnmed 

. d . . t t rs regarde and also new forms of punishment. Most colontal a rmnts ra 0 

·b · generally as customary law as "primitive" and African means of retn utton 
"barbaric'·; English law was seen as both superior and necessary .as an agthie~t 

· · votces to s of gradual modemization. There were occasional dtssenttng . h 
widely held view but they were rare. 6 What constituted appropriate pulniS -

' . h I. tt e un-
ments for Africans was also debated at some length, although wtt 1 

1 
. a1 

derstanding or knowledge to inform judgments. In the period when .co oiU e 
d puntsh wer 

rule was being established, the measures adopted to coerc~ ~ d'' dis-
largely dictated by military and political expediency. Thus m unse~~l.e ff ted 
tricts, punitive expeditions, often referred to as "extreme measures, 10 ICttle 

· ca · 
collecti ve punishments by destroying houses and crops and removtng t 

· . d vernmen As colonial rule was placed on a firmer basis, nottons of goo go d.fi d 
and social control dictated the need for a regular system of courts and ~0 1 

e 
penal policies and punishments. But what was appropriate? Whipptng dwas 
instant and cheap; fines required a money economy, while prisons locke . up 
potentiallabor and burdened treasuries. Invariably it was argued that f)oggi~g · ' rd In-was a more effect1ve punishment than imprisonment but a Iack of so 1 

formation other than subjective comment makes it difflcult to detennine w?at 
if anything actually served as a deterrent. Any detailed study of penal pohcY 
and practice also needs to take into account the perceptions of those who 
suffered from the rigors of the law; such information is rare. 

There has been little systematic study of sentencing policies in British 
colonial Africa. It would appear that sentencing practices varied considerablY 
from court to court, colony to colony, often determined by the ideology of an 
individual magistrate or judge. Sentences tended tobe barsher in white settief 
colanies for a whole range of offenses. Cultural settings also inftuenced sen
tencing. For example, in Nigeria more fines were levied in the Western Prov
ince where money more readily circulated than in Northern Nigeria. which 
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had a sn1aller tnodem monetary base.7 Certain European administrators and 
judges were sytnpathetic to African intellectual ideas and institutions and this 
was reftected in their understanding of and leniency in interpreting colonial 
law and making judgments.8 From an early twenty-first-century perspective, 
many aspects of British colonial policy relating to sentencing and penal prac
tice seem mild when compared with the draconian measures employed by 
certain successor govemments-minimum sentences mainly for offenses 
against property~ mandatory death sentences for armed robbery, drug offenses, 
and stock theft~ the increased use of corporal punishment, public executions, 
and a range of harsh sanctions for economic crimes.9 

~he penal system established in British Africa mirrored, in part, the ex
pene~ce and practices pertaining in the United Kingdom, modified by the 
expenence of colonial rule in India and the Caribbean. In most African col
onies there was created a system of indirect rule of native authorities subject 
to colonial govemment and possessing parallel i~stitutions such as treasuries, 
c~urts.' ~olice, and prisons. This system, adopted for Buganda and Northem 
Ntgena m_t?e early part of the century, was gradually extended over a large 
part ~f Bntish Africa in the 1920s-1930s as indirect rule was applied as a 
~~chcal, pragmatic, economic, and gradualist means of ruling large areas. 
. e penal laws and methods of native authority courts and prisons were sub-
Ject to th · · 

1 
e pnnc1ple of repugnancy. In the words of Lugard, they were "bound 

so ely by native law and custom, provided that the punishment is (a) not in 
excess of the powers conferred upon it and (b) does not involve mutilation 
~ torture, and is not repugnant to natural justice and humanity." 10 Only in 
. orthem Nigeriaandin Buganda did native courts have completejurisdiction, 
Including p · · · bl owers to 1mpose capital sentences. The dual system tnevtta Y 
caused some confusion. In certain cases punishments under customary law 
exceeded in severity those permitted by the colonial criminal code.'' Plural 
legal systems also raised jurisdictional questions and problems with African 
nonsubjects being illegally sentenced and punished by native administration 
courts. Native authority penal practices were supposed to be regulated by 
colonial offleials but were often overlooked. In the early years of indirect rule 
in Northem Nigeria, it appears that certain repugnant policies continued and 
only slowly becan1e subject to European scrutiny. 

Offleials in the Colonial Office in London closely watched penal policies 
and practices in each colony to ensure that hun1anity prevailed and that the 
various systems were standardized. Before the Second World War this was 
usually done by monitaring annual colonial reports of prison departments, 
receiving the papers of local committees of inquiry, or by commissioning 
reports by penal specialists charged to inquire into specific aspects of penal 
policy. For example, the question of "native punishment" in Kenya was ex
an1ined in some detail in the early 1920s, while Alexander Paterson~ chief 
con1n1issioner of prisons in England and Wales, inquired into the prison sys-
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ten1 of East Africa in a report issued in 1939. 12 In the late 1930s, and especially 
after 1945. the prison services in the African colanies became much more 
professional. This is reflected in the creation by the Colonial Office in the 
late 1940s of the Advisory Committee on the Treatment of Offenders in Col
onies. which met regularly to discuss penal matters. Throughout the years of 
colonial rule, various humanitarian and interested borlies acted as watchdogs 
of colonial penal practice. These included the Aborigines Rights' Protection 
Society. the Anti-Slavery Society, the Howard League for Penal Reform, the 
Fabian Colonial Bureau, various political parties and individual parliamen
tarians. and representatives of Christian missionary societies. 13 

IMPRISONMENT 

Imprisonment was comparatively rare in sub-Saharan African societies be
fore the advent of colonial rule. Punishments for crimes and misdemeanors 
varied and included beating, ordeal by poison (which was often a sentence 
of death), mutilation, reparations and compensatory payments, various f~nns 
of torture, enslavement, and banishment. The history of indigenous Af~can 
penal practice has been clouded by ideology. Most colonial rulers emphastzed 
the innate savagery of African societies and the brutal punishments meted out 
to offenders. This was countered by scholars in the decolonization years who 
toned down the idea of savagery and in its place emphasized that indigenous 
law was concemed with reconciliation rather than harsh retribution. More 
recently this uMerrie Africa" view of the pre-colonial past has been ~ban
doned by scholars for a more exacting analysis of the complexities of power, 
status, class, and gender within African societies. 14 

Prisons were comparatively rare throughout most of pre-colonial sub
Saharan Africa. They existed in certain parts of the sudanic region; for ex
ample, in Kano, their main purposewas to house the emir's political enemies 
rather than common criminals. 15 A more common form of detention was to 
restrain prisoners by attaching them to a log or a tree. More commonly, as 
indeed in early modern Europe, convicted criminals were dealt with in ways 
other than by incarceration. Thus the prison system introduced into colonial 
Africa represented a new, different, and largely unknown form of punishment. 
Prisons were among the earliest examples of colonial architecture. The first 
were converted forts; for example, Fort Jesus at Mombasa or some of the old 
trading castles on the West African coast. As colonial rule was established, 
new prisons were built. When Port Harcourt, in Southem Nigeria, was created 
as a new town and railway port in 1911- 1912, among its public buildings 
was a prison capable of holding 1, I 00 prisoners. 

Although prisons existed throughout British colonial Africa, offleials con
stantly questioned whether prison was an appropriate method of punishment 
for Africans. There was no doubt that prisons were necessary to dctain a 
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certain number of violent criminals, recidivists, and also ~he critnin~y in
saneY' In certain territories-for example, the South Afncan colontes. and 
Kenya-relatively large numbers of Africans were sent to prison convtcted 
of petty offenses. In the 1950s, prison sentences in Tanganyika averaged three 
times the length of those given for comparable crimes in the United King
dom.17 It is debatable whether Africans attached any social stigma to impris
onment. Ekechi argues that this was so in southem Nigeria, although in East 
Africa people mockingly referred to govemment prisons as "Kingi Georgi 
Hotel." 18 Prisons were not comfortable and were not intended tobe so. Con
victs generally had a drab existence. For the colonial authorities, imprison
ment raised a number of major questions: Did prison serve as a deterrent to 
crime? Were there more economical and effective ways of punishing offend
ers? Was prison the best place to remand prisoners, many of whom would 
not be convicted? There was also the more exacting problern of how to run 
a humane prison system with adequate food and care for inmates in societies 
w~ere so.cial and economic conditions might often be harsh and food peri
odJcally. m ~hort supply. 19 Imprisonment may not have carried a stigrna but 
the ~epnvatiOn of liberty was certainly a severe form of punishment for rnany 
Af~c~ns because, as more than one report suggested, they were accustorned 
to hvmg a close, communallife.20 One perceptive colonial official in London 
commented in 1920: 

~ man is taken from his village, from his family and kindred, from the only 
hfe wh.ich he knows, and confined to a prison cell .... The cell where he 
sleeps ts provided with Ventilation based on British ideas of fresh air. The 
r~sult is often such that it would be more merciful to bang him at once. He 
ptnes at the loss of freedom; the unaccustomed food and sleeping arrange
ments cause disease-and he dies. To all intents and purposes he had been 
sentenced to death as surely as if he bad been sentenced to hanging.21 

In addition to being deprived of their liberty, convicts were sometimes in 
chains and employed as forced Iabor. Describing Owerri prison in southeast
em Nigeria in the first decade of this century, Ekechi says that many of the 
prisoners were young men who bad resisted compulsory Iabor, captives 
brought in by military expeditions and hostages. By 1919 there were over 
900 prisoners in a building that had been built to accommodate just over 100. 
Conditions were unsanitary and food was in short supply; predictably, many 
prisoners feil sick and died. 22 The poor physical condi~ions _and the relatively 
high mortality among those incarcerated in early colontal pnsons, can be seen 
in the reports of prison medical officers. . 

The debates about appropriate deterrents ranged _from barsher pns_on .re-
. , to flogging in place of imprisonn1ent, and vanous forms of restitutton g tn1es · d ·th und compensation, which, it was often argued was more tn accor w1 cus-
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h.nnary legal processes. and also other fonns of punishment, including those 
in,·olving public hurniliation \~lhich would "cause a native to be Iaughed at 
by his O\\·n people especially his warnen folk. " 23 For much of the colonial 
peric~:l irnprisonment \vas widely regarded as a less than satisfactory method 
of punishn1ent \Vhile the alternatives such as fines and flogging were fre
quently vie\\'ed as inappropriate or out of step with modern penal practice 
and hun1anitarian ideas. This was increasingly the view from London on 
corporal punishment although the dilemma was to find an alternative fonn 
of retribution that was economical to apply, practical in operation, and did 
not incur the opposition of the liberal and humanitarian bodies that kept a 
close '"'"atch on colonial rule. One of the problems in managing the colonial 
penal system was that, with the extension of indirect rule, increasingly there 
w·ere tv.'o different systems requiring administrative control: There were go.v
ernment courts. police, and prisons, which were subject to direct colontal 
administration. and those under native authority jurisdiction.24 

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT PRISONS 

Govemment prisons varied in size, strength, and purpose. The patte~ that 
emerged in most colanies by the 1930s was for a number of central pnsons, 
usually in provincial capitals, with a lower tier of local prisons and also nu
merous Iock-ups attached to police stations and district offices. In most cases 

· · · ked colorual legal codes and the government prison system closely nunuc 
aspects of British penal policy and practice although reforms, if they came, 
invariably lagged weil behind refonns in Britain. Thus, imprisonment for de?t 
ended in most colanies long after it bad ceased to be treated in this way 10 

Britain; similarly Master and Servants laws continued in colonial legal codes 
for many years after tbey bad been witbdrawn from the English statute book. 
The gap between Britisb penal refonns and tbe impulse for change in the 
colonial territories began to narrow by the 1950s, a good example being the 
moves to end corporal punishment following its abolition in England and 
Wales in 1948. 

The earliest prisons in colonial Africa were those in the West African pos
sessions. The colony of Freetown regularized its prisons system with the 
completion of a three-story stone building in 1816 that remained largely un
altered for a century.25 The Gold Coast prison system of the late nineteenth 
century, following a Colonial Office circular of 1860, had adopted the three 
pillars of British punitive practice: the separate system, penal Iabor and a 
minimal diet. 26 Although theseparate systemwas never imposed-inadequate 
and overcrowded prisons prevented that--crank and shot drill and the tread
mill continued until 1907. Broad Street Prison in Lagos, opened in 1872 with 
accommodations for 300 prisoners, was modeled on the British prisons of the 
time, although, unlike those of Gambia and the Gold Coast, the regimen 
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.. d neither crank nor shot drill.27 But the idea of "reform rather than 
· )ntatne · · B · · · 1895 h t 
ll . h nt ·· enunciated by the Gladstone Commtttee tn nta1n In t a 
I1UJ11S OlC • . • • d d . h 

enal labor into the dustbtn, was only effecttvely Intro uce tnto t e 
,wept p · 22 · · · d b G F d · k Gold Coast by the ne':' regulattons o: 19 tntttate y ovemor re enc 
Gordon Guggisberg; tn other colontes these refonns followed later. The 
"rnark·' system, whereby prisoners could eam up to a 25 percent remission 
of sentence, also followed British practice~ it had been used on the antipodean 
penal colony of Norfolk Island and then introduced to Cape Colony in 1840 
by John Montagu.28 The practice continued in mostcolanies long after it was 
abandoned in Britain.29 

In the first years of this century, Northem Rhodesia had no prisons and 
convicts served their sentences in the jails of Southem Rhodesia. By the 
Prison Ordinance of 1911, eleven central prisons were set up (reduced to six 
by 1938) and by 1921 there were also twenty-one local prisons. Although 
regarded as a necessary institution, the prison system in Northem Rhodesia, 
as indeed in many other colonies, was the Cinderella of the colonial order. It 
was characterized by a shortage of funds and administrative neglect. In the 
pecking order of colonial administration, the post of jailer was near the bot
tarn. Expenditure on the prisons of Northem Rhodesia amounted to only 
fl4,666 in 1928 and this declined by nearly 12 percent along with all colonial 
budgets during the Depression years of the 1930s. Control of prisons often 
wa~ the responsibility of the police. This was the case in Southem Nigeria 
until 1920 and in Northern Rhodesia until the late 1940s. Alexander Paterson, 
the commissioner of prisons for England and Wales, in a memorandum to the 
Colonial Office as early as 1930, urged that separate prison departments be 
created. 

Certain reforms to penal policy and practice did take place before the 1940s 
but they were slow and slight. For example, in Northem Rhodesia in the 
l920s, a Iack of adequate accommodations for juvenile offenders meant that 
they were sent to South African reformatories, habitual criminals were sepa
rated from first-time offenders, and some move was made toward training 
and rehabilitation following the passage of the Prisons (Amendment) Ordi
nance and Rules of 1927. A riot in Livingstone Prison in the 1930s, which, 
some commentators suggested, mirrored the disturbances in the notorious 
English prison on Dartmoor, focused official attention on the system. The 
Fynn Report of 1938 found the prison service "greatly neglected." The Liv
ingstone Central Prison, the report continued was "antiquated and thoroughly 
unsatisfactory from every point of view," while Kasama prison was in ua 
dangeraus state of repair" with the only water half a mile away. Prison cloth
ing consisted of "inadequate" canvas gannents and n1ost prisoners slept on 
the ftoor without mats. Fynn, the prison commissioner for Southem Rhodesia, 
recommended a centralized prison at Lusaka, further European staff and a 
~'single cell system," which he regarded as a "very important deterrent factor 
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in prison adtninistration ... [and] essential for the proper treatmentandreform 
of habitual crin1inals. ·· He further commented on the policy of using "me
chanical restraints .. to control violent and dangeraus convicts in Livingstone 
prison. w This ,,·as reported on by visiting justices in 1940: "One of the greatest 
disgraces 'md conden1nations of the present prison in Livingstone lies in the 
fact that it appears to be necessary to chain large pieces of railway ties to the 
legs of prisoners to prevent them from escaping." One commissioner com
nlented that ~~the practice of using chains and railway ties may be medieval 
but it is certainly effective:'31 The penal reforms recommended by Fynn and 
also by the Dowbiggin Report on the Northern Rhodesia Police of 1937 were 
held up by the outbreak of war and only implemented after 1945. 

Harsh regimes existed in certain government prisons but the general picture 
of the interwar years is of a service ill-funded and accorded low consideration 
by many colonial govemments and with reform only grudgingly and slowly 
accepted. The control of prisons often depended upon ex-soldiers and former 
policemen employed as wardens. Abuses were common although Patersan 
commented on great improvements in prison discipline in East Africa during 
the 1930s.32 By 1939 graduates of Makarere College were joining the prison 
service as assistant jailers. Patersan approvingly reported that they were "hu
mane and good at sport" and he went on to suggest that there might be in 
Africa "wander races," that is "tribes more suited to the discipline of restrain
ing Africans." Study courses run by the Horne Office for European prison 
officers employed in the colanies were begun in 1926. 

A restricted "penal diet" was used as a form of punishment, often for cases 
of disciplinary infractions, in British and in colonial prisons. The classic ex
ample is the regime of bread and water. Generally, colonial prison diets were 
purposely restricted as part of the deterrent element of imprisonment. But 
constant care and some specialist knowledge of nutrition was needed to tread 
the narrow margin between restriction as policy and dietary neglect. The latter 
often prevailed. Most colonial prisons bad ration scales graded by race and 
sociocultual status; the one in Northem Rhodesia differentiated between "Eu
ropeans, Cape Boys, Asiatics and colonial kaffirs, and uncivilized natives."33 

Poor diet as a result of either restriction, ignorance, or low budgets Ied to 
disease and malnutrition for many prisoners. In the Freetown Prison in 1928-
1929 there was a high incidence of beriberi; 166 out of 252 prisoners bad the 
deficiency disease, which, said an official report, was because "the statutory 
diet ... fell below that regarded by dietetic authorities as a famine ration. "34 

One change to the prison system designed to deal with tax defaulters and 
those serving short sentences was the introduction of detention camps. Es
tab1ished first in Kenya in 1925, followed by Northem Rhodesia in 1928 and 
Tanganyik.a in 1933, the camps aimed to be self-sufficient in food supplies. 
Prisons frequently served as sources of extra-mural Iabor. The old idea of 
work as punishment was rep1aced with the idea of prison Iabor as a financial 
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asset to the colonial state. Prison workshops turned out boots and clothing, 
convict gangs carried out public works and were used in anti-malarial and 
anti-tsetse schemes. Prison Iabor was also hired out "as a convenience to the 
more privileged members of the community to work on white-owned fanns 
and gardens," a practice condemned by Patersan in his report on Kenyan 
prisons in 1939.35 In the same report Patersan urged that prisoners be provided 
with hard work and also education that would be useful to them on their 
release. Prison farms, often producing model farmers, were established in 
certain colanies mainly after 1945.36 

. In the years after the Second World War, the prison population in the Af-
ncan 1 · · . co ontes tncreased. This was due to a number of factors: There was an 
tncrea · · . se In cnme, especially in the urban centers, that bad began to grow 
rap~d~y during the war years~ police forces were expanded and more effective 
pohct~g may have led to a higher detection rate;37 and growing opposition to 
colontal rule led to an increase in the nurober of people detained for political 
reasons. 

38 
The greatest increase in the prison population, and in prison staff, 

occurred in K d · h . enya unng the Mau Mau emergency of 1952-1960. At the 
etght 0! the emergency in the mid-1950s, a daily average of 86,634 prisoners 

were betng held in 176 prisons and detention camps guarded by 457 European 
and 14,000 African prison staff. This compared with a prison population of 
roughly 9,000 in 1952 when the Emergency was declared.39 

NATIVE AUTHORITY PRISONS 

F~om the outset of formal colonial rule, a dual system of prisons was es
tab~ts~ed in Northem Nigeria and Uganda. With the extension of the system 
of tndtrect rule, native authority prisons were created in other colonies. The 
retreat from indirect rule in the years after 1945 led to a decline in native 
~dministration so that by 1949 prisons subject to native jurisdiction remained 
10 only four colonies-Northem Nigeria, Uganda, the Gold Coast and a lone 
~rison in Northem Rhodesia. Lugard, who had served in Uganda before mov
Ing to Nigeria, urged that "it was essential that every Native prison should be 
under the eye of a European Administrative Officer, who will see that the 
place is kept in a sanitary state, that the sick are properly cared for and 
prisoners properly fed. "40 There was often considerable diff~rence b~tween 
official instructions posted in colonial capitals and how pohcy was_ I_mple
mented on the ground, especially in the provinces. European s~per:Ision of 
native authority prisons was often slack, as Hailey pointed ~ut ~n his Su':'ey 
of 1938 and the conditions of some prisons in Northem Ntgena were httle 
different fron1 what they had ·been in pre-colonial ~imes:u ~ven as late as 
1952, a Colonial Office comn1ittee reporte~ that "tnform~uon ~bout then1 

l
- · thort· ty prisons] was so scanty that 1t was not posstble to JUdge what nattve au . , 

. . , · the prisons were like."42 Three years earher. the 1nen1bers ot the condtttons tn 
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san1e conltnittee. h~~ _commented that "they had an uneasy feeling that there 
were n1any posstbthttes of grave abuse" in native authority prisons and that 
they should be brought more speedily under the control of central govemment 
in each colony. By 1952 most of these prisons were little more than temporary 
Iock-ups. although the system of indirect rule continued to give powers to 
autocratic African rulers to act in an arbitrary way toward the people that 
they ruled. 

Dual control of native authority prisons was exercised in all colonies with 
the exception of Buganda. There the commissioner of prisons was not em
powered to visit native authority prisons, although many did so at the 
invitation of district commissioners.43 Native courts, police, and prisons un
doubtedly allowed African indigenous rulers to abuse their positions of au
thority~ references are numerous in the standard literature to instances of 
native .authority police being used to extort payments and labor on be~alf 
of chiefty rulers and of peasants being punished and imprisoned for refustng 
to comply. In Uganda in the mid-1930s, it was reported that 60 percent of 
those in native authority prisons were convicted of either tax default or adul
tery.44 The native authority prisons helped underpin indigenous rulers' powd· 

. t war s 
ers; they "serve as a mild but none the Iess effecti ve penal sanctton ° 

6 45 

the maintenance of tribal discipline," said the Uganda Prison Report of 194 
· 

The reality may have been more severe than the "mild" of the official report. 

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT 

Various alternative punishments to imprisonment existed in most colo~ie_s. 
The pillory and stocks, favored by Lugard, were introduced into Nigena 

10 

1904 and only abolished in 1932.46 Levying fines on individual offenders 
presented difficulties. In communities where the majority of people were ~oor 
or on the fringes of a money economy, a monetary finewas either impossible 
or represented severe punishment. Extreme disparities between rich and poor 
also made fines palpably unjust. The principle of fines also had to be under
stood and appreciated by the offender for the punishment to have meaning. 
Compensation to a victim, commonly applied in customary legal processes, 
was understood but fines paid to a govemment were not. And if people could 
not or would not pay, then court and police services were stretched and prisons 
filled with defaulters.47 The I arge nurober of people who were brought before 
the colonial and native courts for failure to pay taxes, and the many who were 
subsequently imprisoned for this offense, indicated all too clearly the diffi
culties of levying fines as a penal measure. 

Collective punishments continued to be used throughout the colonial pe
riod, often taking the form of removing cattle but also levying a fine on a 
community. Such actions under collective punishment or stock theft ordi
nances were widely used against pastoralists in the early ycars of colonial 
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I -ls Later collective punishment was reserved as an emergency measure ru e. , 
applied, for example, during the Mau M~u emergency.49 ~arious me~hods to 
effect restitution or compensation for cnmes were also tntroduced mto co
Ionial legal codes, especially in the 1950s. The alternative punishment to 
prison favored by many Europeans, and which they often argued was en
dorsed by African customary practice, was whipping or flogging. The use of 
the whip or cane, it was frequently advanced, bad the advantage of ''expe
ditiousness and cheapness."50 As one proponent of corporal punishment told 
the Commission on Native Punishment in Kenya in 1923, flogging was "in
expensive, summary, that the native is a child and should therefore be pun
ished as a child and that it is effective."51 

Corporal punishment was widely used in nineteenth-century Britain. Flog
ging was employed as a punishment in the penal system and also in the army. 
In ~oth institutions, its use was reduced between 1861 and 1881, although 
retatned as an appropriate punishment for certain offenses within prison. Cor
pora! punishment for juvenile offenders remained on the statute book for the 
first half of the twentieth century. In most schools, children were caned for 
break~ng mies or for poor work and this was a practice familiar to rnost 
~olontal administrators and Christian missionaries working in Africa. Thus it 
IS hard} .. 

Y surpnstng that corporal punishment should be advocated for colonial 
penal systems. As in Britain so in colonial Africa "this institutionalized 
punishment. was carefully me~sured, shaped and gradually controlled by law 
and regulatton: ... in prison ... there was the careful ordering of the body 
and the regulated number of lashes with a medical practitioner in attendance. 
Ph · · ' 

ystcal patn was regarded as a salutary means of dealing with offence, the 
short s~arp shock that would punish, discourage and, pre-eminently, provide 
a wamtng to other offenders. "~2 

.The instruments of corporal punishment were the ucat" (the cat-of-nine
tatls. a nine-thonged leather whip with each thong weighted with a knot or 
small piece of concealed Iead), which in Africa was mainly confined to pris
ons; the hide whip~ and the rod or cane. The ucaf' was a brutal instrument 
that cut the body of the victim unless he (women were very rarely beaten 
with it) were protected in some way. Its use was banned by the early part of 
the twentieth century and the hide whip or cane became the most common 
instrutnent for flogging. A hide whip could also cut the body of the victim: 
it ceased to be used in Uganda in 1925. Tanganyika in 1930. and Nigeria in 
1933. Caning as an official punishn1ent was usually applied on shoulders. 
back, or buttocks. The length, diatneter, and weight of the stick. and its pre
scribed use. varied from one colonial territory to another. Alexander Patersan 
described as a ·~barbarous weapon'' the uinstrutnent prescribed by law for the 
beating of stnall boys.., in Kenyan prisons, although he added that jailers were 
generally hun1ane and refused to use a stick of n1ore than 10 n1illin1eters in 
diatneter.~-' Flogging could be infl.icted by order of both govemn1ent and na-
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ti\'e authority courts and also for offenses committed by convicted prisoners. 
Officially. native courts only had jurisdiction over the African subjects of an 
indigenous ruler: \vhen this was breached there might be an outcry, and in 
the r..rre occurrence of a European being beaten, as in the case of Phinehas 
~·1clntosh in Bechuanaland in 1933. this could result in a minor political crisis 
and anned intervention.54 Under shari'a Iaw in the Northem Nigerian emir
ates. lashings in public were supposed to be "humanely" infticted.55 

In the Iate nineteenth century and the first decades of the twentieth century, 
colonial oftleials and Europeans in nonofficial positions arbitrarily used cor
poral punishment control was slight. Flogging was applied as a me~s of 
punishment but also to enforce and regulate African Iabor for road and ratl~ay 
buildino and carrying. Colonial officials used their powers to order Afncan 

e . ~ 

rulers to compel and punish recalcitrant laborers by fines and ftoggtngs. 
Even women were beaten on the order of Northem Nigerian native courts, a 
punishment that was strongly opposed in Britain. One notorious case occurred 
in Bauchi in late 1918 when two African women were stripperl naked, pub
licly beaten. and then exposed in the stocks. This incident, and an earlier ca~e 
in 1914 when two African clerks, not subjects of the emir, were flogged tn 
Zaria .. led to strong denunciations in the West African press and fueled the 
growing opposition in Britain to the unregulated use of corporal punishment 
in the colonies. 57 Chanock, in his study of Central Africa quotes from leg~ 
records to show the liberal use made of the whip in attempts to instill tn 
Africans new notions of social order: "Charges," he wrote, "were not fr~ed 
in terms of law; some taken from the Fort Jameson Court Book were wasung 
time instead of buying food-four lashes; sitting around fire instead of work
ing-five to ten lashes."58 

Colorrial officials differed in their attitudes to the extent of use and the 
severity of corporal punishment. Lugard was a "flogger" while Walter Eger
ton, High Commissioner and Govemor of Southern Nigeria from 1904 to 
1912~ regarded flogging as degrading for both those who inflicted it and those 
who suffered the punishment.59 Hugh Clifford, Governor of Nigeriaafter Lu
gard from 1919 to 1925, denounced sentences offlogging given by Northefß 
Nigerian native courts as "excessive" and "shocking," although he was told 
in no uncertain terms by the Colonial Office that he had not been sent there 
to undermine the indirect rule policies introduced by his predecessor. 60 This 
did not mean that the Colonial Office in London was not interested in regu
lating corporal punishment in the African colonies. It clearly was, and each 
abuse that became public, such as the "flogged to death" case in Kenya in 
1923, stressed the need for reform and a much tighter hand to be exercised 
over judicial proceedings and penal practice.61 A Commission on Native Pun
ishments, appointed to Kenya in 1921, heard many European witnesses who 
demanded an extension of corporal punishment. Despite this, the Commission 
recommended that flogging had a brutalizing effect and should be restricted 
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only to those who committed particularly brutal crimes. A majority of the 
Co~1n1issioners believed that caning was a useful alternative to imprisonment 
for juveniles and minor offenders. Ten years later, the Bushe Comrnittee of 
Inquiry opposed any extension of corporal punishment and rejected caning 
and flogging of adults except in cases of the most serious crimes.62 

In 1932 the Governor of Nigeria voiced official opinion in the colony on 
the restriction of corporal punishment. At a Residents' conference later in 
December the generally held view was that native administration courts 
should retain the power to impose sentences of corporal punishment. All but 
one of the Northern emirs and chiefs supported retention while the Resident 
of Plateau Province declared that "ftogging has not among primitive people 
the same brutalizing effect that it has among more civilized peoples."63 Nev
e~heless, an amendment to the Criminal Code in 1933 abolished flogging 
With a leather whip while retaining beating with the rod, cane, or birch. The 
new regulati · b · ons prescn ed the Instrument and the number of strokes that 
could be d · · . 

. a mtntstered.64 Tighter control over sentences involving corporal 
puntshment im d b · . . . 

. pose Y native courts tn Nigena reduced the number of such 
puntshments from 7,000 in 1933 to 900 in 1935. 

Penal policy and · · h · · · . practtce In t e colontes were Inftuenced by pohcy and 
practtce in the U . d Ki . . ' 

nite ngdom. Followtng the Cadogan Colllffilttee s rec-
~~endation in 1938 for the abolition of judicial corporal punishment in 

ng and and Wales, the Secretary of State for the Colanies asked the Gov-
emor ofN' · . . 
t h tgerta to constder whether such a recommendation could be apphed 
'~ht at West African colony. The favorable replies, says Milner, indicated 
~ a~ even at that early date, the administration throughout the country was 
S ovmg rapidly towards the Iimitation and abolition of the penalty."65 The 
hecond World War effectively shelved any plans for immediate reform al
t ough it did Iead the Colonial Office, against the judgment of the War Office 
and most ·1· · · h . mt 1tary commanders, to bring to an end corporal pun1shment 1n t e 
~fncan Colonial Forces.6 6 When judicial corporal punishment was abolished 
10 

England and Wales in 1948, it set a precedent for the colonies. Two years 
later, James Griffiths, the new Secretary of State for the Colonies, said that 
the colanies must follow suit.67 The Govemor ofTanganyika proposed an end 
to corporal punishment but the Legislative Council opposed such a move, as 
did various African local councils, for example, that of the Chagga. In its 
report in 1953, the Tanganyika Con11nittee on Corpora] Punishment argued 
for retention as "a punishn1ent and a deterrent. n A similar committee in Kenya 
similarly endorsed the continued use of corporal punishment and the inftiction 
of a maxitnum of twenty-four strokes for an adult offender and twelve for 
those under the age of sixteen years, while the Northem Rhodesia comrnittee 
recommended ·'abolition as an aim" but not until "adequate alternative sanc
tions have been provided."6~ In the 1950s, sentences of corporal punishrnent 
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increased in both Kenya and Tanganyika, despite the reforming noises from 
London.t-IJ 

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT 

LTnder British rule~ the death penalty in most territories was under normal 
circun1stances restricted to a single crime, murder. 70 This was in line with 
judicial practice in Britain for the whole of the modern colonial period. In 
Britain. capital punishment was a contentious issue and was only abolished 
in 1965 after a long political struggle. The death penalty for offenses other 
than murder \vas introduced as an exception into one or two colonies, usually 
those \\'ith a sizable minority of white settlers and in response to a local panic, 
for assault and attempted rape of white women by Africans, the so-called 
hBlack Peril" offenses. These crimes carried a capital sentence in Kenya from 
1927 to 1955 and at various times in Basutoland and in colonial Natal.

71 

Another exception was the use of the death sentence in times of emergency. 
Treason remained a capital offense in Britain and the colonies but was rarely 
invoked, even in wartime. In Kenya during the Mau Mau emergency, man
datory capital sentences were extended to offenses such as carrying fireanns; 
as many as 1.083 people suffered the death penalty with a further 500 par
doned.72 The Colonial Govemor, as representative of the Crown, bad absolute 
powers as to whether a death sentence should be carried out, although an 
appeal to a higher court, which might Iead to the Privy Council itself in 
London, could place the power of reprieve in the hands of the Secretary of 
State.73 

The most common form of capital punishment was hanging, although early 
· th s~ In e twentieth century shooting was occasionally used in remoter area · 
Few co1onia1 officials advocated the abo1ition of capital punishment although 
there was pressure to ensure that executions should not be held in public but 
behind prison walls, as had been the case in Britain since 1868. Nevertheless, 
in many parts of rural Africa well into the 1930s executions were carried out 
in public, sometimes at the scene of the crime in order to provide a stark 
deterrent message. An outbreak of what the Uganda govemment thought of 
as murderaus crime in parts of the country in the early 1930s Ied to the 
reintroduction of public hanging. 75 In these circumstances a district offteer 
might find hirnself with the responsibility of executing a convicted criminal, 
an unpleasant task that was frequently bungled and brutally perfonned.76 But 
generally by the 1930s most capital sentences took place in government cen
tral prisons. Same colanies employed a regular hangman. For many years 
Northem Rhodesia did not, using either a jailer or a volunteer from the police 
who was paid ten pounds. The Fynn report in 1938 condemned "in the stron
gest possible terms the conditions under which this grave responsibility is 
canied ouf' and recommended the employment of a professional hangman. 77 
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h t. authority courts of British colonial Africa, those -\lone among t e na t ve . . 
.· d N rth m Nigeria had powers to tmpose capttal sentences 

llf ßuganda an o e . 
unrill--917 and 1936, respectively. The Kabaka's courts tn Buganda had the 
power to itnpose death sentences according to customary law but the senten~e 
was subject to confim1ation by the protectorate government. In Northern Nt
~eria the Govemor and the Chief J ustice read through the proceedings but, 
;ince the accused did not have the benefit of counsel in the trial, this led some 
critics to argue that the govemment was failing to give "natives less than the 
British justice they had the right to expect."78 Lugard laid down that execu
tions by native authorities in Northem Nigeria "may be carried out in accor
dance with the local custom, by beheading or drowning, provided it is not 
contrary to humanity," an elastic interpretation of the principle of repugnancy 
that w~s not shared by all of his officials.79 Dark practices by the emirs in 
dispostng of enemies are hinted at in one or two of the memoirs of men who 
served as offleials in Northem Nigeria during the Lugardian period.80 Under 
the Northem Nigerian native authority system, persans convicted of capital 
cnmes were invariably executed in public by beheading with a sword, a 
meth?d only abolished in 1936.81 According to one account from Sokoto, the 
convtcted man t d . . 

en ere a pubhc area followed by the executJ.oner who sud-
denly tripped h' d 

Im an as he fell expertly severed his head from bis body.82 

By the Second World War, all capital sentences were confined to within 
g~~emment central prisons. Following the war and with the evidence avail
a e from the British Royal Commission on Capital Punishment in 1948, there 
~as ~dded clamor for abolition of the death penalty not only in Britain but 
3 

so In the colonies. Coming at a time when there was an increasing challenge 
10 

colonial rule, any demand for abolition was drowned out by officials who 
ar~ued that it was an appropriate punishment for people in developing soci
ett~s and needed to be retained for emergency situations. Kwame Nkrumah, 
whlle he was in prison for political activities in 1950- 1951, recalled the 
somber day in most months when a prisoner was hanged: 

These unfortunate men were brought in chains and were kept in solitary 
confinement away from the ordinary prisoners. We all knew when the day 
of execution arrived for we were made to get up earlier than usual and taken 
from our cell to an upstairs room where we were locked in before six 
o' clock. Some people used to try and peep through the window to see if 
they could catch a glimpse of what was going on, but it was quite impos
sible. By about ten o'clock we were Iet out .and the only ~ign of the grim 

t was that there was son1etin1es an occasional bloodsta1n on the ground 
even 

1 
· d · 

h Te we went to have our ablutions. for the gal ows was s1tuate 10 near w e 
· · · ty of the washroom .... There 1nust have been on an average one the VIClßl . . . 

· 0 a 01onth during the t1n1e I was 1mpnsoned and most of these n1en executto , 
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\vere hanged for killing their wives or for killing n1en who they had believed 
\Vere having illicit relations with their wives. s3 

At the transfer of power, all of Britain 's Afriean eolonies retained the death 
sentence on their statute books. In many of those fonner colanies since in
dependence, the number of offenses earrying the death penalty have in
creased, as have the number of people put to judieial death. 

REFORM 

In the colonial period before the late 1940s, oftleials were co~cerned abo~t 
reform of the penal system. Early policies and practices were mtrod~ced _10 

a rule-of-thumb sort of way, pragmatic adaptations of what was done m Bnt· 
ain but in different circumstances and with different people who were per
ceived in a markedly different way. Reforms did occur because the syste~ 
was so often ad hoc· abuses surfaced reform-minded oftleials were a]arme ' 

' ' 11 very 
inquiries reported and improvements were implemented but usua. ~ 

d egulanztng as 
slowly and as limited resourees allowed. Reform foeuse 00 r d en-
far as was practical the penal polieies and practiees of each colony an 

suring that they were not out of step with one another. . h' ki'ng· . · ffi tal t tn · 
There were various questions that figured pronunently 10 0 ~ . al class; 

how best to deter law breakers; how to Iimit the growth of a cn~n h uld 
how recidivists and also first offenders should be treated; what pohcieS s ?d d 
be adopted to deal with women prisoners; what facilities should be prov~ eal 
for the criminally insane; and what measures should be introduced to -\ 
with juvenile offenders? In a brief essay not all of these can be dealt _w

11

0
f 

Reform and rehabilitation of convicted men and women became an ~Im 1 
the colonial prison services from early on, although the resources to tmP e
ment adequate programs and to employ suitable staff were lacking. The ~ro
fessionalization of the colonial prison service was slow. In some colontes, 
prisons remained under the control of police weil beyond 1930. Only in the .. h 
interwar years were men and some warnen with experience in the BrittS 
prison service increasingly advertised for and recruited to work in the cola
nies. Reformist ideas came from Britain but also from South Africa where 
the prison service was more developed and had been professionalized much 
earlier than in the territories to the north of the Limpopo. Certain ideas on 
rehabilitation emanated from South Africa, albeit ideas framed within the 
context of the needs of a white-dominated agrarian and manufacturing society, 
which helped inftuence thinking on prison policy and administration in British 
colonial Africa, most notably in Southem Rhodesia and Kenya. 84 GraduaJly, 
rehabilitation became a central part of prison activity with selected prisoners 
being taught craft and artisan skills by prison staff specifically employed for 
that role. 
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The question of juvenile offenders was important because_ young men-. 
· ·ty of offenders were males-posed spec1al problems tf and the vast maJOfl . 

' 1 d in prisons with older and often practiced criminals. Current practtce 
p ace .1. h . d 
· Britain was to separate juveniles and attempt to rehabt 1tate t em In or er 
m f. 
10 prevent them from developing into persistent. ~ffenders. ~ the A _n~an 
colonies, this was also the concem of the authont1es and vanous Christ1an 
missions, which played a prominent role in education and welfare services. 
A refonnatory school was established in Kenya in 1909 and a modified "Bor
stal" system opened in 1924.85 In the Gold Coast, the Salvation Army ran a 
home for delinquent boys at Ada, which was formally taken over by the 
Department of Social Welfare in 1946. A single, Borstal-type establishment, 
set up in Accra in 1940 for young men aged 17-21, provided some vocational 
training and formal education. The need for separate juvenile institutions was 
generally recognized, although the resources and the provision of proper fa
cilities invariably lagged well behind intention. For example, in Uganda a 
refonnatory was proposed in 1915, an ordinance tothat effect passed in 1930, 
but the first school was not actually opened until 1951. 

The other concerns of penal reformers-probation services, schemes for 
after-care of prisoners-only began to be implemented in the African colonies 
after 1945 T ·k · . · anganyt a tntroduced a small probation system only in 1951. As 
Ha~Iey wrote in the mid-1950s: "European penal methods are now being 
gradually applied to African prisons. The conception of punishment is gjving 
way to the ideas of rehabilitating the offender and training him to useful 
emplo~ment."86 

Such ideas cost money and, although this was in short supply, 
the pnnciples of good government, humanity, and welfare economics de
m~nded that the late colonial state should have a modern system for dealing 
With those who broke the law. But, as with much of colonial rule, changes 
came but slowly and then were too little and too late. 
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COLONIAL URBANISM 

AND PRISONS IN AFRICA 
Reflections on Conakry and Freetown, 

1903-1960 

Odile Goerg 

In Africa, as elsewhere, coloniaJ domination engendered new urban centers 
~here administrative operations were headquartered. These towns were 
hnked through a hierarchicaJ network capped by the colony's administrative 
center ( chef-lieu). They were the sites of both organizational and repressive 
activities that were concretized in increasingly elaborate edifi.ces. Various 
buiJdings symbolized coloniaJ power: the main govemment hall; customs 
offices; schools; churches; hospitals; sometimes post offices; and always the 
military barracks and the prison, which were generally adjoining. What were 
the statuses and functions of these last two buildings with respect to urban 
colonial space, architectural models, and the repressive dimension of colonial 
domination? Did the reinforcement of colonial rule have an impact on their 
architectural evolution? 

While the fortress represented the power of European trading posts on the 
African coast~on1bining military, commercial, and residential functions'
the military post gave birth to colonial towns or, if other forms of contact 
preceded colonization, served as points of spatial anchorage for the colonial 
enterprise. 

The militarypost was the first syn1bol of new authority and lost sovereignty. 
Fro•n the outset. it incJuded a jail. Two functions-n1ilitary and repressive
were direct1y Jinked from the beginning of colonization. Initially. it was hard 

distinguish between opposition to colonia] don1ination, resistance to the 
to d . . d 
new political order. an certatn attltu es defined as transgressions of law. The 
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new ~olitical n1asters put f<.~rth detinitions of punishable misdemeanors and 
sancttons. Subsequently~ vanous factors led to the separation of functions; the 
division of Iabor and the non1enclature of offenses became more precise, even 
though the ganison and the prison ren1ained tightly bound. However, with 
the general decline of military power, the two places and their respective 
functions were increasingly disassociated. 

These factors~ derived from the organization of the penal system, were 
complemented by others associated with the process of urbanization. In the 
history of colonial to\vns~ the military post and its annexes often preceded all 
effective domination and any concerted plans for the development of urban 
space. Therefore, the military post was not situated according to a general 
plan: it was Iocated according to immediate needs and property rights issues 
or political dealings. Likewise, since the building itself was often constructed 
hastily and on an ad hoc basis, plans for a permanent structure were oc~Iud~d. 
Because of this, the Iogic behind both the placement and the conceptuahzatton 
of structures designated for repression was later challenged. 

As in other domains, the tenets that guided the organization and construc
tion of prisons in the colonial empire were inherited from the European me
tropole. These principles included notions about the scale of crimes and 
incarceration, definitions of misdemeanors and, more concretely, ~deas abou; 
the very structure of the penitentiary building. The ideological and tnt~llectua 
rnovement that renewed approaches to these questions in Europe, betng In:o-l 
· d · d stna tiVated at first by the Enlightenment and, later, by the urban an . 10 u d 

developments of the nineteenth century, influenced ideas and practtces: lt le 
h · · · · olontal ad-to t e Instttutlonahzation of new norms and mentalities among c 

· · ., Th · 1 nishment, nun1strators.- ese were characterized by a decline in phystca pu . 
the application of prison sentences for the most serious misdemeanors, tn-

. d. · (on be-carcerauon as a means of dissuasion and correction, a clear tsttnc 1 

th · . . . · · of rules tween e pnson and the outs1de world, and the instttuttonahzatton 
and regulations inside prisons (clothing schedules food, hierarchies of au-
h · ' ' · f the t onty). !0 what extent were these practices transposed dtrectly rom 

metropolitan schema onto colonial situations? And to what extent were they 
adapted to the specific cases of diverse colonial societies? 

Conakry (French Guinea) and Freetown (Sierra Leone) provide responses 
to these questions in the remarks that follow. These two case studies are 
interesting because they offer two discrete examples. The first city, founded 
in the 1880s, is a direct artifact of the late nineteenth century. The second is 
a century-old town that reftects the long-tenn evolution of penal practices that 
crossed the Atlantic at a rather late date due to Iack of financial means. This 
chronological gap also refers to differing origins and modes of populating 
towns. While Freetown resulted from a philanthropic gesture linked to the 
struggJe for aboJition of the slave trade, Conakry was created during the im
perial ist phase of the partition of Africa. Freetown was populated in a more 
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Iex 111anner than Conakry, with diverse identities-from the first settlers 
coi11P · · h l'b d Af · '' Black poor. Nova Scottans, and Maroons) to t e 1 erate ncans or re-
~aptives .. -being progressively integrated into a common culture. This latter 
category. called Sierra Leoneans, Creole, or Krio, was contrasted with those 
officially categorized as "Aborigines" (Mende, Temne ). Krio discourse on 
delinquency, colonial justice, and repression-most notably, imprisonment
is worth analyzing. The Krio had high regard for the judicial profession and 
willingly appealed to colonial justice.3 Furthermore, they often looked upon 
migrants from the interior, or the Aborigines, with incomprehension or even 
disdain, which stemmed from their ignorance about these people and their 
Iifestyle. The Aborigines were subjected to the justice exercised by their 
"tribal headman," except in the case of very serious transgressions. We will 
not dwell on this last point, however, since this study is concemed with space 
relations and strategies for localizing penitentiary structures in the history of 
colonial urbanism. 

Far from being exceptions, both Conakry and Freetown, having being con
fi~ed nzutatis mutandis by other cases, are representative of the entire co
lonial empire. 

THE PRISON: AN APPENDIX TO THE MILITARY POST 

In t~e beginning was the military post. Over time, it accrued new forms of 
authonty associated with colonization.4 As colonial domination was affinned, 
the . post evolved from its situation as an entrenched fort in a hostile 
envtronment. 

In Conakry, the French post was erected in a context where the European 
presence was sparse. In the 1880s, only two French commercial houses op-
;~te? on th~ peninsula of Tumba: the future Compagnie franraise de 

frtque occtdentale5 and the MaiHat establishments (as weil as the German 
concem, Colin F. and Cie). Tumbo was not a significant commercial center
Fre~town dominated just 150 kilometers away-rather, it was an area of po
tential development. Tumbo was populated by three villages, with approxi
mately 300 inhabitants. These were loosely connected to the confederation 
of Dubreka, which led a resistance movement against the French.6 

In this turbulent context, which was aggravated by problems related to 
succession in the chiefdom of Dubreka, the French representative obtained 
land for the construction of a post. However, matters relating to land tenure 
proved more complicated than anticipated because African Ieaders were now 
conscious of the real stakes in European claims. While the administrators 
expected the cessation of the whole westem part of Tumbo7 in return for a 
"nice gift" ( un beau cadeau), 8 its demarcation was not without difficulties. 
Agreement on a parcel measuring fifteen acres (slightly enlarged sametime 
later) was finally made in 1886.9 For reasons of defense, the post was situated 
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inland. half,vay betw·een the to\vns of Conakry and Boulbinet. Shortly there
after. in 1887. the French bon1bed villages and announced the outright an
nexation of the peninsula. thus n1aking use of the land as they saw fit. 

The post \vas initially n1aintained on the original site. On the schematic but 
in other \\'ays detailed n1ap of its ernplacement (indicating, for example, the 
positioning of wells and certain trees ), the administrator Pereton does not 
mention the building that was used as a prison in 1889. He only makes note 
of the post since this structure combined military, repressive, and political 
functions. 10 Adn1inistrative sources give little precise infonnation on the in
stallation of the post but effective prison operations are indirectly revealed 
by reference to the use of prisoners as laborers. At a time when France was 
questioning the penal colonies and forced Iabor, the intemed were used for 
'"'·orks contributing to the general good. Forced laborers were in no short 
supply, since the French had just arrived and there were no public works 
enterprises in the new town of Conakry. Although the French authorities were 
barely installed at the end of the 1880s, the administrator of Conakry made 
reference to the clearing of the peninsula of Tumbo, which was undertaken 
by penal laborers. 11 This practice continued. The road that ran along the pe
riphery of the peninsula was built in 1901 using prisoners who were super
vised by professional construction workers. Completed in 1906, this corniche, 
with coconut and palm trees along its borders, was the preferred spot for 
promenades in Conakry. 12 When infrastructure installations were terminated, 
tbe prisoners were used principally for cleanup work, such as garbage 
collection. 13 

At the time when the French sought to establish their definitive presence, 
a new yite was selected in 1889 for the govemor's residence. This wastobe 
situa(ed on the seaside (for reasons of ventilation) on land that extended from 
the parcel obtained in 1886. Encapsulated in a building plan titled "Cadastral 
Plan and Project for the Alignment of the Town of Conakry," which was put 
into effect in the spring of 1890,14 the old [military] post found itself not far 
from the govemor's residence in the heart of the newly built city (Iot ~~). 
This initiallocale was reserved for repressive functions: surveillance (mihtta, 
police) and punishment (prison). The administrative organization of th~se 
different services went hand in hand with the specialization of space, whtch 
now entailed the juxtaposition of militia and police forces. The buildings 
housing the militia and prison (lot 25) adjoined those occupied by the tirail
leurs Oot 9), not far from the parade grounds (lot 20bis [see Map 6.1 ]). 15 

Conakry's first prison, as an entity differentiated in space and by function, 
was built in several phases from 1892 to 1896.16 A police precinct was con
structed in 1898. No special materials or construction techniques were utilized 
in creating these first buildings due to time constraints and their ultimate uses. 
Although indispensable to colonial power, they were not considered to be 
prestigious structures. The use of wood for reasons of cost was not. in the 
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end, a wise decision; it was often prey to fires and termites. Built rapidly, the 
precinct was attacked by insects in spite of its rock foundation 1.4 meters 
high. All the wood had to be replaced by iron, which was an ideal but more 
expensive material; and the ceiling and roofalso had tobe redone.t 7 The Iack 
of originality in the construction of this building is not specific to Conakry. 
A. Sinou notes the same phenomenon in Saint-Louis of Senegal: the prison 
was part of the civil infrastructures that did not need "architectural marking:' 18 

Their function sufficed to specify them. 
ouring this first phase, methods for surveillance, policing, and repression 

were increasingly systematized and fine-tuned. In 1899, the militia consisted 
of twenty-four people (twenty of whom were basic n1ilitiamen, paid 40 francs 
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per month). The police included a con1ntissioner, a deputy sergeant, and nine 
indigenous agents \\1ho \Vere ex-rnilitiamen known for their irreproachable 
behavior (con1pensated 55 francs per month). The ex-militiamen were to re
port incidents con1n1itted in public places (slaughterhouse, dog pound, mar
ket) on a daily basis. They were given unifonns that would heighten their 
authority: a doln1an, blue duffel pants with braids and red piping, a fez, and 
a belt equipped \\rith a sword-bayonet. 19 These thirty people, who were po
tentially aided by the tirail/eurs stationed on the peninsula, were to supervise 
the 10.000-15.000 inhabitants of Conakry. 

The repressive arsenal included prison sentences, which, in this same year 
( 1899). totaled over 50 percent of correctional sanctions imposed. 20 This trend 
became even more marked a few years later when, in 1902, there were 178 
prison sentences for 233 incidents involving 250 accused persons. 21 In 1901, 
the prison could shelter a hundred of detainees, and its judicial capacity ex
tended beyond the town of Conakry. 

As in Conakry, the first detention site in Freetown was located in the very 
confines of the old fort (Fort Thornton), which, situated on a hillside, bad 
sen'ed as the residence of the director of the Sierra Leone Company. (See 
Map 6.2.) This coupling ofthe power to command and the power ofrepression 
\\'as thus nonnalized. After the subjugation of the colony by the British Crown 
in 1808, Freetown became a base for the struggle against the slave trade as 
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wrll as a tnarititne tribunal. At this time, a separate building was erected in 
rrsponse to the new functions of the city. This building housed a court of 
justice and the prison. lt was situated, along with the colonial hospital, in the 
enclosure where freed slaves landed. This ensemblewas set on the waterfront, 
near the adn1inistrative zone and King Jimmy's wharf. This building, con
stnicted of stone and finalized in 1816 under Govemor Charles MacCarthy, 
\Vas to endure until 1914, a testament to the technical mastery of the local 
artisans and builders. However, it proved ill-adapted to what colonizers ex
pected of a detention center. Despite repeated complaints of filth and pro
miscuity, the prison was not improved for Iack of funds. The only significant 
alteration was the relocation of the tribunal in 1862, which made room for 
the prison and physically separated judiciary and repressive functions. The 
barracks, which for sanitary and defensive reasons was relocated to the hills 
overlooking the city, remained disassociated from the prison, which sat vir
tually in the heart of Freetown. 

FROM THE CENTER TO THE PERIPHERY: THE 
IMPERATIVES OF NEW URBAN PLANNING AT THE 
TURN OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 

Situated just a few hundred meters from the seat of government (Hotel du 
gouvernement), Conakry's prison, being setinan administrative and residen
tial zone, confronted the great expansion of the city. It was eventually trans
ferred out of the European zone, in accordance with the principles of colonial 
urbanism formulated at the end of the nineteenth century. These set forth the 
idea of the di vision of colonial towns into zones defined by different cate
gories of people. This new urban policy was based on notions of order, hy
giene, and the functiona1ity of neighborhoods. 

Evidently, this plan for segregation required resettlement, which was typ
ically justified by arguments re1ating to sanitation and culture. 

The question of knowing whether or not, in colonial cities, it is best to seek 
to separate the indigenous element from the European gives rise to long 
discussions. Our judgment on this point is affirmative; the health of the 
European requires a Iifestyle, infrastructures, and hygienic measures that 
the indigenous people, to their advantage, forgo .... Moreover, the sepa-

tion of white houses and indigenous bungalows tends to happen naturally. ra . . . 
2

., 
It is best, in our optnton, to encourage tt. -

tain legislative acts concretized and forn1alized distinctions between 
Cer f neighborhoods. These existed previously, hidden between the lines 
Pes o . . d. 

t)' . urse and sometimes practtce In reality. Thus adn1inistrative and con1-
f dtSCÜ E •. o . 1 zones, where uropeans Ived due to the proximity between place of 

(llercta 
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wo_r~ and resid~nce. _wer~ ~u~taposed to_ th~ streets inhabited by Africans. 
Thts trend rematned tnlphctt: tt was not tnstttuted by official doctn· 

h · . .. . ne, even 
t~oug n came ~hrough tn otfictal vocabulary at an early date. In 1889 we 
find ~~e ex~_res~IOn. "Europe~n center:•n while in 1899 we find "European 
to\\·n and tndtgenous town. both of which were used quite naturally.24 The 
lots surrounding the government seat were logically consecrated to admin~ 
istrative functions (the secretary-general 's office, the court, the public works 
office. the post office. the printing press) or religious activities (the two Cath~ 
olic missions ). the two domains being directly linked before the separation 
of church and state. The lots located near the port were devoted to commerce 
and customs: both were joined to the administrative center by a boulevard 
speckled with the most prestigious businesses. This functional division of 
space was institutionalized by the official partition of the city ( 190 1-1905) 
into zones according to financial criteria. 

With the expansion of the city, this practice also involved the progressive 
displacement to the city outskirts of activities thought to be noxious or too 
space-intensive. Thus the prison was reconstructed in the early twentieth cen
tury at the other end of the peninsula. The prison was relocated far from the 
centers of power to a third "indigenous" zone beyond the eighth boulevard 
(lot 86) (see Map 6.1 ). This zone was still thinly populated. However, it 
attracted many migrants who were strangers to urban life and could benefit 
from the lax property rights practiced in this area. 25 

Following the same logic, a camp for the tirailleurs was constructed from 
1899 to 1902. Its location was moved from lot 3 (next to the govemment) to 
the end of sixth Avenue, on the waterfront (lots 101- 1 02), 26 as was the new 
lazaret, which was erected at the end of a promontory, beyond the cemeteries. 
These buildings remained close to the European zone, but they were very 
isolated. This new policy of transferring so-called baneful activities to the 
urban periphery is not specific to the colonial situation. It was also practiced 
in metropolitan France, being the result of late nineteenth-century values that 
called for the relocation of cemeteries, prisons, and hospitals away from city 
centers. 

In Conakry, the land once occupied by the prison became the main office 
for a precinct station (transferred, after World War I, to lot 45, to the heart of 
the African town). Transfers of police forces were also inscribed in space: 
The tirailleurs gave over their locale to the circumscription's guards in the 
J920s, and then to the gendarmes (lots 9 and 20bis).27 Repressive and sur
veillance activities remained, then, on the same spot even though they took 
on new, modemized, fonns. 

In Conakry, the construction of new sites of repression far from the center 
of town took place according to precise plans and budgetary considerations. 

· s was the case for the barracks in 1901 - 1902 and, after 1903, the pri son. 2s 

~~ site across from the prison (Iot 87) was devoted to public executions 
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prcsided over by a Mende (Sierra Leone) henchman named Samawa until the 
t920s. Such executions were outlawed-rather belatedly with respect to the 

111etropole---<iue to the emotions that they provoked. The prison remained in 
operation for the entire colonial period and still functions today. In 1905, the 
construction of the penitentiary (at Fotoba on the Los islands off of Conakry, 
ceded to France by Britain in 1904) represented a more radical eviction, since 
its jurisdiction was so extensive. Indeed, it consolidated all prisoners of 
French West Africa serving sentences of more than five years.29 

The expulsion of the prison beyond the confines of the urban center was 
standard practice in the French empire during times of rapid development. 
The city's size was the fundamental parameter for this practice, often deter
mining whether or not the prison was to remain downtown, near centers of 
power. Thus, in small towns and administrative centers, the prison generally 
remained close to the district officer's residence, since he presided over justice 
and utilized prisoners for tasks such as hauling water, emptying latrines, and 
agricultural work in govemment fields. On the other band, relocation was 
imminent for all towns that reached a certain demographic Ievel. Initially set 
under the administrative gaze, the prison was then relocated to the confines 
of the allotted zone, as in the case of Grand Bassam, the capital of the lvory 
Coast from 1893 to 1899.30 After several years however, this process could 
Iead to the placement of the prison in a densely populated area that, often 
being recently inhabited, was a popular and not an administrative neighbor
hood. However, this latter scenario was less frequent since few colanies made 
heavy investments in real estate beyond the initial period of intense construc
tion activity. 31 In certain Iarge cities, the extension of the agglomeration and 
prison overpopulation led to the doubling of penal infrastructures after the 
Second World War. 

This generallogic of displacement and construction was easily contravened 
for insufficient financing, Iack of urgency, or practical reasons. Thus the new 
prison in Lome was erected in 1904 in the heart of the city so as to preserve 
its proximity to the residence of the district officer, who rendered justice. The 
French maintained this placement due to the proximity of the tribunal. The 
prison, surrounded by a !arge wall, still functions today. 32 

In Freetown, which presents a different social and political context, the 
prison was also transferred toward the edge of the city after a century of 
spatial continuity. During this time, the city had grown to more than 30,000 
inhabitants. It was only in 1914-rather late, relatively speaking-that a new 
building, still in operation today, was erected at the end of Pademba Road on 
the outskirts of the municipality, far from the city center. Since a new Euro
pean residential quarter (Hili Station, the construction of which began in 
1904) had been built within six miles from the city, the old city center was 
}ess attractive to the colonists. Moreover, public real estate investments re
rnained very low in Freetown after the founding phase of constn1ction at the 
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beginning of the nineteenth century. At this tirne, the old prison was demol
ished and the cleared land \Vas used to enlarge the hospitaJ. Here, the use of 
space follo\\·ed the san1e logic as in Conakry, being driven by the dilapidated 
state of the first prison and den1ographic growth. 

NEW EDIFICES, NEW PENITENTIARY PRACTICES 

The construction of new buildings for incarceration resulting from the re
location policies put into practice at the turn of the twentieth century .took 
place at the height of the colonial period. Their designs testify to the wtll to 
omnipotent surveillance that was true to Enlightenment fonnulae and intemal 

logic of organization that reftected the hierarchy of colonial society. 
The transfer of the Conakry prison was justified by combined arguments 

about limited space and the disadvantages of its placement in the middle of 

the ·'European neighborhood." 

The construction, built in surnmary manner from 1892 to 1896 to serve. as 
the Conakry prison, [has] become, during these last years, absolutely tn
sufficient for the prisoners, who number about one hundred. Also, since the 
building is now situated in the heart of the European neighborhood, the 
administration has decided to construct a new prison in a more removed 
neighborhood and following a well-defined comprehensive plan.33 

Th. 1. forces: 
,, . ts program was p~ of _a plan for the reorganization of the po ~~~ . and 
Gtven the close relattonships between the police services, the nuhtta, 

the prison, we decided to add barracks for the militiamen to the prison: as 
well as a home for the commissioner ( commissaire rigisseur ). " These bUtld
ings were constructed with the utmost care, the militia's barracks being graced 
with a central pavilion. 

The pavilion has three rooms on the first floor, a warehouse, an office for 
the prison manager, and a room for the guards. On the second ftoor, fo~r 
rooms served as lodgings. Two galleries running three meters wide donu
nate the large fa~ades on both the ground floor and the second story. This 
?uilding is done entirely in masonry: the second-story floor is done with 
rron and concrete, with tiling set in cement; the roof is corrugated iron on 
a timher framework; ventilation is obtained through bull 's-eye hol es in the 
side walls and skylights. :w 

This main building was adomed with two ground-level wings that were 
used for lodging, or twelve rooms for families and two large rooms for bach
e)ors. This was far from the improvisations of the first installations; here, the 
aims were pennanence and efficiency. Nonetheless, if the prisons are gi ven 
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pride of place on all 1naps of colonial cities, the buildings themselves seem 
to have been lacking in architectural originality (in cantrast to most colonial 
structures). Questions of function, security, and practicality continued to over
ride in the case of the prison. Thus, for the new prison in Conakry: ''The 
whole project involves a prison in the form of a cross with four branches 
which each form a separate pavilion running 17 meters wide by 37 meters 
long. At the intersection of these four buildings, there are plans for a hall 
running 16 n1eters sideways, topped with a roof that dominates the other 
pavilions to facilitate surveillance."35 

The builders were inspired by the nineteenth-century idea of the central 
eye of the panopticon elaborated by Bentham in 1787-1791.36 This same 
plan existed in other colonies. In the lvory Coast, for instance, a prison plan 
for. the circumscriptions dated 1931 reiterates the idea of a central tower, 
~htch was a sort of kiosk from which one could view all points.37 The prison 
1~ Abidjan included a spiral staircase situated between two buildings orga
ntzed araund two courtyards; its upper landing was to serve as a watchtower . 

. ~hile this plan was not specific to the colonial world, it was nonetheless 
mtntmally adapted to the tropics. For instance, much care went into providing 
;.or ve~tilation, which had to accommodate small size for reasons of security: 
~enttlation of the prison pavilions will be assured by large openings in the 

SI~e Walls and barred transoms placed high enough to prevent the sun and 
ratn f~om entering; porch roofs will be used on every large fa~ade." 
. Thts newfound concem for construction coincided with serious delibera

hons ~ver the intemal organization of buildings at a time when the slowly 
evolvtng judicial system had matured. Prisoners were separated by sex and 
sentencing, as in metropolitan France, as weil as by function of their penal 
status, a practice specific to colonial prisons. This illustrates the transposition 
of a segregationist mentality to all Ievels of colonial policy. Indeed, this re
ftects the existence of diverse, parallel codes of justice. Thus, in the French 
colonial system, distinctions were made between those "condemned by Eu
ropean justice" and those "condemned by indigenous justice." The con
demned of the Iatter category were divided according to their status in the 
colonial system and the nature of their crime. In Abidjan, the first courtyard, 
~ocated just behind the entryway and the prison director's lodgings, was des
tgnated for Europeans and assimilated persons, as weil as women and political 
detai nees. The second set of buildings consisted of simple cells, differentiated 
for those condemned by the war counsel and those condemned by indigenous 
chiefs. Those condemned by the war counsel had access to a toilet and in
dividual showers, while prisoners with the "indigenous" status had to use the 
con1munal bathrooms situated in the middle of the courtyard. Likewise, the 
indigenous kitchen was separated from the European kitchen. The prison 
faithfully reproduced the status hierarchy of colonial society. What happened .. 
however. to the distinction between the condemned and the accused? Did the 
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expeditious n1anner of colonial justice Iead to confusion between the two in 
one site of detention? Unfortunately, the docun1ents we consulted do not 
specifically address this question. 

The analysis of penal practice in Conakry reveals the concon1itant devel
opnlent of rules for the construction of buildings and codes regulating prisons 
at the turn of the twentieth century. Beyond the imperatives of security, prin
ciples of order. hygiene. and the separation of types of people determined the 
ne\\' organization of colonial spaces of incarceration. As we have noted, these 
principles \\'ere hardly different from those found in metropolitan France. 

An examination of secular penitentiary practice in Freetown highlights the 
passage from a typically pre-industrial approach to incarceration to the ap
plication of new nonns inspired from the metropole. We can thus juxtapose 
the stability of structures to accommodating methods for incarceration over 
time. Initially. the internal organization of the prison was as follows: The first 
ftoor was consecrated to the mass of prisoners, the second floor to debtors 
( offenders having a separate status inherited from the justice system of the 
old regime) and guards' living quarters, and the third floor to the court of 
justice. As in Europe at the beginning of the nineteenth century, this spa~e 
also sheltered the mentally ill whose social and medical statuses were still 
fairly undetennined. Generally speaking, the prisoners could circulate freely 
in the interior of the edifice and in the courtyard, which was closed off by 
walls. For economic reasons and in order to occupy the prisoners in a con
structive manner. the prisoners were chained and employed in public works 
projects along roads or in the government quarry. 3s . 

In keeping with the refonn process unfolding in Europe, modifications In 
the prison system evolved little by little. In 1836, people considered mentally 
insane were transferred to the colonial hospital; in 1862, the tribunal was 
transferred outside of the detention center. This relieved the congested and 
overpopulated building somewhat, but it was insufficient for the application 
of the principle of separation of detainees. The very concept of imprisonm~nt 
was transformed by the policies of Govemor Artbur Edward Kennedy dunng 
his second term from 1868 to 1872. Being the former administrator of the 
penal colony of Australia, Kennedy was particularly interested in penitentiary 
practice. Encouraged by a succession of secretaries of state who wanted to 
spread new metropolitan ideas to the colonies, he attempted to modify lax 
behavior by instituting a disciplinary regimen for the prison and imposing 
forced Iabor. In brief, Kennedy did not want to make the prison an adequate 
place of stay, to which detainees retumed for refuge. Instead, he wished to 
make the prison a place that marked prisoners with the seal of social disgrace. 
Hisreform plan called for the pejoration of the dietary regime and the elim
ination of corporal punishment, such as the whip and shackles, in favor of 
physica] exercises.39 The treadmill was reestablished: "Close by, over a high 
waiJ, a huge fan-like windmill is grinding its useless way with well-greased 
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hrobs. This is the treadmill of the prison, and eight men, stripperl to their 
:oins. and perspiring from the result of such Iabor, are doing their ten minutes 
on. to cause that revolving shutter to spin round."40 

Otherwise, the progressive separation of prisoners by sex and types of 
sentence was enabled by the acquisition of another building, in 1869, situated 

00 the King Tom Peninsula outside the city center. Seen as a hause of cor
rection, the authorities imprisoned warnen, juveniles, and those serving a first 
sentence in this new location. They brought an experienced prison guard over 
from Europe, but he died soon after arri ving and his successor sank into 
alcoholism. In the end, Kennedy named a captain from the first West India 
Regiment to head the prison.41 But these efforts waned during the following 
years, as the description of the late 1880s shows. The small size of the prison, 
which held about 300 people, did not allow for strict application of the sep
aration of detainees by category; and yet other, previous practices continued: 

The prison is one difficult to manage, the building being so small that no 
solitary system can be carried out; and what is still more disadvantageous, 
through want of accommodation, batches of prisoners have to occupy the 
same cell, while the prison yard is so littered with benches, tables, and 
kitchen buildings that it is impossible to maintain anything beyond the 
merest show of discipline. 

The youth incarcerated for his first offence, probably a minor one, is 
drafted into the same gang as the hardened convict. The murderer, and the 
repeatedly-convicted thief, mixnot only with those doing penance for less 
serious offences, but with untried men who are compelled to occupy the 
same yard until the sessions come which decide their fate. 42 

Only political prisoners had their own quarters in the guardians' area. 
Therefore, while preserving an obsolete building, penal practice was slowly 
brought into line with the new expectations of the second half of the nine
teenth century. The example of Freetown confinns the direct relationships 
that existed between the location of the prison, its design, and the evolution 
of judicial practice. 

CONCLUSION 

In the penal domain, as in many others, the colonizers grafted European 
practices onto African societies. Although this assertion must be nuanced with 
regard to judicial codes that distinguished offenders according to status, it is 
clear that prison sentences, designs for spaces of incarceration, and principles 
regulating the installation of prisons in space were all transferred without 
much adaptation. The colonizers introduced the European repressive arsenal 
in a seemingly unconscious manner. The prison was thus the preen1inent site 
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of punishment alongside more expeditious techniques such as corporal pun
ishnlent. v.rhich \Vas the basis of laws applied to indigenous peoples in the 
French systen1 ( indigenat ). Reserved. in fact, for the most serious crimes or 
for those who escaped the .. indigenous" labe], the prison was a pre-eminent 
structure in all important cities and administrative centers. In very large ag
glomerations, prisons were eventually detached from the head offices of cir
cumscriptions. Deemed indiscreet and potentially dangerous in city centers,43 

they were relegated to the outer Iimits of political space, even though they 
were simultaneously improved through new techniques of construction. Far 
from the improvisations of the early years, the prison building came to sym
bolize solidity, pennanence, and the authority of colonial powers. Likewise, 
the intemal hierarchy of detainees according to status and sentencing was 

refined as well. 
The evolution of places of incarceration in tenns of architecture, placement 

in urban space, and intemal organization was Iargely transferred from Euro
pean metropolitan centers during the nineteenth century. The colonial dimen
sionwas only a secondary influence on these developments. 
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BETWEEN CONSERVATISM 

AND TRANSGRESSION 
Everyday Life in the Prisons of Upper 

Volta, 1920-1960 

Laurent Fourchard 

At first glance, the prisons of the Upper Volta seem to follow the tormented 
history of the colony itself. For forty years, colonial powers constantly mod
ified penitentiary legislation. French rulers signed the first decree on peniten
tiary establishments at the founding of the colony in 1920. 1 But the decree 
was only applied after 1932 when Upper Volta was partitioned between the 
colanies of French Sudan (Mali), Ivory Coast, and Niger. From this point on, 
three different regulatory regimes directed prisons in the former Upper Volta. 2 

Despite the reorganization of the colony of the Upper Volta in 1947, the three 
different regimes endured until 1950,3 when a general decree standardized 
prison regulations for all prisons of the colony. A closer Iook at the social 
history of incarceration demonstrates, however, that these legal shifts re
mained formal; they did not affect daily life in the Upper Volta penitentiaries. 
(See Map 7.1.) 

In this chapter, I will not attempt to retrace the entire history of incarcer-
ation in the Upper Volta. Instead, I will exan1ine the disjuncture between 
official regulation and everyday uses of the prison. By focusing on the lived 

xperiences of those involved in the colonial penitentiaries, I hope to docu
e ent whether or not transfonnations in official regulations led to grass-roots 
111 difications in penitentiary practice, and in the daily Jives of African pris-
010 rs The archives consulted are sparse and incomplete, but they allow for 
00;0~parative approach through time since they are particularly weil pre-
a d for the I 920s and the 1950s. 
serve 
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To begin with, penitentiary authorities did not systematically apply official 
regulations. For example, after the colonial govemment tried to implement a 
prison reform during the 1950s,4 the actual conditions of detention changed 
linle on the ground. While penitentiary authorities were inclined to maintain 
existing practices in the colonial prisons, African guards and detainees in
vented everyday practices and a specific culture that both largely escaped 
colonial authority. As a result, the prison became a symbol of the inertia of 
colonial power, as weil as a site of African disobedience, corruption, and 
transgression. 

THE INERTIA OF COLONIALINCARCERATION 

From 1920 to 1960, a series of legal reforms seemed to have dramatically 
altered the regulatory regime of the Upper Volta prisons. In 1920, the first 
decree regulating the prison system of Upper Volta contained only 11 articles, 
while the 1950 decree comprised 107 articles. Modeled after a Senegalese 
decree of 194 7 that reserved numerous rights for prisoners, the I 9 50 decree 
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appeared quite liberal, and sought to regulate prison life in its finer detail.5 In 
fact. the reform proved to be mostly formal in nature. The 1950 decree guar
anteed tnore rights for prisoners (the right to visits from lawyers and parents, 
the right to correspondence ), but the pentientiary administration seldom 
abided by the Iaw. Moreover, the governor of the Upper Volta was particularly 
inspired by the disciplinary measures setforthin the Title IV ofthe Senegalese 
1947 decree, titled "discipline and internal police," which provided for strict 
control of the most liberal measures.6 The 1950 decree hardly improved the 
Iiving conditions of the detained; on the contrary, it combined the most severe 
practices set forth in 1920 and 194 7, and codified longstanding practices such 
as racial segregation and forced Iabor. The administration could open all cor
respondence (art. 46), send suspect mail to a higher authority (art. 47), require 
tnmates to wear prison uniforms (art. 70), and fix rewards for the capture of 
escapees ( art. 54). 

Theories and Practices of Racial Segregation 

Even if the first mention of separate living quarters for Europeans only 
dates from 1928,7 the separation of European and African prisoners was as 
old as colonial prisons. Problems associated with segregation in prisons sur
faced when large numbers of Europeans came to the colony after the Second 
World War. 8 The 1950 ruling sought to prevent any promiscuity between 
E~ropean and African prisoners, without violating the principles of equality 
laid down in 1946 by the Lamine Gueye law. 9 Therefore, differential treatment 
of European and African prisoners was justified by differences in living stan
dards. In order to explain why European prison unifonns were less rudimen
t~ than African ones, 10 the authorities argued that "the majority of African 
pnsoners of local law 11 have never wom a hat, a pair of shoes, or a shirt." 12 

A 1950 decision instituted stricter residential and alimentary segregation. Eu
ropeans who were imprisoned as defendants were housed in separate quarters 
(art. 20) and their food came from the noncommissioned officers' mess hall, 
as opposed to the prison kitchen ( art. 62). The penitentiary administration 
enforced this culinary form of segregation until the very end of the colonial 
period: "Separate Iiving quarters prevent the most evolved of the European 
prisoners from becoming the ring-leaders of the most frustrated amongst their 
companions in captivity." 13 

Official justifications argued that the distinctions between prisoners were 
social in nature, although in practice, they were racial. Only a year after the 
signing of the 1950 decree, the govemor reiterated that prisoners originating 
from the Quarre Co1nn1unes in Senegal-who had been French citizens since 
1916--could not benefit from the European food service 14 in the prison at 
Bobo-Dioulasso. Indeed, racial segregation was most visible in the prison at 
Bobo-Dioulasso. where most European and Senegalese prisoners livedunder 



the sa1ne roof. 15 Detainees corning frotn Senegal-who, since the 1920s. had 
enjoyed a privileged social position in Bobo-Dioulasso that differed little from 
thar of the French-\vere forced to live a1ongside African delinquents in the 
prison.'f\ In 1958. Man1adou N"Diaye .. a Senegalese detainee .. expressed his 
consremation to the prison director .. arguing that bis incarceration denied his 
ri2hts as a French citizen .. acquired since 1916. 17 

.... In part. financial considerations explain the endurance of racial discrimi
nation in the prisons of Upper Volta. In 1958, food for an African prisoner 
cost 8,500 francs a year while that of a European prisoner cost about 55,000 
francs-6.5 times more expensive. 18 Therefore, "this [latter] diet must be 
resen'ed for Europeans since it would entail too high costs." 19 The will to 
segregate was readily apparent. In 1959, the director of the Bobo-Dio~lasso 
prison supported an increase in 50 francs per day for each European pnso~er 
so as to diversify their dietary regime. 20 The following year, the African pns
oners of Ouagadougou received only 45 francs' worth of food per day, a drop 
from the 50 francs earmarked for the previous year. 21 

• 

Therefore, the prison maintained a segregationist structure, which was tn
creasingly out of phase with the Upper Volta colonial society of the t95~s, 
when the administration was in the process of "africanizing" some of 1~ 
positions. 22 The modern prison 's principle of "egalitarian punishment"

23 
coul 

not function in the colonial context. Subjecting Europeans to the same c?n
ditions as prisoners of common law meant assimilating them-Iowe~n~ 
them-to the precarious position of the Africans, and invalidating their ctVI 
rights. This was one reason why European prisoners did not Iabor outdoorsl. 

· ora As the governor of the colony of Ivory Coast explained: "lt would be tmm 
· f · · s] out 1nso ar as tt would darnage French prestige to send [European detatnee . 
to public work sites."24 In Upper Volta, racial segregation was enforced dunng 
the 1950s beyond the walls of the prison itself. While African prisoners en
dured forced labor and had to wear prison uniforms in public, European de
tainees were al ways exempt from both. 

The Proper Use of Prison Labor 

Before the First World War, colonial powers routinely employed prison 
Iabor to construct colonial buildings.25 Thereafter, criminal detainees along 
with prisoners heldunder the disciplinary regime of the CodedeI 'indigenaf

26 

were used for road maintenance, the upkeep of gardens and plantations, and 
tasks related to water provisioning and hygiene.27 These daily chores were 
sometimes coupled with urgent municipal works that necessitated large num
bers of workers for which administrative detainees served as surplus labor. 
In 1924, the govemor recognized that, "disciplinary punishment in the prison 
varies over the course of the year. The highpoint is the month of March, when 
the administration works hardest; in June, the native is liberated from admin-
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istrative obligations and retums to his fields." 28 The governor thus officiall_y 
confim1ed that the prison served as a reservoir of cheap labor. But the analys1s 
of a seasonal distinction, which did not take into account the economic cycles 
of the peasants, was wrang. According to Figure 7.1, the only period in which 
disciplinary punishments truly decreased was during the months of October, 
November, December, and February, when the peasants had already finished 
agricultural work. Contrary to the governor's pronouncement, the peasants of 
Upper Volta experienced increased administrative constraint at the time of 
mostintensive farming duties. 

If this form of administrative labor disappeared with the abrogation of the 
indigenat regime after World War II, forced labor continued to be imposed 
in the prisons despite the Houphouet-Boigny law of AprilS, 1946, outlawing 
all forms of mandatory labor. Not only all African prisoners should labor (art. 
91) but, in the Upper Volta, the ban on work during Sundays and holidays 
prescribed by the Senegalese decree did not apply to ''forced Iabor in the 
municipality of public utility" (art. 90). This disposition is reminiscent of the 
1920 decree stating that "the prisoners can be forced to work on Sundays 
through justified directives from the commander of the circumscription" 
(an. 8). 
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PenaJ Iabor ren1ained gratis until the end of the 1950s. During the 1920s, 
the govemors of Upper Volta and the Ivory Coast opposed the establishment 
of cornpensation. \vhich v.'ould have allowed prisoners to eam son1e savings.~9 

\Vhile not vel)' surprising during the time of the indigenat .. this Jogic persisted 
during the postwar period in the Upper Volta; the 1950 decree carefully erad
icated all articles of the 194 7 Senegalese decree that referred to compensation 
for penal labor.30 In 1957, 135 years after the establishment of salaries for 
detainees in French jails, Upper Volta's Minister of the Interior, Michel Dor
ange. requested its institutionalization in the country's prisons-without 

success.3
' 

From the end of the nineteenth century to 1960, prisonners did not earn 
wages for laboring inside or outside of the prison, a situation justified by 
unchanging colonial rhetoric about budgetary needs. In 1914, in order to cut 
costs. the administration used penal Iabor to erect the new prison at Bobo
Dioulasso. 32 In 1954, the govemor proposed that detainees would serve their 
sentence in the prisons of their native circumscriptions. 33 This was done to 
satisfy local commanders lacking in sufficient Iabor for the maintenance. of 
their posts.34 The economy of forced penallabor remained unchanged dunng 
this entire period and the supply of Iabor hardly varied. In the prison at Bobo

Dioulasso in 1927, of 220-230 detainees: 

20 sick people are exempt from service 

45 do not go out due to the risk of escape 

36 are in the gardens, 34 are doing public works, 9 of which are for the circumscription 

38 are doing water and W.C. tasks 

40 work in the area of hygiene35 

In the prison at Ouagadougou in 1954, of 220 prisoners: 

33 are doing forced Iabor for the government 

29 are unavailable ( sick persons, minors, dangerous) 

31 are doing forced Iabor for the prison 

13 are at the disposition of the circumscription commander 

30 are doing forced labor in town 

84 accused persons are not obligated to work36 

According to this data, prison officials did not force accused persons to 
work in 1954 as they did in 1927 (when this category of detainee was not 
even mentioned). But the distinction was probably purely formal. In 1954, 
the director of the Ouagadougou prison was sincerely astonished that accused 
persons did not Iabor alongside convicted detainees. 37 The colonial prison 
remained therefore a considerable reservoir of cheap Iabor during the entire 



colonial period. After 1946, prison Iabor was all the more attractive since 
forced Iabor for free African citizens was prohibited by law. This explains 
why district commanders remained eager to maintain a local jail and to use 
local detainees for public works in their posts, even though the existence of 
nun1erous small prisons throughout the Upper Volta proved costly for the 
adn1inistration. This conservative policy and budgetary logic was pursued to 
the detriment of the prisoners, leading to derelict living conditions in most 
local prisons. 

The state of decay in the prisons of Upper Volta in 1958-1960 is indicative 
of the public authorities' financial abdication. All prisons were built in 
banco38-with the exception of the prison at Bobo-Dioulasso-and required 
~egular and onerous repairs.39 Administrative reports (proces-verbal) regard
Ing prison inspections document the unsanitary conditions and dilapidated 
state of the prisons at the time of independence. At Fada-N'Gounna (an east
em town of the Upper Volta), "Conditions of hygiene are extremely bad, the 
building is totally decrepit. The cells are very poorly ventilated; prisoners 
sleep on the bare ftoor at about three per cell on rotting mats. There is no 
separate area for toilets in the prison; there are just latrines under the open 
~ky in the middle of the tiny courtyard. During the rainy season, the gutters 
~nundate the cells; the timberwork is on the verge of collapsing. A new build
Ing of sturdy materials is necessary in order to assure a minimum of hygiene 
anct a decent shelter for the prisoners."40 In 1960, this description was not the 
exception; it was the rule.41 Even the administrative centers ( chef-lieux) pris
ons Were not much better off. "There is no sanitary installation in the infir
rnary. On a daily basis, medical care is assured by a detainee. The kitchens 
have no equipment and the WCs Ieave much to be desired; there is a single 
wa~er tap for the entire prison (265 prisoners) and there are no showers .... 
Thts collectivity is totally unsanitary."42 In 1960, the prisons of the Upper 
~olta bring forth images of Howard's descriptions of European jails in the 
eighteenth century.43 

The prisoners' hygiene and health did not improve during the colonial 
period. U nfortunately, statistics are lacking, but the causes of mortality during 
the 1920s and the 1950s, respectively, seem fairly similar. In Dedougou, in 
1925, "A dysentery epidemic struck a certain number of elderly detainees."44 

In 1929, 66 percent of the prison population at Ouagadougou died from dys
entery while the African population of the circumscription fared much better 
(less than 10 percent).4s In 1959, an inspector visited the Ouagadougou prison 
after the suspect deaths of five accused persons. He concluded that the causes 
of death were clearly linked to the chronic Iack of hygiene, and wamed that 
"morbidity and mortality will be very high in the case of an epidemic and, in 
particular, an illness spread from feces. "46 

Therefore, despite the establishtnent of con1n1issions for the surveillance 
of the prisons in 1950, and in spite of regular visits and constant requests for 
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re~airs. the colonial adrninistration never pron1oted the reconstruction of th 
pmons_ and improvements of living conditions as priorities. The new invest~ 
n1ents tor econornic and social developrnent in the colonies, as put forth at 
the Brazzaville conference ( 1944) and partially enacted by the Fonds 
d 'investissement pour le deve/oppe1nent econonlique et social (FIDES), never 
reached the penitentiary system. FIDES funds helped hospitals and dispen
salies n1ultiply in town, giving local people better access to medical care; and 
supported public hygiene services to organize vast campaigns for urban san
itation against malaria. While not very effective,47 these projects widened the 
gap bet\veen the penal community and a part of urban society. 

Colonial authorities resisted change in the colonial penal institutions. The 
post\var reinforeerneut of racial segregation, the various forms of forced and 
unpaid Iabor, the refusal to improve living conditions for African prisoners 
all speak to the ways in which the prison was the conservative space of a 
colonial regime that refused to recognize African emancipation within the 
walls of its penitentiary. Prisons remained the bastion for colonial rule 's con
trol over Africans, in spite--or maybe because--of the French administra
tion's loss of power outside the prison. Yet, within the walls of the colonial 
prisons, African detainees' everyday lives also largely escaped colonial 

control. 

COLONIAL PRISON: A SITE OF TRANSGRESSION 

The colonial state bad to rely on inadequate means for controlling p~son 
guards and detainees. Prison management was never ensured by professton~l 
penitentiary personnel, who could have devoted themselves entirely to this 
task.48 Most often, European gendannes49 served as prison managers, and in 
some cases African guards took charge of the smaller prisons in rural circum
scriptions.50 During the 1950s, in the central prison of Ouagadougou, the 
capital of the colony, the prison director was a gendarme without specific 
remuneration or time off for this additional task. 51 Europeans only fulfilled 
this role if they had sufficient time, often acting in bad faith. Without effective 
authority, a well-defined program, and clear regulations about the penitentiary 
regime,52 the prison was often abandoned to the prisoners and the guards. 

Guard-Prisoner Relations: Complicity among the Colonized? 

Many African novelists described colonial prisons as places where brutal 
and corrupt guards mistreat prisoners.53 This was probably true, but reliable 
data is hard to find. The few indications of assaults on prisoners appear in the 
context of more serious affairs.S4 The silence in the sources can be explained 
by the Iack of outside witnesses to this self-contained world. Nonetheless, the 
penitentiary cannot be reduced to a Manichean confrontation between pris-
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h are hostile to colonial discipline, and guards, who guarantee co
oners. w d 

0
r To the contrary, the relative absence of European authorities in 

Jonial 0.r e~;iary world created opportunities for Africans living and working 
the pentt·son. To what extent did complicity between guards and prisoners 
in the ~~~ escapes, minor rule-breaking, and the granting of small privileges? 
en:~:e only positive aspect of the penitentia~ regime in the U~per Volta is 

.t 
1
· s not inhuman . . . the personne I are Indulgent. The pnsons of the 

that t • 
Upper Volta are un~ble to keep the pn_soner~. Escapes o~c.ur almo~t every day 

the African pnsoners are comphant stnce those hvtng behtnd bars are 
~h·o~e who wish to be."55 Even incomplete statistical sources confirm and 
nuance this point. During the second half of the 1920s, there were approxi
mately 50 to 100 escapes per year for 650- 1 ,000 detainees, which amounts 
to about 10 percent.56 The Ouagadougou prison registered more than one 
escape per month between 1928 and 1931,57 and one every two months be
tween 1947 and 1950.58 Despite this slight decrease, escapes were extremely 
frequent during the entire colonial period. 

The dilapidated state of the prisons and the lack of personnel were among 
the main reasons for escapes. 59 Most took place while prisoners completed 
forced Iabor outdoors, when the lack of guards increased opportunities for 
escape.60 Numerous examples can illustrate this point: One guard refused to 
pursue prisoners who fted from the prison courtyard; another Iet prisoners 
leave unaccompanied; unescorted prisoners were caught stealing in Ouaga
dougou; and one prisoner was found dead drunk in a neighborhood near the 
Bobo-Dioulasso prison.61 These accounts illustrate how guards wittingly 
neglected the surveillance of forced Iabor and the comings-and-goings of 
prisoners. Colonial authorities in the 1930s deplored the situation: "Recom
mendations were made to prevent guards from being excessively severe with 
prisoners or, to the contrary, becorning so familiar with them that surveillance 
is neglected. "62 Again, in the 1950s, administrative reports complain that 
"Forced Iabor is too insignificant, too dispersed, and poorly guarded by the 
personne I, whose complacency sometimes borders on complicity. "63 

Active complicity was not systematic. Escape could occur due to negli
gence that arose out of Iack of interest in a poorly paid job; guards feil asleep 
while supervising prisoners' forced Iabor, they often left their posts in order 
to attend to their own business.6-l But complicity could easily arise out of the 
fact that the prisoners and guards shared similar living standards. The guards 
living quarters were only slightly better n1aintained then the prison itself. And 
during the 1930s, circumscription guards' salaries in the Upper Volta were 
the lowest in all of French West Africa. 65 As for the Iack of equipment, 66 the 
guards were dressed in aln1ost as rudimentary fashion as the detainees: shorts 
and a shirt n1ade of raw canvas. The guards often tumed a blind eye to pris
oners who wanted to in1prove their daily existence: uThe prisoners are used 
to making fires in the courtyard for their personal cooking. If the rules were 



observed and if the personne I den1onstrated a bit of authority, we might man
age to have a clean Jocale. '"67 Furthennore. the Jine between prisoners and 
guards was blurred. In the 1950s. any guard whose negligence was noted 
during an escape received punishment of eight to fifteen days in prison. In 
Ouagadougou. about every two n1onths .. one or two guards found themselves 
in1prisoned. C\8 These sanctions brought wardens and prisoners so close to
gether that they proved to be an ineffective means of dealing with the sup
posed negligence of guards. 

A considerable underground life, which gained ground over the prison 
courtyard, emerged from this situation. Guards and detainees subverted pre
scribed discipline and created a whole array of strategies, from ignorance of 
regulations to deliberate violations thereof. This parallel life, which is im
possible to glean from the administration 's annual reports, surfaced only on 
particular occasions, such as when the most glaring instances of fraud were 
discovered. In 1941, the Ouagadougou prison director unveiled close relations 
between former prisoners, who were working in the kitchen, and circumscrip
tion guards: "While surveying the grounds surrounding the prison, it was 
discovered that a prisoner brought Ioads of wood to the sergeant and the 
sergeant rnajor two times a week."69 A few years Iater at Bobo-Dioulasso: the 
prison accounting clerk (greffier economique), who was a fonner Af_n~an 
detainee, embezzled large sums of money. In 1953, this amounted to 1 nulhon 
francs, 126,500 of which involved false receipts. 7° Fraud clearly resulted ~rom 
the colonial administration's failure to control the prison system. The d~ec
tors' absenteeisrn and disinterest explain how corruption, which was fatrly 
easy to detect, remained undisclosed for several years. And the existenc~ of 
extortion demonstrated the possibility of complicit relations between A~ncan 
prisoners and European managers.71 On the other hand, the prisoners dtd not 
always present a united front against colonial authority: For example, an Af
rican detainee who waspromotedas a prison clerk at Bobo-Dioulasso grant~d 
hirnself a European dietary regime, which he partook of in hiding. "72 Thts 
privilege incited jealousy among the other prisoners, and the clerk was se
verely bullied when he was relieved of his duties.73 

Ultimately, it seems that every actor in the prison tried, above all, to survive 
by obtaining small profits. Prior relations between prisoners and guards were 
surely strengthened in prison in the interests of the general good: "There are 
instances of farniliar relations that were established prior to the prisoners' 
detention, from which arise a certain receptiveness between them and us and, 
from that, verbal requests to third parties in town for assistance, which do not 
comprornise us."74 Such relationships with the outside world, which were 
formally forbidden by the regulations,75 improved the ordinary lives of the 
prisoners76 and allowed the guards to eam commissions. 

Survival in prison depended on these negotiations. The guards were always 
in a position of power and thus able to acquire privileges for themselves quite 
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casily. For instance, individual persons were strictly forbidden to assign penal 
Iabor. Colonial correspondence from the l930s denounces the European ad
ministrators' use of prisoners as unpaid domestic personne\.77 Butthis practice 
probably endured after the 1950s to the profit of prison guards: "We have no 
profit and no advantages linked to our work, except appropriating prisoners 
as house boys for diverse chores in our homes."78 

What is interesting here is not the fact that regulations were transgressed, 
but rather the guards' certainty that these practices were common and sup
posedly Iicit. This demonstrates how wide the gapbad become between prison 
regulations and the habits of the prison, or how far removed the daily lives 
of prisoners and guards were from the texts in force. The administration 
seemed to disregard the regulation of daily life inside the prison and, in turn, 
seemed to authorize all sorts of illegal practices among prisoners and guards. 

The Prison as a Site of Corruption 

In Europe, nineteenth- and twentieth-century reformers put forth numerous 
Programs that sought to transform the prison into a site of correction and re
education. 79 These theories never appear in colonial correspondence, and even 
~onunents on the social or moral functions of the prison are few and far 
e.tween. In the 1950s, the small administrative steps taken to reform the 

Pnsons in the U pper Volta did not trigger any larger debate. The first oversight 
Corn~~ 
th .... u•uttees were created in 1950 and only ~pera~ed regul_arly at the e~d of 

e decade, leading to very rare transformattons In the pnsons. 80 The Inter
Ventions of Catholic priests in the penitentiary system during the 1950s and, 
after 1956,81 the placement of some children (seven to sixteen years old) in 
t?e Orodara center near Bobo-Dioulasso did not modify conditions of deten-
hon fo · · · r mtnors tn the pnsons. 

1-Iowever, in 1957, the blatant dysfunctionality of prisons in the Upper Volta 
Iect the Minister of the Interior, Michel Dorange, to write a report and to 
Propose general reforms. 

The prisons [ of the Upper Volta] do not fulfill any of the objectives assigned 
by all modern societies to the penitentiary system: to guard, to punish, and 
to reform. 

a. The prisons of the Upper Voltaare unable to guard prisoners. Escapes 
occur almost every day .... 

b. The present regime does not inspire terrorsuchthat the liberated person 
does everything possible to avoid being incarcerated again .... 

c. The results of the reform process are disastrous. The Upper Volta 
prison does not an1end, it corrupts. Due to the lack of prison eamings. the 
discharged prisoner who has neither friends nor family is almost forced to 



Follo,ving this staten1ent about the failure of the colonial penal program. 
the n1inister elaborated a refom1 project that was not applied before indepen
dence. The proposed solutions involved policing more than refonning. They 
sought to reinforce surveillance ( create a distinct administration for the pen
itentiarv service) and Iimit escapes by concentrating prisoners together (abol
ishing secondary prisons, constructing a central prison for long sentences and 

'-

recalcitrant prisoners). The idea of prison earnings suggested by Dorange was 
not retained. The European community feit that African prisoners Ied an idyl
lic life~ being better fed, better housed, and working less than free men. 

83 

Preaching in part from ignorance of the penitentiary world, they invoked a 
cliche that is as old as the prison itself: that is, the idea that prisoners are 
better off than the poorest people in society. 84 In refusing all improvements 
in the conditions of incarceration for Africans, this colonial good conscience 
set the stage for the development of promiscuity and corruption in the heart 

of the prison. 

Astonishing Promiscuity 

'lhe astonishing promiscuity that reigns in the prison is a factor of cor
ruption. The separation of men and women, minors and adults, and accused 
and condemned is poorly enforced. There is no discrimination between repeat 
offenders and petty delinquents, those condemned to long sentences and those 
locked up for a few days, authors of money crimes and authors of blood 
crimes."85 This description of the central prison in Ouagadougou is true for 
all establishments in the Upper Volta-although Bobo-Dioulasso did have 
two prisons, one for the accused and the other for the condemned. 

Colonial sources insist on the consequences of this promiscuity for minors 
in Ouagadougou. During the 1950s, numerous reports express concern about 
the rise in urban delinquency. In 1956, in response to a request made by the 
service for social affairs, the police force in Ouagadougou and Bobo
Dioulasso increased "their surveillance of vagabond minors and attempted to 
arrest delinquents even for the smallest infractions. "86 From March to Decem
ber 1 956, in a concerted effort to rid the capital of adolescents who were more 
or less abandoned, fifty-four cases involving minors were tried by the court 
in Ouagadougou alone. After trial, most of these adolescents were placed in 
the Orodara center, which had just opened its doors. During the phase of 
inquiry, however, which lasted about a month, the children were detained in 
the Ouagadougou prison, where they were not separated from other prisoners 
or affered specific activities.87 



Threc n1ain consequences arose from this poorly devised program for de
linquency. First children who lived on minor theft became conscious of their 
status as delinquents upon entering prison.R8 Through contact with the adult 
prisoners, they learned better techniques for thievery: "In the old Ouagadou
gou prison, we sometimes attended practical courses on how to cut pockets 
~vith razorblades, which were presented by a twenty-year-old to thirty minors, 
son1e of whom were not even twelve years old. Standing nearby, the guard 
observed the scene with amusement: during this time, they don't bother me."89 

But the consequences of mixing minors and adult prisoners were weil un
derstood in the French prison system~ since the Restoration, "the magistrates 
loathed sending children to these houses of corruption."90 

The second consequence was no less logical. The Ouagadougou prison 
became the cradle of organized gangs of petty street thieves. The birth of 
these gangs in Ouagadougou coincides with pursuit of repressive policy 
against minors. "These gangs exist since the mid-1950s, and seem to originate 
in relations that are established in prison between adults and minors. Each 
minor is 'protected' by an adult prisoner and the resulting friendship endures 
even after exit from prison. The letters received by minors at the Orodara 
mission leave no doubt about the solidarity that has formed between adults 
and minors."91 

The third consequence was a bit more unexpected. The Ouagadougou 
prison became a site for homosexual initiation. All detainees discovered this 
practice in prison. "They say that they did not even know that this was pos
sible before coming to prison and that it is always a prisoner, generally an 
adult, the minor's "protector," who initiates them, mostly by force. Once 
initiated, the minors conclude that this is part of the necessities of life in 
prison and do it willingly amongst themselves."92 This phenomenon was 
hardly marginal. Indeed, it was massive: in 1960, of 60 young boys in reha
bilitation at the Maisonde l'Enfance, about 50--all ex-detainees-continued 

homosexual practices. 

CONCLUSION 
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~urance of the indigenat regin1e in the colonial prisons after it was ab r h 
tn all French colonies in 1945. 

0 
ts ed 

In order to survive, guards and prisoners reinvented a Iife of their own 
th · f 1 · on e n1argtns o co ontal regulations. Informal contacts with the outside world 
unaccon1panied outings, and frequent escapes all served to sustain hope fo; 
the prisoners. In the prison itself, the transgression of rules improved everyday 
life. During the 1950s~ the prison became the site for leaming delinquency. 
The colonial administration was aware of these facts, but chose to ignore 
them. Instead, officials enforced separation between European and African 
prisoners. By enforcing racial segregation, which was officially prohibited 
and extremely costly, rather than the separation of minors and adults, which 
was mandatory, the colonial authorities demonstrated that the penal function 
of prisons in the Upper Volta was not to reform, correct, or improve African 
prisoners, but to save European prisoners from African promiscuity. 

This colonial "model" of the prison was transferred, practically untouched, 
to the African elite during the 1950s. Colonial penitentiary practices endured 
through the use of unpaid penallabor.94 The govemment of the Upp~r Volta 
(after independence, Burkina Faso) also continuously refused to constder any 
improvement in penitentiary life. In 1959, the restoration of three prisons that 
were on the verge of collapsing were listed in the 1959 national budget well 
after funds allocated by the deputies for the construction of a villa for Be~ard 
ßboudo, a prominent politician in Ouagadougou.95 Today, however, r?etoncal 
platitudes about prisoners' idyllic living conditions continue to provtde mun
dane conversation topics for all Burkina Faso's social classes. 
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ULTIMATE EXCLUSION 
Imprisoned Women in Senegal 

Dior Konate 

African warnen experienced a major aggravation of their status as punished 
criminals in the prisons of colonial Senegal. Carceral policies neglected 
women as a leftover category. Whereas they bore the same hardships as 
men---dilapidated jails, Iack of clothing and basic needs-their triple other
ness as warnen, prisoners, and Africans led to further discriminations. 

In the caastal towns of Senegal, urban security started to preoccupy French 
autharities as early as the mid-nineteenth century. In St-Louis, the French first 
promoted public order by expelling bums, alcoholics, and vagabonds. 1 Later, 
they opened a police precinct and a prison ( 1840), and organized a battalion 
of gendarmes (police troops under army control) ( 1848). At that time, the 
French measured the success of colonization by their ability to control dan
gerous classes through an efficient penal apparatus. According to this ideol
agy, colonial tribunals would sentence, and prisons neutralize, African 
delinquents. 

The colonial project, however, met with resounding failure as the Iack of 
material and financial means rapidly undermined the burgeoning carceral sys
tem. Confronted with an increasing number of arrested delinquents, the police 
faced an acute shortage of penal housing. In this context, warnen experienced 
the harshest conditions of detention. I will examine first the profile of female 
detainees within the general context of penal detention in Senegal. Second, I 
will explore the evolution of women 's carceral conditions, focusing on hous
ing, surveillance, penal Iabor, and abuses. 2 

THE COLONIAL PENITENTIARY 

In precolonial Senegan1bia, repressive systems were characterized by the 
absence of penal confinement. 3 Sentences ranged from public blame or no-



titication. to \\'hipping. fines. exile. and death. A nun1ber of ordeals, some
times in the forn1 of ingesting a concoction of plants, helped to convict the 
guilty party. In Senegan1bia. the fa1nous ... red hot iron '' ordeaJ required the 
accused person to Iiek a red-hot blade. If the victim 's tongue did not heal, he 
or she \\'as convicted. ~ Such sanctions receded after colonial powers and tra
ditional rulers signed treaties to "abolish corporal punishments, and replace 
them \\'ith imprisonn1ent, ., for example in the Serer province (in Je gern, Ja
baas, and Mbayaar). 5 From then on, French authorities progressively forced 
the prison upon colonized societies. 

Before 1791, the penitentiaries of the ancien regin1e colonies of France 
had served primarily for convicts sentenced to deportation and hard labor.6 

Until the mid-nineteenth century, however, the French govemment had de
ported criminals to French Guyana instead of Senegal, "where dysentery was 
prevalent. ''7 Therefore, penitentiaries diffused in Senegal later, du ring the co
lonial conquest, as tools for French repression over Africans. First tested in 
the urban areas of St-Louis and Goree, prisons invaded the colony at the end 
of the nineteenth century, as the imperial power erected a network of correc
tion houses, penal camps and farms, and carceral facilities. 8 Prisons became 
a tool for banishing Africans who tried to resist French hegemony. The early 
colonial state relied on violence, and authorized private colonizers to inftict 
punishments on Mricans,9 and administrators to sentence reluctant individ

uals to arbitrary imprisonment under the Code de l'indigenat. 
The importance of penal Iabor has often been underestimated by compar

ison with the forced prestations and corvees imposed on ordinary subjects. 
10 

Yet, the colonial prison fully participated in the forced Iabor economy. Po
litical circumstances also shaped the prison in Senegal. For example, the 
Vichy regime in French West Africa arrested many partisans of General 
Charles de Gaulle after 1940. The total number of prisoners in Senegal in
creased by 39.8 percent between 1941 and 1942. French West Africa had four 
detention centers for Europeans at the beginning of the war: More than fifteen 
existed at the end of 1942 and imprisoned American, British, Gaullist, and 
African activists.•• Simultaneously, criminal imprisonment increased, then de
clined at the end of the war: from 3,724 in 1941, imprisonment rates in Sen
egal declined to 2,015 in 1945.12 

Africans resisted the prison vigorously, as they equated incarceration with 
social degradation, and slavery. In the Fouta-Toro, "Whatever the crime, a 
free man shall never be enslaved." 13 Local memofies of captivity and enslave
ment fueled terror of the prison among the colonized: To some extent, these 
representations helped the French to enforce colonial repression. Yet, among 
Africans, no social category managed to escape the prison entirely: Adults, 
minors, men, and women were forced to live together in the new 
penitentiaries. 
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MIXED DETENTION 

Penal infrastructures remained poor in colonial Senegal, since the admin
istration neglected the maintenance of prisons even when the number of de
tainees increased. In theory, penal law separated the accused and the 
convicted, military and civilians, and, most importantly, African and Euro
pean detainees. In reality, with the exception of racial segregation, adminis
trators seldom observed classifications established by law. In addition, penal 
codes did not separate prisoners according to their sex, and did not pay at
tention to female detainees. 14 Whereas in metropolitan France the law had 
enforced specific facilities for females since 1850, colonizers never built pris
ons for warnen in Senegal. 15 

Colonial regulations, however, provided for separate wards for warnen in
~ide the prison. In 1929, a decree specified that "warnen should be detained 
10 s~parate wards, so as no contact could be made with other prisoners." 16 In 
reahty, the penitentiary administration never enforced physical separation be
tween sexes. Such neglect derived from patriarchal ideologies shared by Eu
ropeans and Africans, and from colonial perceptions of female delinquents. 

WOMEN IN PRISON 

Colonization played a crucial role in eroding the status of warnen in Sen
egal. The increased monetarization of local economies cornbined with the 
ire?ch legal system, undermined matrilineal traditions. In addition, the co-
onial ideology, "imbued with moral values inherited from Christian and Ro
ma~ law,"n tended to reinforce patriarchal authority. Some authors argue that 
Afncan warnen remained outside the colonial system, partly because colonial 
~l~rs failed to implement specific policies for them. 18 Warnen were hardly 
VISible in colonial state structures: even the educational system enforced gen
?er Segregation by opening "sub-schools" for female students. 19 Another read
Ing of the period locates African warnen within the Iarger context of power 
relationships between colonizers and colonized. To defeat African societies, 
colonizers needed to weaken the status of women. Fragilized by constant 
attacks, African warnen became more easily prone to social marginalization, 
and, as a consequence, they often committed crimes in order to survive. Many 
ended up in prison. 

Inside the walls of the colonial penitentiary, African women suffered a 
threefold exclusion. First, colonial and African patriarchal ideology consid
ered female detainees as inferior beings because of their gender. Second, as 
Africans, won1en belonged to the subaltern category of colonized subjects: 
Colonial racial coercion backed gender discrimination. Finally, female pris
oners were suspected of resisting colonial rule, since they were imprisoned 
alongside African convicts who had defied colonizers. 



FEMALE LODGINGS 

In th~ory. the Jaw required penitentiary authorities to provide fen1ale pris
oners \\'Jth separate lodgings. but the Jegislation was almost never enforced. 
In n1ost prisons no separate ceJJs. nor fen1ale wards existed. Colonial memos 
described fen1ale quarters using general tenns such as Hroom," "kitchen," 
·'veranda. ·· or .. pantry. ··.2o The Iack of special wards partly derived from the 
generaJ Iack of local funding. A colonial inspector wondered in 1938 about 
"local administrators · greediness when it came to the management of penal 
facilities. ''21 In the context of colanies' financial autonomy, the colonial ad
nlinistration in Senegal, not the French govemment, was in eh arge of provid
ing for the prisons and for the prisoners. 

On the ground, female prisoners suffered extreme neglect. In 1929, in the 
prison at Kaolack, •'[ warnen] slept under a shack that served as the prison 's 
kitchen. "22 Up to 1943, although the law required specific buildings or wards 
for women, in many prisons, "nothing was prepared for female detainees."23 

In 1930, research on warnen in French West Africa reported how "oftentimes, 
female prisoners did not have a reserved ward. They slept under a veranda, 
or in more or less dilapidated storage rooms. " 24 In 1933, members of the 
sun'eillance committee for the prison at Ziguinchor asked the penitentiary 
administration "to build a reserved room and some cells for female prisoners 
who currently sleep in the prison kitchen. " 25 Seven years later, in 1940, the 
Ziguinchor prison still had no specific lodgings for women, as all detainees 
lived in the same collective cells, without any distinction based on their legal 

status.26 

In other facilities, emergency decisions betrayed a enduring shortage of 
material means. To move female prisoners from the kitchen, administrators 
envisioned the possibility of converting adjacent rooms as female wards. 
Many prison directors adopted this solution. 27 An inspector further advised 
that "when rooms did not exist near the kitchen, one could use storage rooms 
for recycled equipment, or firewood dumps."28 The penal administration did 
not address female housing in a systematic way; rather, it came up with emer
gency solutions that left warnen in dire living conditions. In the prison of 
~ambacounda, the director hastily organized makeshift arrangements every 
ttme a woman was incarcerated, housing the detainee in aseparate room "so 
she could avoi~ undesirable c~ntacts with other inmates. "29 In other prisons, 
such as St-Louts, several deta1nees shared a single room "initiall d 
& • 1 · "30 • , • ' y reserve 
•Or a stng e tnmate. In the Th1es penttentiary, "only on II f 

· · · h · e ce out o the extsttng etg t was destlned to women. "31 

The situation prompted in 1937 the central admi · t · 
. . . . nts ratton to send a · 

culatre to all pnson dtrectors 1n Senegal: "A numb f Clr-

have been identified in the management of prison !r 
0 

unfortunate habits 
s. 100 sma11 r 

contrary to the most elementary hygienic princi 1 . ooms where, 
p es, a mixed popul t' a Ion of 



femalc and male detainees were packed without discriminating their penal 
,ratus. Piease ren1edy to this situation immediately."32 Sentone year after the 
inspection of Mr. Monguillot, the circulaire failed to change the fate of fem~Je 
prisoners. In Ziguinchor, in 1938, women li:e? "in. the sa~e court~ard wtth 
men.··~~ In 1943, Puyot, an inspector for adrmntstrative affatrs, explatned how 
.. Accused persons, convicted criminals and administrative detainees34 are im
prisoned together, in spite of official legislation. I did not find any separate 
quarters for warnen anywhere. " 35 

These shortcomings encouraged colonial authorities to propose a penal 
reform in August 1944, in order to improve the quality of penal facilities. A 
section of the law provided that newly built prisons "should have a special 
ward for female detainees, with larger cells (2 meters of ground width per 
detainee) since many female inmates were incarcerated with their young chil
dren."36 Unfortunately, the project did not receive financial backing, and was 
never implemented. 

As a result, women's living conditions in prison remained extremely poor. 
They experienced the hardship of exiguous lodgings and insufficient equip
ment, the poor quality of makeshift wards made of poor materials such as 
banco, hay, clay, or barbed wire, oftentimes lacking adequate ventilation; an 
unsanitary environment by virtue of its Iack of hygiene and strong odors; and 
finally, promiscuity with other inmates. Only European detainees escaped this 
fate, and benefited from private lodgings outside the prison.37 For all other 
female inmates, life in prison promoted psychological and physical morbidity, 
and the risk of sexual abuse. 

SEX 

The deterioration of the physical environment in the prison, combined with 
insecurity and promiscuity, encouraged deviant sexual behaviors. Fernale de
tainees had to face constant harassment from both male inmates and guards. 
In 1944, a report denounced the situation in the prison in St-Louis: "At night, 
some guards such as Alimansa Konate used to open the door to the female 
ward, and to choose several warnen to make them sleep with Malick Sy, 
Malick Faye and Madiaw."38 The Ietter further described how "the detainee 
Tacko Ly slept every night with Malick Sy. They were caught a number of 
times. The detainee Fatou Tine, sentenced to six years in prison, became 
pregnant and gave birth to a child. Son1e detainees put pressure on her to 
denounce the ex-brigadier Demba Ndiaye, who is now deceased. This is the 
reason why she finally accused him.'·~9 The author of the Ietter, an ex-guard 
Iaid off by the administration, accused the director of encouraging the Iack 
of discipline and order in the prison, as "he appointed some ex-convicts as 
heads of the prison, who just did as they pleased." In other places, similar 
affairs occurred routinely. In the prison at Diourbel, "female detainees lived 



with gu~ds. an~ a child was bom from the relationship between Am s· 
and Chetkhou B1gue Sy. two fan1ous recidivists. ''4o Y ene 

These ~ase studies_ shed light ~m the violence experienced by women. Fe. 
male detamees. depnved o_f s~ctal sup~ort and visibility. could neither end 
such excesses nor. caJJ for J_usttce. In thts regard, sexual violence in prisons 
resembled that whtch prevruled between colonial masters and servants.4' As
sessing the roJe of won1en in this situation proves difficult. Did the guards 
blackn1ail femaJe prisoners? Did women agree to provide sexual services in 
order to survive, or get better treatment? Or did they long for a sexual Iife 
after being imprisoned? These questions cannot be fully answered without 
the help of oral testimonies from ex-female detainees. However, the enduring 
existence of sexual harassment in the post-colonial prisons of Senegal con
finns that much sexual activity probably derived from violent abuse. 

SURVEILLING FEMALE PRISONERS 

Prison regulations imposed a strict hierarchy of guards and surveillance 
personnel in the colonial penitentiaries. In each important prison, the governor 
was supposed to appoint a director, a chief-guard who could replace the di
rector in exceptional circumstances and oversee a team of several guards or 
police officers, a clerk in charge of secretarial duties, and, finally, a female 
warden for women. In case of absence, the female warden could be replaced 
by a guard's spouse, or by any other person approved by the administration. 
In the smaller prisons in rural circumscriptions, the presence of a female 
warden depended on the number of female detainees.42 In fact, female war
dens existed only in major prisons next to French tribunals, in Dakar and St
Louis. Even there, female, wardens did not recei ve any training. No specific 
criteria guided their recruitment, a pattem common to both male and female 
wardens, as penal legislation only defined clear criteria for the position of 
prison director. Subaltem guards had only a status of "auxiliaries," and could 
not be promoted, or appeal in case of unfair treatment. 

The guards' vulnerability, combined with the deterioration of material set
tings, account for the small number of female detainees' attempting to escape 
from jail. Women escaped less frequently then men, and they often failed, as 
the case of Ndioba Tine demonstrates. Accused of murder, and detained in 
the prison of Thies, her native town, Ndioba Tine tried to escape, but the 
guards captured her four days later in the rural village of Mekhe. 43 Escape 
proved easier for men, since they labored outside the prison. Warnen, by 
co~trast, were exempted from outdoor Iabor: they typicaJiy worked inside the 
pnson. 

FEMALE PENAL LABOR 

Colonial authorities did not care about the · 1 h b · · . 
adaptation of prisoners. The French administraf socta re a lht~tJOn, or re

ton was preoccupied wi th "re-
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pressing deviance, and putting the natives to work."44 In this context, fema]e 
detainees experienced the worst exploitation. 

Colonial authorities implemented agendered division of Iabor in the prison. 
~1en were forced to Iabor outside the prison, and earned wages, however low; 
but warnen were confined in unpaid domestic duties inside the prison. During 
their transfer to the prison, therefore, female convicts did not experience sig
nificant changes in their daily chores. They cooked for the prisoners, pounded 
food, cleaned and swept the wards. The law provided neither guidance nor 
personnet for feeding the prisoners, and left the preparation of meals to the 
director's initiative. Oftentimes, the prisoners, and particularly women were 
forced to prepare the food. Fernale prisoners in the largest prisons of Dakar 
and St-Louis experienced the worst exploitation. In her report, Mrs. Savig
neau denounced how, in the prison of Sedhiou, six female detainees were in 
charge of pounding 60 kilograms of rice and 60 kilograms of millet daily in 
order to feed a total population of 190 to 200 prisoners."45 

Women condemned to long sentences became easy victims. In the prison 
of St-Louis, the Iiberation of several women, combined with the necessity of 
feeding an increasing number of prisoners, encouraged the director to require 
his colleague in the prison of Dakar in 1925 to send him "four women con
demned to long sentences who knew how to pound and cook millet."46 Di
rectors routinely organized such transfers, and the overall necessity of 
women's chores encouraged tribunals to pronounce Ionger sentences over 
female convicts. 

Fernale work in the colonial prisons sheds light on gender discrimination 
in the larger colonial society. Women were deprived of wages, under the 
pretext that their work related to the "domestic" sphere. As a consequence, 
they could not accumulate any capital during their time in prison. In fact, 
women' s unpaid chores subsidized the reproduction of male penal Iabor. 
While female prisoners had to confront daily arbitrariness and oppression, 
their fate and well-being remained entirely neglected by the penal 

administration. 

CONCLUSION 



Post-colonial regimes in Senegal have inherited this situation. Tod 
ma~e quarters do not differ significantly from colonial ones. Yet, in ~~~·2~e; proJect of penal refonn was undertaken to solve the enduring discrim· · 
f ~ . Inatton 

o temale pnsoners. The Senegalese govemment opened a new priso r . h . nillr 
warnen In t e City of Rufisque, and organized projects for the education of 
fem.~e detainees and ~e hiring of professional female guards. However, many 
add1t1onal efforts rema1n necessary to ensure the improvement of fema1e pris
oners" living conditions and their ultimate reintegration into society. OnJy 
then will Senegal break away from the dramatic Iegacy of gender discrimi
nation in the colonial prison. 
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L' ENFERMEMENT DE 

L'ESPACE 

Territoriality and Colonial Enclosure in 
Southem Gabon 

Christopher Gray 

The notion of l 'enfermement refers not only to individual incarceration but 
also to larger political processes where the colonial administrative unit came 
to exercise its power, power associated with the concept of "territoriality" as 
distinct from "space." Colonial authority based on territoriality served as the 
substructure for the legal pretensions to "incarceration." This chapter deals 
with the establishment ofthat essential administrative substructure. 1 

THE THEORY OF HUMAN TERRITORIALITY 

Geographers have long practiced spatial analysis and French social scien
tists and historians of Africa have been particularly keen to make use of space 
as a conceptual key to change and the past. 2 Yet "space" is a vast and bewil
dering concept that can be manipulated to fit or to function in a wide variety 
of research agendas. 3 A more precisely defined instrument needs to be em
ployed. The work of the geographer Robert David Sack brings the necessary 
precision to this concept of social space. Sack develops a theory of human 
territoriality that can be usefully applied to the "enclosure" that occurred in 
Southem Gabon during the period of French colonial rule. 

For Sack~ uterritoriality" is "a particular kind of behavior in space" and 
"forms the backeioth to hun1an spatial relations and conceptions of space";"' 
it is defined "as the attempt by an individual or group to affect. influence, or 
control people, phenomena and relationships by delimiting and asserting con-



~I over a geographic area. This area will be called "territory."'' Territ .. 
~omts out that human spa~ial re_lationships are not constructed in a ona]:~ 
\ acuun1. Indeed, the practtce ot territoriality uis the primary s . PO\\ er 
power takes. ··tl pattal form 

Ho'": a particular group of people uses the land, how they organize them. 
selves tn space. and how they give meanina to place are all compo 

. . . . . . o . nents of 
temtonahty. These w_tll ~ary accordtng to htstoncal and geographical context. 
Sack argues that remtonal uses of space have a history in which there h 
occurred an evolution from less sophisticated fonns of territoriality in wh:: 
he tenns ~'classless-primitive" societies to the more developed practices of 

upre-nlodern civilizations" and finally to the full exploitation of territorial 
techniques found in "modern capitaiist" society. He further posits that the 
exploration of how and why modern capitalist society employs the complete 
range of territorial effects can help "to unravei the meanings and implications 
of modemity. "7 

In EquatoriaJ Africa, historical transformation occurred as more and dif
ferent instruments of territoriality were introduced by Europeans during the 
colonial period. This transformation was characterized by a radical disconti
nuity between precolonial and colonial practices as well as a major shift in 
social category of those who exercised territorial power. The order of pre
colonial society was grounded in a territorial kinship ideology of clans and 
lineages; power over people and things was primarily expressed through the 
manipulation of this leinship ideology. 8 This contrasted dramatica11y with the 
modern territoriality that developed with the rise of capitalism in Europe. 
Here it was the capacity to create territory-not the manipulation of kinship 
ideology-that allowed for control over people and things. French colonial 
rule attempted to impose its authority by means of modern territoriality and 
thus altered the economic and social structures of the Equatorial forest. In 
this way, the peoples of Southem Gabon became more intimately linked to 
the needs and rhythms of capitalism. The identities of those exercising ter
ritoriality shifted as African clan elders were replaced by European admin
istrators and African colonial auxiliaries. 

FROM APPROPRIATING GAZE TO NAMJNG SPACE 

The particular fonn and sequence of modern territoriality and its potential 
for the "enclosure" of space in Gabon stemmed from a fundamental mutation 
in Europe's "gaze" out upon the world that occurred in the eighteenth century. 
The geographer David Harvey describes an "Enlightenment project" in which 
a Eu_ropean "~talizing visi~n of the globe" sought to order knowledge ac
cor~tng to untversal c~tegones.9 For the critic Mary Louise Pratt, these cate
gones are the ex~resston of a "planetary consciousness" that emerged in the 
firsthalf of the etghteenth century; this new consciousness was "marked by 
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· tation toward interior [geographical] exploration and the construction 
·tn onen 1 h' 
L • 1 bal-scale meaning through the descriptive apparatuses of natura JS-
ot l! o . . 

~ .,,o Both Harvey and Pratt owe a debt to Mtchel Foucault and hts reflec-
t?r)~ 00 the mutations of power in Western society since the Renaissance. 11 

uon. h' ''E 1· h · '' E " 1 The upshat of t ts n tg tenment proJect, or uropean p anetary con-
sciousness," was that by the end of the nineteenth century, the world's spaces 
were deterritorialized, stripped of their preceding significations, and then re
territorialized according to the convenience of co1onia1 and imperial 
administration. 12 

The first stage of this process was the enclosure of physical space within 
the "appropriating gaze" of the European observer. B y the midd1e of the 
nineteenth century, sight had long since become the dominant sense in Eu
ropean bourgeois modes of perception and when explorers such as Paul Du 
Chaillu or Pierre Savorgnan de Brazza ventured into uncharted areas like 
Southern Gabon they did so with "imperial eyes" capable of incorporating 
the specificity of all they surveyed into the universalizing categories of the 
Enlightenment. 13 Indeed, a recent book on the creation of colonial space in 
Gennan South West Africa suggests "there is a certain sense in which vision 
amounts to colonization"; 14 or indeed, in which vision amounts to enclosure. 

Du Chaillu's account of bis 1858 visit to the Apindji-speaking clans of the 
Koi' district on the N gaunie reveals several key elements of the European 
appropriating gaze. First, he viewed their Iabor in terms of capitalist notions 
of productivity and remarked that the "Apindji are, for Africans, a very in
dustrious people" as "the men do some work here" making a fine quality 
raphia cloth. 15 Second, he interprets clan-controlled access to fruit trees as 
evidence of private property, this showing "that the Apindji have made a very 
important step in advance of the Bakalai and Shekiani, and all the other tribes 
I have met." Finally, he presages the colonial concem of controlling popu
lation movement and fixing the peoples of Southem Gabon in colonial ter
ritory by noting these Apindji-speaking clans "are a settled people, and need 
only ftocks and cattle to make them a prospering nation." Du Chaillu contrasts 
this to the mobility of villages found in districts closer to the commercial 
nodal points on the coast. 16 

The mysteries of the forest had long disturbed European vision. 17 However, 
the Equatorial forest of Gabon presented an acute challenge to the appropri
ating gaze of the explorers, missionaries, and colonial administrators who 
sought tobring order to its perceived chaos. The perspective required for the 
"landscape discourse" of the .. seeing-n1an'· was simply unobtainable fron1 
within such closed quarters. 18 The dense Equatorial forest served as a for
midable obstacle to the visual dominance of space and effectively disoriented 
the European gaze. Mary Kingsley noted that spending a night in the Gabo
nese forest was ulike being shut up in a library whose books you cannot read 
all the while tormented. terrified and bored." 19 The French adn1inistrator 



George Bruel equated the irnpossibility of grasping the fullness of the ~ 
Iandscape to the condition of a nlyopic "'[ who without h. I orest 
see the details ] ... ~o ~ IS g asses, can only 

Thus it took a rnan of extraordinary vision and eneroy to see beyond th 
~etails ~d conjure up the images required to carve a col~ny out ofthis daunt~ 
rng env1ronment. Pierre Savorgnan de Brazza, the Italian-born aristocrat who 
became a French citizen due to his service as an officer in the French Navv 
was this man. The three voyages he undertook to the interior of Gabon b~~ 
t\veen 1875 and 1885 culminated in the fonnation of the colony of French 
Congo in 1886. Brazza's dreams have been rightly labeled "visionary" but 
his was a passionate gaze, bordering on obsession, as he often wildly exag
gerated the impact of his rnissions and the commercial potential of the regions 
he explored. The explorer Henry Morton Stanley thought he was crazy when 
they met at Malebo Pool in 1882. Yet it was from Brazza 's vision that the 
physical form of Gabon the colony took shape. Thus he has been referred to 
as "a prodigious 'invertor of space "'. 21 

Writing served to mediate the impact of the gaze. Brazza 's vision was 
expressed through his travel accounts, maps, and bureaucratic reports; these 
existed in a textual space that prefigured the changes in physical space ~at 
occurred under colonialism. The act of Europeans writing about the nonl~t
erate peoples and the hitherto "unseen" environment of Southem. ~a~~n m 
the mid-nineteenth century had two important consequences. First, It I~Ittated 
an ongoing dialogue between texts and physica1 space through whtch the 
territorial units of colonial and independent Gabon were forged. lt was t~e 
power afforded by writing that ultimately allowed the French to impose theu 

modern practice of territoriality in Southern Gabon. 
Second, writing provided the European gaze with the ability to negate the 

spaces and practices of the nonliterate peoples of Southern Gabon a~d .to 
create an "emptiable space" that wastobe filled with the activities of cap1tal~st 
commercial enterprise. The ability to write allowed European explorers, mts
sionaries and colonial administrators "to classify and supplant existing un
written meaning,"22 thus enabling the exercise of "real" power in the physical 
space of the colony. 

One of the objectives of Brazza's West African Mission of 1883 to 1885 
was to break up the complex network of trade relations that controlled com
~erce on the Ogooue River so as to clear space for the unhindered long
dtstance trade ofthe recently established European factories. Although Brazza 
~as only partly successful in his project, the passage below from his report 
~tcely reveals this capitalist conception of "emptiable" and "fillab]e" space:13 

'W_e ~eed ~o clean the ground and entirely transform trade in this region.'' 
Thts clean.ng the ground" was first accomp1ished in the trave! account and 
accompanytng maps before it became a realit in the h . 
Southem Gabon. lndeed, it would not be until t: 1920 ph ystca] space of 

e s t at the commerce 
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l)f the region was effectively organized on a capitalist basiS.24 However, the 
power of the written text and other literate tools (such as mapping) to empty 
space of its local, unwritten significance has been described as "a real inability 
of the European eye to look at the world and see anything other than European 
space-a space which is by definition empty where it is not inhabited by 
Europeans. "25 

The appropriating gaze and the ability to write that which was previously 
unwritten allowed European colonial agents to impose their practice of "narn
ing space," in this way advancing the process of enclosure.26 At its most 
pompaus Ievel, explorers named natural wonders like lakes and falls after 
European royalty; Du Chaillu, for example, named the series of rapids on the 
middle Ngounie "Eugenie Falls" in honor of the French Empress.27 The pro
guction of a name in the textual space of a travel account or on a rnap was 
the first step to its entering into local parlance. Some geographical terms, such 
as Eugenie Falls, never made it beyond a textual reality but others, such as 
the "Du Chaillu" massif and the "Ngounie" River, came to be widely used 
as the practices of modern territoriality became effective. 

The naming practices of the peoples of Southem Gabon during the pre
colonial period reflected a different perception of space. The "birds-eye-view" 
perspective provided by mapmaking was not available to the local inhabitants 
who gave names to rivers, streams, lakes, savannahs, and mountains but who 
did not have names for vast expanses of space. Thus, though there existed a 
rich local toponymy in precolonial Southem Gabon and such features as in
dividual mountain peaks and peak clusters were given names, there existed 
no local term for the larger geographical expanse of forested mountains that 
came to be known as the "Du Chaillu Massif." Indeed, it would have been 
virtually impossible to identify this type of geographical feature without the 
perspective gained from mapping.28 

The naming of the key waterway in Southem Gabon further Blustrates this 
confrontation between fundamentally different conceptions of space and the 
power of writing. What has come to be known as the "Ngounie" River on 
the maps of the colony and independent nation of Gabon is known to Gisir
and Punu-speakers as Durernbu-du-Manga, to Apindji-, Eviya-, and Tsogo
speakers as Ote1nbo-a-Manga and to Kele-speakers as Melembye-a-Manga. 
The first part of each of these names is a generic term for "body of water" 
while manga refers to a species of dwarf palm abundant along the river's 
banks. "Ngounie" is the French deformation of Ngugni a term used by Vili
speaking clans settled around Samba-a key nine~eenth c~nt~ry ~o~er~ial 
center (see Map 9.1 )-to refer to the northem frontter ofthetr distnct- (Nstna
Ngugni). This tern1 Ngugni was then en1ployed to refer to the rive.r by the 
Galwa-, Enenga-, Ajumba-, Orungu-, Nkomi-, and Mpongwe-spealong trad-

who can1e to trade at Samba in the first half of the nineteenth century. 
ers th B .. h 
The first Europeans to reach the river, Paul Du Chaillu in 1858 and e nus 
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trader Robert Bruce Walker in 1866, did so with guides speaking the above 
languages and thus initiated the name-appropriation process by writing down 
"Ngouyai" or "Ngunye" on their maps and in their text. 

30 

MAPS AND MAPPING 

On the map of Du Chaillu's initial travels of 1856 to 1858, the Ngounie is 
inaccurately depicted, since the explorer believed he had penetrated 200 ki· 
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lon1eters farther into the interior than he had actually gone. In addition, the 

1niddle and upper segn1ents of the river are labeled "Rembo Apingi" (Apindji) 
and ~·Rembo Apono" (Punu), this reftecting local conceptions of space where 
naming was limited to segments of large rivers and determined by the lin
guistic identity of those inhabiting its banks. The more precise conception of 
a single, all-inclusive name for a European geographical feature called "river" 
was not part of local knowledge. Du Chaillu's map, then, effectively sym
bolizes a historical moment when European and African conceptions of space 
confront and mutually contaminate each other. The map's "errors" can be 
seen as reftecting the competing notions of territoriality that would come to 
define the colonial encounter. 

Du Chaillu, having received a good deal of criticism for the many inac
curacies found in his first map, sought to develop a more refined appropriating 
gaze. On his return to Europe, he learned how to specify positions through 
astronomical observation and compass bearing. He retumed to Southem Ga
bon in 1864. His efforts resulted in a more accurate map for European pur
poses and one in which the term "Ngouyai" effectively replaced local river 
tenns in textual space. In this way he advanced the process of emptying the 
space of Southern Gabon of its specificity and clearing the ground for the 
imposition of modern territoriality.31 

Maps were particularly effective instruments in this regard. Recent sturlies 
in the history of cartography seeking to insert the map and process of its 
creation into social and cultural history have shed light on this process. From 
this new vantage point, "maps constitute a specialized graphic language, an 
instrument of communication that has inftuenced behavioral characteristics 
and the social life of humanity."32 Finnly ensconced in the tide of historical 
events, maps and mapmaking lose their innocence and are no Ionger viewed 
as neutral, objective representations of physical space. They embody instead 
a form of knowledge subject to the manipulation and control of those who 
exercise, or seek to exercise, territoriality. European explorers, missionaries, 
and colonial administrators were part of a culture where "mapmaking was 
one of the specialized intellectual weapons by which power could be gained, 
administered, given legitimacy and codified."33 The geographer J.B. Harley 
plainly states that "as much as guns and warships, maps have been the weap
ons of imperialism."34 The ability to map, as with the ability to write, allowed 
for the creation of a textual space where the physical space of the real world 
was abstracted, reified, and emptied of its autochthonaus unwritten meaning. 
Thus, "while the map is never the reality, in such ways it helps to create a 

different reality. " 35 

The Portuguese had begun the naming and mapping of the coastal space 
f Gabon in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries but virtually nothing was 
~nown about the interior until the latt_er half of the ninet~enth ce_nt~ry·:'• The 

· ng of the Ogooue was begun In 1862 and grew In sophisticatton as 
mappt 



expJorers traveJed further upstreanl tow d . . 
, ar Its source. Yet Its c 1 systenl was not accurately drawn until a colonial h dr h" o~p ~x del~ 

undertaken in 1911. _n Du Chaillu 's . y ogr~p ~c nussiOn \\'!b 
. , . maps rematned the pnnctpal sour 
IntonnatJon for the peoples and geography of the Ng . " "1 h ces of f h ounte untt t e cre . 
o t . e French Congo colony in 1886. There was, however, a rough ~~ 
pubhshed by Pere Bichet in 1882 of the lower Ngounie indicating ··11 P 

d c · ' \I ages 
an Lactones between the Ikoy and Samba as well as affixing th · 
d 

. . e n~ 
estgnatlons. 38 

At about the same time, Aloysius Smith, in service to the trading firm of 
Hatton and Cookson, tells of making a "navigation chart" of the Ngounie and 
of a map he "drew of the big slave roads" to the coast servicing Samba and 

the middle portion of the river. These maps were privileged infonnation, as 
maps so often were throughout history, and as "trade secrets" specific to the 

concems of Alfred Aloysius "Trader" Horn 's firm they were not meant for 
pubJication. These different mapping projects represented multiple and some
times competing European interests, thus demonstrating that colonial terri
toriality was hardly a monolithic enterprise. 39 

Brazza's West Africa Mission bad as one of its tasks the correction of 
cartographic errors and the filling in of blank spaces. A good deal was ac
complished along the Ogooue but it would be the task of the new French 
Conga colony to map the Ngounie River basin.40 Missions cutting across the 
Du Chaillu Massif from the colonial post of Lastoursville (created in 1885) 
on the Ogooue to Samba on the Ngounie were organized in 1890 an~ 189~. 
Jules Berton, the head of the 1890 mission, cJaimed that one of h1s mam 
accomplishments was the creation of a more accurate Iist and map of Gabo
nese "tribus" than those provided by Du Chaillu. 41 In affixing ethnic names 
to the abstracted space of a map, Europeans fixed Gabonese identity and 
attachment to place in ways that did not reffect preco1onial conceptions. Thus 
from Du Chaillu through the end of the colonial period, the map assumes.a 
central role in the invention and crystallization of modern Gabonese ethmc 
identity. 42 

It is significant that during the 1893 mission the colonial administrator 
Godel was accompanied by Monseigneur Le Roy and Pere Bichet of the 
French Holy Ghost Fathers Catholic mission. 43 The enclosure ofthe Gabonese 
forest was effected from a network of colonial noda1 points that were actually 
outposts of European constructed space. The Catholic and Protestantmissions 
were the first to establish such networks; they differed from the European 
co~ercial factories in that their stated objective was to transform the cultural 
practtce ~f the peoples of Southem Gabon.44 Nineteenth-century European 
tr~rs dtd not seek transfonnation but were rather more concerned with in-
serttng themselves into the networks of local commerce The · · · . ~ . · nlJSSIOnary Vl-
SJOß or the radtcal transformation of the cultural practices of s th G b 
paralleled that of Brazza's for the Iandscape and em 1 d hou ern . a on 

P oye t e same J 1 terate 
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instruments to chart its trajectory in textual space. Yet in comparison with the 
colonial adn1inistration, the Catholic missions had very few resources and 
thus no real power to impose their vision. Truly effective colonial nodal points 
capable of imposing modern territoriality only began to form with the advent 
of concession companies in the closing years of the nineteenth century. 

Brazza, as Commissioner General of the French Conga colony from 1886 
to 1898, squandered the resources made available to him by the French gov
ernment in trying to conquer Chad and was singularly ineffective in promot
ing any kind of economic benefit for France. In spite of his efforts to attract 
French capital, commercial activity in Gabon continued to be dominated by 
British and German firms, a severe affront to the intensely patriotic colonial 
servant. By 1898, the French govemment was frustratedas weiland Brazza 
was recalled to France.45 Before his departure, Brazza set in motion the project 
of creating concession companies on the model of those operating in King 
Leopold's Conga Free State. After a couple of false starts, the Societe du 
Haut-Ogooue (SHO) began its operations on both banks of the middle and 
upper Ogooue in 1897; by 1900 more than 70 percent of the French Conga 
colony had been divided up into some forty-two different concessions. These 
~oncession companies operated from a radicall y different approach than trad
mg finns like Hatton and Cookson, as they claimed both monopoly control 
over commerce and ownership rights to land within their concession. Simply 
put, "all rights of possession and exploitation" accrued to the concession 
company, this based on a legal argument positing that: 

Land can only be owned through individual or collective property, or as 
public domain. Only temporary use of land exists in black Africa, not in
dividual property. No charge is asked for the temporary or permanent use 
of collective property, and land cannot be sold either within or outside the 
community. Natives cannot sell land legally, therefore the selling of any 
land is fictive. 46 

In concluding that all the land of the French Conga was public domain 
with the local populations having only usage rights, not only were pre
colonial territorial practices emptied of their significance but so were the 
accommodations negotiated by the existing European factories. 

The most potent symbol of this crucial shift in the European cognitive map 
is the 1900 cartographic map published in LaDepeche Coloniale illustrating 
the holdings of the various concession cornpanies (see Map 9.2).47 This is a 
very different product from the tentative n1apping efforts of Du Chaillu forty 
years earlier. The appropriating gaze that first looked out on the physical space 
of Southern Gabon through the eyes of individual explorers now precisely 
rendered the percei ved chaos of the Equatorial forest through the ordered 
textual space of the cartographic grid. The bold and sharply geon1etricallines 
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Map 9.2. Concessionary Companies in the French Congo (Map published in the 

Depeche coloniale, 1900). 

delimiting the concessions are expressions of an enhanced imperial confi
dence poised to impose a modern capitalist territoriality over its domain. 

Yet these bold lines drawn up in Paris betrayed an ignorance of the actual 
terrain and a nurober of geographic expeditions were required to effectively 
apply the "textual reality" to real physical space. Several brigades were or
ganized in 1899 to provide the "geodesic canvas" on which the concessions 
could work out the precise boundaries of their holdings and the colonial gov
emment could determine the contours of its administrative units.

48 
Further 

data was obtained by the administrator Georges Bruel during his 1907-1908 
assignment to determine the boundaries between the SHO, the Sociiti des 
factories de Ndjole (SFN), and the Societe de Ia Haute-Ngounie (SHN) con-
cess~ons. All of this information was put together to produce the kind of 
d~ta1led and accurate map required for modern administration. 49 The com
bmed obsessions of the colonial administration's pursuit of tax revenue and 
the effo~ of the co~cession companies to profit from their monopoly claims 
res~lted m ~e creat~on of truly effective colonial nodal points that began to 

~~~~~aland rrrev~rstedtbly transform the physicallandscape of Southern Gabon 
nt posts eXIs on the Atlantic coast at Ca L . 

Sette Cama and Mayumba from 1887- B 190 p opez .from 1885 and at 
Commission to investigate concessio y 5 and the amval of the Brazza 

n company abuses. administration and 
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--ession actions had not only served to stifte what had been a lively com-
~om.: . · . . 
merce with British firn1s in these areas but had also dtsrupted networks tn the 
interior, notably at Agouma on the Rembo Nkomi. The surrounding popula
tion at each of the above posts balked at trading with the French concessions 
and sin1ply moved their villages in search of other trade opportunities. In
creasingly brutal administrative efforts to collect tax revenue were further 
motivation to abandon villages that had been commercially active in the early 
t890s. Violent resistance was also a strategy. The military post of Mouila, 
established in 1904, was created in response to the rebellion of the Tsogo
speaking clans in the Kamba and Gesuma districts-a rebellion that was 
partly stimulated by concession and administrative action to shut down the 
local salt trade out of Mayumba. 50 

Attempts begun in 1894 to organize a per capita tax obliged the French 
colonial administration to conduct information-gathering activities like 
census-taking so as to determine the rolls eligible for taxation. Census-taking 
is a very powerful instrument of modern territoriality and its use is always a 
significant historical development.51 In all modern states, the main objective 
in delimiting and asserting control over geographic area is to collect revenue. 
In the colonial state of Gabon, tax collection became the gauge of colonial 
hegemony for the French and the symbol of submission for fhe Gabonese. So 
powerful was this symbol that it was integrated into the origin myths of the 
Mitsago people to explain the relations between the races of humanity: Min
olnbe (the Blacks), Ebamba (the Whites), and Babongo (the Pygmies). In 
these myths, the pygmy Babongo are seen as the older brothers of the white 
Ebamba because the colonial administration did not force them to work or 
pay taxes.52 

In the first decade of the twentieth century, French attempts to enclose the 
physical space of Southem Gabon only functioned to disrupt local commerce 
and stimulate revolt. The most notable rebellion was that of the Tsogo
speaking clans of the Gesuma and Kamba districts, Iasting from 1903 to 1913. 
The end of 1906 marked an intensification of French efforts to bring an end 
to this revolt. Conrad, the captain of a company of tirailleurs dispatched from 
Dakar, started to make alliances with the Ieaders of Punu-, Gisir-, Apindji-, 
or Tsogo-speaking clans whose villages had either been attacked or intimi
dated by forces loyal to Mbombe, the key Ieader of the Mitsogo resistance. 
In February 1907, Conrad initiated a strategy that would ultimately bring 
about the enclosure of space in Southern Gabon: he organized the building 
of a "road." Actually, the task was simply to widen the trail between Mouila 
and Kembele, but the project shared with later road-building efforts the goal 
of delimiting and asserting control over a geographic area in order to inftuence 
the people inhabiting that area. The consequence of this p~icular :ffort was 
the ftight of all the villages along this trade route further tnto the. torest and 
the fractioning of the Kamba district. A temporary post was estabhshed at the 



vi11age of Mabaga on the Onoy and dubbed HFort ... 
sergeanr ki!led in a 1904 skimlish. This was about 20 !:~~~te:::; :;::~~ 
a~~ ~ne-t~Ird of the way to Kembele. It took three months to clear the re~ 
nlatntng dtstance as th~re_ were almost druly ambushes on the 1ocally recruited 
l,abor gang~ and the trrar/leur protection forces. By mid-April, the colonial 
forc~ \Vas In Ken1beJe, attempting to build a mi1itary post in the face of 
conttnuous attacks from hostile Tsogo-speaking clans. 53 The post was effec
tiveJy established and n1anned by a French ofticer but: "However, the country 
was still escaping our control. The road between KembeJe and Mouila w~s 
still relatively unsafe. The natives did not wish to estab1ish re1ations with us: 
they avoided the immediate surroundings of the administrative outposts, and 

sought refuge in the forest. " 54 

Patterns of village settlement and land use were severe1y disrupted as the 
populations began to spend more time in seasonal mpindi (temporary camps) 
so as to avoid contact with agents of the co1onia1 administration. This kind 
of disruption of fragile agricu1tura1 and hunting practices could not go on for 
very long without producing serious food shortages. This process accelerated 
in the decade between I 9 I 0 and I 920. Preco1onia1 districts virtually disap
peared from the landscape as the unprecedented volume and different kinds 
of population movement--due to labor recruitment for the timher industry 
and the need for porters in the Cameroon campaign of World War I-swept 
away their Ioose and fragile structures. Clusters of good-sized villages par
ticipating in pattems of exchange over generations were broken up by trade 
con1petition, military campaigns, disease, famine, and tlight deep into ~he 
forest away from the well-worn commercia1 routes. The "salt route," whJch 
had supported the large, neat villages of the Tsogo-speaking Kamba district 
encountered by Du Chaillu fifty years earlier, was abandoned by 1916; aH 
that remained of the villages were the bands of banana and palm trees that 
had encircled the dwellings. Their former inhabitants bad fled into the forest.

55 

The colonial military post at the reca1citrant village of Kembele bad been 
shut down once again in 1914 due to a Iack of personnel but the incessant 
disruption had left its mark; four years later Kembele's inhabitants "disbanded 
in their forest dwellings and did not plant their fields; they feed on palm nuts 
and fruits from the forest. "56 Kele-speaking clans who bad established villages 
on the Ikoy River at the end of the nineteenth century abandoned these sites 
following nu~erous deaths from famine. Once re1ative1y prosperous, this 
~trete~ of the nver was an uninhabited dead zone in the 1930s, as the former 
1nhab1tants believed the land cursed. 57 

d ~e experience of disease, forced Iabor, and famine in Southem Gabon 
unng the second decade of the twentieth centu h b . 

as a crucial watershed in the imposition of lry . as een correctly vtewed 
territoriality as the predominant practice in ~~~ omal _enc_losure. Precolonial 
effectively ended. When Le Testu perh h organt~atton of social space 

, aps t e most-gtfted observer to have 
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servcd in the colonial administration in Southem Gabon, began work on a 
census in the Ofooue-Ngounie circumscription at the end of 1916, he re
marked: ·'The diverse groups in the subdivision of Mouila, Apindji, Ba
pounou, and Mitsogo entirely Iack organization and structure. After we 
con1plete the census, we need to group them by administrative territories."58 

By this time pre-colonial district structure was in such a state of disarray that 
it escaped Le Testu's usually keen powers of observation. The chaos and 
tunnoil of the period had effectively erased the district from the physical space 
of Southern Gabon, thus implementing the textual act of erasure accomplished 
by colonial cartography some decades earlier. 

THE TRIUMPH OF MODERN TERRITORIALITY: ROADS 
AND ENCLOSU RE 

Roads, railroads, schools, markets, military service, and the circulation of 
money, goods, and printed matter ... swept away old commitments, instilled 
a national of view of things in regional minds, and confirmed the power of 
that view by offering advancement to those who adopted it. 59 

-Eugen Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen 

The imposition of modern territoriality in rural France in the final decades 
of the nineteenth century was accomplished by the same instruments of 
change that rearranged the physical space of Southem Gabon from about 
1920. Though it is striking to note that these developments occurred within 
a .generation of each other, the contexts were, of course, very different. 60 The 
disorderthat resulted from the ordeal of famine and disease left the peoples 
of Southem Gabon severely shaken and extremely vulnerable. The tabula 
rasa that Europeans had thought they had been seeing all along had, to a 
certain degree, become reality as the Equatorial tradition, which for centuries 
had ordered the physical space in this region of Africa, was no Ionger the 
dominant territorial inftuence.61 The forests and savannahs of Southem Gabon 
were now fully primed for the imposition of modern territoriality and 
enclosure. 

The hegemony of the French colonial state was dependent upon its ability 
to create modern communications and transportation infrastructures. The peo
ples and forest terrain of Southem Gabon presented particular challenges to 
this project. The penchant for decentralization and the aversion to the con
solidation of authority that defined the complex networks of clan and lineage 
relations ran counter to the requirements of the colonial state. There were no 
centralized state structures or figures of authority upon which the French 
could build; power and authority were diffused across interwoven networks 
of male clan elders; their function and operations were poorly understood by 
Europeans. Nor were there nodal regions containing a n1etropolitan center 



s~rvi_ng a well-defined hinterland over a welJ-developed system of 
of th1s had to be created. t»2 roads. All 

Many observers note just how littJe was accompJished in tenns of 
· fr · modern 
rn astructure dunng the colonial period when Gabon was 1·ustifiably . 

d . consJd. 
ere the classic example of a neglected backwater 63 Yet from the p · 

. · erspectn'e 
of the peoples who h ved through this period the colonial presence was 

l . h d' not 
so s 1g t ra 1cal transfonnation occurred and, though the colonial towns and 
road networks that grew in the decades following First World War pale in 
comparison to physical changes in other colonies, their impact was just as 
drastic and perhaps even greater gi ven the fundamental differences between 
precolonial and modern territorial practices. 

Pennanent roads are the key, indicator that modern territoriality has been 
established, that physical space is undergoing enclosure. The geographer Ro
land Pourtier notes that "Only the buildings of roads can achieve the real 
appropriation of the national territory. The material as weil as the mental 
construction of the terri tory is based on the road network. "64 The first "road', 
project in Southem Gabon sought to connect the colonia1 post at Sindara to 

the cluster of villages that eventually became the post of Fougamou. This 
would have created a more efficient bypassing of the rapids on the Ngounie 
and thus have improved communications and transport between Mouila and 
Lambarene. The organization of a Iabor force to undertake this task between 
1910 and 1912 represented a public works project on a scale hi therto unknown 
and served to heighten ethnic awareness, as workers were grouped tagether 
by Europeans according to European colonial ethnic categories. 

The goal at this time was to create an enlarged trail for the transpoft by 
porter of palm kernels, the main source of tax revenue in the Middle and 
Upper Ngounie, to the post and factories at Sindara. The trail feil into a state 
of disrepair during the period of chaos and food shortages. In 1920, the co
lonial administration proposed constructing a dirt road capable of handling 
automobile and truck traffic and duly began organizing work teams. These 
teams were euphemistically Iabeled main d'ceuvre prestataire and their crea
tion required coercive tactics from the Regional Guards. The general shortage 
of laborthat existed throughout the colony forced the administration to recruit 
among Apindji-speaking clans, still reeling from famine and disease, Iocated 
on the Middle Ngounie some 80 kilometers away from the road site.6s 

These e~orts failed because two years later the road had yet to be built. 
The colomal administration recognized that road-building at this Ievel was 
beyond the competence of the circumscription administrator and that th . 
ence o~ a_specialized public works technician was required. A stud e ~els 
comrrusstoned at the end of 1924 but the te h . . . y was u y 
h. c nician was slow 1n c J t' ts work. In the meantime, porterage traffi I omp e Ing 
trail (there were ninety-two bridges bet c as .ong the tortuous 30-ki1on1eter 

· ween Jndara and F 
ued to 1ncrease. In 1923, it was estimated th ouga1nou) contin-

at 60.000 Ioads were carried up 
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and down the path annually~ the local Eviya-a~d Vili-speaking clans, now 
Jecinlated. as well as the Gisir- and Fang-speaktng clans, who preferred ~m-
Ioyrnent in the booming timher industry at Lambarene and the Lakes Regton, 

~bhorred this work. Thus, the colonial administration and the SHO were 
obliged to recruit porters from the Punu- and Nzabi-speaking clans ~n the 
Upper Ngounie, 500 of whom were under the charge of the SHO at Sindara 
in 1923; a total of 720 porters toiled along this raute in 1924. The work was 
grueling-six trips to be made within twenty-five days-and took its toll on 
the health of those engaged in it. A road suitable for motor vehicles was 
viewed as an absolute necessity.66 

This had been a goal of the colonial administration for five years before 
serious work was finally undertaken in 1925.67 The earlier failed efforts to 
forcibly recruit Iabor had only served to frustrate the surrounding population 
by involving them in a seemingly pointless endeavor. The 1925 administrative 
reorganization, which moved the Sindara subdivision from the Bas-Ogooue 
to the Ngounie circumscription, facilitated the more intense recruitment 
needed to finally complete the road project; the shifting of colonial boundaries 
in Gabon was usually undertaken for purposes of Iabor recruitment. By March 
of that year, 900 workers were stationed at Fougamou, a number deemed 
excessive by the priests at the Saint-Martin Catholic mission who feared food 
shortages. 68 

By the end of 1927, the road was completed and motor vehicles were able 
to make the trip between Sindara and Fougamou; the colonial administration 
was optimistic that the Ngounie circumscription would prosper now that the 
burden of porterage was lifted and the local populations could focus on ex
ploiting produce from the groves of palm trees found in the area. However, 
the forced recruitment of Iabor for the Sindara-Fougamou road-which co
incided with recruitment for the less arduous but Ionger raute along the sa
vannah from Mouila to N dende69-led to food shortages in several parts of 
the Ngounie circumscription in 1929, poor harvests resulting from the dis
ruption to the planting season two years earlier. Further tempering the opti
mism from the completion of the Sindara-Fougamou road was the necessity 
for almost continual maintenance and the considerable drain this made on 
revenue. The growth anticipated from the exploitation of palm products never 
materialized because by the mid-1930s low prices paid by the SHO and the 
high tariffs the concession charged to transport produce from Fougrunou to 
Sindara totally discouraged village producers. 70 

There is a good deal of irony in this example of the imposition of modern 
territoriality. If permanent roads are an expression of territorial power, then 
the French infrastructure projects described above might be seen as rather 
feeble and fragile. Clearly they are not indications of a mastery over the space 
of the Equatorial forest; yet it was precisely the feebleness and fragility of 



these efforts that resulted in excessive dema 
dered the local populations vulnerable to abu:~s on Gabonese Iabor andren. 

The con1pletion of th F . and food shortages. 71 

e ougamou-S1ndara d · 1 d 
~amba as a colonial nodal point. This move a~~; h;;~ndaede hthe decline of 
t1vely th · · , owever tema 

' ~ commg tnumph of the road over the river as the dominant me . 
of long-dJS!ance ~sportation in Southem Gabon. Although this would ~~~ 
be fuiJy ~cc~mplished until after the Second World War, the tlurry of road 
construct1on 1n the 1930s signaled an end to precolonial commerce based on 
water tr~sport; by 1948 a road linking Dolisie in the Congo to Libreville 
and pass1ng through Mouila, Fougamou and Lambarene had replaced the 
Ngounie River as the main transport axis in Southem Gabon. 72 

The contrast between the situation at the beginning of the 1930s and that 
at the decade's close is revealing not so much in what was completed in tenns 
of suitable roads but rather in how i t was accomplished. In 1929 forced re
cruitment for the Sindara-Fougamou (30 kilometers) and Mouila-Ndende (75 
kilometers) routes had led to serious food shortages in much of Southern 
Gabon. These remained the only roads in the region untiJ the mid-1930s when 
work was begun on routes connecting Mouila to Fougamou (100 kilometers) 
and linking Ndende to Tchibanga and Mayumba (200 kilometers). The ad
ministration was hesitant to forcibly recruit workers, fearing yet another food 
shortage; furthermore, the powerful European timber interests in Gabo~ 
frowned upon diverting scarce Iabor from their camps on the Lower Ogo~ue. 

By I 937, when the adrninistration organized workers for the Mo~tla
Fougamou route, colonial bureaucratic practice had become more ~ffict~nt 
and work registers were employed to control labor: "A book for regtsten~g 
compulsory Iabor should keep the name of each worker, and the work he 15 

supposed to do, so that the calling of workers is facilitated. Recruitments and 
administrative reports should be sent to the canton chiefs in charge of the 
workers in each Jocation ... 13,600 Iabor days have been necessary to the 
building of the road between the towns of Fougamou and Mouila. " 73 The use 
of such bureaucratic instruments, now implemented by canton chiefs in ad
dition to the Regional Guard, allowed officials considerably more control over 
th~ people and activities within the physical space of colonial administrative 
uruts. For the stretch of the road between the Douya and Doubou rivers, 
workers were fed and paid 40 francs per month, though on sites further north 
they only received food.74 

The ad · · · 
. mt.ntstrahon thus claimed that onJy "voluntary" labor had been em-

ployed ~n this project; offleials further asserted that some elements of the Jocal 
populatton saw the benefit f d b . . ,, 

k d b .1 s o roa - ui1d1ng: Large numbers of natives wor e to UJ d the ro d b 
d.d h . a etween Fougamou and Mouila. If the 'Mitsogos, 

1 not grasp t e Imponance of th 
'Eshiras' by contrast are pleased ab: tn~;; means of communication, the 
provide considerable labor for buildin; .t "~ ;oad, even. though they had to 
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f Mussondji who worked on the road as a young boy recalled receiving 
Iage o · 1 G d 76 ... 1 treatment at the hands of the Regtona uar . 
bruta · 38 h · · fi · + The Mouila-Fougamou raute was completed tn 19 ~ t e JUStt catton tOr 

. nstruction was to ensure year-round transport as steamer traffic on the 
tlS CO • 
Middle Ngounie was not possible in the low waters of the long dry season. 
The sameproblern existed on the Lower Ngounie~ thus the Mouila-Fougamou 
routewas useless unless another road were cut over difficult terrain connect
ing it to the important commercial center at Lambarene. A SO-kilometer 
stretch was built from the village of Fouramwanga between 1940 and 1943; 
this time there were no food shortages, as laborers from Chad were brought 
in to do much of the work. The administration also profited from the avail
ability of timher workers idled by the industry's shutdown during World War 
II. In this way, the Ndende-Tchibanga-Mayumba routewas also finally com
pleted.77 Neither of these efforts required the degree of coercion seen at the 
beginning of the 1930s nor did they result in severe food shortages. In just 
over a decade, the French colonial administration and the timher industry bad 
succeeded in altering the pattem of Iabor exploitation in Southem Gabon; by 
the 1940s there existed a "labor market" in French Equatorial Africa suffi
ciently integrated into the capitalist wage-eaming sector and capable of ac
complishing infrastructure projects without disastraus consequences for the 
local population.7s 

VILLAGE REGROUPMENT 

Modern territoriality, as employed by the colonial or nation state, seeks 
first to "fix" people and their relationships through the bureaucratic textual 
space of the map and census. This bureaucratic knowledge is then exploited 
to control and infl.uence people and their relationships in real physical space; 
the initial goal is to obtain revenue. In Southern Gabon from about 1920, the 
construction of roads or the improvement of trails provided state-controlled 
axes along which the local population was forced to move. The bureaucratic 
tenn forthiswas "regroupment"; the goal ofregroupment was to "fix" villages 
in accessible physical space so that the colonial ad.ministration and timher 
industry could recruit Iabor. 

Yet with regard to the timher industry~ this "fixing" was only momentary, 
as once workers were recruited from their villages, they were obliged to move 
into temporary lumber camps on the Lower Ogooue or in the Lakes Region, 
the sites for timher concessions. Given the industry's transient exploitation 
and the ftuidity of the Iabor market, there developed a pattern of mobility 
when it came to settlement and population movernent that differed from the 
mobility that characterized precolonial society. 79 There also developed a com
petition between the colonial administration~ which desired access to Iabor 
available in its own circumscriptions for infrastructure projects, and the tin1ber 



industry. \\'hich recruited throuo-hout the c 1 . 
of areas outside the Lower Ogo~ue expl ·ro ~ny wtth little regard for the need, 

h d 
. . . 01 at1on zone Yet h 

t e a ministratton ·s desire for infrastructur d 1 . . on ot er occasion\. 
1 . 1 f, . e eve opnlent was luk 

co onta o tictals canle to assist the timher i d . . ewann and 
Iabor. so n ustry In Its attempts to recrui\ 

Atten1pts to regroup Punu- and Apindii-speaking c1 · 1 · \ · h . ~ ans Into arger v1llage' 
In t e area of Moutla date fro1n I 9 I 0 but concerted regroupment effons we~ 
only undert~en in the 1920s. By the end of I 921, the Apindji-speaking clans 
of the Moutla subdivision were consolidated in thirty-five villages but onh 
••atter numerous difficulties and paJavers. " 81 The administrator had only bee~ \ 
concerned with grouping together what he believed was a sufficient number 
of inhabitants and paid no attention to clan and lineage relations; within a 
year these Settlements no Ionger existed. 82 In 1922, Kembele was once again ; 
the site of a colonial post and efforts were made to regroup the clans of the I 
former Kamba district along the abandoned path heading out of Mouila~ two 
villages were established near the Onoy river. Given that Iabor recruitment ! 

possibilities had been exhausted in the Nyanga, Bongo, and Bas-Ogooue cir- ~-
cumscriptions during World War I, the administration and timher industry 
started to focus recruitment efforts on the Tsogo-, Sango-, and Nzabi-speaking I 

clans in the relatively populous area araund Mbigou; tothisend villages were 
to be grouped along the path connecting Mbigou to Kemb616. Howev~r. 
Tsogo- and Nzabi-speaking clans frustrated administration plans as a colomal 
official noted at the end of 1922 that they would rather Ii ve in forest camps 
and in filthy conditions"83 the same complaint was made two years later, 
though the administration now expressed an awareness of the importance of 

lineage relationships. 84 

In 1918, Le Testu had stressed to colonial officials the importance of ob-
taining infonnation about clan and lineage relationships; yet his advice was 
little heeded. As a consequence, village regroupments were pell-mell affairs 
and had tobe maintained by force. In a 1924 report, Le Testu cited the attempt 
to group a number of villages along the trail connecting Mouila to N dende 
as particularly wrong-headed. Not only was the location poorly chosen, but 
the name of the regrouped village, "Keri, (fear)" referred to the dread the 
different lineages felt now that they were obliged to live next to each other. 
Le Testu thought village regroupment was a poor policy and believed it was 
easier to administer four villages of twenty-five inhabitants than one of one 
hundred. These attitudes eamed him the animosity of the G 
G 

new ovemor-
eneral of the A.E.F., Raphael Antonetti. ss 
Thus throughout the 1920s and 1930s the R . 1 G egiona uard was . ll 

sent out into the forest to destroy the tempor . . contlnua y 
the clans of Southem Gabon distanced the aryl mpzndz settletnents in which 

. . " mse ves from col . I 
"passive res1stance was most effectively p . onta rule This racticed by 1 · · peop es ensco d . · nce tn 
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h·ckl)' forested areas: the Tsogo-speaking clans of the Gesuma district~ hilly. t 1 ~ . • 
rhe Gisir-speaking clans of the Tando d1str1ct~ and the Vungu- and Varama-
. eaking clans in the hills to the east of the Sette Cama lagoon. In the latter 
~plf of the t920s, the administration adopted an energetic plan to force re
::Icitrant Varama-speaking clans to participate in the life of the colony. When 
it was implemented the subdivision commander reported in frustration: "Since 
then, what did the Waramas [Varamas] do? They only dance the bouiti 
[bwiti]."86 Another attempt to regroup them was attempted in 1931. In the 
Gisir-speaking Tando district, a chief named Boukouendzi dismantled his 
village in 1928, destroyed the coffee trees he had been required to grow, and 
fted with his followers into the forest~ the following year the subdivision 
commander ordered the Regional Guard to regroup Boukouendzi's dispersed 
mpindi back into villages. 87 

In 1936, the colonial official Maclatchy described the Tsogo-speaking clans 
of the Mimongo subdivision in the following fashion: 

They tolerate our presence more than they accept it, and they take on ad
ministrative requirements as they would carry a necessary evil for the sake 
of protecting their tranquility. B ut it is clear that our inftuence on them is 
virtually nonexistent, as water sliding on a hard surfaced rock. For example, 
they build villages for the sake of meeting administrative demands and 
official activities. Yet the natives' reallife occurs in the "pindi,' those small 
and filthy camps built in the bush by every family next to their plantations 
and hunting grounds. The Mitsagos spend most of their life there, away 
from official control, thanks to the immensity of the bush. The natives make 
a clear distinction between "the village for the commandant" and the "pindi: 
the village for the blacks." Plantations also fall into these two categories.88 

This double existence represented a creative compromise with modern ter
ritoriality, in effect ceding it the spaces of what were once large villages 
located on active trade routes. The superficial investment in "show" villages 
for the colonial administration allowed Tsogo-speaking clans to gather the 
remnants of precolonial territoriality and practice them on a smaller scale in 
the relative security of the forest. 

Flight into the forest was the most effective form of defense; villages in 
the Du Chaillu Massif organized surveillance teams that kept watch night and 
day over the trails running through the area so as to warn inhabitants of the 
coming of the Regional Guard. When their arrivalwas imminent, the shouting 
of a single phrase sufficed to organize the rapid exodus into the forest of all 
the young men and won1en of a village .. where they would ren1ain for up to 
several weeks. On occasion .. defense became more aggressive, with secret 
societies organizing revenge attacks against abusive guards. However, by the 
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19~0s when a ~mall portion of the IocaJ o ulation . . . 
wntten complamts to colonial officiaJs t!cpam acquJred 1Iteracy sktlls. ' 

p e common. In 1931 for e\-
a~ple, youn~ er unu-speaJ<_ers submitred a petition in the name of ~nu cl~ 
ch1efs regard1ne systen1at1c patterns of abuse in the Mo ·1 bd' · · 

. . UJ a su JVJSIOn ar-
mbuted not only to the Regtonal Guard but to the post interpreters and French 
comn1ander. 89 

The local population had good reason to avoid the colonial administration 
and it was not until the late 1930s that a triekle of villages began to see rhe 
advantages of establishing themselves on the growing network of roads in 
Southem Gabon. 90 The most dramatic developments in tenns of village re
groupment occurred after World War II, and this fartber to the north in rhe 
Woleu-Ntem. 91 Village regroupment continued throughout the colonial period 
and after independence. The 1960s witnessed a major effort to move isoJated 
villages onto roads in the Nyanga and Ngounie provinces. 92 Yet, by 1940. ir 
was quite apparent that modern territoriality had triumpbed in Southern Ga
bon; the physical space of the region had been effectively "enclosed" so that 
the agents of the colonial presence could inftuence and control peop1e, phe
nomena, and relationships in a more or less hegemonic fashion. This transi
tion, occuning within the span of a single generation, was radical. In the 
conciusion to his masterful study on the spatial development of the Gabonese 
nation-state, Roland Pourtier describes a historical process where "The fluid 
and mobile space from earlier times has ossified and has shrunk around a 
restricted number of places. "93 In Southem Gabon, these "places" were co
lonial nodal points with names Iike Lambarene, Mouila, and Fougamou. Pour
tier further proposes that in present-day Gabon "the space crystallizes around 
such fixed clusters. "94 This "crystallized space" is the outcome of the encJo-
sure process. 

NOTES 
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ings (Brighton: Harvester, 1976), 63-77. Pierre Bourdieu has a relevant arttcle, The 
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SPACE AND CONFLICT IN 

THE ELISABETHVILLE 

MINING CAMPS, 

1923-1938 
Sean Hanretta 

You arrive in a new country, in a place of work to which you are 
unaccustomed, where you feel uprooted [un-countried]. The Congo
le~e watches you at every moment; he judges you. This first contact 
Wtth your work-team is of great importance. Your reputation and the 
success of your colonial career may depend on it. 

-from a UMHK guide for incorning colonial offleials 1 

Such is the story of the city of Lubumbashi as we, the boys, saw it. 
Also, we heard many things from the people from Europe. There 
wasn 't a thing they could hide from us. 

-Andre Yav, Lubumbashi historian2 

These two quotes, from two very different perspectives on the experience of 
European and African relations in the mining camps of the Union Miniere du 
Haut-Katanga (UMHK) may seem somewhat startling at first. Rather than 
referring, as we might expect, to the panoptic sight of the European overseer, 
the first reftects instead an almost paranoid fear of the gaze of the African 
worker, a gaze that, turned upon the displaced and off-balance European, has 
the potential to disrupt the entire n1on1ent of contact. The second statement, 
by Andre Yav, a historian and resident of Lubumbas?i, is a forthright ex
pression of this challenge; the ·4boysH of Lubumbash1 have seen all, more 

even than they will teil. . . 
This is, indeed, an accurate read1ng of these Statements; but there 1s another 

d . as weil. Behind the paranoia of the anonymous3 UMHK author lies rea tng . 
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an idea that n1ay help explain l1'hy the tnining con1pany considered the African 
gazetobe so dangerous: Central-African workers were, in the minds of thei 
Belgian employers. extremely impressionable. Africans learned, so th; 
UMHK believed, by an uncritical min1esis; a worker would imitate both his 
employer's good habits and his bad,4 or~ in the words of L. Mottoulle, director 
of the LTl\1HK's Iabor policy throughout the 1920s, '30s, and '40s, "The col
onizer must never lose sight that the blacks have the spirits of children, spirits 
\ 1.rhich mold themselves to the methods of the teacher [educateur]; they watch, 
Iisten, feel and imitate. "5 While this mimicry made the maintenance of proper 
behavior crucial for employers, it also gave those employers (so they be
lieved) a powerful tool in altering the behavior of workers. Colonial and 
mining company officials believed that Africans tended to imitate not only 
the people who surrounded them but also the material environment in which 
they were placed. This belief eventually led the UMHK to develop an entire 
physical institution, the "mining camp"-halfway between city and prison
whose express purpose it was to transform the "detribalized" African-at 
once unfit for both rural and urban life-into a well-disciplined, loyal, im
mobile, and skilled "worker," by taking advantage of his or her mimetic be
havior. This process, initiated by the UMHK over the period from 1925 to 
1933, came to be known as "stabilization." 

Frorn this perspective, Andre Yav's claim, that "there wasn 't a thing they 
could hide from us," seems doubly subversive. In The Vocabulary of Elisa
bethville, a Swahili-language history of Lubumbashi written around 1965, 
Andre Yav provides an "insider's" perspective on the colonial period. From 
Yav's text, it becomes apparent that workers were acutely aware of the acts 
of colonial employers; they saw "what was going on," shattering the passive 
imitation the UMHK tried to ascribe to them. By becoming visually (and 
aurally and tactilely) conscious ofthe power and plans ofthe UMHK, worke~s 
undennined the rnine-owners' attempts to mold them by example. In thetr 
spatial surroundings, Africans read the instruments of power, and when pos
sible they rnanipulated these instruments to suit their own uses or they resisted 
them directly. This study is about the history of these mining camps, the 
colonial discourses that produced them and gave meaning to the project of 
their creators, and the ways in which Africans viewed them, lived in them, 
and tried to change them. 

lf the carceral technologies of the prison proper often come in response to 
a particular construction of criminality, in the coloniallabor camps of Katanga 
they were the result of the intersection of a universalist discourse on Iabor 
and health with an asymmetrical relation of compulsion based on the plia
bility-and incapacity for conscious self-fashioning-presumed of the colo
nial subject. That such an intersection could place the colonial worker in the 
structural position of a criminal-bringing to bear on hitn or her such tech
niques of control as enclosure, the "rationalization" of sn~f'P -:-an~ .-.r-ti "itv~ and 
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surveillance-is perhaps not as surprising as how ambiguous workers' posi
tions remained even under such regulated conditions. The need on the part 
of camp offleials to imbue workers with more fully fleshed-out identities than 
those of "mere criminals" required ever more complex and rich apparatuses 
of subjectification, multiplying thereby the possible lines of contestation and 
resistance. 

Ultimately, the colonial Iabor camp, like the colonial prison, was a totali
tarian institution only insofar as the universalism of the adntinistrative dis
courses that produced it were able to fully and convincingly account for the 
daily life experiences of those whom they sought to explain, mold, and con
trol. More so, perhaps, than some colonial prisons, the Iabor camps of the 
UMHK were planned constructs, clearly dependent for their shape on the 
nuances of domestic theories of psychology, biology, and Iabor. Yet if we take 
~hese discourses too much at face value, we risk missing the obvious ways 
In which the physical institutions to which such theorizing gave birth were 
shaped in highly contested debates over the nature of work, farnily life, and 
personaland collective autonomy~ebates in which the (often invisible) the
ories of African laborers played an equally determining role. 

The development of the UMHK's mining camps has typically been ana
lyzed from one of two main perspectives. Bruce Fetter has outlined what can 
be considered the materiaHst history of space in the mining camps.6 In the 
early 1920s, in response to rising copper prices, higher copper demand, and 
new technologies, the UMHK began to need a Iabor force greater in size and 
more skilled than was currently available. The company believed that workers 
would only remain employed long enough tosend back a fixed sum of money 
to their rural homes. Thus it was feit that raising wages to create an incentive 
for workers to stay would backfire: They would merely Ieave the camps 
sooner, their goal all the more quickly achieved. lnstead, the UMHK outlined 
a plan to make the mining camps "more attractive" to workers than either 
their rural homes or the urban mass of the city of Elisabethville. The vindi
cation of this costly project came, so the story goes, in the late 1920s when 
the UMHK was able to successfully move from employing workers on six
to twelve-month contracts to three-year contracts, to lower worker mortality 
and thereby reduce its dependency on outside recruiters; and to transfer many 
skilled positions from unionizing white Belgian, Rhodesian, and South Af
rican workers into the hands of African workers. This was, by all accounts, 
a tremendous econon1ic savings for the UMHK and a political victory over 
other con1panies competing for Iabor, over the colonial administration and 
over the British. In fact, stabilization was so successful, Fetter claims, that in 
1933 when a drop in copper prices and available capital caused by the De-
pression forced a drastic cut in production, African workers rioted rather than 
be forced to retum to their former hon1es; they had become truly fixed .. loyal 
workers. 
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In his coinn1entary on Andre Yav·s history of Elisabethville. Johannes Fa
bian presents a history of the nlining carnps that focuses more upon the power 
that the UMHK exercised over \Vorkers and how this power was expressed 
in the can1ps. For Fabian. the camps were ultimately a manifestation of a 
distant. uncon1prehending. colonia1 project. and the camps · material design 
\\,·as ultimately rejected and disdained by workers. The can1ps were built 
around a blueprint imported fron1 Europe and plopped down upon workers, 
an expression of the height of the UMHK's nai"vete and arrogance. 7 Yet what 
both of these explanations overlook is that the colonial planners who designed 
the camps and the mine \\'orkers who struggled to shape, affect, and appro
priate the space in which they lived shared a common framework when they 
looked at the camps. UMHK offleials embedded the policy of stabilization in 
years of anthropological and medical discourses designed precisely to tailor 
living space to the "rules of etiquette" of the UMHK's employees.8 It is per
haps indicative of the success of the UMHK's ethnographers' attempts to 
identify some crucial elements of its workers' social relations that mine work
ers interpreted the spatial Iayout and design of housing in the camps in es
sentially the same way as did the camps' designers. Both the employers and 
certain employees, for example, saw in the individualized, "nuclear family"
centered, homogenaus brick homes a profound attack on workers' kinship-
based social relationships. But, contrary to the expectations of the architects 
of stabilization, these places did not exert a straightforward, orthopedic force 
upon the behavior of presumably passive, mimetic miners; rather, workers 
perceived in these new dwellings an attempt to impose a particular type of 
identity upon them and many of them responded to this attempt with active 
disgruntlement. 

This difference in evaluation was crucial. African workers saw the camp 
not as a group of discrete, disciplining places, but as an overarching, planned 
space of power. Keeping this in mind, we can organize the individual elements 
of resistance that appear in the historical record-isolated in the accounts of 
Europeans, since Europeans could only interpret them as isolated, specific 
reactions to particular places-into a more coherent if still heterogeneous, 
picture of responses to the colonial project. Once the possibility is accepted 
that mine-workers shared a spatial frame of analysis with the camp designers, 
previously underused sources begin to reveal a sophisticated and conscious 
discourse on the power of the UMHK's camps among the workers themselves. 
A set of life histories of men interviewed in 1966 for an oral history project 
organized by Bruce Fetter,9 Yav's Vocabulary of Elisabethville and the life 
history ofClementine K.awama, a woman who grew up and lived in the camps 
of the mjning company, 10 all give evidence of the types of conflicts over space 
that took place within the UMHK's compound at Lumbumbashi. When read 
alongside the writings of camp designers and other officials, these sources 
emphasize that, whatever misconceptions either the workers or their en1ploy-
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ers n1ay have had, each developed complex approaches to space and place 
that reftected close analysis of conditions in the camps and that served as 
tools in the struggle to control them. 

THE UNION MINIERE DU HAUT KATANGA AND THE 
INVENTION OF "STABILIZATION" 

The UMHK grew out of the Comite Special du Katanga, an organization 
to which Leopold had given control over the entire southeast comer of the 
Free State, and the Tanganyika Concessions Limited, a Rhodesia-based min
ing organization run by British entrepreneur Robert Williams. With the the 
anival of the CFK!BCK railroad in 1912-1913, the UMHK began exploiting 
the copper deposits of southem Katanga (see Map 10.1 ). Over the next fifty 
years, the company took a series of steps designed to increase its productivity 
and to decrease its reliance both on South Mrican capital and expertise and 
on the Belgian govemment itself. Investment in the UMHK was partially 
Privatized by bringing it under the control of the Societe Generale, a Belgian 
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bank. The period fron1 the early 1920s until World War II was sotnething of 
a .. golden age .. for the Ul\1HK: except für brief riots in 1933 and a Iabor strike 
in 1941. the con1pany greatly increased its productivity. the efficiency of its 
\\'Ork force and its position \Vithin the global copper economy through 
.. ,vorker stabilization. ·· 

Three distinct developn1ents gave shape to the en1ployment principles and 
aspects of catnp design that constituted this policy of stabilization. Beginning 
around 1923, Belgia11 colonial offleials and the Societe Generale developed 
a particular theory about the behavior of the "African" in the contexts of both 
the .. city" and the '1orest. ,. Secondly. a series of scandalous medical reports 
emanating from the UMHK's mining camps in the early 1920s began to force 
the UMHK to develop new approaches toward living conditions araund the 
mines: these new approaches gave camp planners the opportunity to put into 
practice the new principles being theorized about African behavior. Finally, 
a sudden and intense need for a Iabor force that was large, skilled, and free 
from entanglements with rural recruiters or British authorities convinced the 
UMHK that the best solution to all of these problems involved not only re
designing its camps' Iayout, but retooling its entire employment philosophy. 
The shape that the mining camps eventually took derived from the intersection 

of these three historical threads. 
From early on, the UMHK relied on what it considered anthropologically 

sound descriptions of local African customs, behaviors, and mentalities to 
provide a guide for the implementation of work strategies. In 1923 a group 
of missionary supervisors assembled in Stanleyville to discuss perceived 
threats to the civilizing mission of the Church posed by a tendency in the 
Belgian government toward a policy of "indirect rule." One participant in this 
meeting, S. De Vos, expressed the group's conclusions: founded on a mis
guided desire to "respect indigenous cultures," govemment policy bad un
winingly contributed to an escalating violence by Iocal Africans against 
colonial churches, Church officials, Westemers in general, and African evo
lues .11 The Belgian government was not, the missionaries claimed, taking into 
account the fact that after twenty-five years of colonialism, African societies 
had, through their contact with the capitalist West, begun to degenerate: 
Health in villages bad declined, the authority of chiefs bad weakened, mo
rality bad been relaxed, and societies were, in general, moving toward the 
dissolution of familial and social order and the reign of anarchy. 12 Drawing 
on a mix of theology and a belief in the malleability of African minds, the 
missionaries advocated a strong interventionist policy that would teach by 
example. Its goal was the re-institution of "authentic" African customs tem
pered with a Christian, humanist individualism that opposed polygamy, ini
tiation rituals, and, especially, the monopolization of wealth by Iineage 
elders. 13 

Although opposed and derided by govemment officials, this policy gained 
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currency \Vith an in1portant figure in the history of the UMHK, Monseigneur 
J. de Hcn1ptinne~ who was head of the Benedictine missionaries in Elisabeth
ville and in eh arge of the education of mine workers. 14 Even before the 1920s, 
the UMHK ~s copper operations were so vital to the Belgian colonial economy 
that an aln1ost completely free reign had been granted to the company, so the 
protestations of colonial offleials had little or no effect on what happened in 
the catnps. 15 After successfully driving out more moderate Protestant mis
sionaries, the Benedictines established their first school in the Elisabethville 
camps in 1925 with de Hemptinne in charge of the curriculum. UMHK of
ficials, inftuenced by the thinking of men like de Hemptinne, believed that 
African customs were incompatible with hard work, and went so far as to pay 
~orkers to attend classes that focused on "Christian values," loyalty and dis
Cipline, reading, and basic arithmetic. In particular, the company thought that 
group ownership of property was especially bad for Africans' work ethic, and 
the missionary schools obediently undertook the project of instilling a sense 
of individual ownership in their pupils. 16 

At approximately the same time, a series of devastating epidemics and 
social disturbances in the camps prompted several studies by doctors and 
ll1edical offleials on the hygiene and security of the workers' living environ
ll1ents. Two Belgian physicians, A. Boigelot and P. Polidori, examining the 
camps araund Elisabethville after the inftuenza epidemics of 1912, 1916, and 
1918- 1919, issued a scathing report critical of the sanitary conditions in the 
~amps, worker safety, and the prevalence of African drunkenness, absentee
~sm, and workplace negligence. 17 In part to placate the objections of refonners 
10 Belgium, who had used the medical reports to criticize colonial policy in 
general, and in part to help provide a solution to the very real problems of 
Worker mortality and Iack of discipline, the UMHK undertook some preemp
tory reforms in the areas of housing and sanitation. The UMHK instructed its 
own company physician, R. Mouchet, to investigate the camps and to suggest 
a Iang-term policy. 

Previously, the high Ievels of mortality and desertion in work camps had 
posed a real problern for the UMHK, but as Iong as recruitment of new 
Workers from Northem Rhodesia and the areas north and west of Elisabeth
ville was unrestricted, the company could replenish workers as quickly as 
they died or fted. In fact, in the late 191 Os and early 1920s, when employment 
was based on either the six-month or the twelve-month contract, workers were 
forcibly repatriated to their rural homes for a period equal to the term for 
which they had been en1ployed. 18 No worker was allowed to retum to the 
UMHK until s/he bad spent this entire period "outside." This policy, spon
sored by the colonial govemment, had its roots in the fear that the countryside 
was being depopulated by the extent of recruitment. Too heavy a depopulation 
of an area or even too lengthy an absence of n1en, offleials feared, would 
cause a serious decline in agricultural productivity. By forcing workers 



"hon1e:· the govemn1ent could protect the agricultura1 base of the area whiJ 
still providing Iabor for the industrial work at the n1ines. 19 e 

Approxin1ately five years after the end of the first World War, the nature 
ofthe U~1HK"s Iabor needs changed. and the company began to require manv 
n1ore skilJed laborers. In the previous years~ a move toward "Belgianization:. 
had stripped a\vay n1ost of the British and South-African administrators, while 
union-busting programs had forced the dismissal of the majority of skilled 
"'hite Iabor. As a result the company needed to begin training its African 
Iabor force to staff these new positions without substantial supervision.2o 
UMHK executives were understandably hesitant to train workers who were 
expected to either die or retum home after only a half-year on the job. Yet 
company oftleials also doubted that bJack workers, in their current state, could 
supervise themselves and feared that merely increasing the length of contracts 
would proletarianize the work force. 21 As a result they determined that a "new 
type~~ of worker needed to be formed--one who was highly skilled, self
disciplined~ interested in Jong-term employment and had the physical strength 
and health to spend an entire career in the mines. 

Yet despite the impression given by the UMHK's official history,22 not a11 
workers the company employed in the next ten years fit this description. By 
the Jate I 920s and 1930s, the company was developing a new image of a type 
of worker who needed to be kept out of the camps as weil. Some of the 
massive, Iabor intensive, construction projects the UMHK began at this 
time-including building the new camps-required an even more temporary 
and unskilled Iabor force than its earlier mining operations. It was decided 
that this group ofworkers should, under no circumstances, mix with the group 
of workers the company was trying to "stabilize." There is, perhaps, some
thing ironic about the employment of as many as 4,000 workers on inten
tionally short-term contracts for the purpose of constructing the very buildings 
used to entice other workers into signing long-term contracts, but the juxta
posing of the two groups was more than coincidental. 23 Fetter has called these 
targeted exiles "non-productive natives," but it was not a lack of productivity 
that made the UMHK want to keep them out of the camps. 24 Nor was it merely 
an absolute increase in the numerical quantity of long-term employees that 
the UMHK had in mind in its stabilization program. The division of useful 
laborers into two distinct groups, with two distinct sets of expected behavioral 
characteristics, makes it c)ear the long-term employment of a certain type of 
worker wa'i the UMHK's real goal in stabilization. The new camp was the 
tool intended to create this type of worker and to separate him or her from 
other laborers. 

Similarly, in the mid-1920s the UMHK began taking an active interest in 
m~naging .the affairs ~f those Africans Iiving in the ]arger region around 
Ehsa~th.vJIIe. ~~ proJ~t of stabilization would, from the perspective of the 
Belg1an mdustnahsts, mtegrate the entire region of upper Katanga (Map 



IO.I ): the UMHK would control the labor needed for rural agricultural pro
duction and urban industrial production and would manipulate the balance 
between the two to ensure both an adequate Iabor supply for the mines and 
an adequate agricultural yield to feed mine workers. 25 At the same time, sta
bilization implied that the African mine worker, rather than being a free
n1oving part of this integrated system, would be tied to a single location and 
a single productive activity. In a situation characterized by the absorption of 
space into an economic system, the UMHK wanted to manufacture for its 
African workers an identity dominated by local place. Just as workers in the 
camps were to be confined to carefully manipulated places, rural workers 
were tobe positioned with respect to roads and industrial zones around urban 
centers~ their production wastobe commanded and regulated, while the prices 
of their goods were to remain open to market fluctuations. 26 To an extent, 
then, the emphasis on keeping certain workers out of the camps was predi
cated on a certain "negative potential" seen in the hinterland~ just as an in
adequate, or inappropriate, containment of workers could result in 
degradation of the industrial site by exposing them to bad inftuences, so too 
could an overly permeable boundary around the camp contribute to rural 
degradation. 

It was in this context that de Hemptinne's ideas about the degeneration of 
tropical-African civilization and the health and morality crises of the early 
camps became fused with Mouchet's observations about health and camp 
design. Thoughts about the effect of colonization on Africans became a theory 
of the relationship between Africans and "place." The guiding metaphors for 
these theories of deculturation were "detribalization"27 and "disacclimation." 
According to Mouchet, Africans in rural areas existed in a sort of equilibrium 
with respect to both their biological environment-its altitude, humidity, and 
b.acterial and viral regimes-and their cultural environment. The tropical Af
ncan was attuned to bis milieu, where he was surrounded by familiar types 
of food, his parents, his family, those who spoke the same language and were 
of the same "ethnic group." Only the rare individual with "nomadic instincts" 
would voluntarily leave his village harne to work in a mining camp. For the 
"nonnal" African, once wrested from this environment, biological and moral 
deterioration set in.28 Since African customs were, he believed, so place
dependent, Mouchet advocated sending out expeditions to any new area from 
which recruits were beginning to be drawn to study local housing Iayouts, 
methods of life and work and, especially, women's roles in these societieS.29 

For Mouchet, and especially bis superior Mottoulle, women had an im
portant role to play in shaping the relationship between an African worker 
and bis n1ilieu~ mortality and desertion in the mines were as much a result of 
the lack of warnen and the improper behavior of those women who were at 
the camps, as of the other deculturating effects of displacement. To the com
pany, a worker with a family in the distant countryside was, by definition, 
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only a ternporary \vorker. A \vorker \vith his \Vife and fan1ily around ~·suffers 
less fnnn isolation. is better fed. happier \Vith his situation and a more efficient 
\\·orker. ·· )'et unfortunately. high infant n1ortality rates and the '"breakdown" 
of the Cl'llule .fatniliail' had begun to threaten the "'future of the race. "30 The 
dearh of rnost of the infants bom in the early can1ps was~ in Mottoulle's view, 
not an etlect of poor nutrition or other causes relating to the economic con
ditions of \vorkers. but of Hthe dissolution of morals and of venereal diseases." 
A I arge part of the project to keep workers for a Ionger period of time centered 
around attracting the right kind of women to the n1ining camps and educating 
those \vho can1e in Htheir roles as mothers. "31 However, women were consid
ered as both the harbingers of domesticity and particularly susceptible to the 
.. degrading conditions'· of the urban environment in terms of both its moral 
and physical threats. 32 Indeed. part of the reason women had not been brought 
into the early camps was that they had been considered too fragile and too 
costly to maintain: so when the UMHK decided it needed women in the 
camps~ an entire program-Mottoulle's Oeuvre de Profeetion de l'Enfance 
Noire (OPEN)-was established. 

The effects of spatial dislocation were what Mouchet fingered as the cause 
of the scandalously high mortality and desertion rates in the camp. By fo
cusing on the African and his and her relationship to place, Mouchet was able 
to conclude that the type of work carried out in the mines was not related to 
Ievels of mortality. 33 To combat this fragility, and in the words of Mottoulle, 
to rid the camps of their "reputation for immorality and sterility" that was 
driving away the most desirable workers, what was needed was a new un
derstanding of the camp as a spatial tool that could change workers' minds 
and bodies. 34 

Thus, when the UMHK took steps to counter the perceived problems of 
camp hygiene, training, Iabor recruitment, and rural depopulation that arose 
in the mid-1920s, they set themselves the task of reshaping the entire region 
of upper Katanga as weil as the mining camps at Elisabethville. The space 
within and outside the camp was, in the minds of these officials, a complex 
tool to reshape the nature of African workers, a vast and complex n1ilieu 
whose fonnative power was dependent on African workers remaining passive, 
unreflective, and unknowing imitators. To say, then, that the project of worker 
stabilization was a set of employment practices manifested in space is not 
merely to say that the effects of the new approaches being taken by the UMHK 
were primarily visible in the form of spatial changes. This was certainly the 
case and spatial changes did occur; but, in addition, the entire project of 
worker stabilization was one that was formulated, theorized, and executed in 
the domain of space. For the UMHK, the problern of creating new industri
alized workers w.as primarily a problern of manipulating workers' 1~ilieu, and 
of correctly plac1ng workers at appropriate points within it. 
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It was not, however, only the mine owners who saw power in spatial con
lrol. As is likely the case with any concentrated group of workers, the mine
laborers at Lumbumbashi were acutely aware of the power their employers 
exercised over them. Their often carefull y calculated responses to UMHK 
policies and projects belied de Hemptinne's, Mouchet's, and Mottoulle's as
sumptions about their passivity and mimesis. lndeed, just as the designers of 
the Iabor camps were fixated on the importance of controlling space, and on 
the assumed behavior of Africans when placed within a certain point in space, 
workers themselves chose space as the dominant metaphor araund which to 
organize their thoughts about struggles with the mine owners. 

Andre Yav's Vocabulary of Elisabethville is preeminently a spatial history, 
which consistently embeds its narratives in a sense of place. The text is not 
onJy fully cognizant of the fact that the colonialists' gaze was one that sought 
to control people by controlling space, but also creates its own reverse gaze 
to critique this power. 35 The Vocabulary puts what seems a disproportionate 
amount of emphasis on streets and street comers, often associating them with 
the European forces that brought them into existence. Illustrative is Yav's 
fonnulation: "The father of the streets and the mother of the streets were 
th~~e: · · · 2. Avenue Sankulu [Sankuru], its force ended at the rails, near the 
mthtary camp, this is where the force of that road ended. "36 For Yav, roads 
were not simply neutral places running through the surrounding space, nor 
merely mnemonic tags for historical events and the names of people; they 
had ~ "force," the force of the companies that called them into existence. 
Ph~sical structures in the city are similarly implicated in the history of co
lo~ta~ power. Yav devotes a fair portion of the Vocabulary's length to lists of 
bu~ld~ngs, organized by type. His descriptions often begin by pointing out 
build1ngs in contemporary Lubumbashi to the reader, giving their history and 
focusing on the white offleials associated with them. 37 

This sensitivity to spatial power was not unique to consciously historical 
analyses of the relationships of power in Elisabethville; when individual in
habitants of the mining camps and the city reftected on their own lives, they 
too expressed employer-employee conflicts in the language of space. The life 
stories collected for Lumbumbashi 's Journee de Ia fett re-an oral history 
project Bruce Fetter coordinated with the Zairian govemment in 1966--and 
the life story of Clementine Kawama reftect many of Yav's themes. For 
Fetter's interviewees, buildings and streets, in particular, were seen to embody 
directly the power of white employers. Even though most of the life stories 
recorded in Lubun1bashi contain less than 200 words, eight out of thirty-one 
spend a significant portion of their tirne describing the appearance, position, 
and function of various buildings in the mining camps and the city.-~s Many 
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of t~e _li~'e stori:s recorded in Elisabethville begin with remarks that h 
tlle IndJvidual.s first anived in the city and the canlps. there was noth .. wh en 
but ·"rh f " 1 tng t ere 

. e or~st : on )' over the course of hun1an action-action directed b, a 
colon•al P:?Jecr l~bor-had the streets and buildings been fonned. The "mili
tary can1p n1enttoned by Yav also appears as a common theme in the re
corded Jife histories~ part of a general association of space with officiaJ force· 
descriptions of streets and buildings are often preceded or foHowed by men~ 
tions of the police or the anny, bothin the Vocabulal)' and the oral histories.-w 

Another life story. that of Clementine Kawama, gives a rather dramatic 
version of the association of bui1dings and other defined spaces with disci
plinary force, focusing specifically on the UMHK and its rnissionary assis
tants. In her narrative, Kawama constructs the entire first two-thirds of the 
text-covering the period from her childhood until maniage-as a joumey 
through various buildings and spaces. Each place is, in turn, associated with 
a particular representative or group of representatives of the UMHK and with 
a particu1ar disciplinary technique exercised by those representatives. Born 
in a camp hospital, Kawama outlines her 1ife as a series of spatial joumeys: 
her narrative moves from the camp school room-where an inspection of 
clothing and personal hygiene was required every morning before a student 
could enter the bui1ding-to the supervised recreation area where children 
played, to the fields of priests or teachers where students worked when dis
ciplined, to the enc1osure of the Church on Sunday, to inside her home where 
she helped her mother with chores, to the "practice space" of the foyer sociaf 

(social center) and fina11y to her own home for which she, as the wife of a 
UMHK worker, was responsible.40 

The sense one gets upon reading Kawama 's story is one of near c)austro
phobia, a constant, unshakable sense of containment, an overwhelming sense 
of the constrictions of space. However, some of her reflections countennand 
such a straighttorward reading. Despite the strong connection she makes be
tween life and space and between space and power, Kawama did not simply 
passively inhabit these spaces. Having mastered the teachings of the nuns in 
thefoyer, she herself sought a religious vocation, an ambition that her parents 
blocked for reasons on which she does not elaborate. Yet, even though Ka
wama did not become a nun, she still managed to parlay her experience and 
work into a job teaching at the foyer itself, which improved both her material 
condition and her status vis-a-vis other warnen in the camp. 41 Jt is perhaps 
revealing of how certain aspects of status functioned among the residents of 
the camps to note that, while most workers moved frequently between the 
city of Elisabethville and the camps, because of her higher status as a teacher, 
Kawama was able to reject a suitor who lived in the city as "beneath" her 
and held OU

4
t
2 
for a "~bild of the camps" who was therefore, she impJies, weli 

brought up. So wh1le Kawama was clearJy aware of the power that saturated 
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. ·"s of the can1ps. she was nonetheless able to live in and make use of 
tht? ~racc. 
thost' very spaces. 

A coMMON FRAMEWORK FOR CONFLICT: THE 
MINING CAMPS 

So if the UMHK conceptualized its project in the mining camps as a spatial 
one, there is little doubt that the Africans who worked in the mines also saw 
the con1pany's power expressed in the control and manipulation of space. 
This tnutual recognition of the importance of space not only manifested itself 
in the discourses of these groups, it also profoundly affected and shaped the 
confticts and struggles that took place between mine-owners and rnine
workers over how the mining camps would be designed and how they would 
be lived in. Mouchet' s actual designs reflected his ideals of using space to 
create workers, but these ideals were themselves forced to take into account 
and to respond to attempts by residents to reshape and redefine these spaces. 

For example, the long, straight lines of identical, perfectly symmetrical 
houses separated by the "zone boisee" (Figure 10.1) and the more complex 
but just as symmetrical and infinitely repeating inward-facing quartiers 
(which was the Iayout the UMHK preferred, Figure 10.2) evoke nothing so 
much as Le Corbusier's Plan Voisin for Paris. Such a similarity could Iead us 
to concur with Fabian that the mining camps were indeed just the imposition 
of European aesthetics upon tropical Africa, anthropological and medical dis
courses and the counterstruggles of workers notwithstanding. Yet this appar
ent homology with European cities is deceptive-the straight rows of houses, 

figure 10.1. UMHK Mining Can1p with Zone Boisee. 
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Figure 10.2. UMHK Mining Camp with Block of Hauses (Bulletin CESPI, 12 (1950), 
130). 

the open central courtyards and the long, wide bouJevards meant very differ
ent things to the UMHK's planners than they did to the theorists of Western 
cities, who were already "conceiving of the city as a place that ... encourages 
the concentration of difference" rather than as a fortuitous pJace to exercise 
hegemony.43 And they certainJy meant something very different to the workers 
who lived in them, who, even had they been aware of the intricacies of Eu
ropean urban theories would have been reluctant to admit their relevance to 
their lives in the camps. 

But when we shift from analyzing Mouchet's ideal camps to the history of 
the actual implementation of the stabilization project, it becomes apparent 
how deeply often subtle conflicts between the UMHK and its employees 
shaped the real camp. The physical features of the camp can be loosely or
ganized into two main categories: those that the UMHK intended to use to 
isolate and distinguish the 1nilieu of the mining camp from the carefully man· 
aged rural brousse (bush) and the potentially dangeraus urban area of Elisa
bethville; and those that, in Mouchet's formulation, were supposed to help 
refine, direct, and apply the UMHK's worker-creating power within the fence 
of the ~am~. In each of these areas the UMHK had to struggle to app1y its 
~heorettcaltdeas about worker milieu to practical conditions, as n1ine-workers 
1dentified the power expressed i~ particular spatial elements and found ways 
to subvert, overcome, or otherwtse reappropriate those spatial elements. 

From the outset, the UMHK's organizing concept for the rede · f th 
ca th . f " b. 1. . s I gn o e 

mps, e notton o sta 1 tzatton" itse]f begins to fall apa
1
·t wh · d 

' · en exan11ne 
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. . abstract Hproject" but as a specific expression of powerthat workers 
not ,ts an · d b"l" · 

ted Luise White has pointed out that "both mtgrancy an sta 1 tzatton 
contes · . . 

employers' categories that when taken up by htstonans have tended to 
were . 
b ure the various strategies by which workers enhanced the value of thetr 

0 sgces ''44 From the perspective of the mine-owners, the mining camps and 
wa · · 
the seal around them were intended not only to keep workers in, but also to 
keep others out. Who these others were reftected closely on the changing use 
of space to stabilize "mine-worker" as an identity. For the UMHK, the greatest 
fear was that the mining camps would begin to resemble the African section 
of Elisabethville. The nonwhite quarter of Elisabethville was set up as a centre 
extra-coutu1nier-an urban area restricted to Africans but not governed by 
~'customary" law-which meant that judicial and partial legislative powers 
were vested in a group of ''traditional" African authorities selected from each 
major "ethnic" population of the city. This arrangement assumed the distinct
ness of each separate ethnic community, their different interests and need for 
separate representation.45 In sharp contrast, the UMHK operated under the 
fear that "inter-ethnic collaboration" could weaken the camp boundary. To 
prevent this, it manipulated recruitment to bring into the camps people from 
areas inhabited by different ethnic groups than those living in the city.46 Mem
bers of the same group were intentionally placed at different camps to break 
up any "ethnic blocs" that had become dominant within sectors of the camps. 
It was this difference in the nature of interethnic relations, more than anything 
eise, that served, from the perspective of the UMHK, to define the mining 
camp as a space separate from Elisabethville itself.47 

Space in the centre extra-coutumier was more erratic than in either the 
white sections of the city or in the camps; streets were not laid out along a 
grid; the surveillance capabilities of the police (who were often drawn from 
the same "ethnic" group they policed) were severely limited. Movement be
tween the city and the rural areas was far more free than in the camps, and 
the govemmental organization of the city allowed many political, cultural, 
and social influences from the hinterland to take hold there.48 While the co
lonial govemment saw Elisabethville as a testing ground for eventual self
govemment, from the perspective of the UMHK it was nothing but a haven 
for every sort of danger and vice.49 The UMHK saw the city as the perfect 
example of what could go wrong if Africans were allowed to "deculturate" 

without being subjected to a careful discipline. 
As a result, every possible effort was made to differentiate and geograph

ically separate the area of the camp from that of both the surrounding rural 
areas and the centre extra-coutunlier of Elisabethville. From the early days 
of the UMHK's operations, the mining camps had often been defined in Op
position to the tnore "open" city sitting beneath them at the botton1 of the 
Lubumbashi River valley. This opposition was formalized in the erection of 
a high wire fence around the can1p. Beginning in the early 1920s~ the Euro-
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pean rnine-\\·orkers \\'ho had previously been living in the can1ps were given 
the option to leave and settle in the \vhire areas of the city, an option nearly 
all took. ~~) The rnoven1ent of i\.fricans through the fence surrounding the camp 
\Vas carefu11y controlled: visitors fron1 the outside were only allowed in with 
special pem1ission. a pemlission that also had to be acquired before camp 
residents could leave for even short periods. 51 Increasingly, then, one's pres
ence in the camp becarne inseparable from either being employed in the mines 
or being in the family of a miner. 

Yet among the first things one is struck by on reading the life stories of 
those \vho Iived and worked in the mining camps is how great the gap was 
between the UMHK's ideal ofthe stable worker and the degree ofpennanency 
workers actually experienced. Almostall of the UMHK's statistics purporting 
to prove the success of stabilization were based on the number of three-year 
contracts it entered into with workers after 1928.52 While these were substan
tially Ionger than the old six- and twelve-month contracts, a three-year resi
dency in the camps hardly reflected the kind of multigenerational permanence 
the camps' theorists had imagined. 

In fact, the life stories available from UMHK employees and their families 
suggest that the dominant experience in the li ves of workers was a highly 
fluid relationship with place. Over one-third of the men interviewed in 1966 
by Bruce Fetter recount having bad multiple employers over the course of 
the years of the stabilization project.53 Not one of the remaining two-thirds 
specifically mentions having been employed by the UMHK for the entire 
period. Not only did most workers not spend their entire careers with the 
UMHK or any other one company, they tended to circulate not between the 
camps and their rural homes, but between differentjobs for Europeans.54 Most 
of those interviewed described having been initially employed by the Bas
Congo Katanga railroad company (BCK) or another local construction enter
prise before going to the UMHK, and later altemated between the mines and 
various jobs in the city proper. This type of fluidity completely undermined 
both the expectations and wishes of their employers who wanted to keep the 
city and the camps rigidly separate and who conceived of migrant Iabor as 
altemating between industry and agriculture and of stabilized Iabor as fixed 
in one place. 

One of the most troublesome problems that faced the UMHK administra
tors and the colonial oftleials in Katanga province was the surveillance and 
control of those workers who did leave the mining compounds. During the 
stabilization project, the company urged unmarried workers to maintain con
tact with family members back harne, for the sake of ensuring their eventual 
marriage. Occasionally the company allowed other workers to visit their rural 
homes as weH, but the UMHK was unifonnly insistent on permitting travel 
only to a worker's "village of origin." To control this, all recruited workers 
as well as those who had joined "voluntarily" had to have their state-
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detennined ethnicity and point of origin marked on their work ticket~ workers' 
outside trips could thus be controlled, and violators could be detained and 
reprin1anded. Here, the tactics of resistance employed by mine workers were 
straightforward. Workers frequently gave false information to recruiters and 
Iabor processors, "lost" the portions of their tickets that contained the relevant 
information, or simply avoided giving the information out in the first place. 
As a result, tracking the movements of all workers became a logistical night
nlare. Similarly, by hiding visitors in their houses, or failing to report the 
exact day on which a relative had arrived, mine-workers and their families 
were able to circumvent restrictions on contact with outside family 
members.55 

Yet the divisions that the UMHK tried to create between the mining camps 
and the "outside world," and the strategies workers used to blur these divi
sions were both overshadowed by efforts to control space within the camps 
themselves. For the UMHK, the design of the camps was intended to effect 
the transformation from "deculturated African" into "stabilized worker" 
through the creation and regulation of residential space. The company sought 
to define and control the spaces of communal interaction and activity; to 
create individual domains with an eye toward eliminating the African "taste" 
for common property and to carefully separate these domains from communal 
space; and to create gendered spaces that were intended to shape women into 
wives and mothers who would contribute to the stabilization and reproduction 
of the work force. 

Before stabilization began, neither communal nor individual spaces were 
clearly demarcated or organized in the mining camps. In contrast, by 1926 
Mouchet's camps had begun to reftect everywhere the intent to distinguish 
the personal from the cornmunal. African workers bad largely used food shar
ing to create communal bonds with other workers; ~e UMHK ~ought to 
replace these ad hoc social groups with gatherings of Its own ~akid ngh. ~s a 
first step, it moved to break up the communities created by lfri'o.o s anng. 

K
. h were located outside, in between houses, because the A can custom 
ttc ens 1 . · d b h d 

1 eating was thought to be too deep y tngratne to e c ange . 
of communa · 

· dered preferable that families assemble to eat tn an open space 
It was consi wding into one family's dwelling where illicit behaviors would 
rather than chr~d 56 Types of residential space were themselves fragmented to 

·er to 1 e. 
be east Iopment of worker solidarity-the company gave members of 

d the deve . d . . retar f African supervisors better houstng, locate at strategtc potnts 
a neW ciass ~e camps, and ordered them to maintain surveillance of their 
throughout t 51 surveillance was very important in the camps, since the 
felloW wori<e:.:ment had set certain restrictions on the use of corporal pun
colonial go"t~J<e officers in the anny, UMHK offleials had to rely more on the 

t)n • th . ~s . hi11ent. ts of etr gaze.-
tS t effeC 
deterreo 
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The use of küchens and the sn1all regularized gathering spaces between 
houses \\'tlU)d. it ,,·as thought. contribute to stable, controllable group rela
tit)ns: but n1uch of the planning behind the camp was also intended precisely 
tt1 delin1it such relations and to enhance a sense of personal space. The most 
dran1atic ('hange in li,·ing environn1ent was the switch from group dorn1itories 
tL) personal fanuly d\\·ellings. The provisional reforms in housing, which the 
t~l\-1HK undertook in the early 1920s. replaced long rows of straw huts with 
large dom1itory-style housing holding up to sixty single men.59 Rather than 
sen·ing an elaborate theory about workers' mentalities, these reforms were a 
stopgap to in1prove sanitary conditions; they emphasized undifferentiated 
shared space. The partitions between beds in the dormitories were there to 
retard the transfer of genns to other men rather than to demarcate the space 
belonging to an individual worker. Latrines were enclosed and rationalized, 
but individuals had no privacy. After 1926, the typical family's house (Figure 
1 0.3. although the kitchen and wood shelters were usually detached) gave 
each \\'Orker. his wife, and his child.ren their own domestic space. The UMHK 
considered it to be a weapon in its longstanding battle against polygamy in 
the camps, but the creation of family space also bad the goal of making each 
worker responsible for his own family's Iiving conditions, and ofmaking each 
adult woman in the camp responsible for cleaning and maintaining the house. 
For the company, good workers were necessarily parts of "nuclear families." 

Even the toilets of the new camps reftected this attempt to enforce a West
ern style of individualism and the types of resistance it engendered. One ~f 
the more surreal aspects of the history of these camps involves Mouchet s 

Figure 1 0.3. Plan of Lodgings for Two Families (Bulletin CESPI, 12 [ 1950], 129). 
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~'lllltinuallv tlnvarted attetnpts to get workers to use latrines in what he con
~idcreJ a .hygienic tnanner. Spiral-shaped enclosures contained individual 
srats with buckets and were designed to create a private space in which work
t'rs could relieve thetnselves (Photo l 0. 1 ). Yet such latrines were notoriously 
unpopular with workers~ part of the purpose of the fence araund the camp 
was to keep people from "running into the bush" instead of into the toilets. 
Bedeviled by the inhabitants' tendency to squat instead of sit on Iatrine seats, 
~1ouchet contemplated building a set of constraining boards designed to make 
it physically impossible to squat within a latrine building. At no moment 
perhaps was, to borrow from Foucault, the orthopedic approach of the camps 
more clear_6o 

Spaces that lay at the intersection of the personal and the communal were 
carefully gendered. Public fountains, from which warnen fetched clean water, 
and group laundries were areas for the visible modemization of housekeeping. 
Tr~sh cans were placed between houses and the warnen of the adjoining 
residences were responsible for making sure that no refuse feil out of them 
onto the ground of the courtyard.61 All these tasks defined spaces where 
women Participated in group activities contributing to the establishment of 
proper domestic roles. Here women interacted with one another outside of 
the boun?aries of their personal li ving quarters~ yet the types of activities 
engaged In within these spaces and the people who were expected to occupy 
them separated them from other communal areas. 

Space within the house was also divided to create a restricted sphere within 
the already delimited domestic zone. The segmentation of dwellings into two 
or _three separate rooms for each family allowed for the creation of hie~ar
chtcal, geodered spaces within the houses themselves (Figure 10.3). The Im
portant role that warnen played in Mouchet's and Mottoulle's theories about 
workers, behavior in their home viilag es meant that each part of the house, 

Building for Latrines in Mining Camp (Mouchet and Pearson, L'Hygiene 
photo 1 o.1. 

::,tique). pr, 
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and each activity \vithin it. was saturated with psychological and social mean
ings. \Vornen \\··ere first of all expected to have certain proprietary feelings 
to\vard their hon1es. son1e of \Vhich were tobe encouraged while others were 
rechanneled. Practices like the blocking of ventilation openings with canvas 
sacks or pungent incense. and seen1ingly unsound nursing strategies were 
con1bated in the foyers sociaux. Women with young children had to attend 
these domestic science classes, run by nuns. in order to receive bottles, food, 
and medication for their families. Teachers made surprise visits to homes to 
see ho\v \vell women were complying with what they learned at the foyers. 62 

A tightly regulated approach to domestic spaces was often "prompted" by 
\vomen ·s general reluctance to abide by UMHK rules. Kawama noted that 
\vomen had considered the common areas in between houses to be the re
sponsibility of the company, not of the women whose compounds abutted it, 
and they thus refused to help clean it. Such a flat-out refusal infuriated the 
company's officers and they responded by using force to compel cooperation. 

But as frustrating as such janitorial defiance may have seemed, Mouchet 
and Mottoulle feared that women's sexuality would pose a far more substan
tial threat to camp security. They assumed that an unehaste wife would likely 
not care as much for her house or her children, and the personal conflicts 

such behavior would ultimately provoke would only spark more serious co~
fticts among male workers. 63 The UMHK's solution was to create a space_tn 
which women's time would be more productively and safely spent: fa~tly 
gardens. While such gardens, of course, helped offset the costs of import~ng 
fresh vegetables into the camp, they also kept women "absorbed in gardentn.g 
while their husbands were at work," in full view of the other women of thelf 
quarter, ensuring that they "would not be unfaithful. " 64 It also went without 
question that women's and men's toilet and bathing facilities needed to be 
segregated in order to promote more "civilized" attitudes toward bodies and 
bodily functions in general.65 The careful determination of which activities 
needed to be done in public, under a normative gaze, which had to be un
dertaken in an isolation that was equally normative, and which were to be 
executed in a private space that was nonetheless open to scrutiny was the 
guiding project in constructing gender in the mining camps. 

But in all three of these types of spaces---communal, individual, and gen
~ered-the colonial policy was continually forced to reorient and reorganize 
Jtself to account for Africans' unexpected responses to the control of space. 
In every exasperated story by a medical offteer or other camp official about 
''special problems" faced by the designer of camps lies the historical trace of 
a resistance to spatial power. Workers often acted in ways directly counter to 
the type of "individual work ethic" that the UMHK wanted to instill. For 
example, taking advantage of the food given out by the company, men with 
work would often take on other men and their families as '"clients." A worker 
could go to the mines most of the time, sometimes sending one of his clients 
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nd then distribute the food and clothing he received to those 
. hi' place. a . . "f '1 "66 K . b . f 
111 · h were living in hts hause as hts arm y. awama gtves a ne 
other~ '~ 0 

of the "'inspection" techniques used by the UMHK to try to pre
descnptton 

· h behavior, but it appears that it was nonetheless common.67 

rent suc . . . . 
The housing of workers and the ways tn whtch houstng tntegrated warnen 

. 
0 

the camp were in many ways the linchpins of the UMHK's stabilization 
;~gram. However, rather than having a mollifying effect upon residents, it 
was precisely this aspect of the mining camps that workers found to be most 
offensive. Yav's Vocabulary provides one of the most startling and challeng
ing depictions of worker resistance to the creation of domestic and gendered 
spaces. Yav's history of Elisabethville paints a somewhat surprising picture 
of the overall relations between workers and the mining company. He char
acterizes the mining operations of the UMHK as a sort of heroic endeavor on 
the part of the Europeans with which the African miners agreed to help. Yav 
speaks of the "loyal help" affered to the Belgians by the first workers, dis
cusses the hardship that the workers suffered "with the whites," and paints 
comradely scenes of mine-owners and -workers sleeping tagether on the 
ground and being bitten by snakes together.68 Yet this was not indicative of 
a na'lvete on the part of the workers about the economic foundation of their 
employment; the history of workers' financial and employment strategies as 
a. whole gives no doubt but that they understood full weilthat they were not 
Simply "helping the Belgians with a project."69 Nor should it be taken to mean 
that workers feit as if they were true companions of their employers. Rather 
Yav's depiction focuses on the workers' contributions to the mining enterprise 
as ~ whole~ since the Africans went out of their way to help with the mining, 
which was, Yav implies, for the Belgians' benefit, it was only fitting that the 
work~rs should seek just compensation. 

Th1s becomes clearer after the abrupt transition that follows Yav's pastoral 
desc~iption of the mining project. After discussing how the whi_tes were "real 
~~n who accomplished much, Yav notes. "[a~s far as sleep~ng goes they 
ailed us by building for us those outhouses wh1ch have remruned the same 

up to now. "7o In a fascinating passage he goes on to comment at length that: 

They thought to build for the black man just a one-room hause. [But] this 
man had his wife and his children some of then1 male, some of them female. 
Now this poor man with his wife and children suffered when he went to 
sleep and when he awoke. Who is this man? The poor n1an. the boy. who 
sleeps in one small room tagether with his children, female and male. When 
he goes to work, the poor boy. when he wakes up. he says to all his grown
up children: Mothers and fathers, you n1ust excuse me. Get up and leave. 
or go first outside. Me. your old n1an. I want to put on n1y clothes first. ... 
The children would all have to get out until their father had finished dress-
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ing .... And \vhen his \Vife catne to \vake up. it \vas the san1e. no difference 
This has been our. the boys·. suffering feditor·s interpolation].71 . 

\\'hat is startling about this quote is how thoroughly it conflicts with not 
just the perspective of the UMHK. but with the infonnation available on the 
Jayout of the can1ps themselves. Between the earliest time to which Yav refers, 
the post- World War I era. until when he wrote his history, in 1966 at the 
Jatest. there had been several series of changes in housing in the camps. What 
then could it n1ean to claim that the houses had "remained the same up to 
no\v~·? Sin1ilarly~ the UMHK was at great pains to provide multiroom houses 
for \\'orkers with fan1ilies~ precisely in order to maintain the types of private 
and gendered spaces that Yav complains about not having. 

One possible explanation rests on what the house signifies in Yav's re
counting. Fabian has already noted that the usage of "Iittle latrines" to de
scribe the Iodging can be usefully read as referring to the effects of the housing 
arrangement in a more abstract sense. 72 Cues to this shift in metaphor are 
given by the language of Yav's text. The passage quoted above and its con
tinuation through the next paragraph are the only time in the entire work in 
which Yav uses the pronoun "he" to refer to a hypothetical, unnamed, or 
otherwise identified character. Other times, when he wishes to refer to the 
experience of workers in general, he employs such expressions as "we boys," 
or just "we. '~ The switch midway through the description from past to present 
tense also serves to place the passage in a narrative frame that contrasts 
sharply with the two other styles of description that dominate the Vocabulary: 
past-tense historical narration and lists of names and places. 

Within the "one bedroom" dwelling that serves as the setting for the quote, 
gender and generational relations are chaotic. Yav mentions the worker's 
~'grown-up children" Iiving with the man in the same house, where such an 
extended family would not have fit into the UMHK's "nuclear family" defi
nition used for housing assignments. In the space, generational distinctions 
are confused and inverted; work intersects with and interferes with domestic 
life. Taken as a metaphor, Yav's critique stands as a description of the mass 
confusion about proper place and behavior workers experienced. The fact that 
Yav used the Iayout of the harne to express the disrupted power relationships 
that resulted from the UMHK's policies is indicative of how central1y space 
encoded the conflicts in the Jives of Africans; and the fact that he presents 
the harne not as a utopian area enclosing a passive worker, but rather as a 
"failure" on the part of the UMHK that caused a sense of dislocation and 
violated the "gentlemanly band" between workers and employers, is indica
tive of how misguided the image of the passive, mimetic African was. 

The example of the b~twa dan~e helps clarify the difference in perspective 
between workers and m1ne oftletals and illustrates how this difference often 
confounded the UMHK's projects. One of the primary causes of "worker 



immorality .. in the old, prestabilization camps, was thought to be the large 
munber of dances that took place in the evenings and on days off.73 The butwa 
dance. in particular, was thought to be obscene, and curfews were even im
posed to try to eradicate its perfonnance. The new camps tried to avoid this 
problern by eliminating any central open space where workers and their fam
ilies could gather. Both the grid scheme (Figure 10.1) and the quarter design 
(Figure 1 0.2) eliminated the I arge centrat assembly lawns of earlier Iayouts, 
the first by creating long narrow rows not large enough in which to congregate 
and by filling any large spaces with trees, the latter by displacing a single 
center into several smaller, dispersed courtyards. Social events calling for 
l~rge open spaces, like dances and foothall matches, required special permis
Sion from the camp's "director of leisure"-a new post created by Mottoulle.74 

,, !he UMHK saw the butwa dance as evidence of the persistence of immoral, 
tnbal" behavior among workers who had not yet been fully assimilated into 
cam~ life; this necessitated the careful control of public space. As communal, 
pubhc ceremonies taking place in the open, these dances were a direct chal
lenge to the UMHK's attempts to regulate social behavior. But miners also 
use.d these dances to develop networks of social connections-to provide 
asststance to workers who had become ill or injured and to coordinate the 
preparation of food for groups larger than the UMHK bad intended.75 Such 
organizations, often based on religious associations present in the hinterland 
areas, gave employees the ability to regulate their own intemal sociallife and 
counterbalanced white offleials' and African supervisors' authority. 

Yet these social organizations often ran directly counter to the plans of the 
c?mpany. The UMHK, believing that Africans needed strong political orga
ntzations to control them, bad favored the promotion of African supervisors 
W?om they believed to have been elites in rural societies. By giving this rural 
anstocracy supervisory jobs, they hoped to reproduce the methods of political 
control that existed outside the camps' confines. What the UMHK misunder
stooct was that political authority in rural societies was often offset by broader, 
trans-village associations and mine-workers quickly imported these organi
~ations into the compounds to serve the same purpose. Furthennore, accord
tng to Fetter, the butwa dances were the major public ceremonies through 
Which these associations coordinated food distribution and maintained con
tacts with groups outside the camps. Thus the sociallinks created by the butwa 
were direct counters to the power of UMHK-backed elites. As ways of re
appropriating the fragmented spaces that remained in the mining camps for 
group interaction, they were an active subversion of the mining con1pany's 
control over collecti ve space. Rather than being places where Western ideas 
of gender, property, and fan1ily were dissen1inated, they became the sites of 
political exercises that con1pletely escaped the understanding of the UMHK, 
and gave workers the ability to tnediate the types of interaction they would 
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have \\·ith the n1ral hinterland and to rnodify and adapt rural fonns of social 
organization to the ne\v conditions of the can1ps. 

Contrary to the beliets of ~1ouchet and Mottoulle, then, African workers 
\\·ere quite vigilant of the relationship between elements of their physical 
surroundings and the rneanings given to then1 by the systems of power in 
\\·hich they \\'ere en1bedded. As a result the UMHK's evaluation of African 
nloti\'es in deciding \Vhether or not to stay in the camps-that it was the high 
quality of n1ateriaJ condi tions in the can1ps that made workers want to stay 
even \\'hen there were no jobs to be had-proves inadequate. A picture of 
rnining camps as "'totalitarian" institutions elides the very real accomplish
ments of miners in resisting camp authority and fashioning new forms of 
social organization. It also overlooks the highly conscious and insurgent 
knowledge of employees and fails to penetrate beneath the surface of the 
Ul\1HK"s motives in camp design. After all, in the words of Mouchet and 
Mottoulle. these elaborate designs were intended not so much to provide a 
more ·4attractive'' living environment that would root Africans in the camps, 
but rather to take a group of "Blacks, coming from the forest, new to work, 
impregnated by centuries of the practice of sorcery and of a superstitious fear 
of medicine and accustomed from childhood to filthy and negligent habits" 
and transform them into "workers" who would "quickly subscribe to the new 
fonn·· of Iabor and who would be trustworthy in their "attachment and sub
mission to the discipline of the Societe [the UMHK's parent company]."
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And while there can be no doubt that the Africans impregnated by superstition 
were colonial fictions, a reduction of the colonial project to a vast mecon
naisance misses the very complex forms of knowledge that were wrapped up 
in the theories generated by the UMHK. 

What is at issue in the history of the mining camps in Elisabethville is not 
whether Mouchet, Mottoulle, and de Hemptinne were wrong about what spa
tial relationships were like in certain Central-African villages or about how 
these spatial relationships affected sanitary conditions or work efficiency on 
the camps. Nor should the historiographic project be to determine what parts 
of African experience were accurately reftected in European models and what 
parts of European models were derived from western biases. The UMHK and 
its theorists had a stake in making sure that their discourses on Africans and 
space overlapped with those of Africans themselves. But the existence of a 
common spatial framework also served to sharpen workers' analyses of the 
company's power and helped them more accurately direct their resistance. 
What has animated my examination of space in the mining camps isasense 
of the power that the UMHK officials believed their know ledge ga ve them, 
and of the fundamental assumptions about Africans on which that feeling of 
power depended. It is not by an analysis of which Africans resisted which 
strategies of power and which Africans colluded with them-an analysis of 
whether, for example, Kawama's work in the foyer social, whose disciplinary 



functions she knew only too well, constituted a naive or an insurgent under
standing of power-but rather by an examination of how these workers po
sitioned themselves within a field of power, how they generated their own 
knowledge about the techniques of discipline being exercised upon them, that 
the spirit of resistance in the mining camps is foregrounded. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE 

CONFINEMENTS AND 

CONFINEMENTS OF EXILE 
The Reclusion of Nomads in the Sahara 

Pierre Boilley 

Du ring the colonial period, the Tuareg nomads of Adagh (Map 11.1) pro
gressively became sedentary herders and in doing so, they experienced sig
nificant social transformations. 1 In order to better control this supposedly 
turbulent population, French authorities had recourse to two methods: first, 
they froze existing social dynamics among the Tuareg; second, they tried to 
Iimit pastoral migrations, deemed as anarchic. In this chapter, I will be refer 
to colonial strategies under the generic tenn of "administrative confinement." 

After independence, administrative confinement endured in the Adagh. But 
the Tuareg had to confront other forms of enclosure, both as refugees and as 
military recruits. The repression of the Tuareg revolt in 1963 and subsequent 
massacres committed by the Malian army, followed by the severe droughts 
of the 1970s and 1980s, drove most Tuareg onto the road of exile. Confined 
in refugee can1ps in Mali, Algeria, Niger, and Mauritania, the Tuareg had to 
adapt to novel and often unwelcotne situations. In order to escape from the 
social misery they encountered in the refugee can1ps, young Tuareg often 
looked for jobs in the Libyan am1y. In Libya, military con1n1anders barracked 
Tuareg troops in training and housing catnps, and kept them under close 
surveillance. Halfway between the refugee can1p and the n1ilitary can1p, these 

nc Iosed spaces provided the Tuareg with new sites for social innovation. I 
:ill refer to the series of post-colonial experiences as "'confinement through 
exile.'~ 
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These different types of incarceration are linked to one another. Colonial 
administrative confinement engendered considerable social changes that often 
led to economic and social disasters among the Tuareg. Far from being mere 
epiphenomena in the region's modern history, or the painful but logical out
comes of exceptional catastrophes, these disruptions proved structurally de
terminant for the future of the Tuareg community, exposing the nomad 
societies of the Adagh to long-tenn mutations. 2 

ADMINISTRATIVE CONFINEMENT 

The Tuareg had dominated the vast space of the centrat Sahara up to the 
border of the Sahel for several centuries, when, at the beginning of the twen
tieth century, the colonial conquest brought them into a situation of absolute 
dependence. Despite their determined opposition to the French invasion, J co-
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lonial rule finally integrated the Kel Adagh into the territory of French ~est 
Africa. The n1ilitary defeat, followed by five decades of foreign occupatton, 
initiated a series of considerable political and spatial traumas among the Tua
reg. French administrators perceived nomads as unstable and untrustworthy. 
They sought, therefore, to impose French sovereignty by suppressing nomadic 
movements, enforcing colonial borders, and altering the Tuareg chiefs' 
powers. 

Social Confinement: The Colonial Rationalization of the Tiwsaten 

Before the colonial conquest, relations between nomad groups and the tiws
aten4 were protean, constantly reconfiguring according to climatic variations, 
migrations, and the changing context of power relations. For instance, the 
tawset of Ahaggar had reached the Adagh for the first time during a drought. 
The group then carried out a series of temporary migrations before settling 
down definitively in the region. Tributary groups could free themselves from 
the t~telage of a noble tawset by migrating to new pastures and forming 
allegtances with those who controlled the area. Such examples are typical of 
the ways in which Tuareg communities adapted to their milieu and frequently 
restructured political relationships, either through progressive changes or 
~hrough abrupt and violent ruptures. By contrast, the French colonial admin
Jstrators belonged to a sedentary civilization where people and geographical 
spaces had been linked in a quasi-permanent manner for centuries; hence, 
the~. could not easily understand Tuareg realities. Moreover, the forms of 
pohttcal control that the colonial administration sought to enforce proved 
?ardly compatible with the forms of spatial and political mobility prevalent 
tn the region. 

Furthermore, upon first contact, the French attempted to understand the 
org~nization of Tuareg groups, in order to transform it into ~ tangible ~d 
~astm_g reality, one that they could describe on paper and c~dify f~r _ad~m
ts~rattve. control. These principles of organization ~~re qutt·e· ex~hctt: We 
Wtll eastly establish order in Adrar once we clearly dtvJde familtes tnto groups 
and. tribes. Classification is indispensable. "5 This phase of stu~y. Iasted up 
unttl the effective occupation of Adagh in 1909. The first desc~ptt~n ~f Kel 
Adagh society dates from 1904.6 At that time, the names and dtstnbutton of 
the groups comprising the tiwsaten were still uncertain. However, a generat 
framework was established by French colonizers. In 1907, lieutenants under
took the first reconnaissance mission in the region by traveling from north to 
south, and refining earlier descriptions. 7 In 1908, the battalion offteer Betrix~ 
who was in charge of preparing the n1ilitary occupation of Adagh, definitely 
itnposed Arnaud and Cortier's classification.~ Fron1 then on, up until decol
onization, the norn1ative representation of the Kel Adagh rigidified the po
litical evolution of the ti'wsaten, as Adagh groups were ordered to conforn1 
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to the adrnini~tration rnodel. In tifty years. the adn1inistration modified its 
diagrarn only in rninor details so as to v.·eaken certain groups or better control 
thern (as in the case of the Kel Telabit V.'ho were separated from the Taghat 
~feilet around 1914 ). \l 

!\forellYer. the French adn1inistration created a hierarchical pyramid struc
ture in \\·hich heads of fanlilies V.'ere subordinated to the tawset chiefs, who 
,,·ere thentse)Yes under the control of the Amenoka/. 10 The chief of the French 
~ubdiYision required Jnu)nokalen to provide regular reports about their group's 
political and economic activities. Modeled after a colonial chiefdom, this 
systen1 locked Tuareg groups into rigid, hierarchical divisions. French au
thorities interfered in the designation of chiefs, imposing an official authori
zation. Of course. they deposed lmenokalen who refused to comply with 
French policy. Subdivision officers registered all Tuareg chiefs, and they 
graded and commented on their actions in files later sent all the way up to 
the govemor of the colony. In addition. the French endowed the chiefs with 
ne\\' prerogatives (tax collection, transmission of administrative messages, 
political information). thus transforming the nature of lmenokalens' authority. 
In pre-colonial Tuareg society, where spatial but also political mobility was 
prevalent, the chief' s people expected him to guarantee the cohesion of the 
community. By imposing a rigid political hierarchy of Imenokalen, French 
colonial rule thoroughly transformed the chiefs' exercise of power and 
sources of legitimacy. 

Colonial Rule and Spatial Confinement 

Spatial confinement reinforced the process of social fossilization among 
the Tuareg. Under colonial rule, each tawset could only move through apre
cise territory, defined by known water sources and wells in each subdivision. 
This territorial space provided the basis for a census and fiscal revenues. Since 
colonial sovereignty in nomadic regions was essentially expressed through 
the head tax, each French subdivision chief imposed a close surveillance over 
Tuareg communities. Members of each tawset had to report the exact com
position of their group, and their itineraries. Resistance to this program was 
very strong. Since the tawset chiefwas responsible for the collection of taxes, 
anyone who wished to avoid the head tax had to escape the official census. 
Paradoxically, therefore, administrative control provoked a greater dispersion 
of smaller encampments trying to avoid colonial observation. In turn, this 
encouraged the administration to create an arsenal of measures that aimed to 
keep the tiwsaten under the authority of designated chiefs, and within des
ignated territory. 

When patrols discovered nomads outside the official zones, colonial ad
ntinistrators forcefully resorted to military raids called "driving-back" opera-
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. ~ } r) that "pushed back" (rabattre) delinquent and scattered 
refoull mt 11 • • • • 12 

~~~,n~ 1 · ,. • towards a regrouping site.'' Then, the subdtvtston goumzers 
lpmcnts Th 

;n':111 the Tuareg back to their designated lands and fined them. ese 
c'~~'l'~teJ rations," 13 with their Hseizures of recalcitrant elements," often took 
.. 11tce ope ' . . . . 
I' Hure of n1ilitary campatgns, mobtltztng \arge numbers of troops.

14 

tlll rhe a . . d . . 
Ptured the disobedtent Tuareg groups expenence vanous sanctlons 

once ca ' 
d
ino to the nature of the transgression. First, households (tents) 15 that 

J(COf e 
·d abandoned their tribe without reason were brutally reincorporated. Sec-

h~l k f 1. 
d g

roups whose complex networ s o a ltances served as pretexts for 
on . 
claiming that they "belonged to no one" could be tried on the spot, without 
appeal, by a mara~out _fr~m. Attaher. 16 ~inally, if the ftight appeared to be a 
riolation of colontal dtsctpltne, the deltnquent group was submitted to gen
uine fonns of punitive confinement: 

The Ta'itoqs group was taken back to Adrar. These people are dependents 
of the ldnanes, chief Dauchy. Some of them retumed to the Idnanes. The 
others, with Akoukou, refused to obey the chief of the Idnanes and were 
thus taken to Kidal where they are in forced residence. This disobedience 
stems from the chief of the Ta1toqs, Akoukou, who moves farther away 
from Adrar with the arrival of each new subdivision chief. 17 

In order to identify lawful and illegal residents, colonial authorities dis
tributed official documents to the nomads. Hence, in cases of insufficient rain 
and mediocre grazing land, the nomads of Adagh could move to better ter
ritories outside the subdivision, provided that they acquired apermit from the 
administrator at Kidal, a copy of which was sent to Gao, the circumscription 
headquarters} 8 This permit for collective nomadism was valid for an entire 
group, family, or tawset. This helped the subdivision chiefs to identify persons 
who settled in their circumscription, and those who had just retumed from 
neighboring subdivisions. In addition, French administrators issued detailed 
family identity cards, thus improving the means for identity checks. 

These methods of spatial control did not always prove effective. They 
curbed the dispersion of families and groups in unauthorized territories but 
did not eliminate it. This led to odd administrative situations. Since French 
administrators refused to admit that their policy was inappropriate, they 
switched from adapting people to borders to adapting b?r~~rs to p~ople's 

Colonial authorities frequently moditied subdtvtston frontters so 
movements. . . . f 11 d 

mpassed utllegtttmate" groups that had success u Y escape 
that they enco 
colonial control. bd" · · Tuareg frequently crossed the border between the su I VISIOn 

Fo_r exampl~enaka, on the one hand, and the circumscri.ption of Tahoua, 
of Kidal and . 

1
· t was located in a poorly supervised temtory. The central 

h stnce on the ot er .. 
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adrninistration could not decide on a strategy for revising the subdivision 
lin1its. and handed the problen1 over to the subdivision chiefs. Each chief 
should fix the conditions for authorizing non1ads to cross a circumscription 
to \vhich they did not belong. At the end of the 1930s. the subdivisions of 
~·tenaka and KidaJ gave nomads from Kidal (Kel Adagh) the right to cross a 
zone in the north of Menaka. In retum, the Kel Adagh agreed to have their 
pem1its for nomadism inspected annually. But this agreement did not endure. 
During the first years. the people of Adagh headed toward the south, beyond 
the zone in which they had just been accorded right-of-passage. The situation 
become intolerable and the administration summoned the subdivision chiefs 
to renegotiate the accord. The new convention fixed the right-of-passage 
\\'ithin specific Iimits. and was signed between Kidaland Menak:a on Septem
ber 18. 1948. 19 Many similar agreements were established between Kidaland 
neighboring subdivisions, including that of November 6, 1944 with the sub
division of Bourem (Convention d'Anefis), February 1945 with the annex of 
Tamanrasset ( Convention de Tamanrasset ), and December 31, 1948, with the 

circumscription of Tahoua (Convention de Mentes). . 
Thus, every time colonial regulations proved plainly obsolete, the admtn

istration adapted to the circumstances. In many cases, the conventions 00 

nomadism did not enforce existing situations; rather, they merely registere_d 
them. Therefore, Tuareg herders' constant and necessary adaptations to ch
matic conditions and grazing land endured, as many nomads maintained a 
relative freedom of movement. However, Tuareg experienced considerable 
constraint under the accumulation of bans, rules, permits, forced retums ( re
foulements ), and official pressures that bindered the nomadic capacity ~f ~he 
Kel Adagh and their neighbors. Administrativepressure significantly dumn
ished the ftuidity of pastoral life: The Kel Adagh, like most nomadic po~u
lations in the French empire, could not entirely escape from spatial restraint 
and administrative confinement. 

Malian lncarceration: A Colonial Legacy 

After Mali's independence in 1960, administrative confinement did not 
disappear in the nomadic regions. The Tuareg had only a vague understand!ng 
of the transformation in the relations between France and its fonner colontes. 
They remained almost entirely outside the process of decolonization, abstain
ing massively from colonial elections. Therefore, Tuareg ended up without 
high-profile political representatives who could defend their specific demands 
and needs in the new state. Some Tuareg organized a few petition campaigns 
to claim autonomy in the newly independent country. 20 But these projects 
failed, and the post-independence authorities, mostly Southerners, inherited 
the state apparatus and the administrative framework left by the French. Ill 
informed about the particularities of the nomadic population in the northern 
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rcgions. ~1alian political elites generally slipped into previous practices and 
administrative principles. 

The quick departure of the French took the Tuareg by surprise. They did 
not understand why the sedentary people of southem Mali were taking over 
administrative posts in the north: From their perspective, a new form of col
onization had simply been substituted for the old one. Reciprocal misunder
standings followed, particularly when new laws failed to account for local 
mentalities, thus exacerbating the Northemers' feelings of being left behind 
in the process of African emancipation. In 1963, a marginal dispute between 
two gou1niers and two young Tuareg threw oil on the fire: Revolt spread 
through the north of Mali. Facing a modern army, stuck between the troops 
o: southem Mali and its ally, Algeria, the poorly armed rebels and their camels 
~~d not resist long. The rebellion was crushed in 1964 and violent repression, 
mterspersed with massacres of men and cattle, followed. 

Following this episode, the Malian state and its administration held the Kel 
Adag? in high suspicion, along with other Tuareg and nomads. Politicians 
P~~ceived the nomads as potential rebels, and put the Adagh region, deemed 
~ Zone of insecurity," under military control, forbidding foreigners to enter 
lt .u~ until the 1980s. Thus, the Malian state not only inherited French ad
?Unistrative confinement in Adagh, but reinforced it during the early post
~ndependence period. The transformation of colonial administrative borders 
10~0 frontiers of new independent states (Algeria, Mali, Niger) encouraged 
thts process. As a result in the 1960s and I970s the Tuareg faced increasing 
political · 1 · ' . ' 1so atlon and spatlal confinement. 

EXILE AND CAMPS 

A few years after the 1963- 1964 revolt, the Tuareg faced further crises. 
1? the early 1970s, a series of droughts put increasing pressure on pastoral 
hfe. The crisis peaked in 1972-1973: During this period, anin1als died by the 
~housands and the nomads, deprived of resources, experienced what j~umal
tsts described as a "mass famine."21 From then on, having lost everythtng and 
~ncapable of surviving on their usual pastures, the Tuareg fted no~h or ~o~th 
In hopes of finding some form of assistance. Pushing along thetr survtvtng 
animals, they began by moving toward regions that normally received more 
rain. This movement was so massive that the year became known as lrwatat 
\Va n Tebdhay-the year of "the ftow''-when nomads who left for Algeria 
and the river regions of Menaka or Niger were so numerous that they formed 
a human river that ftowed slowly away from Adagh. Most fted toward the 
southeast, the region of Azawakh and the land of the lwlliminden, and toward 
Menaka and Niamey (Niger). 

Many herders lost all their livestock and continued on foot. abandoning 
belongings that they could no Ionger carry. Those who had lost tnost of their 
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anin1als at the outset could not take on such a 1 h I h i • ~ .. c ong voyage. In order to find 
e p. t e~ hec:1ded for sn1aJI urban centers on the Alo · b d v . . . . . benan or er such as 

Boue-hessa. BordJ. ~1okhtar. Ttnltawtn. or Tin Zawaten. Tuareg who were not 
able to reach these tov.'ns found refuge in the sedentary villages of the Ad h 

· · If ag reg1on ttse . such as Kidal, Tessalit and Aguelhoc. The few nomads who had 
retained a fe\\' goats-which are the most resistant animals, though incapable 
of long migrations-were able to survive for some time in the Adagh. But 
the I arge n1ajority of the region 's inhabitants (up to 90 percent by some es
timates) deserted the region. 

Having lost their herds, the majority of Tuareg refugees reached their des
tinations in a state of exhaustion. Before seeking out assistance, they sold 
their few belongings ( anns, jewelry, bags, saddles, tents) for food. When these 
goods were gone, there was no Ionger any choice. Many emigrants who had 
traveled south sought refuge in camps. In Mali, a report by the Service for 
Planning and Statistics ( Sen?ice du Plan et de Ia Statistique) counted 49,000 
refugees in the camps in 1973 and 88,000 in 197 4 (90 percent of whom were 
nomads).22 In Niamey (Niger), 13,000 nomads lived in the camp of Lazaret 
alone. 23 Those who had headed north ended up in the camps in Algeria. There, 
the camps of In Edaq (Bordj Mokhtar) and Timiawin sheltered a total of 
12,000 Tuareg from Mali. 24 Tuareg who could not leave Adagh went to the 
makeshift camps set up in the towns of the region, where they also numbered 
in the thousands. At any point in time, the Kidal camp alone harbored no less 
than 2,000 refugees, according to figures available for the period from mid-

December 1973 to mid-April 1974. 
The 1969-1974 drought did not put an end to the series of climatic disas-

ters that befell the Kel Adagh. After a succession of normal years, 1984-
1986 suffered again from rain deficits. Pastures dried up, water holes 
disappeared, wells ran dry, and herds were decimated. Again, hundreds of 
nomads sought refuge outside Adagh, and outside of Mali. The refugee camps 
filled once again. People died of famine, disease, or exhaustion upon arrival 
in the camps or along the way. In 1986, the Algerian Red Crescent accounted 
for 40,478 refugees on the Algerian territory, in Adrar and Tamanrasset, the 
two southem wilayas.25 In all, 12,672 refugees (essentially Kel Adagh) lived 
in the camp of Bordj Bedji Mokhtar, and 27,330 in those of Tin Zawaten and 
In Guezzam, where Tuareg from Mali and Niger gathered. 

Refugee camps represented a new form of spatial confinement for the no
mads of the region. Tuareg were often stationed for several years in these 
sites, which they could not escape for Iack of resources. U prooted from their 
pastures, forced to deal with unfamiliar modes of social organiz t' th . . . . • a Ion, e 
Tuareg and thetr co~pantons tn mts1ortune lived in unprecedented conditions 
of promiscuity, and 1n a state of complete dependence for da' I b . 

I Y su s1stence 
and food. 
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Climatic Catastrophes as Consequences of Spatial Confinement 

Before analyzing the social changes that took place in the refugee cam~s, 
we must first clarify how drought conditions had worsened through colontal 
and post-colonial spatial and political confinements of the Tuareg. The 1973-
I974 drought represented an unprecedented catastrophe for the Sahel and for 
the Adagh in particular, deserted by several thousand inhabitants and the 

01ajority of the cattle. A disaster of such proportians would have been hard 
to imagine during the pre-colonial era. When local people recall difficult 
years, they tend to describe them as less catastrophic than the 1973-1974 
crisis. I would like to argue that the political constraints imposed upon the 
Kel Adagh exacerbated the consequences of climatic variations. 

Drought was far from being exceptional in the region. The Kel Adagh still 
remernher the 1913 drought, for example, under the name awatay wa n Tin 
Aha1nma, the year of Tin Ahamma, from the name of the weil at Tin Ahamma 
in the region of Menaka, where the Tuareg took their herds to graze because 
of drought. Cycles of dry periods were typical of this region and the Tuareg 
developed strategies in response to these situations. First, mobility allowed 
the Tuareg to utilize a large spectrum of regional resources. Second, if mo
bility proved insufficient, groups sought out wetter Iands, since all regions 
known to the nomads are rarely struck by the same degree of drought at the 
same time. The Tuareg also split up their herds so as to distribute them in 
space; they constituted food reserves in the form of live animals; and, in case 
of urgent need, they sold surplus animals or precious goods accumulated 
during better periods. Finally, the system of reciprocal Jending of cattle be
tween families allowed those who had suffered from drought to reconstitute 
their livestock. Drought thus rarely led to general catastrophe, or to famine 
and mass starvation. However, the 1972-1973 drought and. to a lesser extent, 
the drought of the 1980s proved cataclysmic for the nomads, especially the 
Kel Adagh. There are several possible explanations for this. First, the 1972-
1973 drought was exceptionally long and spread throughout a large part of 
the pastoral and agricultural zones of the Sahel. Second, when the drought 
hit, the 1964 rebellion had already diminished the Kel Adagh 's livestock. 
Finally, new political conditions prevented the Tuareg from using normal 
strategies against the crisis. 

French colonial rule and the Malian administration had made mobility-
that is, the basic ftexibility needed to confront drought-more difficult. 
Doubtless, the panic-stricken nomads rushed out of the Adagh as soon as they 
realized that their survival was at risk. The Malian state could not-and ap
parently did not-seek to stem this "ftow." In any case, it did not have the 
means to do so. Therefore, legal restrictions against mobility did not prevent 
Tuareg mobility at the time of panic in 1973. But they had already undennined 
the Tuareg's capacity to confront the crisis. For instance, rigorous custorns 
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barriers. had already disturbed econon1ic equilibriun1. The Tuareg, of course 
could ctrcunl.vent tax controls in n1any ways. But the customs service hin~ 
d::e~ notnadtc tnoven1ents by forcing then1 to occur clandestinely. Custom 
otlictals. \vhen they seized fraudulent caravans, confiscated goods and ani
nlals. thus contributing to the restriction of con1n1ercial networks and the 
in1poverishn1ent of the region. Non1ads commercialized surpluses with more 
difticulty. In addition. they were forced to obtain supplies from state coop
eratives. \vhich did not always carry the goods they desired and charged 
higher prices than Algerian outlets. As the Tuareg could no Ionger move freely 
through the open space of the desert, and were increasingly confined to a 
controlled. rigid national territory, their strategies for economic accumulation 
during productive periods lacked efficiency. 

Refugee Camps: Lossand Transformation of Social Values 

In 1973-1974, andin 1984-1986, the refugee camps both symbolized and 
accenruated the transformation of the Tuareg's social structures. Life in the 
carnps destabilized Tuareg social and political organization, as weil as their 

particular world view. 
Social hierarchies declined. The nobility, impoverished and famished, lost 

significant authority. Completely dispossessed, Tuareg nobles could no Ionger 
support dependents, a duty that had been the aristocracy's primary basis of 
legitimacy. This loss of prestige meant a decline of social standing in the eyes 
of the community. However, Tuareg nobles' own sense of humiliation was 
equally important. Worse, in order to survive, the nobility was forced to adopt 
what they considered ignominious behavior. In particular, they had to accept 
food relief, and compete with others for rations. This was a true moral defeat, 
since the Tuareg cultural code represented the mere show of interest in food 
as humiliating. Moreover, the nobility viewed most available labor or small 
chores as dishonorable. As a consequence, nobles bad more difficulties over
coming poverty than other refugees. B y contrast, those Tuareg who were 
tributary to the nobility, and were used to manual Iabor and artisanal work, 
could partially overcome social decline by taking on jobs such as gardening, 
construction work, unskilled Iabor, and herding surviving animals. This sit
uation helped close the gap between different classes, Ieading to a nurober of 
marriages between women of noble origins and once-dependent folk. In 197 4, 
"Slaves asked for the band of their masters' daughters. In many instances, 
they succeeded. Econornic need, and misery brought this drop in social stand
ing .... The fall of the 'nobles' ... was never so catastrophic as during the 
difficult hours of the camps."26 Relations of dependence and domination that 
Jinked the nobility to their tributaries (or slaves) largely receded, while all 
sociaJ categories engaged in a mental reconstruction of social relationships. 
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.-\r the satne time, and often as a consequence, life in the camps profoundly 
mlxiified rituals codifying social relations. Proper behavior based on reserve, 
tht> basic marker of Tuareg modesty and dignity, was challenged. In normal 
l·in:umstances. Tuareg avoided eating in public, expressing one's hunger or 
~uffering, begging, eating dead animals, and looking an old person in the 
face. But these acts, perceived as inappropriate according to the Tuaregmoral 
code, proved unavoidable in the camps. lf Tuareg did not accept them, they 
h~d to .tolerate them. The respect due to elders and especially to the now 
dts~redtted nobles dwindled. lt became less unusual to see women working. 
Thts tendency could be observed even in the details of the dress code. Men 
wore the ·1 . ve1 and the taguelmoust-symbols ofTuareg identity-usually cov-
enng the fac . . 
eo 

1 
e entlrely with the except1on of the eyes, less strictly. Young 

O
pft p el efspecially no langer respected the injunction to veil the face· they 

en e t th ' 
a beh . e m~uth and chin bare even when facing old persans or parents, 
cast o~t~r _prev10usly deemed the pinnacle of impoliteness. Same women 
somet· t eir petrol-blue Guinea cloths and started wearing colared fabrics or 

lmes even E . . 
with Wh uropean dresses, follow1ng the example of the c1ty dwellers 
camps dom th~y now lived. The symbolic codes of dress and behavior in the 
eral co fra~ahcally expressed the slackening of social relations and the gen-

n Uston th . . at re1gned dunng those years. 

CONSENT 
MILITAN ED CONFINEMENT: MILITARY AND 

T CAMPS 

The Tuareg h · · · · f reb 11. w o managed to sustain nomadic pastoral actlvtty tn sptte o 
e Ions and d d d th . roughts were unable to provide for many depen ents ue to 

e scarc1ty f k f 0 cattle. Economic scarcity pushed the youth to see sources 0 
revenue el h . k . f: 1 sew ere, and especially through migrant salaned wor 10 araway 
p aces. These youth became known as Ishumar (sing., Asha"zur), a Tuareg 
neologism based on the French word chomeur, or unemployed person_. The 
paths of exile led them first to Algeria and then to Libya, th~ econormc E~
d?rado of northem Afric C . against national frontters and suspt-c a. ormng up 

Ious states, they undertook a Iong and perilous journey: 

People started leaving by foot for Libya. Every border posed a problem. 
Thus, for example, the Algerians initially did not want ~eop!e to go beyond 
the first habitations on the Algerian border, Tinliawin, Tin Zawaten, or 
Bordj. But they continued on and carne to Tan1anrasset. There, they were 
told that this was the final lin1it, they were not supposed to leave the town. 
But they went on to Djanet. At Djanet, the Algerians went sofaras to crea~e 

h . ist units to prevent an exodus, but the people went on to Ghat .. tn 
me ar .. 1 h · d 1· · 
L

. b The Libyans then said that this town was the fina aut onze 1m1t, 
1 ya. . · 1 · and they even started sendtng people back to Algena. But the A genans 
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n·-fused t~en1 because they \vere not citizens. They continued like this. on 
tl.x1t. untll they reached the Mediterranean. It was this way from 1972 to 
1978: people reached the i\1editerranean. alone or in small groups of five 
or ren people. VCI)' young. t\veJve or eight years o1d. And they were hun
dreds and hundreds. thousands of then1. ::. 7 

The precarious conditions of living among Iabor migrants helped create 
ne\\. solidarities an1ong young lshLnnar that transcended the typical divisions 
of Tuareg society. The Kel Adagh were not the only people who participated 
in this movement. The lshumar came from all regions of the Tuareg world. 
They could see that other groups had lived through similar experiences, and 
shared similar problems. The lshumar generally blamed their declining status 
on rne coloniaJ Jegacy~ and on the actions of the now-independent states. 

Progressively. a political rationale emerged from the economic constraints 
experienced by the lshumar. The youth came to perceive wandering and exile 
as active fonns of resistance to adversity, as weil as a way of being Tuareg 
toward and against all-in the face of the bearded statesmen and their rules, 
responsible for the rnisfortune of the moment. "People started to think polit
ically about their fate and even the destiny of society. They undertook reflec
tion on the mode of organization that was needed to save our community. "28 

This was the context in which the political structures of the Tuareg rebeJlion 
took fonn. Libya promoted this movement because it served its own strategic 
interests, using Tuareg demands as a means pressuring Mali and Niger into 
supporting its foreign policy. In addition, Lybia enrolled the lshumar as hardy 
and determined infantry to serve in its own confticts (against Lebanon and 
Chad). In 1980, Libya inaugurated the first rnilitary training camp for Tuareg 
at Beni Walid on the outskirts of Tripoli, allowing at the same time for the 
fonnation of a Tuareg political party, the Front Papulaire de Liberation du 
Sahara Central (FPLSAC). When the president of Libya sought out the pres
idency of the Organization for African Unity (QUA), the camp was closed 
out. In March 1986, Libyans opened a new trainingcamp (Camp du 2 mars) 

for the Tuareg in preparation forafutureoffensive in Chad (the conftict over 
the Aouzou strip). During the war, which began a few months later in July, 
the nomad fighters proved particularly efficient in Saharan conditions. Libyan 
camps trained Tuareg youth from Mali and Niger until the end of the 1980s. 
However, they were not the only camps that punctuated the paths of the 
Tuareg youth's exile. In southem Algeria, a penitentiary camp opened to 
assemble Tu.areg ~uspects who had been picked up by the police or the army. 
. These v.anous sJtes~phemeral or.l~st~ng places for repressive or voluntary 
Jncarcerauon-represented the last vtctssitude ofthe successive waves of con
finement that marked Tuareg history during the twentieth century. 
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Political Camps: Reconstructing Tuareg ldentity 

The catnps allowed a whole generation of Jshumar, the future combatants 
of the Tuareg rebellion, to articulate new social and political ideas, and to 
build new identities. For example, affiliation with a clan (either as a noble or 
as a dependent) lost its significance and was even considered negatively in
sofar as it blocked the Jshumar's solidarity and homogeneity in the face of 
their adversaries. Jshumar saw such affiliations as characteristic of the old 
order, which was to disappear. 

They also looked down upon "traditional" economic and social organiza
tion because it had failed to produce appropriate responses to the many crises 
experienced by the nomads since the beginning of the century. From this 
~erspecti ve, the very existence of form er social classes, or the hierarchy dom
Inated by the nobles, was entirely negative. A radical critique emerged: 

The youth experienced a break with the heads of factions and tribes .... 
The role that traditional rulers had played during colonization and indepen
dence was to avoid the warst for their community. This is why they served 
as intermedianes between the administration and the populations .... They 
told the administration that they would be responsible for taxes and duties. 
· · · On the surface, this tactic worked, but undemeath, it promoted a com
plete rupture with the new generation. Confusion arose between the ad
ministration and the chiefs, the very organization of society in factions and 
tribes. The youth assimilated the chiefs and their very mode of organization 
With the administration. So, on the whole, there was conflict in society. 29 

~oung Tuareg denounced the state as primarily responsible for the degra
dahon of Tuareg society. Expressions of resentment and bittemess linked the 
Youth and the larger Tuareg society, which bad only experienced the coercive, 
repressive, arbitrary, and unjust side of the various states they had encoun
t~red. From their point of view, the state bad never assisted the .Tua:eg in 
hmes of need. On the contrary, it bad taken advantage of econonuc dtsaster 
to dominate them. The state became the young Tuareg's main adversary. It 
Was embodied by bureaucrats, the anny, its representatives, and even those 
Tuareg who served as Atnenokal, or administrative chiefs. "The movement 
also spread the idea, the notion, that we could not leave our destiny in the 
heads of a central power that was unconscious of our misfortune, did not take 
care of us, and did not worry about our afftictions. "-'0 

The youth, full of these ideas, also adopted new fonns of behavior that 
proclaimed their differences and the radical nature of their thoughts. They 
imported new commodities into this emergent culture, diverting them from 
their usual usage. For instance, the young Ashamur no Ionger sported a sword 
at his side, like his father, but rather dreamt of brandishing a "kalash," the 
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kalashnikln· 1nachine gun that is no\\· used in tnany resistance movements 
rebellions. and reYohs in Africa. Young Tuareg have also abandoned th~ 
can1el for Toyotas. ~md they have replaced the guerba (goatskin) with plastic 
canteens \\Tapped in rags. The shaknzara. or n1ariner's sack for transporting 
belongings. has replaced the tent. as it follows young /shun1ar everywhere, 
and pro,·ides their only shelter. A ne\v form of poetry exalts the suffering and 
\\·andering. no Ionger sung by women to the sound of the inzzad, the Tuareg 
\·iolin. but rather by the Asha1nur himself, accompanied by a guitar. New 
repertoires have spread throughout Tuareg communities in West and North 
Africa via audiocassettes of passionate songs and subversive lyrics. While 
this ne\\' culture has split away from older customs and makes unabashed use 
of the anns and tools of the Tuareg's adversaries, it does not renounce Tuareg 
identity. To the contrary, lshumar identity valorizes and defends Tuareg cul
rure in its most intimate manifestations: the Tuareg language, Tamashaq, and 
Tuareg writing, Tl}inagh. 

The /shu1nar offer a contrasted image to their own society. On the one 
band, they appear to be the ones who denounced the old order, including 
dress codes. which they contested in unprecedented ways by wearing Euro
pean clothing and neglecting or abandoning the veil. "Some of them came 
back to their tents from time to time. For the Tuareg, they were an object of 
curiosity~ squatting over their iron-wire brazier, surrounded by bizarre gad
gets: oil lamps, canteens, ballpoint pens, teapots, jackets, shirts, closed 
shoes."31 

Acting on new codes and personal references almost incomprehensible to 
some Tuareg, the Ishumar became positive heroes when they proved to ~e 
able to assist their families, in particular, with the revenues they earne~ tn 
other countries. Today, rnany Tuareg invest their hopes for change and tm
provements in the Ishumar, who embody resistance and have become models 
for young boys. "All of us, especially the youth, we dream about the roads 
traveled by the Ishumar singing the poetry of paths, the I shumar carrying 
"kalashes" and rnariner's bags filled with explosives. We also dream of Toy
otas filled with lshumar connecting the Iands. "32 

According to this view, the Ishumar represent those who did not submit to 
others; those who stood up to the Tuareg' adversaries, and have become the 
new "warriors" of Tuareg society. In this sense, they have built a new aris
tocracy based on cornbativeness, energy, and experience of the outside world. 
This differs greatly from the old nobility, based on birth and the force of arms. 
The new lshumar nobility has its own networks of solidarity, which have 
given rise to clandestine fonns of fratemity, with their own values and specific 
culture. 

The /shumar have transfonned their culture into a critique of the future of 
Tuareg society. In the 1970s and 1980s, the exiled youth rejected the old 
hierarchical order of status and power; they negated inequali ties between the 
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c\tant c1asses and refused to be defined by the tawset, or the various groups 
to which they belonged. Through this, they explicitly sought to restore the 
autonon1y and power to rule that had been usurped by the state, and to recover 
control over their own fate. However, the Jshumar have failed to undertake 
1ong-tenn political action. Carried away by their youth and their impetuosity, 
and also tnarked by a Tuareg culture that valorized warriors, the /shumar 
privileged anned struggle as a mode of political action. To bring Tuareg 
society out of economic and political marginalization, they decided to become 
combat soldiers and train for modern warfare in order to conquer the adver
sary by using its own anns. This process gave rise to the 1990 Tuareg rebel
lion in Mali and Niger. 

CONCLUSION 

For the Tuareg of Adagh, administrative, spatial, and political confinement 
sparked a series of crises, which ran their course throughout the twentieth 
century. Yet, modern confinement, particularly in military and refugee camps, 
also .g~ve rise to a response to the Tuareg's misfortunes. Destabilized by the 
admtntstrati ve confinements imposed by French colonization, Jater exacer
bated by the Malian administration, Tuareg nomads have been unable to en
sure the flexibility needed for pastoral life in the Sahara. The catastrophes 
that accompanied the successive droughts of the 1970s and 1980s were largely 
due to this restriction of mobility. Driven into a new type of reclusion, the 
e.xile in refugee camps, Tuareg society witnessed the demise of its most in
ttmate values. However, in other camps, such as in Libya, the youth found 
new resources and developed political ideas that gave rise to the 1990 rebel
lions. The balance sheet of these uprisings is, no doubt, quite mixed. But 
despite many difficulties, revolt has transformed the Tuareg's politica] situa
tion. Their economic and political marginalization is less absolute than it was 
in the past. As a rare case of a nomadic population subjected to a series of 
spatial and political confinements, the Tuareg illustrate the dramatic effects 
of multiform and non-penitentiary confinement. The Tuareg youth 's active 
re-appropriation of the constraints of modern states, and of the multiple re
cl usions they have had to endure, provides an example of their continuing 
spatial and social creativity, and the possibility of a better future. 
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THE WAR OF THE 

CACHOTS 

A History of Contlict and Containment in 
Rwanda 

Micheie D. Wagner 

The R wandan flag snapped breezily on the pole in front of the local communal 
building where dozens of residents, tattered and barefoot, shifted about si
lently in line. Waiting to enroll for food aid, they presented one example 
among many of Rwanda's dynamism in the effort to rehabilitate its war-weary 
population at the end of 1994.1 Inside the communal building, other more 
fortunate people who had gained permission for an official audience milled 
around in the corridor, eyes fixed on a door at the far end. This was the door 
to the office of the bourgmestre, the head of the commune, who with his team 
of assistants provided the link between Rwanda's central govemment and its 
citizens-whom government agents conventionally designated as "the popu
lation" and "the peasants"2-the men and warnen who worked the soil of the 
Hland of a thousand hills" (Map 12.1 ). 

Filled with people and the signs of rural life-women enveloped in cloth 
that bore the smoky aroma of the moming's cooking-fire, young muscular 
men to whose bare feet the rich red soil of Rwanda stubbomly clung, dimin
utive elders in long dark coats whose threadbare pockets revealed the outline 
of the pipe and pouch of tobacco nestled deep inside-the corridor was ab
solutely silent, quite still. Yet wafting in, unacknowledged by all, was the 
distinct murrnur of hun1an voices-many voices. 

Inside the bouQ~1nestre 's office, as in the corridor, supplicants for official 
audience stood rigid and silent, speaking only when addressed. Such silence, 
in the face of so many people, was so1nehow awkward. Yet again, through 
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the open window, the murrnur of many voices was unmistakably audible. 
Beyond the window, an adjacent building, in front of which lounged a trio of 
soldiers, seemed to be the source. What was this building? It bad once been 
a cooperative, although it bad been sacked and damaged during the months 
of the genocide. Was it currently in use? As the bourgmestre processed the 
question, a shadow flickered across bis face. Yes, it was now a makeshift 
cachot-a communal jail-temporarily in use because the commune's normal 
cachot, a small cell in the back of this office building, was too small to 
accommodate the large nurober of prisoners. The bourgmestre shrugged. Who 
could have guessed that such a large number of genocidal killers would have 
sprung from the bosom ofthe local population? Pay no attention to the cachot, 
the bourgmestre advised, nor to the soldiers at its door. The killers were being 
dealt with. The victims were being aided, albeit on an insufficient scale. Re
habilitation would proceed. 

Three years after this scene, rehabilitation bad proceeded, but only at a 
snail's pace. Frustrated Rwandan govemment offleials bitterly denounced 
Western donors for having aided Hutu genocidal killers housed in Zairian and 
Tanzanian refugee camps, but not having come forth with open arms to aid 
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· · · f · d d war 3 True enough foreign 
the "legitimate" Tutst vtcttms o genoct e an . · . ' 

d h d b lk d at aiding R wanda. The rebuildtng asststance that had been 
onors a a e · · · d 

'" h · 1 ledged had slowed down or stalled as vtstttng onor as-so lOrt comtng y p . . . " 
sessn1ent teams brought home reports of widespread kilhng dunng ,:ordon 
and search" operations, particularly in the north of the .country, and scores 
of deaths'' through violence or neglect of prisoners, parttcularly those housed 
in communal detention centers, the cachots .4 

By December 1997, as attacks on sites of detention-and particularly on 
cachots-multiplied, it was increasingly felt that cachots bad become a de 
facto front line of a simmering war between Rwanda's Tutsi-dominated mili
tary govemment and its Hutu-majority population.5 The strategic objectives 
for situating this war at detention centers, and the political meanings that each 
side imputed to it, had not yet become clear. What was clear was that such a 
"war" would further jeopardize the li ves of more than 120,000 untried men, 
women, and children confined in the approximately 213 prisons and cachots 
throughout R wanda. These people, both the perpetrators and the survivors of 
Rwanda's 1994 massacres and genocide crushed tagether in overcrowded 
holding cells, had already survived horrendaus detention conditions to which 
countless others of their counterparts-beaten, gangrenous, feverous, asphyx
iated-had succumbed. But now these sites of slow, covert death by neglect 
had become targets of open armed clashes between alleged anti-government 
rebels and R wandan government troops. During the course of three weeks in 
later November-early December 1997, three such attacks took place on cach
ots in Bulinga commune located in Gitarama, central Rwanda, andin Rwerere 
and Giciye communes located in the northwestem region of Gisenyi, directly 
involving an estimated 914 detainees, but devolving out to the hillsides where 
hundreds of villagers died in a hunt for escapees.6 

What was the nature of the "war of the cachots"? Interpretations, like 
Rwandans themselves, were sharply polarized. The perpetrators, the govem
ment asserted, were members of the former genocidal regime and its extremist 
militia who sought to liberate their Hutu collaborators and propagate wide
spread public disorder. Their ultimate goal: to complete their 1994 genocide. 
The true perpetrators, critics countercharged, were govemment soldiers, who 
made use of cachots to avenge the Tutsi deaths of 1994 by slowly, secretly 
killing Hutu. The soldiers n1ade use of the attacks, and possibly staged some 
of them, in order to ravage hillside communities, killing at will. 

Between these two extren1es, ordinary civilians who had become accus
tomed to heavy military presence in their daily lives-at crossroads, bridges, 
and public offices-wondered when they would ever be secure. They recalled 
the first weeks of 1991 when the R wandan Patriotic Front (RPF), then a group 
of rebels led by Major-General Paul Kagame. had launched a~ assault on 
Ruhengeri Prison, the largest in. Rwan~a. with mo~ than l.?<JO m

7
mates and 

a special section. a cachot withm a pnson, for pohttcal detamees. The RPF 
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had liheratt'd thc prisoner.-;. Son1e. including the notorious secret police major, 
Tht'onl"Ste Lizinde. had joined up \vith the rebels and becon1e prominent RPF 
lead~rs. \Vas this ne\\' can1paign against detention centers an Hecho ·· of that 
1991 attack? Rw~mdans also recalled the ethnically focused reprisals, most 
recently of 1991- 1992. conducted by soldiers of the fom1er Hutu regimes 
against ordinary Tutsi fan1ilies follo\\'ing incursions. real or rumored, by Tutsi 
infiltrators.~ \Vere these recent attacks a payback? History, they speculated, 
has a \vay of repeating itself in Rwanda. The choice of particular sites, dates, 
details of behaYior convey a message in the present and link intimately to the 
tragedies and hatreds of the past. 

The war of the cachots was the most recent chapter of R wanda' s twentieth
cenrur} history of struggle for ethnically based political power and ethnically 
defined justice. Cachots-crowded. dispersed. teeming with detainees, often 
situated in remote locales-had become its latest setting. This new twist 
evoked numerous political and historical associations, from the RPF' s own 
attack on the political cachot in Ruhengeri prison, to the notion of "human 
shields ... For Hutu, it was easy to see the detainees as hostages, the means by 
which the Tutsi-dominated govemment held the Hutu ethnic group at bay. 
With the lives of 120,000 people in the balance, the government exacted local 
cooperation and demonstrated a clear threat to those who would dare to ven
ture to anack it. For Tutsi, the detainees embodied the government's pledge 
to end impunity. They stood as the guarantee of the RPF promise to genocide 
victims that justice would be achieved. As targets for rebel attack, these de
tention centers evoked other meanings. For Hutu, they were sites of RPF 
govemment power and symbols of its primary relationship with the Hutu 
population. For Tutsi, cachots signified security, continuous vigilance against 
the retum of the terror of 1994. For Hutu, cachots signified Tutsi oppression. 
Tbe sight of prison work gangs digging the soil-long-tenn government cap
tives, accused but untried-evoked historical images of the Tutsi-dominated 
colonial nightmare. For Tutsi, cachots signified justice. The punishment of 
killers promised to bring an end to their nightmare. 

It had become clear by early 1998 that attacks on cachots had become a 
dominant feature of Rwanda's tragic, ongoing struggle. But what exactly did 
this mean? lf elements of the modern political struggle resonate with meaning 
for Rwandans because of their historical references, what was the history of 
cachots? What role had communal detention centers played in R wanda prior 
to these most recent crises? 

Cachots, as understood by Rwandans, have several different references. 
The primary one is the officia1 communal cachot ( communal detention center, 
usually a room in the back of the communal office building), which is part 
of the communal apparatus. In the current context, because those rooms are 
overcrowded, other buildings are used as cachots, including former schools, 
cooperatives, offices, etc. The second reference that comes into the minds of 
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· · · parate holding cell meant to Rwandans is the cachot wtthtn the pnson, a se . . . . . h 
isolate certain prisoners from other prisoners-a J~tl_ ':tthtn a ~~son. Anot _er 
reference for cachot is a holding cell used by ctvthan or mtlttary secunty 
personnel, such as a cell used by the DMI (military intelligence). ~nd ~hen, 
in the current situation, there is a broad range of "informal" cachots (In pnvate 
houses, abandoned buildings) used by individuals or civilian and military 
units to hold "suspicious" individuals (a prefet holding his own prisoners at 
hisprivate home, a military offteer detaining suspects at his hause, a group 
of soldiers holding prisoners in a shipping container, etc.) (Map 12.2). 

Communal detention centers-cachots communaux-have had an ironic 
double legacy in R wanda. As part of the apparatus of local-level government, 
they have been taken as evidence of decentralized regional development. For 
many onlookers, particularl y for international donors during the 1970s-1980s, 
communal development, including the construction of facilities meant to pro
vide preventive detention in a local setting for alleged perpetrators of minor 
crimes, appeared to be a very positive sign.9 The development was interpreted 
as a milestone on the road toward less centralized-and hence less authori
tarian-administration and politics, possibly in the long run even toward de-
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lll\.X"Tacy. Rwandans. too. \\·hile not necessarily greeting then1 as signs of 
\Veslt.~nl-styk Jen1ocracy. \v~lcon1cd the construction of cachots in the 
19i0s- 198tls as a sign of go\'enuncnt C\.lnunitn1ent to local security. Cachots 
had signitit.:.d protection. 

But as the national sense of security in the 1980s gave way to insecurity 
in the political strite of the 1990s. cachots colnnJurulux also can1e to signify 
intinlidation and torture. Although they had represented state decentralization, 
cachors ran1e to evoke a tenifying sense of state power-the unchallenged 
ability to disrupt farnilies. to make its citizens disappear. and to take its citi
zens · lin~s. lnitially n1eant to serve on the front line of justice as part of the 
infrastructure for granting ordinary citizens more direct access to judicial 
processes. 10 by the late 1990s cachots served on the front line of state terror 
as weil. They became crucial '"battlefields ., in a sirurnering war between the 
RPF government and the civilian population-a war that, as of this writing, 
has yet to define explicitly its course. 

COLONIAL CONTEXT FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF 
COMMUNES 

Communes-the infrastructural units that housed cachots-were intro
duced into Rwanda in 1960 following a wave of violent protest against co
lonial overrule and against chiefs and subchiefs, its local-level agents. This 
startlingly bloody and ethnically divisive political struggle forced Belgium, 
Rwanda~s intemationally mandated steward 11 since the end of the First World 
War. to re-evaluate its strategy for administering the tiny multi-ethnic country. 

This strategy had relied on the govemance of a small, highly advantaged 
clique of Belgian-appointed R wandan chiefs and subchiefs over previously 
politically, economically, and culturally diverse peoples. Violent military ex
peditions had forcibly consolidated these peoples into a single, overarching 
colonial structure. Colonial mechanisms of compulsion and constraint had 
reduced them within the system to the status of indigenes or "natives."12 

Reflecting to some degree this precolonial diversity, but also reftecting its 
collapse and transformation under the Belgian colonizing effort, were the 
three primary Rwandan identity categories that survived colonialism-albeit 
profoundly transformed-Tutsi, Hutu, and Twa. 13 

Chiefs, and the majority of Rwanda's aristocratic upper stratum, who 
tended to invest their resources in cattle, a traditional form of wealth, iden
tified as "Tutsi." This precolonial identity category had a range of context
driven meanings as diverse as pastoralist, privileged, chiefty, patron, member 
of a particular family, or inhabitant of a particular region. In contrast, a broad 
spectrum of the population-including fanners, craftsmen, fishennen, small 
traders, ritualists, and even goveming families of neighboring kingdoms that 
had been forced into Rwanda's orbit by European colonizers-became iden-



. ··Hutu." This identity category signified many different meanings 
tiried ~s a to context, including commoner, ordinary person, farmer, client or 
·cordtnc · f '1 · h b' f · 1 

;ll d. te 1nember of a parttcular amt y, or tn a ttant o a parttcu ar re-bor ma , 
~~~ A third and frequently overlooked identity category was the Twa, an 
~ 1011~itv ascribed to the dwellers of forested and riverain environments, 
1den ; d . . .. 

ters-gatherers, an certatn arttsan communtttes. hun · 
These categories, first understood by Europeans as "races" and later as 

"ethnic groups," became operative in the administration of indirect rule during 
the Belgian overrule of the 1920s- 1950s. 14 They were touted as essential 
divisions in Rwandan society by means of which Rwandan chiefs-the ''tra
ditional" rulers-naturally separated themselves from the mass of the popu
lation. In this context, political power-and the "natural" right to rule
became ethnically identified as Tutsi. 15 

Actualizing this notion of "natural" and "traditional" Tutsi rule in a new 
colonial context, tiny Rwanda was divided into administrative units called 
chefferies (chiefdoms)-represented as "traditional," hence authentic and 
legitimate-which were essentially the products of Belgian administrative 
expedience. Within these structures chiefs and subchiefs, backed by Belgian
aut_horized force, placed increasingly excessive obligations on their subjects. 16 

!his had the effect of creating smouldering animosity-defined by Rwandans 
m class, family, and ethnic terms-which when it finally exploded in 1959-
1960, revealed such Iethai intensity that Belgium moved to scrap the chefferie 
system and replace it with communes, modeled on the administrative structure 
of Belgium itself. 

In introducing communes, Belgium gave Rwanda a new structure and vo
cabulary for expressing political/administrative relations that were uniform, 
de~entralized-and rooted in European post-Enlightenment philosophy. His
toncally, communes bad developed out of European (particularly French) 
popular reaction against the extremely centralized and exploitative royal ab
solutism of their seventeenth- and eighteenth-century monarchs. Hence, em
bedded in the new commune-based administrative structure introduced into 
~wanda in 1960 was an underlying historical agenda promoting such En
hghtenment notions as popular self-determination, local-level empowerment, 
the rule of law, and human rights. From this perspective it was possible to 
interpret the development of the system of communal cachots as a positive 
step toward bringing the mechanism of justice closer to the ~eople .. And 
cachots were received in just such a way when they were estabhshed tn the 
early years of Rwanda's independence. While they inspired a certain ner
vousness among community members-as any punitive apparatus would be 
likely to do--cachots also inspired confidence that security bad increased and 
justice was nearer at hand. 17 

The new con1munal system which was superimposed on Rwanda in 1960-
following large-scale political violence that quickly found rhetorical compar-
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ison to the French ReYolulion 1 ~-~ank its post-Enlightenn1ent roots into a 
political foundation that \\·a~ Yery ditTerent fron1 the terrain of western Europe 
in the age of Absolutisn1. R\vanda ·s O\\'n systen1 of regional govemance. prior 
to colonialism. had been relatively decentralized. Although the system cen
tered on the Mwa"zi. or king. at a regional Ievel Rwanda ·s human and eco
nonlic resources had been n1anaged by means of a tripartite system of land 
ruhutaka ). pasture ( u"zukenke ). and military ( unzuheto) Ieaders who main
tained separJte. and frequently counterbalancing. networks of patronage. 19 In 
addition. R\\'anda ·s t\VO colonial experiences-administration by Gennany 
until 1916 and by Belgium until 1961-had shaped its political history in 
uniquely modern and colonial ways. The scale of violence to which the co
Ionial state had taken recourse (due to the existence of automatic weapons) 
and the insidious manipulation of pre-existing identity categories as a political 
tool for indirect rule. find no parallel in the history of early modern Europe. 20 

Accordingly. communes in R wanda developed along lines that reftected 
R\vanda ·s prior political history and not the post-Enlightenment ideals of the 
European nations whose patterns they were meant to imitate. 

In fact. the political and historical foundation into which R wandan com
munes sank their roots was characterized by more than three generations of 
European overrule in a region that, prior to European occupation, had com
prised a number of separate and diverse politico-cultural entities. These pre
colonial entities included kingdoms such as Gisaka in the east, Bugesera in 
the southeast, and Nduga in the central-south, as well as autonomaus "king
lets," '~principalities," or locally govemed zones such as Kinyaga (in the 
southwest), Rukiga (in the northwest), and Buyaga, Bwishaza, Ndorwa, and 
Bugoyi (in the north).21 These entities, as well as their predecessors, had 
shared a long and complex regional history. Marriage bonds, magical com
petition, anned conflicts, and trade marked their intertwined existence.22 Thus, 
the initial challenge to govem Rwanda for the Germansand subsequently for 
the Belgians hinged precisely on the struggle to arrest the separate develop
ment of these subregions and amalgamate them into a unified and centralized 
colonial state. Such centralization would enable a relatively small European 
cadre to govem in a rational, effi.cient, and especially, cost-effective manner. 

The endeavor entailed two processes. First, formerly autonomous political 
and cultural regions were incorporated into an expanding colonial "Ruanda. "23 

This entity bad at its core the ancient kingdom of Nduga, govemed by the 
Abanyiginya dynasty, whose impressive, politically agile royal court seemed 
to promise cooperation with Europeans. Nduga, bolstered by European alli
ances, leveled claims against the territories of its neighbors. These claims 
were realized first with German and then with Belgian support. Thus, a trans
fonning Nduga became, in the context of colonial rule, the "unified" kingdom 
of Ruanda: a "traditional" African kingdom. 
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. · d th t the variety of claims to The second step of centralizatton requtre a 1 d 
· · h' R anda had to be coa esce or ,litical and econotnic resources Wt t 1 n u . 

;rreamlined into one "rational" (and more easily con~rollable) system. To th1s 
~nd. the early years of the colonial endeavor-parttcularly the first ~ec~des 
ofthe Belgian period-focused on suppressing regional autonomy, ehnunat
ing ··redundant" local leaders, and coalescing the multiple domains of re
so~rce control into a uniform system. Within this system, power and authority 
would no Ionger emanate from local-level resources, but rather from Euro
pean support, and it would be consolidated in the hands of the Mwami and a 
small clique of cooperative Tutsi chiefs. 

HISTORICAL APPROACHES TO CONFLICT AND 
JUSTICE 

Detention, whether intended to be provisional as in a communal cachot or 
of Ionger durat· · · . . 

. 1on as m a pnson, was an approach to managmg confhct that 
se~med hlghly alien to the peoples who suddenly found themselves subject 10 

It when a handful of Germans arrived in their land at the end of the nine-teenth century The G , . 
1 

. . . 
. . . · erman s 1mpu se to contam confhct by shacklmg and Isolattng 10 th · .1. . 

. e1r m1 1tary posts those whom they presumed respons1ble found no equtvalent · th · 
h lll e practlces of the precolonial societies of "the land of a t ousand hills " Th . . . 

dl. . · ese societles bad deve1oped their own practtces for han-
b mg confhct, many of which differed in detail from one society to another 
ut found a sinu'1ar b · · h · · · I · hi b asis In a s ared VISion of the appropnate re at1ons p etween human fl' . 

con Icts and the 1arger commuruty.24 

~hat they envisioned was conftict--collectively acknowledged and exter
nahzed--existing out in a society that could sustain it, protected by the 
~tr~n?th of social institutions. Rather than withdrawing from daily sociallife, 
mdl~ldually "contained" in order to prevent the conftict's spread, disputing 
parhes plunged themselves into community Iife, mobilizing resources to 
Strengtben and protect their positions. They activated alliances, rekindl~d re
lationships, and stimulated a process of broader community alignment m the 
situation. Drawn in as participants, community member~ enga~ed themselves 
in resolving the quarre\, mindful that should the dispute mtenstfy, the~ would 
be called upon to give more active--and potentially more costly-asststan~e. 

. . fl. h than whisking the dJs-Thts "extemal" approach to managtng con tct, rat er . h. 
· f ~ho they were »'II "' Putants out of society, centered on the questton o » 

1 
~ 

. . ,, ,, th · t of departure, a protoco 'or society. Tak.mg the questton Who? ~s e pom_ ,· ofeach ofthe parties 
handling the conflict developed accordtng to the capaclty 

to gamer support. f the arties engaged in a contlict-and particularly 
The stat~re of each oothers ~o act in their behalf-had a direct bearing on 
· actty to move · · ·r · h d th thetr cap . ld exist as a relatively restrruned affaJr. or r rt a e h er a confhct wou whet 
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pott.'ntial h.' l''hallen_gc the C\'lllllluniry·s sense of \Vell-being. Accordingly, the 
appn.Xll'h t\) handling it was C('n&n•ous \vith ,,·ho \vas involved. and what its 
{X'tential in1~1ct rnight tlt'. 

In n1ost cast'S in the precolonial societies of greater R\vanda. a conftict that 
de,·etorx~ llUt of day-to-day n1isunderstandings an1ong ordinary people
fn.lnl the trampling of tields by the neighbor·s livestock to accusations of 
theft-was Jikely to be addressed in a n1ediatory forun1. In Nduga. this forum 
was gacanz. which Iirerally signified the grassy public space where local 
elders and parties to the conftict met. Gacaca was a lin1ited public meeting 
called for the purpose of talking through a local dispute. The goal was to find 
a mutually acceptable (hence. just) solution to the matter, assess restitution if 
necessary. and ultimately to .. dissolve ·· the conftict in order to ensure collec
ti\·e \vell-being. The presence of respected neighbors, and especially elders, 
as witnesses to the mediation lent credibility not only to the quality of the 
··input.·· such as testimony. but also to the effectiveness of the outcome. If a 
satisfactory outcome were not achieved, the aggrieved party had several 
choices for recourse. all of which could be seen as potential challenges to the 
community's well-being. He could press his case further at the court of a 
notable person for whom he served as a client, hoping that the pressure from 
this more powerful person could elicit results more favorable to his side. He 
could also seek to satisfy hirnself through revenge. 

Revenge was a very common course of action in the precolonial societies 
of greater R\\·anda, particularly in the case of the murder of a family member. 
In such a case, gacaca was not an option: the darnage to the victim family 
was so great that the words and material restitution possible in gacaca could 
never ··repair" it. The action of murder, so profoundly disturbing to the col
lective sense of well-being, required counteraction. The clearest Counteraction 
was blood vengeance. It was particularly in the resort to vengeance that the 
protective network of relationships came into play. For a client, it was time 
to seek recourse with the patron-a consequence that the aggressor family 
should have anticipated before ever committing the initial murderaus act. 

lf the aggrieved family had no members with a network solid enough to 
support open, armed revenge-or if it saw itself as mismatched, far weaker 
than its opponent-it could appeal to the Mwami for justice. The family's 
hope would be that the Mwami would "protect" it by punishing the opponent. 
In other words, the Mwami would commit on behalf of the aggrieved family 
the revenge that it was not strong enough to carry out itself. In this formu
lation, punishment and the king's justice could be seen as an alternative fonn 
of revenge. 

In bringing a case before the Mwami, the accuser normally bore the re
sponsibility of arresting and maintaining the accused in "preventive deten
tion": bound and confined in proximity to the royal court. 25 For this task, the 
accuser called on his network of friends to organize the guard and Iodging of 
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thc accused. According to Belgian administrator-ethnographer Rene Bour
~cois. it was not unusual for the accuser to keep the accused not only phys
ically constrained but also deprived of food and drink until the Mwatni 's 
judgn1ent was can·ied out, a period that could last a week or 1onger.26 Bour
geois points out that such detention was regarded as provisional and preven
tive in nature: The detention was not considered punishment in and of itself.27 

In meting out punishment, the Mwami decided if the wrongdoer would make 
a material payment, endure corporal suffering, or be put to death. Punishments 
such as fatal beatings, tying the arms of the accused behind his back,28 mu
tilation, torture and blinding with hot irons, and crucifixion by nailing the 
accused to the ground have been noted in several ethnographic sources.29 

Painful punishments clearly equated revenge with justice from the perspective 
of the accuser. 

Whereas those of modest social and political stature tended to settle their 
conflicts in limited ways, more powerful community members, including the 
heads of large or aristocratic families, had additional means at their disposal. 
In fact, those who had recourse to extensive networks of relationships com
manded considerable power to involve others, even to disrupt society, with 
their confticts. This very potential for disruption frequently served to mitigate 
against pursuing confticts with powerful opponents. But when both opponents 
were powerful and decided to pursue the matter, their allies and clients could 
find themselves embroiled in a situation in which they had little control and 
much to lose. Conftict among persans of the very highest stature, such as the 
princes and queen-mothers of the royal court of Nduga, had such capacity for 
widespread disruption and bore such serious consequences for the individuals 
and the families involved that these most powerful Rwandans tended to seek 
recourse in intrigue, deceit, trickery, magic, and poisoning. 

CONFLICT AND CONTAINMENT IN THE ERA OF 
GERMAN COLONIALISM 

Members of Nduga's royal dynasty were engaged in unleashing just such 
tactics in 1896-the year when a German lieutenant and his African troops 
(askaris) arrived to initiate Germany's conquest, or "pacification" of the re
gion. As the small troupe of soldiers patrolled the eastern shores of the Iake, 
asserting their authority over the lake-plain, up in the hills rival factions of 
Nduga aristocrats, driven by fratricide, fought to assert their authority over 
their equivalent of the throne-the royal drun1.30 The passing of a strong and 
long-ruling M1-van1i and the tnurder of his newly installed successor by an 
ambitious half-brother had split the royal court into factions. The usurping 
half-brother, Musinga. was only shakily installed, his leadership threatened 
by a warthat had broken out between two powerful royallineages. 31 



The unstable. young ~·1usinga. anxious to do \vhatever it took to secure his 
kingship. pn.H·ided just the inroad that the Gennans needed to make good on 
their dain1 to the region-a clain1 that the Belgian Congo contesred until 
I 899.·'= Thus. as Geml\ms pushed to establish effective occupation of this 
newly opened district of their larger East African colony. at minimal cost. 
rhey saw in ~1usinga the opportunity to govern through a local potentate who 
\\\lUld otl'er Iinie. if any. resistance. Pron1ising to bolster Musinga's authority 
in exchange for his acknowledgment of Gem1an supremacy, German officers 
and their askaris launched campaigns against the Mlvami 's challengers. This 
set the pattern and tone for conftict management for the rest of the period of 
Gennan ovemlle in Ruanda-violent punitive expeditions. ·33 

The pattern repeated itself throughout the twenty-odd years of German 
presence in Ruanda. When reports of regional disturbances or threats to the 
Mwami 's power arrived at the German headquarters. a fortified post ealled a 
bo"w. the commanding officer sent out a patrol eonsisting of a German soldier 
and a group of African askaris to contain the threat. The eonfliet management 
techniques that the Gennan officer applied in the field had developed in the 
experience of putting down resistanee elsewhere in German East Afriea. The 
commanding officer would "hold a schauri,"34 that is, eonduet a publie inquiry 
into the prob lern, and tben "make an impression" on the local people. 35 

~·Holding a schaun.,, engaged the Gennan offteer in seeking to find a so
lution to an African conftict. The proeess eommeneed with the sorting of the 
.. cooperative'· from tbe "troublesome" loealleaders. Having identified whom 
he wanted to privilege-since the larger goveming strategy relied on rein
forcing the authority of "good" leaders-the offteer proeeeded to gather faets 
about the conftict and to formulate his strategy for handling it. In many cases, 
the plan relied on the rounding up of the alleged troublemakers as weil as 
localleaders deemed responsible for ineiting them. If those accused bad taken 
off, a manbunt ensued; "collateral" easualties, ineluding entire viilag es if they 
were rumored to harbor the "criminals," were not unusual. The successful 
capture of the culprits-who bad become full-fledged eriminals by the very 
act of attempting evasion-led to the seeond German technique for eonflict 
management, "making an impression." 

"Making an impression" entailed the punishing of the alleged troublemak
ers, the chiefs who bad supported them, as weil as the followers of the re
calcitrant chiefs, while publicly reinforeing the authority of the "reliable" 
leaders. Punishments ranged from fines paid in eattle, to imprisonment (gen
erally of inftuential figures ), to the buming of homes and fields, to summary 
execution by rifle fire or banging (generally of less eontroversial figures). In 
their reports of these expeditions, German offieers expressed the belief that, 
left with the enduring impression of smoldering fields and of their Ieaders 
taken away in chains, local residents would be unlikely to cause another 
disturbance. In this context, imprisonment at the boma under the guard of the 
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askaris was a virtual privilege, given to those of such stature that it was 
deen1ed that their sun1n1ary execution might provoke further unrest. 

In 1906 German military occupation of Ruanda ended, but the punitive 
expeditions continued under civilian rule. The establishment of a Gennan 
Resident in 1907 at Kigali, not far from the Mwami 's court, led to closer 
contact between the Germans and the Nduga aristocrats, and the Gennan 
discovery that the Mwa1ni 's authority was actually quite fragile. The reaction 
to this discovery led to a split between the civilian Resident and his military 
counterparts, who asserted that expeditions against the Mwami 's challengers 
must be a vital element of colonial administrative strategy.36 Ultimately, the 
n1ilitary prevailed and the precedent for highly violent conflict management, 
and "protection" of the Mwami against his opponents, became established. 
Rivals, particularly those in the north, saw their regions bumed and them
selves locked in chains and led away to detention in the boma. 

It was during the German period that physical restraint and imprisonment 
were introduced as more than just preventive strategies. The Gennan ap
proach to Containment of political resistance by physically restraining local 
Ieaders had the effect of making imprisonment a political tool directed by 
political elites at the center against their elite challengers on the periphery. 
The effectiveness of the strategy of imprisoning rivals at headquarters made 
a considerable impression on the young Mwami who in 1902 tried it himself. 37 

He sent out an urgent appeal to Chief Mpumbika of Gisaka, a rival, to come 
to his capital where, upon Mpumbika's arrival, he imprisoned the chief and 
put his traveling companions/escorts to death. It may have been in this era 
that regional chiefs began experimenting with physical constraint and im
prisonment at their courts, the "traditional" character of which was Iater 
debated.38 

In terms of punishment and justice, Germans introduced new concepts and 
practices into Ruanda during their brief overrule. In addition to the practice 
of publicly capturing, chaining and dragging away accused criminals, and 
imprisonment within the confines of the boma, Germans also introduced the 
notion of standardized sets of measured floggings. 39 One offense could be 
punishable by up to two sets of ftoggings. One set of ftoggings was restricted 
to twenty-five lashes and a two-week waiting period was imposed between 
the administration of the first set of lashes and the next..w Assuming that the 
recipient of these floggings would have little incentive to wait out the two 
weeks for the next set, "preventive'' detention would have been likely in this 
case. 

In the final years of their overrule, the Germans began to organize a local 
police force. The domain of these officials was the hillsides and pathways 
where they were to maintain peace and facilitate the passage of trade caravans. 
Within their dotnain, the officers, each identifiable by a brass badge in the 
shape of a half-moon. had the power to arrest offenders and bring them to 
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the honu1.·H A.s the systern developed. the authority of the offteer expanded 
to indude problen1s connected to anns and narcotics sn1uggling. the unli
censed sale of alcohol. and settling dispures an1ong residents.~~ In 1912, they 
\\·ere n1obilized to pul do\\·n a rebellion in the north. But further development 
of this systen1 ,,·as intemipted by World War I. 

MAISONS DE DETENTION DURING BELGIAN RULE 

The impulse to incarcerate as a means of managing conftict created the 
need for detention centers from the early days of Belgian rule following World 
\Var 1.~3 A detention center was one of the first pieces of Belgian colonial 
apparatus to appear in Ruanda. One was established at headquarters in 1918.44 

\\'ithin three years. maisons de detention (literally, houses of detention) had 
multiplied and existed at each administrative and police post.45 The logic of 
having so many sites, explained the Annual Report of 1921 - 1922, was that 
it reduced the risk of mortality during prisoner transfers. 46 Prisoner mortality 
soon proved to be a problern regardless of the growth of detention sites. 
Outbreaks of contagious diseases in the central Iock-ups at Kigali and at 
Kitega in neighboring Urundi in 1923-1924 resulted in the deaths of nu
merous prisoners. J.

7 

Although the proliferation of regional maisons de detention reflected an 
increase in decentralization over the previous German system, from the per
spective of a local chief the system could still seem centralized and distant. 
At times, chiefs acting on the basis of this sense of distance, sidestepped the 
matter of Iack of authority and detained their subjects in a variety of ways. 
For example! in 1939, when subchief Mihana had a dispute with his chief, 
Semugeshi, he found hirnself under de facto house arrest: 

Then I stayed at my house several months and it was really as it [sie] I 
were under arrest. Semugishi's [sie] police kept away people who wanted 
to visit me and my servitors were maltreated, and so on. After two months 
had gone by without an answer from the Resident I wrote him a Ietter and 
one of my brothers took it to him. I told him that I was being held pris
oner ... 48 

Confined to his home, Mihana had been preventively detained. 
Preventive detention, like detention itself, bad existed from the early days 

of Belgian rule, necessitated in part by the itinerant nature of the judicial 
system. In the early 1930s, territorial agents like Rene Bourgeois and his 
mentor PhiHipart ( "Bwana Morisi" )49 regularly spent fifteen days each month 
circulating through their territories. In this way, they conducted inspections, 
gave orders to chiefs and subchiefs, conducted police and judicial inquiries, 
and presided at native tribunals.50 This heavily charged schedule, and the 
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requiren1ent that a Belgian be present at indigenous judicial proceedings, 
in1posed delays and created the need for preventive detention. References to 
early cases of preventi ve detention appear throughout the rich and detailed 
memoirs of R. Bourgeois, who began his career as a colonial agent in 1931. 
One exatnple appears in connection with the case of murder suspect Rwa
migabo, whom Bourgeois placed in preventive detention during the first week 
of August 1932, after finding the man in possession of a suspicious knife. 51 

Implicated by the knife, but requiring fuller investigation, Rwamigabo re
mained in preventive detention until early September, when Bourgeois re
tumed to the man' s hill to conduct a fonnal inquiry. This time a suspicious 
spear tumed up. One day later, Rwamigabo and another man, Shakubundi, 
now fonnally accused (hence having the status of prevenus), were forwarded 
to Kigali for further processing. In late October 1932, their case was presented 
before the Territorial Tribunal, seated at Ruhengeri. Bourgeois, having already 
handled the case and the suspects in several different capacities, participated 
in the Ruhengeri proceedings in his capacity as Officer of the Public Ministry 
(OMP).52 

Another, more controversial, case of preventive detention occurred in July 
1943 in connection with the Astrida Territory Chief Semugeshi, evidently the 
same man who had detained subchief Mihana four years before. Bourgeois, 
suspecting that this highly inftuential and well-connected chiefhad embezzled 
a I arge sum of tax money, decided to handle the situation by locking him up 
in a secret location for the duration of a preliminary inquiry. Forthis location, 
he settled on the kitchen of the govemment guest house in the neighboring 
territory of Gikongoro. The chief managed to escape and went straight to 
Bourgeois's superiors to charge him with illegal detention.53 To the chief's 
great surprise, he was sent back to Bourgeois and locked up in yet another 
''secret" place: this time in a special cell inside Astrida central prison. Two 
weeks later, Semugeshi was still detained in this secret cell when his case 
was forwarded to the Territorial Tribunal. Finally, in early September, he was 
placed on trial and sentenced to ten years of prison Iabor. Semugeshi served 
out a year and a half of his sentence in the central prison of Usumbura 
(lJrundi), where he died suddenly in mid-March 1945.54 

The itinerant nature of the Rwandan judicial system, and the need to re-
pond flexibly to "on the spot" situations led to a growing body of infom1al 

s od formal practice that, when legally formalized in October 1943, envisioned 
a wo kinds of preventive incarceration. The firstwas detention under a warrant 
t f summons (mandat d'amener) which allowed for incarceration for a period 
0 f up to three days, renewable for a maximum of five additional days. The 
0 cond .. preventive detention ( detention preventive ), was subject to the satne 
5.e01 jts and extensions as detention by summons.55 Both forms were possible 
Jl 'thout an actual arrest warrant (1nandat d'arret) . 
.J~l 
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Despite thc fonnalization of prt'vcntive detention. and the establishment of 
clearJy defincd titne restrictions. lengthy and ongoing pretrial detention \Vas 
still possihle. This occurred in the 1948 case of S--. S-- was a fonner 
suhl'hief \\·ho. having lleen disrnissed for alleged irregularities. had subse
quently taken a position \Vith a European businessman as the foreman of a 
\\'Olxlcutting terun. S--·s activities came to the attention of Bourgeois in 
October 19~8. \vhen the businessrnan for whon1 he worked was charged by 
feiiO\\' Europeans \vith encroaching on their land and harvesting their trees. 
Bourgeois arrived to n1ake inquiries into the matter. and, on the basis of the 
spotty backgrounds of both the foreman and his employer, who had been 
sinlilarly charged before. became convinced that illegal activity had probably 
taken place. This. the administrator decided, merited preventive detention of 
S--.5~ His employer was not similarly detained because he had left on 
vacation in Europe and could not be reached. 
S-- \\~aited in preventive detention inside the prison of Sbangugu,57 

pending investigation upon the retum of bis employer, while tbe European 
took an extensive vacation and tben retumed to Africa-to tbe Belgian 
Conga. but not Ruanda. Month by month, a judge renewed tbe preventive 
detention order for S--, on tbe basis tbat be migbt violate tbe secrecy of 
the affair or possibly ftee, while his former employer, now living in Conga, 
ignored a series of summons. Inside Sbangugu prison, S-- remained in 
confinement separated from the rest of tbe prison population. He was pro
hibited from contact with all otbers. He was not even required to work, as 
the other prisoners were. 58 Six months later, in March 1949, S-- was re
leased from prison on bail. He immediately cbarged Bourgeois witb arbitrary 
arrest and detention. Bourgeois defended himself, claiming that it was only 
through his humanitarian interest and intervention tbat the man bad been 
released. Preparing his memoirs decades later, Bourgeois wrote defensively, 
"I acted in a humanitarian way because in tbat epocb it was not tbe custom 
to accord such favor to an accused native."59 Humanitarian or not, Bourgeois 
clearly stretched the rules of preventive detention and guarded S-- in a 
special cachot because of the "political" nature of his alleged activities: they 
implicated a European. 

Despite recourse to a kitchen in tbe case of Semugeshi, preventive detention 
in the Belgian system ordinarily took place at a site designated for this pur
pose, the cachot. A cachot could be a specific place formally established for 
detention, such as a small hut, or it could be a place informally designated 
for this purpose, such as the guest house kitchen. A cachot could also be a 
separate holding cell within a prison, such as the place where S-- was 
placed in solitary confinement. This latter arrangement seems to have been 
quite common. Evidence for the existence of a separate cachot within Astrida 
Central Prison also appears in the Bourgeois memoirs. On November 11, 
1943. he notes that Monsieur Hauben, guardian of the Prison of Astrida, was 
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. · d fron1 blows he received while fighting with a cachot detainee whom 
mJure . ff 1' . h 
h~ encountered in the prison latrines: a place stnctly o - tmtts to t ose as-
sioned to the cachot.60 

e Cachots confined soldiers as weil as civilians. On October 6, 1932, Bour-
oeois notes that he ordered the detention of disorderly soldiers in the cachot 
for eight days and in the salZe de police (police room) for four days.61 In this 
Iatter case, the use of the cachot seems to have been punitive rather than 
preventive. 

In the later years of Belgian rule, cachots out in the chefferies away from 
the Belgian post and central prison took the form of detention huts. One 
Rwandan remembered: 

When I was growing up in the 1950s, under the chefferie system, what I 
saw was there were central prisons but no regular [system of] jails. Prison 
was more centralized then-people were taken away to prison, sent there. 
But if you were caught red-handed, you might be detained in a hut, or in a 
certain hause set apart. 62 

Another Rwandan recalled from his mid-1950s childhood: "There was no 
jail [locally] but there were huts for prisoners."63 

CONTAINMENT AND DETENTION AFTER 
INDEPENDENCE 

. With structures, and especially with precedent established by their depart
tng European tute urs-such as the rnodel of the innovative, improvising "man 
?0 the spot"-the first generation of independent R wandan authorities moved 
Into uncharted political territory in 1960. It was a territory that they had 
opened up for themselves through violence and that they were prepared to 
maintain with violence as well. The disturbances of 1959 had led to a fturry 
of elections in mid-1960 that brought 229 new bourgmestres into power.64 

These men, nearly all of thern unversed in public administration and law, set 
about improvising modern communal administration.65 

Conflict containment ranked high on their agendas, as it had for new Ger
man and Belgian authorities before them. Replicating a pattem established in 
past eras, the new bourgmestres circulated through their communes, address
ing conflicts, identifying threats, using their policemen to escort recalcitrants 
back to improvised tribunals and jails.66 With a shaky sense of legitimacy, 
newfound power, little sense of legal procedure, and the Rwandan vie~ that 
justice was linked to revenge, bourgmestres set curfews and went rovtng at 
night to arrest people.67 At Remera, the n~w Hutu. bourgn1estre "Ijeri and his 
gang patrolled the hill at night to see to 1t that h1s orders were obeyed. He 
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hragged that he \\·as out to get the Tutsi. He arrested n1ore and lllore 
Tutsi.··(\." 

It \Vas in this context of ne\\' Hutu ernpO\\·ennent and anti-Tutsi revenge 
that R\\·anda nlo\·~ frorn a rnonarchy to a republic in the January l96I.()Q 
But aJthough the central goYemn1ent \\·as undergoing tumultuous change, out 
in the ruralltx-ales conununal adn1inistration follov.'ed a certain order-based 
on the pat1ems that had been visible and accessible to R wandans during Ger
nlan schauris and the actions of peripatetic Belgians. These familiar pattems 
prL1\id~ a certain continuity during this period of massive political change. 
In local setrings throughout Rwanda the birth of the republic was ushered in 
on a \\·aye of abuses. as the ne\\' ly empowered moved to contain and detain 
their opponents. 70 This next generation ·s nuzisons de detention soon materi
alized. for example. at Sake in southeastem R wanda, in a house where the 
makeshift govemrnent had its headquarters. Extremists reportedly established 
a cachot \\'here they detained and tortured suspected adversaries. 71 Additional 
maisons developed: makeshift jails in makeshift situations. In one commune 
of Gitarama Prefecture, a depot used for the storage of the hazardous agri
cultural chemical DDT became a makeshift cachot. Local residents jokingly 
called it Ia maison de DDT. 72 

In these early years of independence, abuses against challengers spawned 
more challengers--or at least those suspected as such-and generated a con
tinuing cyc le of arrests and abuses. In settings throughout R wanda, from 
Kibungo to Cyangugu, local-level officials-bourg1nestres and prefets-ar
bitrarily threatened, detained, and abused their competitors.73 The March 1962 
arrest and subsequent disappearance of L. Bunagu and the September 1962 
arrest and physical abuse of V. Kalima were only two of many examples of 
arrests of political opponents by new officials. Abuses increased with the 
communal elections in 1963, which unleashed yet another wave of arbitrary 
arrests, torture, imprisonment, and summary executions. 74 In this context, the 
general concept of preventive detention-the immediate detention of an al
leged or potential troublemaker in order to constrain him physically, "contain" 
the threat he posed to society, and prevent his escape-found application as 
a political tool. Authorities reveled in the effectiveness of preventive detention 
of competitors before an election as a means of containing political challenge. 
The legalities of preventive detention, and the tedious problern of justifying 
renewals, were non-issues in this era, since magistrares had little training and 
were beholden to political authorities. 75 

lf, in the opening years of the 1960s, preventive detention had been trans
formed from a judicial into a political tool for winning elections, it was trans
formed again in late December 1963 when it was applied in a new context: 
the armed invasion of Tutsi refugees into Bugesera. 

Preventive detention, implemented on massive scale, proved an effective 
means of silencing potential critics-those Hutu and Tutsi who would be 



· · response to the 
11et1ge the govemment's harsh repress1on 1n . h 

cha · · T ts1 whom t e 
. ·lilll·d 10 , \so a means of separating and conta1n1ng u ' 
·~· It was a ~ · Th 1 k of 
,.,.l~il' 11 · . d aovemment saw as potential intemal enem1es. e ac 
' ionllnate e . d h f 11 wing the ~JtlllH orn1ous number of civilian, mostly Tuts1, eat s o o 
· .. r the en fi f 
,'! 1 ~~·~ '

1 timated from 5,000 to 14,00076-underscored the ef cacy o 
.. ,,(ln-es . . b '' . . ,, 

:n'".· ,·th potential critics as well as potent1al enem1es y conta1n1ng 
j···thO~ \\ l 
L~~ ·~ aovemment custody. 
tn~ 011 e · · ' 1 H b . k Both Gregoire Kay1banda and h1s successor, Juvena a yanmana, too 
tnis lesson to heart. Throughout the 1960s, Kayibanda continued his strategy 
l)iarbitrary arrests against potential chal1engers.77 Habyarimana, who wrested 
power from him in a 1973 coup, carried the strategy into the next two decades, 
expanding and entrenching it through extensive use of cachots and mass 
arrests. 

It was Habyarimana who propagated the use of cachots, both special cach
ots for ~olitical prisoners and communal cachots for local detainees. Early in 
his presid~ncy, Habyarimana made extensive use of a section of Ruhengeri 
Central.Pnson as political cachot in which he is believed to have detained 
ex-Prestdent Kayib d d k . . 

. an a an ey trun1sters of the former government. Clois-
tered away 1n a s 11 . 

d eparate ce 1n Ruhengen Prison, these men were not seen, 
an were rumored to b d d "1 . 
duri h' e ea , unt1 a tnal was conducted in mid-June 1974 

ng w Ich the still · 
th t . . -unseen ex-pres1dent was sentenced to death.78 Some of 
e onner ffi1n1sters 1 · · 

of twent a so went to tnal1n 1974-1975, and received sentences 
years laty years. Others, however were neither tried nor accounted for until 

er, when the fi 
official Y were nally declared dead.79 Even as these former 

s Were placed · 1 · all 
present-the Hab . on tna -though they were not necessarily ph~s~c Y 
motivat d Yanmana government unleashed new waves of pohttcally 

e arrests Th · th · I sion of ke . . · e pattem of these newer arrests-parttcularly e 1nc u-
gles w'th' y mthtary officers among those detained-suggested power strug
and 111 In a small group of military strongmen who controlled the country 

ca ed them l . U . 
B h se ves the Committee for Peace and National ntty. 

byJ:~a: late 197?s, these struggles at the center seemed to abate, ~ith H~
a ernerging victoriou I di tely he angled to consohdate his personal . . s. mme a ' h" 

ol· . poslhon by reaching outward to "the population." ~aunc Ing a ne~ 
~ lhcal Party, the MRND (Mouvement rtfvolutionaire natwnal pour I~ .de-
e/~ppement ), so by mea f h" h h linked hirnself directly to pohtical act ns o w 1c e . lf . 

" Ion cellssi throughout the country, Habyarimana renlade ~Imse Into a 
man of the people." He reinforced this ne\v image by calhng for a new 
ca~p~ign of rural development that included the construction of comn1~nal 
bu1ld1ngs and cachots. This apparent move toward democracy was rece1ved 
enthusiastically by international partners. The fact that much of the new in
frastructure, including the cachots. was constructed by forced peasant Iabor 
( un1uganda) was overlooked. In 1979, the fledgling regin1e received a fim1 
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vote of suppon fr\llll the U .S. govt:nnnent. \\'hich asserted in its hurnan rights 
repon: 

Since con1ing to power in 1973. President Juvenal Habyarimana has n1ade 
conrinued progress on hun1an rights a key objective of official policy. The 
Rwandan Governn1ent en1phasizes developn1ent of rural areas to improve 
the Iot of its poorest citizens and has undertaken efforts to make local justice 
n1ore consistent. ... R \vanda has been in the forefront of the African human 
righrs n1o,·en1ent. ~.:: 

Despite this expression of confidence by a new partner courting closer 
relations. President Habyarimana found hirnself under fire in the same year 
from a rather different quarter-human rights organizations and joumalists. 
The ne\\: president of a small country whose previous regime had shunned 
international contact now found that opening oneself to international aid 
opened one to international scrutiny as weil. The foreign press published 
allegations of a broad array of human rights violations, including arbitrary 
arrests. abuses of preventive detention, and ill-treatment of political prisoners. 
Throughout the 1970s, the reports of abuses continued. In 1978 and 1979, 
human rights reports cited incidents of detained persons waiting for up to two 
years without being tried, physical violence committed by police officers 
against detainees, arbitrary arrests of young people subsequently sent to 
forced-labor "re-education" camps, and political prisoners of the former re
gime living in dismal cachots, denied visitation rights and even dying in 
detention. 83 

Inside Rwanda, the procedure for preventive detention was so extensively 
violated that the president hirnself was forced to address it in 1979. In a public 
pitch for human rights, he acknowledged the prevalence and arbitrary nature 
of preventive detention and called for bringing it to an end. By this time, it 
was clear that although he tried to place hirnself at the forefront of Africa's 
human rights movement through his oratory, Habyarimana continued to make 
extensive use of preventive detention and cachots as political tools. The most 
serious abuses were reportedly taldng place in security cachots, popularly 
called amigo. PA 

Despite the president's rhetoric, abuses of preventive detention, and of 
detainees generally, continued unabated into the 1980s. Even the U .S. gov
emment noted that Rwanda's practice of preventive detention was problem
atic. In a 1981 human rights report explaining the legal procedures for 
preventive detention, the State Department noted that it was quite legal in 
Rwanda for a detainee to be held without charges under certain kinds of 
warrants, and that under the provisions of preventive detention, persons could 
be held indefinitely for renewable periods of thirty days. The report added 
that, in theory, individuals thus preventively detained had a right to appeal 



· d · b t 1· n practice appeal was so rarely successful that it was the1r etentton, u , ' d b f d 
1 · k d xs It noted that the International Red Cross ha een re use rare y 1nvo e .'· 

the right to visit political detainees, a standardRed ~~oss pro~edure, and ~hat 
··beatings of prisoners and suspects may be common, accord1ng to a credtble 
hun1an rights organization. 86 

Abuses of preventive detention, in conjunction with mass arrests or 
"sweeps" of opponents or public "examples," increased in the 1980s, a decade 
ushered in by the detention of more than thirty persans without charge and 
without trial in the cachot of Ruhengeri for more than a year.87 Held incom
municado, some in cells of total darkness ( cachots noirs) for nearly a year, 
the untried detainees could neither be visited, nor rendered medical assistance, 
despite reports that some of them had been tortured by beatings and electric 
shock in order to elicit confessions and after preliminary inquiries had found 
that some of the defendants had no accusations filed against them.88 

In addition to these political prisoners, ordinary Rwandans were massively 
arrest~d in a 1983 campaign against "vagabonds" and "delinquents." They 
~ere Illegally detained and physically abused, even raped, while in deten
tlon.~9 Mass arrests of persans belanging to minority religious groups, in
cludmg Jehovah's Witnesses and other groups advocating nonviolence, 
generated hundreds of detainees in the mid-and late l980s. During this de
cade, pretrial detention lengthened: by 1984, for certain political detainees it 
ex~eeded two years--even for detainees who, when they finally went before 
a JU~ge, were acquitted and released.90 This lengthy pretrial detention, and 
the mcreasing nurober of detainees, led to prison overcrowding and an over
load of the judicial system by the end of the decade. 

Attempting to get a handle on the situation in October 1989, the minister 
of_justice ordered the Kigali prosecutor either to eh arge or to release the 1,900 
pnsoners held in Kigali Central Prison without charge or trial. These pris
oners, most of whom had been arrested without warrants, had already been 
held for periods ranging from a few months to several years. Mounting reports 
of torture of uncharged or pretrial detainees in many sites, from cachots inside 
prisons to rooms inside the headquarters of the national intelligence service 
(Service Centrat de Renseignements) led to increased pressure for change 
from international human rights groups, and ultimately to the 1986 govem
ment revelation that some fifty-six political prisoners bad been extrajudicially 
killed.

91 
This revelation, while it may have generated some political capital 

for the government, which claimed to have "come clean" on human rights. 
did not Iead to a din1inution of abuses against detainees. 

Indeed, the situation grew exponentjally worse in 1990, following an Oc
tober attack on the north of the country by RPF guerrillas. The govemn1~nt 
responded by arresting thousands of Rwandans in mass sweeps, and holdtng 
111ore than 4,000 until April 1991. In cachots throughout the country, sus
pected RPF syn1pathizers were subject to a variety of abuses. In son1e cachots. 



gn.,up~ \,f Tutsi "t"n' pi"·kt"\i up and hc·ld '' ith,.'ul •. .-hargc. hcah~n. and then 
n"k~l~t-=: Suspt."\.'"ts hcld ~~ tht' nati,.'nal intt"lligt"ncc ser\'iCt" \\'fTt: reportedly 
~"att.'n ,,·ith t.'il\.'tri"· ,,·in' and ht.X" handlcs. ,gi\'t'n clectric shocks. tied at the 
t"l~'"·s '' ith tht"ir lnn~ ~'hind tht'ir hacks. and rnade to drink urine and eat 
'"'-'lllÜ.-=~ llh.'U~nkb •Jf '.1tht'rs nC\'t'r rnadc ir ro detention: they were simply 
t'"\t'\.'Utt.'\.i. 

\tas~ arre~ts l'\)ntinut"'d to play a signiticant role in the political struggles 
l'f I 'NI- 1 ~. \\·hich pin~ political rnoderates. \vho challenged the Haby
arinlana regirnc ·s abu~es of J:X)\\'er and called for a negotiated Settlement with 
the RPF. against hard-liners. \\'ho vehernently opposed po\ver-sharing or con
cessions of any kind and sought to galvanize support by appeals to Hutu 
ethnic solidarity. In addition to new \vaves of mass arrests, beatings, grenade 
anacks. and assassinations became increasingly commonplace. 

The steadily mounting violence of the early 1990s leaped to a new Ievel 
in .\pril l ~. following the assassination of President Habyarimana. The 
political void that his death created opened up a Iethai struggle for power 
bef\\·een political moderates and hard-liners. The hard-liners seized the op
portunity of confusion and void at the political center, and called their network 
of supporters into action. Swiftly, these hard-liners transformed mass shock 
and uncertainty into a deadly motivating force as they called upon their coun
trymen to contain 'lhe enemy within." In the two waves of reaction to the 
crisis. hard-liners targeted, first, political "enemies," and then, ethnic "ene
mies:· this time not by detention but by massacre. In the events of 1994, 
cachots played little role. Containment of opponents--or "enemies"-now 
relied on mass execution. 

THE WAR OF THE CACHOTS SINCE 1994 

Several months after the J uly 1994 tak.eover of Kigali by the anned forces 
of the RPF~ killing began to give way to mass arrest as the dominant means 
of conßict containment. Particularly in September 1994, as international relief 
\vorkers poured in to assist with Rwanda's reconstruction, the unchecked sum
mary executions and disappearances perpetrated to avenge the genocide be
gan to subside and detentions were on the rise. The 800 genocide suspects 
whom the RPF government held in rnid-August 1994, a month and a half into 
its administration~ climbed to 10,000 three months later, and to 15,000 by the 
end of the year. The arrestrate at year's end was 1,500 persans per week.94 

This wave of arrests took place in a context of collapse: R wanda bad neither 
the physical infrastructure nor the judicial personnel to cope with the deten
tions. With almost no trained judicial authorities to investigate, issue arrest 
warrants, process inmates, or establish the circumstances of their cases, sus
pected or accused criminals were apprehended and detained in all manner of 
arbitrary ways. And although R wandan law laid out the procedures for pre-



· , .. t ~tention and 1·udicial inquiry~ fo\lowed by transfer or release, most 
,.t~nll' t: t t: · . . b f 

lllcs \r-u.l no n1eans to either tnvesttgate and she\ter \arge num ers o 
l.'l)l\lllll . I. • 

detainees or to transport then1 on to the central prtsons. 
The systetn stal\ed at the loca\ leve\: The pressure on \ocal cachots became 

enonnous. By late 1994~ cachots, n1eant to be provisiona\, were holding de
rainees for lengthy periods of time. More alanningly, rumors indicating the 
existence of a wide variety of irregular cachots were increasingly substanti
ated. Detainees were being amassed and often tortured in private houses, in 
abandoned buildings, in sheds and outhouses, in military barracks, in shipping 
crates, and even in holes in the ground.95 Although the system for monitaring 
the arrest and transfer of detainees was barely developed, it quickly became 
clear that detainees were disappearing. Human rights monitors, attempting to 
track the whereabouts of persans who had been seen leaving their homes in 
the custody of authorities, began to find cases where the arrestees were neither 
recorded nor present in the cachot, and their whereabouts could not be ex
plained by authorities.96 

By early 1995, with prisons at five times their maximum capacity,97 Rwan
dan authorities and international observers debated whether it was better to 
keep detainees in the cachots or to transfer them to the central prisons. Many 
considered cachot facilities superior to prisons, where burgeoning inmate 
populations, some packed at a density of six inmates per square meter, risked 
epidemic. Butare prison, designed for 1,500 but with an inmate population 
of over 4,000, recorded a death toll of 166 persons in the last six weeks of 
1994. The well-monitored Kigali Central Prison, designed for 1,500 but hold
ingover 5,000 inmates in early 1995, recorded an average of 7 deaths per 
day.98 Others argued that cachots, more difficult to monitor, were centers of 
abuse and torture. 

The debate shifted decisively toward the latter view after March 1995 when 
the forced closure of camps for intemally displaced persons (IDPs) spilled 
tens of thousands of persans out on Rwanda's hillsides. Almost immediately, 
mass arrests began, adding new detainees, many exhausted, sick from a wide
spread viral infection, or wounded from gunfire or beatings, into the cachots. 
Although not all cachots, not even all official communal facilities, were open 
to monitoring, those that were proved highly overcrowded. An aide worker 
described a cachot of six square meters (390 square feet) holding 150 detain
ees, who were so tightly packed that no one could lie down at night.

99 
.In the 

days that followed, suffocations began to occur. In the lock-up of Muh1ma at 
the Kigali gendarmerie, 74 persans s~ueezed into a cell desi~~ed to hold no 

h 5 to 1 0 caused the suffocatton deaths of 24 people. In the south-
more t an ' · 0 d · of Rusatira in Butare prefecture, the crammtng of 30 eta1nees 
em commune "' · 101 
. 11 cachot killed 28 people by suuocatlon. 
In the s~a. th vercrowding physical evidence indicated that detainees 

In addttton to e 0 ' . · · d d . d 0 tainees reported betng beaten wtth sttcks an woo en 
were betng torture . e 



rh1~s. p.ai1il"Ularly on thc gcnitals. \Vt.llll('tl dctainees r~portcd being raped by 
St'\.'Utity ")ftll"iab. Dctain~t·s also reportt'd \\'itnessing the fatal beatings of 
fellt.l\\' innl~Hcs. 111

.: testitnony suppo11ed by sudden decreases in inn1ate counts 
rhat authoritit"S were unable ro explain. Throughout this period. prison over
l'n:~wding had slowed or sralled prison transfers. even though the United Na
tions had steppc--d in h) facilitate the transport. Detainees were thus being held 
for Ionger perüxis in cachors and other decentralized sites. which monitors 
~lie,·cd. increased their chances of being tortured or killed. 103 Therefore, 
despile repon~ of abysmal conditions in the central prisons-of high death 
rJtes. of amputations of gangrenaus lintbs caused by endlessly standing in 
n1ud and fi lth-international human rights organizations pushed for cachot 
inntares to be transferred to the central prisons for their own safety. 

As 1996 and the second anniversary of the genocide approached, clandes
tine abuses of cachot inmates, including severe overcrowding causing suf
focations. continued: in addition, new developments indicated a growing 
pattern of inmate killings througb open, anned attack. In April 1996, witb 
cachors filled anew due to mass arrests resulting from an identity card cam
paign. and recorded detainees nationwide numbering 67,000, 104 on-and-off 
bouts of violence along Rwanda's westem border, which had become com
monplace in the previous year, now began to center on cachots. On April 10, 
1996 at the Muramba Detention Center in Gisenyi Prefecture, at least nine 
detainees were killed following the sbooting death of an RPA soldier, alleg
edly by an ~~infiltrator." 105 A similar but moreextensive attack took place one 
month later in Cyangugu Prefecture where at least forty -six detainees died of 
grenade and gunsbot wounds in an attack on the cachot at B ugarama Com
mune.'OfJ Authorities attributed the killings to infiltrators, who had attacked 
RPA soldiers and killed tbe detainees in a bungled attempt to free them. 
Forensie evidence, bowever, established that the gunfire and explosions had 
come from inside the cachot. 

The year continued witb suffocation deaths and shootings of alleged es
capees. By early June 1996, forty-three people had died from suffocation in 
cachots, including twenty-two detainees at tbe Kivumu communal cachot in 
Kibuye Prefecture on May 11, 1996. 107 In an October incident, sixteen de
tainees suffocated in the cachot of Gitesi Commune, Kibuye Prefecture. Am
nesty International reported: 'The authorities claimed that the deaths were 
caused by figbting among tbe detainees, but the detainees apparently diedas 
a result of lack of air and extreme heat in the grossly overcrowded cells. 
Prison guards bad refused to open the cell doors, although they heard detain
ees screaming for air and water." 108 Numerous cases of individuals being shot 
dead at close range, allegedly while trying to escape, were also reported in 
1996, particularly in Kibuye and Gitarama prefectures. Others detainees died 
of malnutrition. 109 
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The shootings of detainees, justified by authorities as le~itimate means to 
rhwart escape, continued into 1997, claiming at least 100 hves between Jan
uary and early August. In addition to this, violence broadened a~d. ~scalated 
in the north of the country, evolving into large-scale attacks on ClVlhan com
munities.110 The context of this shift was the violent, forced retum of refugees 
from can1ps in former Zaire in November- December 1996. Within days of 
the return of the first wave of refugees, monitors noted a pronounced rise in 
arrests, disappearances, and killings, particularly in the northem regions of 
Gisenyi and Ruhengeri. B y 1997, having pushed out most of the international 
aide workers in the North, the Rwandan military engaged in open attacks on 
the civilian population. It characterized the large number of civilian deaths 
as collateral darnage in the defense of the country against rebel- and infiltrator
initiated offensives. Prominent among the massacres reporterl-and suggest
ing an enlargement in scale of the previously established pattem of killing 
inmates during real or alleged escapes-were those situated in or near cach
ots. For example, in early August 1997, ninety-five detainees at the cachot in 
Gisenyi Prefecture's Rubavu Commune, and an unknown number of detainees 
at neighboring Kanama, were killed during clashes between government 
forces and "infiltrators" whom authorities claimed had attempted to liberate 
them. During the military operations that ensued, several hundred residents 
of the region were killed. Reports of similar skirmishes continued to filterout 
of northern R wanda in mid- and late 1997, culminating in massive military 
operations conducted against civilians in November and December, following 
alleged attacks on the cachots of Giciye, Rwerere, and Bulinga Communes. 

CONCLUSION 

The decentralization of Rwanda's state apparatus into communes, ofwhich 
cachots are a vital element, was hailed as a hopeful sign in the 1960s-1980s. 
Onlookers celebrated this move as evidence of R wanda's development toward 
Westernized democracy. Rwandans too welcomed communes, including 
cachots, as a step away from colonial authoritarianism, and a step toward 
bringing the mechanisms of govemment and justice closer to the people. In 
the 1990s, however, with Rwanda's hope for democracy having gone terribly 
astray, decentralization has provided a cover for abuse. In 1994, govemment
ordered killing teams combed the remotest corners of the country hunting for 
victims. In 1997, widespread manhunts and killings in remote northem cor-

ners threatened security once again. . . . 
R wanda is presently a country of graves ~d cachots, 1n which the dial~gue 

· ustice is encoded in body counts. Cruc1al among the figure~ assoc1ated 
0~ J ,, · tice by numbers" is 120,000. This figure refers to the detrunees whose 
Wtth JUS . 'd db 1 . f this writing, ren1ain extremely precanous, as ev1 ence y regu ar 
lt vesk, tys d~ath tolls as well as by the casualties generated in incidents of attacks 
wee 
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I. Thi~ anide is txl~ in partonpersonal experience and research conducted in R wanda 
fn,m ÜCt(~r 1994 to Ocrober 1995. I would like to thank the gacaca scholars from the 
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Rwandan human rights organization ( Association nt'andaise des Droits de I' homme
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~- Called a/J(zturage in Kinyanvanda and /es paysans or Ia population in French, ordi
llal). people art' conventionally referred to by educated Rwandans as a collective mass 
who think (or respond) and behave in a collective manner. Imputing to them a herd-like, 
easily manipulated nature. many educated Rwandans, both Tutsi and Hutu, compare their 
less edocated counterpans to sheep. This comparison is especially invoked in explaining 
popular participation in the 1994 genocide. 

3. Fora discussion of the Rwandan government's ethnicized definition of "legitimate" 
survivors. and how this definition plays into its "politics of victimization," see Micheie D. 
\Vagner "'Whose Justice?'' Tribunal 6, no. 1 (December 1996), 6. Micheie D. Wagner "All 
tbe Bourgmestre 's Men." Africa Today 45, no. 1 ( 1998), 25-36. 

4. For exarnples of incidents reported during the year 1996, see: Amnesty International, 
.4mnesty International Report 1997 (New York: 1996), 271-73. Despite numerous reports 
of violent incidents. which circulate within the small community of humanitarian aid and 
development organizations existing in R wanda, few international organizations operating 
in Rwanda have publicly reported or denounced these incidents. Organizations that have 
made public Statements about these incidents, such as the French group Medecins Sans 
Frontieres (Doctors Wichout Borders), have been placed on lists of "suspicious" organi
zations, denied visas, and/or expelled. 

5. Didier Lauras boldly characterizes rebel attacks on detention centers as a "war" in 
his article "Les rebelies intensifient Ia 'guerre des cachots' " (Agence France-Presse, De
cember 4, 1997 ). Prior to this, other observers such as Amnesty International remarked 
upon a developing pattern of violence at detention centers: "A pattem of killings of de
tainees by the security forces emerged during the year. Most occurred while detainees were 
held in communal detention centres before being transferred to central prisons." Amnesty 
International Repon 1997, 273. 

6. Attack on Giciye Commune, Gisenyi Prefecture, November 1997. "88 Prisoners die 
at Giciye" (Agence France-Presse, November 16, 1997); "300 personnes tuees dans un 
raid contre une prison rwandaise" (Reuters, November 20, 1997). Attack on Rwerere 
Commune, Gisenyi Prefecture, December 1997. "Hutu Attack Frees Inmates" (Associated 
Press, December 3, 1997). Attack on Bulinga Commune, Gitarama Prefecture, December 
1997. Didier Lauras, "Les rebelies intensifient Ia 'guerre des cachots.' " (Agence France
Presse, December 4, 1997). 
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7. G. Prunicr. Thc Rwanda Crisis (New York: Columbia University Press 1995), 119-

20. 
g, Idcn1 .. 56, 136- 39. 
9. c. Legun. ed .. Africa Contentporal}' Record 1976-1977 (London and New York: 

Africana Publishing Co .. 1977). B308- B309 (hereafter referred to as ACR) records that 
dccentralized rural development based on the commune was the focal point of govemment 
policy in 1976-1977. U.S. Government, Department of State, Country Reports on Human 
Rights Practicesfor 1979, Report Submitted to the Committee on Foreign Relations, U.S. 
Senate. and the Committee on Foreign Relations, U .S. House of Representatives (Wash
ington: 1980), 155. "Since coming to power in 1973, President Juvenal Habyarimana has 
made continued progress on human rights a key objective of official policy. The Rwandan 
Government emphasizes development of the rural areas to improve the Iot of its poorest 
citizens and has undertaken efforts to make local justice more consistent. Lack of resources 
rather than appropriate policies impedes faster human rights progress." 

10. The intended function of cachots communaux was the preventive detention of local 
residents accused of minor crimes. According to the Rwandan penal code, in effect prior 
to November 1994, a local policeoffteer (either the Inspecteur de Ia Police Judiciaire, IPJ, 
or an Officier de Ia Police Judiciaire, OPJ) had the right to detain a resident on a preventive 
basis for up to forty-eight hours. A national police offteer ( Offleier du Ministere Public, 
OMP) had the right to detain a person for up to five days. The OMP could, if necessary, 
prol.o.ng the detention for up to thirty days, renewable, with authorization from a judge. In 
a.dditton, within the commune, the bourgmestre acting in the capacity of an OPJ bad the 
nght to detain a resident for a maximum of seven days. 

11. Germany, Rwanda's first colonial overruler, was forced to surrender its colonies at 
the end of the First World War. At that point, Rwanda became League of Nations-man
dated territory under the stewardship of Belgium. Later, the United Nations continued that 
mandate. 

12. lndigene, the nomenclature used during most of Rwanda's colonial experience, later 
became paysan, a nomenclature that endures into the present. It is used by educated Rwan
dans to refer to less educated, subsistence-sector farmers and artisans. 

13 · In Kinyarwanda these identities are expressed as Batutsi, Bahutu, and Batwa. 
14. For an example of the interpretation of these identity categories as "race," see A. 

Arnoux, Les Peres Blancs aux Sources du Nil (Namur: Grands Lacs, 1948), 20-7. For an 
official view that also relies on "races" to explain R wandan identity categories, see Bel
gium, Ministere des Colonies, Rapport presente par Je Gouvernement Beige au Conseil 
de Ia Societe desNationsau sujet de /'administration du Ruanda-Urundi pendant /'annee 
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